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ABSTRACT

This thesis develops a framework within which to consider the performance of owner-

managed firms, relative to the purposes for which the firm has been creaûed, by distilling

essential features of owner-manager economic motivation from established theory. This

provides the basis for proposing specific concepts fundamental to our understanding of

the performance of firms and the decision-making behaviour of owner-managers

Implications of owner-manager objectives for lenders are analysed to demonstrate the

broader relevance of the framework.

Performance is generally restricted to economic notions. Because the firm is established

and maintained by the owner-manager, his or her objectives are those to which

performance of the owner-managed firm should be related. It is argued that satisfaction

of individual consumption preferences as the basic objective of economic activities.

Owner-managers a¡e identified as intendedly rational satisficers with minimum periodic

consumption targets.

In developing the framework, unneceisary formalism is avoided. The focus is on the

conceptual development of the framework rather than mathematical representations or

formal prescriptions dependent on restrictive assumptions to which individual owner-

managers are unlikely to conform

The paucity of accessible data concerning owner-managed firms in Australia significantly

limits the extent of testing that can be undertaken. While there are many limitations in the

data which was obtained through very limited access to a bank's lending files, the tests

generally support the propositions. Simple empirical techniques are employed, and are

based mainly on æsting group differences and multivariate linear regressions.

Traditional concepts of performance, such as growth, survival and profit seeking are

considered within the context of the proposed framework. This illustrates how the

concepts central to the framework can be used to contextualise the performance of owner-

managed firms.
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CHAPTER 1

THE OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research is to develop a conceptual framework within which to consider

the performance of owner-managed firms, relative to the purposes for which the firms have

been created.

As will be seen, the development of such a framework is complex and subtle. Such

foundational work has rarely been considered in the literature, even at a superficial level.

This thesis is an attempt to redress this deficiency and is proposed as a necessary stage in the

development of a better understanding of performance measures and their application to

owner-managed firms.

Developing the framework involves investigating the economic consequences of owner-

mnnager{ objectives for owner-managed frrms and criteriarelevant to these which can selve

as a basis for others to propose performance measures. Consideration of p"rfor-on""

measures per se will be limiæd and illustrative only, with the focus on performance ctiteda

relevant to the owner-managers.

The framework is developed by distilling essential features of owner-manager economic

motivation from established theory and æsting aspects of this framework against a sample of

Australian owner-managed firms. This will provide the basis for proposing specific

concepts fundamental to our understanding of the performance of firms and the decision-

making behaviour of owner-managers and parties with whom they contract.

Page I
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Part I Chapter I

THESIS ORJECTIVDS

The basic objectives of this thesis can be described by the following bload elements,

which are dealt with sequentially.

Establish a conceptual framework within which to identify and

evaluate notions of owner-managed firm performance.

Establishing a conceptual framework is the core of this thesis and is a necessary

precursor to the remaining primary objectives. This objective is accomplished by

drawing on the basic motivations for individuals commonly addressed in

contemporary microeconomic and finance theory. This is pursued largely

through the existing literature, with only limited reference to empirical

propositions.

Construct a model of owner-manager decision to operationalise the

framework.

The construction and operationalisation of decision models based on owner-

manager objectives is pursued by drawing propositions from the conceptual

framework. This is tested, where possible, against a sample of Australian owner-

managed firms and their owner-managers.

Examine the implications of owner-managers' motives and choices

for parties contracting with owner-managed firms.

The examination of the implications of owner-manager objectives for other

decision makers demonstrates the broader relevance of the framework. Attention

is restricted to institutional lenders because they are a significant and relatively

homogenous group of decision makers who frequently contract with owner-

managed firms and for whom data is most readily obtained'

Research into these matters is desirable because of the current deficiencies in our

knowledge concerning owner-manager performance criteria and because of the economic

2

3
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Part I Chapter 1

importance of owner-managed hrms. The latter point is briefly illustrated later in this

chapter, afær clarifying the concepts of owner-managed firms and perfolmance.

IMPORTANT CONCEPTS

Generally, the objectives described above are concerned with how the individual

performance of 'owner-managed firms' should be described and evaluated given an

owner-manager's economic motives. Restrictions on the subject matter are inherent in

the import of three terms: V/hat is meant by a 'firm', how 'owner-managed' differs from

other delimitations and what is meant by 'performance'. These are described below.

The firm

The roles and performance of firms continue to be observed, analysed, discussed and

speculated upon across as diverse a literature as any competing area of study. Few

generalisations concerning 'firms' are meaningful because of the fiequent failure to define

precisely what is meant by a firm and because of the many features of firms that can

induce substantial differences between them. Consequently, subsets or categories of

firms are usually identified for discussion or investigation in the literature. Firms can be

categorised according to numerous regimes and characteristics, such as size,

organisational type, ownership, behavioural modes, stages of development and

demographic criteria. While interest here is limited to particular firms defined by their'

ownership and management, it remains necessary to define the concept of the firm itself.

The firm is dehned here as an entity capable of contracting with another to acqu.ire private

property rights and incur debt. Ttre rclevance of owner-managers per s¿ is made app¿u'ent

later in this section, but it is argued that the objectives of the owner'-managed film are

economically inseparable from those of the owner-manager.

For unincorporated firms, this definition implies residual equity holders (the owner-

managers) are the firm in an economic sense. As argued in Chapter' 2 and tested in

Page j



Part.l Chapter 1

Chapter 10, residual equity holders of incorporated firms may acquire private property

rights and become indebted to third parties by contracts designed to circumvent the

corporate veil. Thus, while the residual equity holder may be legally distinct from the

corporation, when the objectives of the incorporated business are functions of the

objectives of the equity holder the business cannot be separated fi'om the equity holder for

economic analysis. Consequently, the object of analysis is the consolidatedl finn fonned

by combining the interests of the equity holder and the incorporated business which they

own and manage. This leads to the following dehnition of the owner-managed firm.

The owner-managed firm

Owner-managed firms are defined here as legally independerxt privately held.fírms in

which the proprietors make all poli.cy decisions and personally provide the printa.ry

numagementfunctions.

The restriction on the provision of management functions eliminates any possibility that

the implementation of policy decisions may be systematically corrupted by possible

conflicting objectives of managers. The key technical terms in this definition are briefly

explained thus:

'Legally independent'means the firm is not owned or controlled by another fitm,

nor depends on any party other than its owner-managers for iA legal identity.

'Privately held' is a legalistic notion referring to the absence of publicly traded

equities (see Appendix 2.1).

'Proprietors'are the owners of the firm. That is, they hold the residual private

property rights in assets and profits of the firm.

'Policy decisions'are the decisions concerning the objectives of the film. They

are distinguished from implementation decisions, which are concemed with how

policy is put into effect.

Consoli<Jation is use<l here in its accounting sense, where assets, liabilities and residual equity of

the entities are combined, after eliminating obligations ¿utd transactiolls between t.he entities.

a

a

a

a
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'Prim.ary managem.ent .furtctions' are those functions of management which

invoke the implementation of policy decisions.

The'personally provide' chuse restricts the provision of management functions

to eliminate the possibility of policy implementation being systematically

conupted by conflicting independent objectives of management. This restriction

identifies the firm as having little or no internal access to non-owner specialist

managers, whether by choice or circumstance, and so must acquire external

expertise through separate contracting alrangements as needed.

This definition closely limits the set of firms of interest in this study. It implies that an

owner-managed firm is generally without internal managerial specialists, thus having little

formalised management structure and little or no managerial delegation. It is likely such a

firm faces an upper size or growth limit due to managerial limitations2.

The definition also implies an owner-managed firm cannot raise equity funds fi'om new

parties unless such parties can participate in the management of the firm, while intemal

participants in the primary managerial processes must all directly share proprietary risks.

The notion of what constitutes a firm is important, and is developed further in later

chapters. The approach adopted here in defining the basic concept of an owner-managed

firm identifies some signihcant features relative to the existing literature which should be

emphasised:

Mackintosh (1963, p.18) defined a firm as 'an individual or association which buys

goods and services and converts them into other goods and services which it sells'.

Addition of a profit motive yields the intuitive concept of a business. While

describing an individual as a possible fîrm, Mackintosh claimed that regardless of the

size of a firm, there is no single decision maker for a firm. It appears incongruous

for Mackintosh to identify an individual as a firm, but to then suggest that the

decision making unit must be a larger entity. Given the adopted definition of an

owner-managed firm, one individual will often comprise the decision making unit,

a

a

2 This is considered in Pa¡t IV Chapter 15.
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Pa¡t I Chapter 1

rather than a team or collection of individuals. While other parties may contract with

the flrrm, and so be engaged in rel.evant decision-making, they do not form part of the

govemance structure of the fnrl, per s¿ under Mackintosh's definition.

At the individual firm level, there are two broad categories of study described by the

ownership and management of firms. The first is where capital providers exercise

significant direct managerial control over the firm, while the second is where

ownership and management are largely divorced3. Contemporary theories of the

firm, finance and managerial behaviour tend to have developed around the latter

category. Indeed, separation of ownership and control was pivotal in developments

in the theory of the firm, and in many aspects of modern finance theory. While

owner-managed firms are not entirely ignored in the literature, they have not enjoyed

the same relative focus in theoretical development.

Much of the literature which uses labels such as 'small business' or 'entrepreneur'

appears relevant to ownet-managed firms, although it does not specifically identify

owner-managed firms as its subject. Most of this literature is empirically driven with

little apparent theoretical foundation. The primary problems with such labels is the

lack of agreed definition and the consequent difficulties of generalising results. These

problems a¡e examined further in Chapær 2.

An important aspect of this thesis is the analysis of the functions and effects of

organisational boundaries which addresses the difficulty of operationalising the

above definition of the owner-managed firm. Some difficulties are attributed to the

effect of the accounting entity concept which pervades available data bases. The

approach taken here questions the extent to which legal and accounting boundaries of

firms (which arise from the adopted organisational form) are meaningful in economic

analyses of owner-managed firms4.

V/hile the degree of separation between ownership and cont¡ol may be better described as a

continuum, this has not been the dominant approach. Generally, the prevailing literature has

focussed onlhe exislence ofseparation, rather than the degree ofseparation.

The concept of'organisational boundaries' is used to identify an ascribed or organisational entily,

such as a legal or accounting entity, as distinct from the economic boundaries of the finn and its

owner-manager. This is discussed in Chapter 2 and empirically investigated in Chapter 10.

a

a

a

3

4
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Performance

Performance can be considered from many subjective perspectives and at aggregate and

individual firm levels. While performance is generally restricted to economic notions in

the business literature, as will be seen in reviews of the relevant literature in various parts

of this thesis, the focus is typically on accounting profits and related growth measures.

This implicitly assumes that these measures are of paramount significance to the various

decision makers. However, as will be shown in Part II, it has not been established that

these are appropriate criteria for measuring the performance of owner-managed firms.

As any concept of performance is relative to objectives, it is necessary to identify the

objectives for owner-managed fi¡ms. The approach adopted here is that, because the firm

is established and maintained by the owner-manager, his or her objectives arc those to

which performance of the owner-managed firm should be related. It is argued in Chapter

3 that generally accepted economic theory identifies the satisfaction of individual

consumption preferences as the basic objective of economic activities.

The ne ed for a theoretical frarTtew ork

The extant literature concerning small firm performance and intenelated factors is largely

prescriptive, with little theoretical support. Many empirical studies have little reference to

any theoretical framework, as illustrated below.

Numerous studies have 'analysed' small firm behaviour to isolate 'success' factors.

Momentarily ignoring the serious limitations of most such studies, overall they suggest

that many identified variables can be associated with adopted concepts of success or

failure (for example, see the literature review by Benyman, 1983). As an illustration of

Page 7
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weaknesses in this area, Cragg and King (1988) reviewed ten studies investigating small

hrm'financial performance' and concluded that5 :

an organisation's planning activities are related to hnancial performance;

market oriented activities would seem to be related to f,rnancial performance; and

the characteristics of the 'owner/manager' are related to f,rnancial performance.

In the absence of a theoretical framework, such descriptive findings offer little insight into

performance criteria or evaluation. The use of accounting profits and revenues as

performance criteria was not justified by the various authors. The simple associations

identified are speculative only, given the naive analyses. The associations are not

generally attributed to relationships (despite the conclusion that they are 'related'), with

little or no reference to causation.

An often stated aim of the assorted research was to obtain a greater understanding of

small firm performance. However, as noted, no consideration was given to theoretical

foundations for the development of perforrnance criteria or evaluative techniques. Cragg

and King (1988) focussed on financial performance in their evaluation and retesting of

'associated variables', but failed to take account of major deficiencies in the studies they

reviewed. For example, they employed naive financial performance measures such as

annual sales revenue change, proht as a percentage ofsales revenue and the direction of

any annual change in net proht before tax. Their selection of such criteria was apparently

based on Robinson (1983) - a strategic planning study. The authors offered no other

justification for using such criteria for measuring financial performance. Infolmation

exists as to differences in the validity of such measures (Keats and Bracker', 1988, p.53),

with no body of evidence indicating them to be applicable to this purpose.

Cragg and King (1988, p.50). The concept of financial performance pertained to reported
accounting prohts or revenues.

5
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Paft I Chapter I

Focussing on the Cragg and King study in this manner is not to suggest it contained any

greater deficiencies than othels in the same field. Indeed, in many respects it improved

on the various studies it evaluated. It does, however, highlight a need for fundamental

work in establishing theoretical constructs and models of owner-managed firm

performance. While it has not been established that choices of performance such as the

above accounting measures are inappropriate, there is no evidence that they capture the

purpose of the firm - the starting point in establishing performance criteria.

Dess and Robinson (1984), amongst others, also argued that organisational perf'ormance

research should address the selection of a conceptual framework from which to define

performance, and the identification of sufficiently accurate and available measures that

operationalise performance concepts. \Mhile they provided some motivation for pursuing

such work, they did not undertake such an exercise. Wortman (1985) also recognised

such deficiencies in small firm research, and urged the development of a complehensive

theoretical framework for small firms .

An attempt at developing a conceptual model in line with these arguments was offered by

Keats and Bracker (1988). However, the arguments developed and presented in their

paper lacked cohesion, and as a conceptual model suffered from some operational

difficulties. Nonetheless, their efforts provided tacit recognition of the need for

theoretical frameworks in small or owner-managed firm performance research.

Specificatly, Keats and Bracker (1988) proposed what they believed to be the principal

factors affecting small hrm performance in a behavioural context. They suggested small

firm perforrnance is substantiatly influenced by the individual charactelistics and

behaviour of the owner, and task environment characteristics. To do so, they drew

heavily on theories in strategy, entrepreneurship and organisation. They criticised earlier'

efforts which tended to relate small fîrm performance to planning practices, due to their

emphasis on financial performance. A relaæd sustainable criticism is the apparent lack of
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consistency in the financial definitions of performance. While Keats and Blacker mày

have adopted a reasonable approach, they failed to rigorously pursue the theoretical

analysis necessary to establish a cohesive framework for performance evaluation. In

particular, they did not look to the foundations of the diverse theories on which they

drew. Other than concluding that the performance outcomes of small firms are likely to

be idiosyncratic, the authors did not provide a basis for establishing performance criteria.

TTTE IMPORTANCE OF OWNER.MANAGED FIRMS

The importance of owner-managed firms may be viewed from numerous aspects,

including those of the equity holders, debt holders and the broader 'general community'

in which the firm exists and operates (including the tiers of govemment). The interests of

various parties frequently conflict and so it may be necessary to vary the way firms are

viewed, to accord with factors deemed lelevant for the vadous interest groups.

V/ithin neoclassical economic theory, individuals will generally view the firm according

to some notion of self-interest. Equity and debt holders are each typically modelled as

homogenous, with an objective of wealth maximisation. These views are considered

further in Part II. The 'general community' is the least homogeneous group and is not

considered further in this thesis.

An overview of the economic significance of owner-managed firms is given below,

indicating some of these interest perspectives. Perspectives of equity and debt holders

and the general implications of these for this thesis are than specifically discussed.

Economic significance of owner-managed firms

It is stated frequently in the literature that 'small businesses' constitute a significant

proportion of the economy. What is less appal'ent from the cited statistics is that most

small firms captured in the statistics are owner-managed and that many owner-maltaged

firms are not trapped by the statistical base used. This is exemplified by the Austlalian
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Bureau of Statistics' (ABS) Enterprise Statistics, in which several major deficiencies

cause it to understate the numbers of 'small' firms. For many years, the available ABS

data excluded manufacturing enterprises with fewer than four employees and retail and

service enterprises with less than $50,000 turnover. ABS estimate that 59,104

enterprises were knowingly omitæd in 1980 under these criteria6. This was in addition to

the undisclosed number of omitted retailing businesses such as bread and milk vendors,

stall holders and door to door salespeople.

Such omissions are additional to ABS'difficulties in actually identifying enterpúses to

include on its register. While in recent years data from the Australian Taxation Office has

been accessed by the ABST to identify businesses registered as tax-stamp book applicants

or group employers (that is, businesses with paid employees), non-employer entities are

not captured by this mechanism. Therefore, many unincorporated businesses employing

proprietors only may not be on the register.

It is not known how many businesses are thus omitted from the register, but Bott (1989)

reported that for a sample of new firms surveyed by the Small Business Development

Corporation of Queensland, 73 per cent employed two or less persons (34 per cent had

only one person) including the'owner-operators'. As this related to new firms, it does

not provide a generalisable exclusion rate in the absence of othet data. It is likely that the

retail industry has the most non-employing entities, although on a proportionate basis,

owner-managed trade services enterprises also have few (frequently none) paid

employees. ABS (1988) estimated that an average of 608,900 private sector non-

agricultural enterprises operated in Australia in 1986-7, of which 95 per cent (580,900)

had fewer than 20 employees. In each of the retail and construction industlies, small

Enterprise Statistics Details by Industry Class, Australia 1979-80, Australian Bureau of
Statistics Catalogue No. 8103.0, paragraphs 15-17, page v.

The improvements were introduced in 1991, so most statistics published to date do not reflect

any extensions to tlìe data base.

6

7
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firms constituted 98 per cent of all enterprises, with 90 pel cent of all retail and

construction enterprises having fewer than l0 employees.

Broad interest in owner-managed firms is likely to encompass many concerns. Effects

on local economies in terms of wealth creation or loss, employment, contributions to

general revenues, effective resource utilisation (including provision of goods and

services) and effect on physical environments are all likely to be frequent and sedous

concerns to community groups and policy-makers. There are persistent difficulties in

evaluating any of these concerns. Even the least subjective of them, say those that are

largely statistically determined, remain elusive in effects and importance. Employment

generation by owner-managed firms provides a useful illustrative focus. While this was

not an area of specific study in earlier literature, employment generation by the 'small

business sector' is now a popular area for research.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (1988) estimated that for 1986-87, some 580,900

non-agricultural private sector enterprises in Australia with less than 20 employees

employed in excess of two million people (including self-employed), rrpresenting 44

percent of non-agricultural private sector employment. The same enterprises comprised

in excess of 95 per cent of all non-agricultural private sector enterpdsess, distributed

across industries and States or Territories as described in Table 1.1. The extent to which

these small enterprises represent owner-managed firms is unceftain.

The number of partnerships not owner-managed but included in this total are likely to be

insignificant. Incorporated firms with publicly traded shares are not owner-managed, by

definition. The Bureau of Industry and Economics (BIE) (1988) indicated that in 1987

only 139 companies with fewer than 20 employees were listed on the (then existing)

Enterprises with fewer than 10 employees comprised 90 per cent of all non-agricultural private

sector enterprises.

8
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Table 1.1

Australian enterprises with less than 20 employees by
industry and State or Territory: 1986-1987 ('000¡o

Industry classifircation Aust. NSV/ Vic Qld SA WA Ta^s NT ACT

Mining

Manufacturing

Construction

Wholesale t¡ade

Reøil rade

Transport and storage

Finance, property and business services

Community services

2.6

43.0

80.3

45.2

159.6

36.1

107.0

44.7

61.8

0.8

15.9

26.t

r7.0

57.8

13.6

47.8

15.9

23.0

0.3

12.0

19.9

11.1

41.4

8.2

26.4

12.6

15.1

0.6

6.0

15.7

7.0

24.3

6.5

t3.3

6.1

9.9

0.1

3.2

6.5

3.9

13.5

2.7

6.9

3.7

4.9

0.6

4.6

7.9

4.4

14.9

3.3

8.5

4.2

5.8

0.1 rut

0.8 lur

2.1 rur

1.0 na

4.6 nÍr

1.0 na

1.5 na

1.1 nâ

l.'7 ra

IìA

lut

nÍì

rut

lìÍt

luì

Iul

lìa

IARecreation, personal and other servicesb

Totalc -580.9 2t8.t t47.0 89.3 45.7 54.3 13.8 4.9 7.8

a Adapted from ABS(1988) Tables 3.1 to 3.9. ABS def,rnes an 'enterprise' to be the unit comprising
all operations in Ausf¡alia of a single operating legal entity which could be a sole proprietor,
partnership, company, co-operative society, trust, or government authority or department. It is
possible that, in some cases, an enterprise is a component of a larger conglomerate.

b Excludes private households employing staff.
c : Includes fhe Electricity, gas and water and Communication indusûies.
na Not available.

Australian second board stock exchanges. The most likely inclusion of non ownet-

managed firms is in the form of unlisted public companies. The National Companies and

Securities Commission (NCSC) (1987, p.18) reported that 705,932 companies were

registered in Australia at 30 June 1987, of which 687,148 were proprietary (and therefore

likely to be owner-managed) and 9,823 were publica. BIE identified 289 second board

companies and NCSC identified I,382 main board companies, leaving 8,152 potential

unlisted public companies. If these were distributed between small (<20 employees) and

medium (20-99 employees) enterprises in line with the total, around 7,900 could be

classified as small. Therefore, approximately 8,000 non owner-managed companies may

be included in the small enterprise total of 580,900. It is possible that many firms with

more than 20 employees are also owner-managed. However, the available data does not

The balance were comprised of 7,187 li¡nited by guarantee, 1,009 no liability, artd 765

unlimiterJ. The various forms of corporalion are describe d in Appendix 2.1 .

9
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allow this to be pursued further. Table 1.1 thus plovides a reasonable estimate oI the

minimum number of owner-managed firms.

Other measures of economic significance are vague. For example, in the mid eighties,

firms with less than 20 employees may have conributed 16 per cent of turnover and l1-

12 pet cent of value added by the private sector (Shailer, 1936). The same statisrics

indicated that these firms comprised only 82 percent of the non-agricultural private sector,

in contrast to the 95 per cent indicated in the enhanced data base used by the ABS.

Extrapolation suggests such firms contributed 18-19 per cent of turnover and l3-14 per

cent of value added. The lesser importance of such firms in respect of adding value may

be attributed to their concentration in the Retail Trade and Finance, Property and Business

Services industries, which in Table 1.1 account for nearly 46 per cent of the small

enterprises; this contrasts with only 26 per cent of other (medium and large) enterprises.

While they are imprecise, these statistics indicate the general economic importance of

small owner-managed firms.

fnterest perspectives of equity and debt holders in owner-managed firms

Equity holders

The nature of residual claims in owner-managed firms provides an important

distinguishing feature in comparison to publicly held or agent-managed firmsl0. For

owner-managed fums, residual claims arc generally restricted to the main decision makers,

thus avoiding some contracting costs associated with separation of decision making and

risk bearing (this is discussed in Chapter l3). However, such cost avoidance is not

without tradeoffs; for example, the proplietaly risk beaters are more 'locked-into'

investments, less able to diversify and more vulnerable to residual losses, while availability

of additional management skills may be determined largely by potential invesrors'

The term 'agent-managed fìrms' is used to indicate firms that. are managed by ernployed
individuals who do not hold residual (proprietary) interests.

l0
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willingness to bear proprietary risks and ability to provide capital, with access to equity

funds accordingly diminished.

While one may expect .some 
differentiation in vulnerability to residual losses for

incorporated owner-managed f,rrms in comparison to soletraders and partnerships, there is

far less difference between the various forms of owner-managed firms than the limited

liability concept may lead one to anticipate. The inelevance of the organisational forms of

owner-managed firms is argued in Chapter 2 and tested in Chapter 10. The essential

proposition is that organisational forms are frequently irrelevant given the economic

inseparability of the firm and its owner-manager and the relationship between the owner-

manager and parties such as institutional lenders contracting with the firm.

Multiple owner-managers (effective pantîershipstt¡ are likely to induce the most defined

. separation of owner-managers and their firm. Joint owner-managers often have differing

degrees of control and investment, by either design or effect, which may give them a

more distinct perception of the firm than for effective soletrader owner-managers. This

- raises important contracting (agency) considerations, which may lead to substantially

different attitudes and concerns regarding the owner-manager relationship and film

performance. These issues are considered in Part IV (particularly Chapters 13 and 14).

Debt holders

As discussed later (Part IV), debt holders are the most substantial group external to

owner-managed firms that are likely to have significantly homogeneous interests. They

are the only non-managerial providers of financial capital and so their relationship with

owner-managed firms is important in understanding or evaluating performance. Debt

holders do not share the propdetary dsks, but remain concerned for the security of their'

The term 'effective partnerships' is use<l to capture all owner-manager associations, regardless of
organisational form, as distinct from 'notional partnerships', which a¡e finns organised as

partnerships regardless of the number of participatittg owner-tnanagers.

11
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investment and returns. The use of debt will pervade much of the analysis and

discussion in this thesis and the role of debt holders are explicitly examined in subsequent

tests of performance criteria (they are the main subject of Chapærs 14 and 15).

MnTuonoLoGICAL APPROACH

The basic approach used is to formulaæ a theoretical framework, generate hypotheses and

test the hypotheses against data collected specif,rcally for that purpose. To implement this

approach, hypotheses pertaining to aspects of the framework itself are first developed and

tested. The framework is then used in developing hypotheses regarding concepts of

performance, which are then tested.

A cental tenet of the theoretical framework is that performance can be considered only in

relation to individual objectives. Identification of the objectives of owners of owner-

managed firms is therefore a critical phase in developing this study.

The core objective of the theoretical framework is to formulate models of owner-manager

decision making that allow the selection of performance criteria. The traditional

entrepreneurial hypothesis suggests that owner-managed firms seek to maximise only the

owners' welfare (Vickers,1968). This view provides a basis for the framework, which

is further developed using a simplified view of 'personal welfare' within a hierarchy of

needs. As is suggested in Chapter 7, this has some parallel with the human hielarchy of

needs proposed by Maslow (1954), although it does not rely on this work.

The development of the framework and models is based on existing financial theories,

modified to reflect the owner-manager behaviour embodied in the conceptual framework.

An important initial phase in developing the framework and models, and pursuing

empirical aspects of this thesis, is to determine how the various organisational forms

should be interpreted in the owner-managet context.
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Hypotheses generated by the models will be æsted using data for owner-managed lirms

operating during the 1980s who had debt facilities with a particular Australian bank .

Data for owner-managed Australian firms is not generally available publicly. While the

data obtained for this study has some limitations, it is a relatively rich database that

affords an excellent opportunity to empirically study some aspects of the behaviour of

owner-managers and an institutional lender. The data is described in det¿il in Chapter 9.

Tnrcsrs ovERvrEw

This thesis is organised in five parts, with Parts tr-IV reflecting the broad elements of the

objectives described at the start of this chapter. Parts I and V are essentially an

introduction and conclusion. To assist reading through this necessarily more complex

structure the parts include introductory overviews and summary conclusions outside the

chapter structure.

Part I: The nature andboundnries of owner'mnnagedrtrns

Building on some of the propositions of this chapter, Chapter 2 overviews key

differences between owner-managed and other types of firms, addressing the extent of

firm and owner divisibility, reduced accountability, scale of activity and scope of

management resources. These matters are pertinent to understanding how owner-

managed firms are dealt with in the existing literature. (The discussion generates

propositions regarding the boundaries of owner-managed firms; in Part III these are

presented as formal hypotheses in Chapter 8 and empirically tested in Chapter 10).

Par-t II: A conceptual framework of owner-nnnager matives and decisiotts

Part II is comprised of Chapters 3-7 and considers selected theories and evidence of

behaviour relevant to owner-managed firms. This draws on the literature concerning

decision making under uncertainty and owner-manager motivation to identify those

aspects of existing microeconomic and finance theory that are applicable to the naffower

objectives of this thesis. Attention focuses on those behavioural or decision aspect.s that
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may be relevant to owner-managed firms, namely the applicability of expected utility

theory, bounded rationality, and the nature and relevance of risk and uncertainty. The

development emphasises the basic role of individual consumption preferences. The

propositions developed are then used to describe a general framework within which to

consider the decisions and performance of owner-managed firms.

Part III: Empiricol tests of the proposedfrarnework

Part III is comprised of Chapters 8-12. Testable hypotheses are generated in Chapter 8

from the discussion and model development in Parts I and II. Sources of owner-

managed firm data are considered and the data base used in the empirical tests is

described in Chapter 9. From Part I, assumptions regarding the organisational

boundaries of firms are tested (Chapter 10), followed by tests of hypotheses generated

from Part II to identify the extent of support for assumptions and direct implications of

the conceptual framework (Chapærs 1l and 12).

Part IV: Implications of the framcwork and lenders' behaviour for the performance o.f

owner-nnnagedfirms

Part IV is comprised of Chapters l3-I7 and has two main purposes. It considers the

relationship between owner-managed firms and lenders. It also considers the

implications of the framework for a firm's growth and profit seeking as performance

criteria, and how lenders may influence an owner-managed firm's behaviour and

performance with respect to growth and profit seeking.

PartV: Summary and conclusions

Chapter 18 presents a summary of the thesis, its limitations and implications for future

research in owner-managed firm performance.
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CHAPTER 2

DISTINGUISHING OWNER.MANAGERS AND THEIR FIRMS

INTRoDUCTIoN

This chapter overviews the nature of owner-managed firms and how they differ tì'om

variously labelled lìr'ms of similal scale and agent-managedl firms. Similalities and

distinctions between owner-managed tìnns and lelated areas of litelature (srnall business

and entrepreneurs) are discus.scd, to establish the l'elative significance of this area of

study and its constructive and exegetic concerns. The relationship between owner-

managed firms and owner-managers, and the relevance of organisational boundalies, arc

then considered. This highlights sorne problematic difïerences between owner-managed

and agent-managed linns.

Owxnn-vrANAclìD FIRI\{s, sI\{ALL BUSINESS AND DNTRDnRENEURS

The literature most closely associated with owner'-managed firms is that dealing with

'small businessifìrm/entelplises' and 'entlepreneurs/entrepreneurship'. The following

discussion brietly compares these with owner-managed lirms to show that, while there is

ofæn considerable overlap in subject matter', owner-managed tìrms should be specified as

a sepa.rate category of study and that care must be taken in utilising the existing literatule.

Small businesses and owner-mantged fTrms

While most owner-managed films can be desclibed as small businesses, there is little

justification for accepting the small business litelature âs alìtom¿rtically and immediately

relevant to owner-managed firms. 'Small' does not diff-erentiate between firms managed

by non-proprietary agents and those managed dircctly by their proprietols.

As noted in Chapter 1, thc tcnn'agent-rnan:rged linns'is used to indicale tìnns that u'e rnanaged

by employcd individuals who do uot lrolcl rcsitluaì (propdctiuy) interests.
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Given this view, it may be sulplising that the concept of ownel'-managed fìnns clelìnecl in

Chapter' 1 con'esponils substantially to the definition of 'small business'in the Australian

Report o.f the Contnt.ittee on snutll. Bu.,sines.s, June I97I (the wilt,sh.ire Report)2:

A business iu which olìe or two persolìs are required to make all of ttle critical rnanagemeut

decisions: finance, accounting, personnel, purchasing, pl'ocessing or servicing, marketing,

selling, without the aid of in(emal specialists, and with specific knowleclge in only one or two

functional area-s.

V/ith the addition of the ownership specification, the definition also approaches that of the

U.K.'s Snwll, Finns: Report of th.e Contntittee of In.qui.ry on Smal.l Fírnts, (the Bol.tort

Report ) which was also prepaled in 19713:

Firstly, in economic tel'ms, a small finn is one that has a relatively srnall share of ils market.

Secondly, an essential characteristic of a small firm is that it is manage<l by its owners or part-

owners in a ¡rersonalised way, and not tlìrough the medium of a formalisecl management structul€.

Thirdly, it is also independent in the seuse that it does not t'orm part of a larger enterprise and

that the owrìer-lnalìagers should be free from outside control in laking their principal decisions.

However, in twenty years, there was little refinement or application of such definitions.

If anything, the 'small husiness' label has become increasingly vague. Despite the appeal

of the above definitions, they have not been effectively employed in small business

resealch. Most studies found it necessary to adopt surrogate size measures, such as

revenues or employee numbers. The lattel surrogate was employed extensively in both

theWíltsh.i.re and Bolton Reports. Most subsequent studies also used employee numbers

to denote size, leading to considerable difficulty in generalising from their results. The

reasons given all related to the lack of available data to operationalise the definitions.

A brief review of some of the literature concerning small firm financial pelfbrmance

indicates some of the problems of generalisability. Cragg and King (198S) reviewecl

Wiltshire (1974, p.16, para 3.1).
Bolton (1971, p. l, pzra 1.4),

2

3
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selected aspecl.s of ten such studies published in 1985-86. The ernployee size range

desclibed act'oss the selected studies was very large. The smallest was unknown, but

apparently fell between zero and live. The largest, Miller and Toulouse (1986a, 1986b),

used firms with up to 500 employees. It is unlikely that such firms satisfy the definitio¡s

of small or owner-managed. HoweveL, srnall firms were the nominated subjects in all the

studies. Clagg and King (1983) cited these various studies as analyses of

'ownet/managet' chalacteristics. Genelalising across owner-managers and agent-

managers is inappropriate for most purposes, given the agency relationships and different

likely motivational aspects applicable to each group. Such research practices only

contribute to the bluny ploblem of sub.ject definition.

Further confusiott is lent by numelous studies of small firms or companies that ar.e listed

public companies. While such studies identify small companies as their subject matter,

they are typically concemed with fitrns that have substantial plopor"tions of equity held by

entities not directly involved in the management of the fìrm. Their.label 'small'is merely

relative to other listed public companies, with size usually described by gross revenues,

market capitalisation ol total assets.

Entrepreneurs and owner-managers

The label 'entrepreneut's' also appears frequently in the relevant literature and presents

many problems of definition and scope. Some aspects of the 'entrepreneudal' liter.aturc

are discussed below.

The introductiot't of the 'entLepleneur' or 'undertaker' into the economic literatur.e has

been accredited to John Stuart Mill in 1848 by Schumpeter (1934) and many subsequenr

authots. Both Say (in 1803) and Smith (also in the early nineteenth cenrury) also have

been acct'edited with the lerm (tbl example, Bygrave, 1989). However, Cantillon (1755)

extensively employed the term in a relevant context. Cantillon flequently ref'er.recl to

'Entreprcneufs'in conjunction with 'Marchancls'(merchants) and'Artisans'. He appear.s
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to have used the telm initially in substitution for merchants, but later in his essay

introduced a chapter titled'The circu.lation. and exchange o.f goocl,ç and nt.erchandise ct,s

weII as th.eir protfucîion ure caruiecl on in Europe by (J¡r¿rrtukers, ancl at ri,lÈ'4. This

chapter considered farmeLs, wholesalers, manufacturers, 'shopkeepers and retailers of

evely kind', and numerous specific tradesman and artisans in the role of 'entrepreneur',

and central to this role was some aspect of business or enterprise involving lisk or

unceftainty of reward. The natule of this uncertainty or lisk generally placed Cantillon's

entrepreneur in the role of a speculator (in exchange), although aspects of co-oldination

and to a lesser extent capitalist, also appeared ol were implied at times.

This early use of the term may be of little consequence, given the contemporary lack of

agreement on a definition. It is equally unclear how purists or traditionalists may interpret

the telm. 'EntrepreneuL'is a widely used label, with considerable contemporary diversity

in meaning associated with the intended interests of its usets. Frequently it is used to

refer to all risk-takers, to include majority or controlling equity holders of very large

businesses, owner-managers of small businesses, managers of businesses they do not

own and so on. Owner-managers do not necessarily fit any currently popular definition

of 'entrepreneurs' and 'entrepleneulial' firms need not be owner-managed. Very large

firms sometimes perceived as owner-managed are unlikely to fit the definition of owner-

managed due to the existence of othel substantial equity holders, complex management

structures, use of plofessional managers and corrcsponding extensive delegation.

In its narrowest sense, the term entrepreneur has been used to refer only to individuals

that facilitate the establishment of a business or creation of an organisation. This view

was adopted by many writers across the last thlee decades. The list is extensive, but

includes fi'equently cited papers such as Cole (1959), Davids (1963), Collins and Moore

Cantillon (1755), Chapitre XIII 'La circularion & le troc des denrees & des nurcÌtandise s, de

nrcilrc (lue leur proclLtclion, se conduisenl en Eur1pe pur tles Enlrepreneut's, & au hazard'.

'a

4
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(1970)' Hornaday a¡rd Bunker (1970), Dlaheim (1972), Mescon and Montanar.i (l9gl),
and Gartner (1988). Unlbrtunately, such citations to not inclicate consensus. There are

at least as many authors employing alternate defìnitions of 'entr.epreneur' as rnay happen

to agrce on any one notion. Relatively rccent reviews of the entrepreneurship lite¡ature

only reinforce this perception. The general conclusion appeârs to be that there is no

generÌc definition of the entrepreneur (see, for example, Brockhaus and Horwitz, l9g5;

Carsud, olm and Edy, 1985; Sexton and Smilor, l9g5; worrman, 19g5; and Gartner,

1988). Much of the entrepreneulship literature is furrhel impaired by the failur.e of many

individual papers to specify any pârticular definition of 'enÍepreneur' used in par.ticular

studies (as examples of this deficiency, see Gould, 1969: Durand, 1975; DeCarlo a¡d

Lyons, 1979; and Welsch and young, 1982).

Attempts to distinguish entrepreneurs from small business owner-managers have only

added further confusion. For example, Carland, Hoy, Boulton and Carland (1gg4)

concluded that an entrepreneur is an individual who establishes and manages a business

for the principal purpose of profit and growth, charactedsed by innovative behaviour and

employment of strategic management practices. They described a small business owner

as an individual who establishes and manages a business to further personal goals. A

nonsensical position is reached thlough such artifices, as reconciliation assumes pr.otìt

and growth are impelsonal goals and that entrepreneurs do not pul.sue personal goals

through their business activities.

Gartner (1988) suggested such dilemmas result from asking the wrong quesrion: 'Who is

an entrepleneur?'. He suggested that entrcpleneurship is a role that individuals undertake

to create ofganisations. Viewing entrepl'eneulship as a process rather than an

undiscovered set of personality traits may help focus some of the research. That is,

entrepreneurs are merely an unspecified subset of the total business sectol.. In l.eference

to small owner-managed businesses, at best the telm ref'els to a stage of clevelopment of

the firm or a lole assumed by tlre owner-managel..
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This thesis does not examine entrepl'eneudal traits ancl characteristics. However, some

considelation is given to the general findings of entrepreneurial trait ancl character

research, insomuch as it suggests appreciable differences between entrepreneurìal types

(for example, craft versus oppoltunistic) and consequentially differing expectations of

investment decision behaviour and rcsultant performance. Such considerations may be

largely defìnitional. Should theoretical entrepreneurial differcnces be invalid, the general

structule of any models developed here need not be affectecl.

The lelevance of the meanings of 'entlepreneurship' to understanding and evaluating

performance is explained, at least in part, when we consider the different concepts that

have been utilised or ploposed in microeconomic theory. Historically, the entrepreneur

was the focus in explaining many aspects of economic thought. References cited in the

following commentary are merely illustrative of the authols' woLks. In most cases the

cited works are not the plimary publications of the authors, but they provide a broader

view of the theorists' wotts than one may clerive from earlier mole specific writings.

The speculator role (in exchange) began with Cantillon (1755) and fiequently r.eappeared

in various guises. In contrast, the classical theory of production and distribution by Say

(1803) depended on 
^ 

co-orclin.ation role for the entlepreneur. Kirzner (Ig73, Ig:.g)

depended on an arbitraget¿r role which appears similar to Cantillon's speculator.

Apparently influenced by Say, Walras (1954) employed elements of co-ordination and

arbitrage jointly, as had Clalk (1922), although Clark pursued a more pure mercanrile

function. Dobb (1926) and Schumpeter (1934,1947) saw entrcpreneurs as innovators.

T]ne owner or capitalisr role was prominenr in Hawley (lgz7) and Fisher (1910).

Much of the concern with owner-managers later in this study is with their behaviour

under unceftainty. The entrcpreneurial role in this regald was findamental to the theorjes

of Cantillon (1755), Hawley (1927) ancl Knight (1921). Concepts explorecl by rhese

early theorists are revisitcd in later chapters.
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THN ow¡TIIiR.MANAGT'R AND THIì owNI'II.MANAGED IIIRM

As suggested in Chapter 1, a complicating factor in studying owner-managecl fi¡ns is

identifying Lhe econolnic unit. While this also may apply to agent-managecl companies,

it is especially so when thele is a general lack of separation between the resources ancl

behavioul of ownerc as individuals and as business operators.

Complications caused by the blurring of economic boundalies can be extensive for both

incorporated and mole infbrmally structured firms. It can, in turn, cause breakdowns in

traditional distinctions between debt and equity. For example, uncertainty or risk

aversion of owners possibly encourages the contlibution of funds for incorpor.ated

owner-managed businesses through shareholders' loans, rather than equity issues. This

possibly reduces the owner-tnanager's risk and certainly retains flexibility in funding not

available through typical non-redeemable share structures. This effect could be gleater

with perceived riskier ventures. V/hen an incorporated business fails, the owner-

managers may have a greater expectation of recovering loans than share capital. This

may be confused by the countervailing demands by lenders for owner-managers to issue

personal guarantees for external debt and the demand for secured collateral. Investment

decisions under such arrangements are also functions of the individual's attitudes to r.isk.

Some owner-managers may plefer to forgo otherwise desirable investment opportunities

to reduce or limit the risk attached to their aggregate (but especially personally held)

wealth. Thus, risk attitudes directly affect notions of performance.

Risk contlol and Laxation planning may corrupt many aspects of leported structures in

owner-managed hrms. For example, farnily trusts, partnerships ol'companies may lease

assets to an incorporated business entity. Contlalily, assets essentially for personal use

may be included in balance sheets. Additional to debt-equity distinction problems,

retained accounting profits are even less likely to reflect internal financing decisions.

They may be mete residuals of taxation planning and personal consumption decisions.

This additional confusion firthel detracts fi'om traditional pelformance measul.es that
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employ accounting data pertaining to vadous olganisational enrit"ies, if they arc applied in

the same manner as tbr public companies.

The relevance of organisational boundaries

The functions and effects of organisational boundaries are of particular concern in

operationalising the defìnition of owner-managed firms as an economic entity.

Organisational fonn refem to the n¿tture of the adopted legal structure used to identify the

fifms. of the many questions regarding organisational form, at least two are of
impoltance in the context of this thesis:

what prompts an ownel'-manager's selection of organisational form?

what is the relevance of organisational form to behaviour. and performance?

The fìrst of these is importallt in undelstanding any economic substance of the various

forms and any subseqt¡etlt atl.empt at moclelling behaviour and per.fonnance. The second

is relevant to attempts at operationalising decision models for owner-managed firms. In
this chapter' it is argued that olganisational form has little implication for constucting a

concepttral framework within which to view the performance of ownel.-managed firms.

Th.e abs en.ce of positive th e oreîi c al .su pport

The absence of positive theorctical support in economics for specifying the bounclaries of
the firm has been long recognisecl in the established literaturc on the nature of the firrn;

for example Coase (1937), Alchian and Dems etz (1972) and Jensen and Meckli'g
(1976). Jensen and Meckling (1976, p.311) argued that the company srr.ucrure merely

'serves as a nexus for contractiltg relationships aud ... is also cha¡acteriser¡ by tlre existence of
divisible claims o¡l the assets ancl caslt flows of the organization which can generally be so¡l
without pennission of the other corìuacting individuals.,

It dcles not pertain lo lhe research concenring organisation fonn or structure which
with the separation of ownership ancl control (see Fama ancl Jensen, l9g3), which,
discussed, is l:ugely irelevant [o owrìer-tn¿ìnaged finns.

is coucenred

as previously

5
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The suggestion that incolporation is merely a legal nicety is particularly signifìcalìt lbr

owner-managed lìnns which by definitio¡r have no significant extemal proprietary equity.

lVhile owner-managed firrns al'e not subject to the same range of agency ploblerns as

agent-managed firms, numerous agency problems exist nonetheless. Owner contractiug

exists in a limited tbrm in partnelships and incorpolated firms whele there are rnultiple

effective owner-managers. Where ownef-managers have incorpolated, greater agency

costs also arise with debt contracting. Institutional debt holders may largely avoid the

limited liability banier by contlacting alound it in the form of pelsonal guarantees. This

subjugation of organisational limits may be extended when the behaviour of the owner-

manager in lelation to consumption and business decisions is considered. Essentially,

the historical suggestion that the firm is not an individual (for example Jensen and

Meckling, 1976) is entirely inappropriate in the context of many owner-managed firms.

The organisational structures adopted by owner-managers often may be products of

taxation planning, rather than some concept of entity separation. For incorporated firms,

the attraction of limited liability is also usually offered as a motive, particular'ly in practice

oriented texts. Howevcr, the value of limited liability does not appear to have been

tested. While the more sophisticated literature is less likely to explicitly identify limited

liability and the colporate veil as a reason for the incorporation of owner-managed fi.rms,

the use of data and models that implicitly recognise the corporate boundaries as limits of

resources and debt are commonplace. Indeed, much of the empirically driven literature

has not deviated from the early notions that the adaptation of limited liability companies to

private business destroyed the connection between the extent and nature of a firm's

operations and the personal financial position of the owners (e.g. Penrose, 1959, p.6).

The organisational boundalies of owner-managed firms are assumed appropriate in much

of the empirical literature. The acceptance of traditional financial statements based on

these organisational fbrms is commorrplace; for example, see Cooley and Edwalds

(1983), DeThomas (1985) and Mclntyre and Icerman (1985).
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If focus is on the behavioul of the individual per ,te, the tìr'm may be largely irlelevant. If

interest is with the behaviour of the business entity, the tirm and the individual essenti¿rlly

are indivisible. If merely the legal or accounting entities are considered, presumably the

most easily separable fi'om individuals and pulportedly descdbed by traditional financial

statements, organisational bor.rndaries generally may be inapptopriate. V/hile this is

easily observed for unincorporated businesses, it is plausible that the typical behaviour

and management of the small owner-managed company are much the same as for

unincorporated firms. A key aspect of this lack of separability is non-distinction in e.ffect

(although distinctions may be fbnnally attr ibuted), of individual and business capital.

Sonte aspects o.f bounclaríes ben'veen .finns antl inclivicfuals

The blurling of economic boundaries may cause a partial breakdown in the traditionally

attributed distinction between debt and equity. The risk aversion of ownets can

encourage the contlibution of fu¡lds tbt incorporated fîrms through shareholdeLs' loans,

rather than share issues and retained earnings. This may reduce an owner-manager's

direct risk and retains flexibility in funding not available through typical non-redeemable

share structures. Shourld the business fail, the owner-manager or related parties of an

incorporated small fitm have a greater chance of recovering loans than share capital.

There are countelvailing pl'essures fi'om external lenders for owner-managers to issue

personal guârantees for debt. Investment decisions under such arrangements are also

functions of the risk attitudes of individuals rather than a film. Owner-managers may

prefer to forgo otherwise desilable investment opportunities to reduce or limit the risk

attached to their aggregate (but especially personally held) wealth.

Such risk attitudes and taxation planning mây 'corrupt' innumerable aspects of leported

stl'uctures in owner-managed tirms. For example, f'amily trusts or partnerships, or'

related companies, may hold various assets and lease them to the nominated business

entity. Such activities have escaped the consolidation practices that ale required for
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public companies and scl Lhere is likcly to be a gleater degree of ofÊbalance sheet activity.

Various resources employed in the business, but which the owner does not wisfu to

attribute to the business entity, may simply remain undisclosed. Contrarily, personal-use

assets ol debs may be included in the balance sheet. Also, as mere residuals of taxation

planning and personal consumption decisions, retained profits will not reflect previous

prohtability and internal fi nancing decisions.

Relevan ce to perfonnance m.eúsures

Such events also rcduce the meaninglulness of reported peliodic income numbels. Many

means can be employed to distdbute funds, fulther distorting 'profit' as a measule of the

firm's periodic petfolmance. Personal consumption concealed in expenditure, payments

above market rates tbr services fiom lelated parties, interest on debt used prirnarily for

personal consumption and various taxation minimisation contrivances; or with opposite

effects, the absence of reported intel'est (if loans employed in the business are accounted

for privately for taxation reasons), payments below malket rates for services from related

parties and so on, distort reported income numbers beyond the confusion traditionally

attributed to such numbers.

In whichever direction the confusion tends, it significantly detracts from traditional

petformance measures that employ assets, equity, or income measures if they are applied

in the same mannet as for public companies. Thus, it may be necessary to go beyond the

financial statements o1'the business entity and view the firm and the indiviclual singly, or

at least extend the concept of what is traditionally accepæcl as an appr:opriate description

of the firm. However, mere aggregation is unlikely to be appropriate. While this may

obviate some aspects of the problem, it includes many variables peltaining to resources

and activities that ile not associated with the business activities of the firm.
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CoNcrusIoNS

Contrary to the view expressecl in Jcnsen ancl Meckling (1976), it is argued her.e that a

firm can be an individual. It is likely that the behaviout of owner-managecl fìrms is

dominated by the interests of proprietorship ancl the purposes of the fir.m are deter.mined

by the objectives of the owner-manager.

This view is utilised in the development of the conceptual fi'amework in par.t II of this

thesis. Other than to the extent that organisational form affects available data (see part

III), thele is little need to consider organisational form in ensuing analyses. While for.m

might reflect some aspect of management sophistication, this notion of sophistication is

yet to be related to performance. Refelences to owner-managed fir.ms in the remainder of

this thesis generally apply ro any adopted fbnn.

Economic theorists relied on single owner-manager or entrepreneur descriptions of the

firm throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. However, the rise of
coryorations and cotresponding separation of ownership and management caused a rapid

departure from such notions in the 1940's and 50's. While this probably had little

relative significance fol the broad aspects of economic theory, its effects on the develop-

ment of managerial economics were potent. Virtually all such developments of the past

forty years have relied on owner-manager separation, and the consequent agency or

contlacting problems. However, thele cannot be contracting between a soletrader firm

and its owner'-manager, given their inseparability. The interests of propr.ietor-ship will
dominate the firm's contr.acting with other parties.
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PART I . CONCLUSION

Chapter I defines the overall objectives of this study and important concepts. Chapter 2

proposes the natute and boundaries of owner-managed firms. In particular, it clescribes

how owner-managed fìrms diff'er fi'om other categories of firms. The economic

relevance of organisational boundaries is questioned in two rcspects:

what prompts an owner-manager's selection of organisational form?

what is the relevance of o'ganisational fbm to behaviour and performance?

It is proposed that an owner-manager's choice of organisational form is largely irrelevant

in terms of investment choices and consumption decisions, although it may reflect some

aspect of management sophistication and eithel a life-cycle or commencement date eft-ect.

These remain largely empirical concerns.

With the clearer understanding of the nature of owner-managed firms and the likely
irrelevance of organisational forms and their notional boundaries afforded by this section,

attention can now tum to the core objective of this thesis, the description of a conceptual

framework of owner-manager motives and choices. This is pr.esented as part II. The

majority of empirical concelns are defened until part III.
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PART II

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF OWNER.MANAGER
MOTIVES AND DECISIONS

This part considers elements of existing economic theories of motivation and choice for

firms and individuals in the context of owner-managers and their firms. The principal

purpose is to identify the basis for a theoretical framework within which to identify both

objectives and decision elements of an owner-managed firm and to specify consequent

performance criæria.

Fundamental to the adopted approach is the assumption that a descriptive microanalytic

theory of individual behaviour is more relevant to the objectives of the thesis than the

more orthodox neoclassical theories of aggregate behaviour. The reasons fol this are

made apparent in the following chapters. Some degree of methodological pluralism is

inevitable. Neither the process nor outcome constitutes a synthesis of existing

microanalytic theory of individual behaviour and neoclassical economic theory. At best it

is a modification of some aspects of existing microanalytic theories, with selected

compatible concepts from neoclassical economics.

The purpose is to suggest how owner-managers, through their firms, may make

economic or financial decisions and how the motives for such decisions are relevant to

business performance. To do so, the proposed model or theory must embody rules or'

assumptions regarding resource allocation. Propositions regarding the economic

behaviour of individual owner-managers should allow prediction of choices and

performance. This approach incorporates two assumptions:

The hrm, defined as including its owner-managers as individuals, is the relevant

unit for invesúgation. This is empirically tested in Part III.

a
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It is possible to genelalise about the decision making of indivicl¿¿¿l owneL-

managers, or groups thereof, to the extent that a theory can tbcus on their

decision outcomes, including the impact on their fitms.

This part of the thesis proceeds as follows. The potential contributions of selected

theories of economic behaviour, including expected utility maximisation and profit

maximisation is considered in Chapter 3. Concepts of risk and uncertainty relevant to

owner-managers'objectives and decisions are reviewed in Chapter 4. Various aspects of

bounded rationality and satisficing are introduced in Chapter 5 under an assumption of

behavioural relevance. The interconnected nature of risk and behaviour prevents

complete separation of these discussions. An ovelview of the empirical evidence from

the existing literature pertaining to the propositions derived from this discussion is given

in Chapter 6. The proposed concepts concerning the motivation and decisions of

individual economic agents derived from this discussionl is incorporated in a general

framework to be introduced in Chapter 7.

Aspects of the framework and hypotheses arising from it are empirically tested in Part III.

The breadth of the subject matter means that such a discussion will have to be somewhat brief,

and so reader familiarity with the general theory areas is assumed. As the formalism of the

va¡ious theories will not be relevant to the later development of this thesis, they will not be

described or examined in depth here.

1
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CHAPTER 3

NEOCLASSICAL MOTIVATION AND CHOICE:
INCOME AND CONSUMPTION

INTRoDUcTION

This chapter considers fundamental aspects of neoclassical theories of choice made by

individuals and firms applicable to owner-managed firms. The main purpose is to

identify concepts to be incorporated into the framework being developedl. Focussing on

what have become the orthodox theories will help identify the degree of acceptance of and

agreement on the importance of the relevant concepts.

Most neoclassical theories of the behaviour of individuals and firms have been developed

for policy purposes or for predicting aggregate or average behaviour. There has been

little interest in the internal conditions and mechanics of firms relative to the focus on

aggregate or average behaviour (and virtually no attention to owner-managed firms) in

neoclassical economics. Nonetheless, neoclassical theories have been at the centre of

most contemporary theoretical developments. Many of the attempts at microanalytic

(intra firm) theory have been described as either modifications to neoclassical theory or

ignored in the mainstream literature.

Orthodox theory

Neoclassical economic theory in general has focussed on various notions of optimisation.

For individuals, this is primarily expressed in terms of utility maximisa.tion. For an

individual's interests in a profit making organisation, there has been a tendency to

interpret utility as the individual's share of expected dollar profits. Consequently, pro.fit

This is not a comprehensive explanation or review of the theories. There is discussion of why it
has been concluded that some elements central to the cited tlleories are not applicable in the

cunent context. The fornnlisrr of the theories is not relevant to the development of this thesis.
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maximisationbecarne the owners' objective for the firm, with pursuit of this objective the

ascribed function of management. The literature relating profit maximisation to utility

maximisation is relatively limited, but some earlier attempts were made by Scitovsky

(1943), Simon (1957,1959) and Ladd (1969)2. However, the notion of the owners'

objectives was largely ignored in the subsequent literature. In general, profit

maximisation has been taken as the objective for the firm per ss which has been

increasingly viewed as an entity quite divorced from equity holders.

The remainder of this chapter briefly describes some central features and criticisms of

utility maximisation for individuals and profit maximisation for firms, before addlessing

some application problems of this approach for owner-managed fitms. The link between

income and consumption, as typihed by the permanent income - life cycle consumption

hypothesis, is then be considered in relation to owner-managed firms.

INDIvIDUALS: (SUBJECTIVE) BXPECTED UTILITY MAXIMISATION

Utility can be a nebulous concept, but the basic hypotheses of utility theory are invariably

introduced to economics students in terms of the value an individual or household

attaches to consumption and leisure3. Neoclassical theory has often focussed on

decisions regarding consumption choices in relation to income. However, therc seems to

have been no attempt to link consumption to the choices made by owner-managers when

investing in their firms. This has mitigated many attempts to identify the primary

objectives of such firms.

A basic difhculty in such approaches is the (implied) casting of the owner-manager in two roles;

one as the manager of the firm and the other as a consuming individual. As already argued in

this thesis, such an approach is fallacious. The utility function of the owner-manager should

contain all consumption, be it within or oulside the business arena, including leisure. Tltis

suggests that the owner-manager's utility could be considered a function of income and leisure in

a traditional analysis ignoring the organisational boundaries of the firm.

Typical introductory text book fieatments of utility theory over the years are Gallagher and

Burkha¡dt (1968, pp.196-201), Mansfield (1975, pp.30-35; 1991, pp.49-76), Lipsey (7977,

pp.155-180; 1989, ppJ24-lM), and Sarnuelson (1973, pp.43l-436). All describe utility as a

value function for consumption and leisure.

2

3
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The general perspective of utility theory

Neoclassical economic theory is dominated by the assumption that individuals act under

uncertâinty as if they are maximising expected utility. Expecæd utility models predict or

prescribe that individuals, on average, maximise a function of the utilities they each

associate with poæntial outcomes weighted by their associated probabilities.

The axiomatic approach to utility theory of von Neumann and Morgenstern (L947) relied

on objectively measured probabilities of events being available to individuals making

decisions. The more general version following Savage (1954) and others allows the

assigned probabilities to be subjective and is accordingly labelled the subjective expected

utility model. The general model requires a holistic evaluation of alternatives, separable

transformations on probabilities and outcomes, and an expectation-type operation that

combines probabilities and outcomes multiplicatively after particular transformations (see

Schoemaker, 1982, p. 530). Many variants of expected utility models have been

proposed, mostly depending on how utility functions are defined, what types of

probability transformations are allowed and how the outcomes arc measured4.

The earlier version of utility theory was formulated with utility determining the

preferences of individuals. This had its origins in the attempts of very early theorists

such as Bernoulli (1738) to explain the so-called Petersburg paradox. The von Neumann

and Morgenstern (1944) axioms viewed utility as determined by preferences. While

elements of the literature variously incorporate either view, the theoretical consequences

and application concerns have tended to be the same. The point to be emphasised here is

that both versions of the theory are centred on an individual's Òonsumption pre.ference,s,

which are idiosyncratic.

As indicated in the introduction, utility theory is not fully described or critiqued; the discussion

focuses on the immediately relevant concepts. Useful overviews of utility theory are offered by

Mack (1971), Marschak and Radner (1972) or Hey (1979) amongst others. Useful criúques, by

which discussion here is influenced, are Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Schoemaker (1982).

4
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Expected utility theory and individuals

Schoemaker (1982) reviewed the empirical literature and catalogued many problems with

the expected utility approach in describing the behaviour of individuals. For example,

preferences are not necessarily stable (Mosteller and Nogee, 1951), preferences may be

non-transitive (fversþ, 1969) and individuals routinely over-weight certainty depending

on whether outcomes consisted of gains or losses (Kahneman and Tversky,I979)s.

The concept of rational decision makers that has persisæd through neoclassical and much of

contemporary economics tends to embody Bayesian decision makers with boundless

cognition. While acknowledging this to be an idealisation not fully met in the real world,

defenders argue that without representing any individual it may appropliately represent

average behaviour. Friedman (1953) and many others since have asserted that it does not

matter whether individuals satisfy the assumptions of utility theory, if the aggrega.ted effects

are compatible with such behaviour. While this view may be appropriate for some aspects

of policy, it is unsupported for individuals. Its appropriateness for policy pulposes is also

questionable. Schoemaker (1982, p.553) argued that the connection between micro and

macro behaviour is too complex to claim that individual biases generally wash out at higher

levels of social aggregation. Samuelson (1963) suggested that while a model based on

wrong assumptions may predict reasonably well, the notion that only prediction matters is

epistemolo gically unsound.

From his review of empirical studies of expected utility theory, Schoemaker (1982)

concluded that, at the individual level, expected utility maximisation is 'more the exception

than the rule' (p.552). As a descriptive model for how decisions are made, he concluded

expected utility theory fails on at least three counts (p.552):

First, people do not structure problems as holistically and comprehensively as EU tleory sugg-

ests. Second they do not process information, especially probabilities, according to the ELI rule.

5 The separation of gains and losses in decision models is considered in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Finally, EU theory, as an "as if' model, poorly predicts choice behavior in laboratory situations.

Hence it is doubtful if EU theory should or could be used as a general descriptive model.

In keeping with Schoemaker's empirical criticisms, others have suggested that expected

utility theory is conceptually wrong in its ascription of paradigms too sophisticated fot

human decision-makers. For example, Simon (1982, pp.13-la) argued that:

... human beings have neither the facts nor the consistent structure of values nor the rea-soning

power at their disposal that would be required ... to apply (expected utility model) principles.

Similarly, Thaler (1980) argued that people cannot be assumed to act according to a

complex theoretical model that requires extensive detailed knowledge of the theory itself

when they do not have sufficient expertise in economic matters. Einhorn (1980) argued

that uncertainty, environmental instability, improper assessment frameworks and lack of

knowledge of one's own decision rules all pose serious obstacles to the decision making

process espoused in some variants of expected utility theory. As a related criticism of

expected utility, March (1978) claimed thât it is difficult to assess the optimality of

economic behaviour without specific knowledge of individuals' utility functions, how a

particular problem is perceived by individuals and the rationality criæria being pursued.

Using expected utility theory to understand owner-managed firms, therefore, encounters

the same problems as for individuals, because the firms include their owner-managers .

There has been considerable argument and empirical evidence testing the validity of the

axioms of expected utility theory and consequent pledictions concerning individual

behaviour under uncertainty. Most such evidence fails to support the theory;

nonetheless, it continues to have widesplead acceptance and use. A plausible explanation

for this continuing appeal was offered by Machina (1982, pp.277-8):

... the expected utility model is characterised by the simplicity and normative appeal of its

axiorns, the familiarity of the notions it employs (utility functions and mathematical

expectation), the elegance of it^s characterisations of va¡ious types of behaviour in tenns of
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properties of the utility function (risk aversion by concavity, tlìe degree of risk aversion by the

Arrow-Pratt measure, etc,), and the large number of results it hzts produced.

However, Machina's defence does not contain any effective refutation of the empirical or

conceptual criticisms.

Problems in operationalising expected utility theory

Operationalising the concept of utility for an individual is also problematic, due to

assumptions regarding the nature of utility and the generalisability of individual

behaviour. As noted earlier, an individual's preferences may be inconsistent or unstable,

and their ascribed utility functions cannot be solved numerically. Thus, utility for an

individual under different states cannot be evaluated on any consistent or reliable basis.

This is aggravated for expectations of utility. Comparisons of individuals' utilities are

not possible at any practical level. These problems are in addition to practicalities such as

consideration of the marginal elasticity of owner-manager time (leisure) and income,

determining boundaries between the firm and the individual and income and wealth

measurement problems that also impact on profit concepts. Individual consumption and

leisure 'choices' should be identifiable but cannot be related to unknown utility

maximising choice sets.

An attraction of subjective expected utility is that the decision rules may represent how

individuals wish to make decisions. However, difficulties still arise when probabilities

and values are not independent, options are evaluated by non-compensatory rules (see

Einhom, 1974), consequences are not evaluated independently of each other, options arc

not evaluated simultaneously and utility model axioms are explicitly rejected6.

Thus, even if utility theory did conceptually apply to individuals, non-operationalisation

precludes usefulness in developing performance criæria for owner-managed firms.

The prospect theory of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) is an attempt to systematically capture

violations of subjective expected utility axiorns and is described briefly in Chapter 5.

6
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The relevance of expected utility theory to owner-,núnüBers

While the weight of evidence and argument is against the application of expected utility

theory to individuals, and hence owner-managed firms, the same need not apply to all of

the general concepts underlying its restrictive formalism.

As noted at the start of this section, an individual's utility is invariably described as a

function of consumption and leisure. This recognition of the importance of consumption

to an individual's decisions also appears in many of the related theories that have been

developed within the neoclassical framework. The role of individuals' consumption

preferences and associated behaviour dominate orthodox aggregate demand and pricing

theories, income and savings models, and leisure and income choices.

That an individual's economic actions are dominated by his or her consumption (and

leisure) preferences should hold some intuitive appeal. However, it seems largely

ignored in the literature relevant to owner-managed firms. In particular, there does not

appear have been any attention to the connection between the consumption preferences of

owner-managers and the perceived behaviour and performance of their firms.

This provides a starting point for the conceptual framework to be developed here. An

owner-manager's consumption preferences should be important in the context of

decisions regarding risking of capital and expending of effort in a businesses. To

operationalise this, consumption needs to be considered without reference to the

restrictive formalism of expected utility.

THE FIRM: PROFIT MAXIMISATION

Regardless of attendant variations, the broader neoclassical theory of firm behaviour can

be summarised as assuming that profit maximising firms derive optimal input and output

decisions for a given technology from markets which price each input and output.

Competitive behaviour leads the film to choose investments that maximise the malket
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value of capital invested in the firm. The market value of a firm is the aggregate value ol

outstanding equity and debt, each component of which is pliced commensurate with the

risk assumed by its holderT. However, in the presence of restricted malkets or entl'y

barriers, firms may not be obliged to behave as profit maximisers. We can also

conjecture that such an obligation diminishes with incomplete and asymmetric

information and the transaction costs induced by these and other market frictions.

Measuring profit

Most theories of firm performance are linked to profit and many consider the part played

by management in explanations of profit. However, periodically measured 'profit' is not

necessarily an objectively given datum.

The individual's approach

Profit measurement involves the subjective influences of individuals' attitudes and

motives. While it is common to refer to the net present value of expected or anticipated

profit in various decision models, individuals' time perceptions and preferences are

dissimilar, and may vary over time and under different states. The role of individual

perceptions and preferences focuses attention on the proposition that consumption

preferences affect an individual's evaluation of income flows over time.

The mnrket approach

Obtaining a more objective measure of (realisable) profit for evaluating the performance

of firms has been dependent largely on measuring the market value of the firm. The less

effective the firm (relative to otherwise identical firms) in identifying and allocating

resources to highest value investments, the higher the cost of new capital. There ale two

particular problems in this approach: it considers mainly exogenous conditions and

requires access to market prices for a firm's capital components. The first (that is,

7 This pricing is problematic for owner-managed firms and is discussed later in this chapter
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ignoring many conditions or events internal to the firm) is a pr.oblem in contemplating

performance for all firms. The second is a less general problem, but is of par.ticular

relevance if there are no market mechanisms to provide objective valuations of capital.

This is the case with owner-managed firms which by definition cannot have solicited

extemal equity successfully and are unlikely to be able to issue tradeable debt securities.

While these circumstances indicate the absence of many agency costss a¡rd so suggest that

the owner-manager approaches the quintessential self-interested agent assumed in

neoclassical theory, the lack of objective cost of capital and risk measurements is

obstructive' It is likely that the only obtainabl.e measure of the cost of capital for. the

typical owner-managed firm is the cost of formal debt facilities obtained through lending

institutions. This is examined empirically in part III.

The relevance of profit to owner-managers

Not yet addressed is how profit, as an objective for a firm, is related to consumption, an

objective for the owner-manager. This depends paltly on the conespondence between

'profit' as it is usually related to firms and income for an individual. Both questions arc

partly addressed in the review of the permanent income - life cycle consumption

hypothesis later in this chapter as part of a broader examination of how income and

consumption are related. Essential to the adopted approach is the view that the firm exists

to satisfy the owner-manager's consumption (and leisure) objectives.

THE FAILURE oF MAXIMISING BBHAVIOUR

Maximisation of utility as a description of behaviour may fail because individuals are not

sufficiently sensitive to total (or marginal changes in) utility under uncertainty. More

generally, the concept of utility or profit maximisati.on under uncertaí.nty is exceedingly

vague' because there can be no uniquely appropriate method of maximising utility or

profits under uncertainty. Alchian (1950) summarised the situation thus:

The relevaltce of agency (and contracting tlrcory in general) is cliscussed in C¡apter 13
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Attacks on [profit maxfunisalion] are widespread, but only one attack lìa^s been really ¿arnaging,

that of G. Tintner. He denies that profit maximization even makes sense where there is
uncertainty. Uncertainty arises from at least two sources: imperfect foresig¡t and human

inability to solve complex problems containing a host. of va¡iables even when an optimum is

defitnable. Tinher's proof is simple. Un<Ier uncertainty, by <lefinition, each action that may be

chosen is identified with a distribution of potential outcomes, not with a unique outcome.

Implicit in uncertainty is the consequence that these clist¡ibutions of potential outcomes are

overlapping. It is worth emphasis that each possible action has a dist¡ibution of potential

outcomes, only one of which will materialize if the action is laken, and that one outcome cannot

be foreseen. Essentially the task is converted into making a decision (selecting an acúon) whose
potential outcome distribution is preferable, thaf is, choosing the action with the optimunt
distribution, since there is no such thing a.s a maximizing distributiong.

Baumol and Stewart (1964) suggested that individuals have developed behaviour.al ,rules

of thumb' for making decisions with incomplete information under uncertaintyl0. Such

rvles may lead to a result compatible with profit maximisation, but the lack of unique

operational solutions for profit maximisation means that this cannot be ascertained. The

notions of profit and utility maximisation are also problematic in that the value of an

owner-managed firm may be dependent largely on the owner-manager's labour capital.

Investment choices of the firm thus have implications for the owner-manager.'s leisure-

effort decisions and so profit maximisation for the owner-managed firm can be br.ought

into further conflict with a utility maximisation objective of the owner-manager.

In developing a framework within which to consider the decisions of individual owner-

managers' objectives based on the maximisation of either utility or profit are reiected. An

alternative to maximising is satisficin.g behaviour, as empirically inferred by Simon

(19S5¡tt. This and other aspects of bounded rationaliry are considered in Chapter 5.

a

9

10

Alchian's reference to Tinmer pertains to TinErer (lg4l).
The sea¡ch for or use of behavioural rules by managers is eviclenced in va¡ious experimental
studies, notably Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Hey (1982). Hey identifrrecl several rules rhar
could account for a high proportion of observed behaviour by purchasers. While not optimal, tlìe
rules seem robust in explaining and pre<Jicting the behaviour of the stu¿y's price searchers.
Af so see Simon (1947, 1957, 1959).ll
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RELATING INCOME AND CONSUMPTION

Recognising that consumption is an objective of individual owner-managers, its

connection with the activities of the owner-managed firm remains unexplained. Given

the principal assertions in most arcas of study of economic behaviour, it is accepted that ø

primary purpose of a firm is to return income to its owners. A current objective,

therefore, is to identify the nature of the behavioural connections between income of the

owner-managed firm and consumption by an individual owner-manager.

The main body of theory and knowledge in this area (as accepted within the neoclassical

paradigm) is reflected ínthe pentltaxent income - Iife cycl.e consumption hypothesis. The

development and general nature of the empirical evidence is briefly described below, with

its possible import for owner-managed firms. While the permanent income - life cycle

consumption hypothesis was developed using expected utility theory, the evidence

focuses on the empirical associations of income and consumption and is independent of

the assumptions of expected utility theory for both its determination and relevance.

The permanent income - life cycle consumption hypothesis

This section briefly describes the concepts underlying the pennanent income - life cycle

consumption hypothesis, the evidence concerning this hypothesis that is applicable to

Australia, and published evidence that is applicable to owner-managers. The main

objective is to identify the basic propositions from this body of literature that are pertinent

to the development of a conceptual framework within which to consider the decisions of

owner-managers and the implications for the performance of their firms.

Studies of aggregate consumer expenditure and its relation to incomel2 led to the

permanent income - life cycle consumption hypothesis. This was essentially an amalgam

This relation was identihed as the 'consumption function' by Keynes (1936) and developed

further by Morligliani and Brumberg (1954), Friedman (1957), Hall (1978) and Flavin (1981).
t2
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of the Modigliani and Brumberg (1954) lifetime consumption model in which individuals

made decisions to allocate consumption over their expected lifetime, and the pemanent

income hypothesis of Friedman (1957) which addressed the relationship between

consumption decisions and income uncertainty. More recent literature, such as Hayashi

(1985) and Zeldes (1989), suggests that liquidity constrainls strongly influence

consumption and explain some empirical rejections of the hypothesis, and so the lole of

debt and attitudes of lenders also need to be considered.

The basic tenant of the combined permanent income - life cycle consumption hypothesis

is that individuals or households behave as if they maximise a lifetime utility function,

subject only to the lifetime budget constraint with perfect capital markets (see, for

example, Hall, 1978). Rather than adjusting consumptionl3 in response to every change

in income, consumers are modelled as adjusting consumption in response to the

perceived pennanence of income changes.

Consuming from income

Since the late 1970s, there has been much study of the empirical consumption-income

relations for wage and salary earners (and in some cases for investors) in many countdes

based on the permanent income - life cycle hypothesis. There is relatively little evidence

of the behaviour of owner-managers or self-employed individuals in this regard.

There is some evidence that the behaviour of wage and salary earners accords with the

general thrust of the permanent income - life cycle consumption hypothesis. For example,

Hall and Mishkin (1982) found that about 80 per cent of US consumption (of food and

Note that the empirical studies and most models really address consumption expenditure, ratlter

than some flow of consumption services from resources. With non-durables such a disti¡lction is
irrelevant, as consumption and expenditure coincide wilhin most measured time intervals. It may

be relevant in examining consumption and expenditure on durables, because expenditure is

dependent on income and liquidity positions, while derived consumption values (or services) need

not be thus de¡rendent.

13
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some non-durables) obeyed the hypothesis in that it did not adjust automatic¿rlly to all

income changes, but seemed to idenúfy and react to major shifts in economic well being.

Australian evidence

Australian evidence testing the aggregate response in consumption expenditurc to income

changes is fairly scarce. Anstie, Gray and Pagan (1983) refer to a dramatic fall in the

Australian consumption ratio in the 1970s which was initially perceived to be a product of

the 'well-known lags in the growth of consumption behind income' (p.322). Attention

eventually turned to a 'real wealth' effect which considered the positive impact of

inflation on savings propensities, leading to a negative correlation with consumption.

'When the consumption ratio formula was adjusted to allow for any inflation-induced

capital gains and losses on non-equity financial wealth, Anstie Gray and Pagan (1983)

reported non-farm consumption ratios for Australia that were actually fairly stable during

the 1970s, ranging from 90.8 to 95.7 per cent compared to the Treasury measures of 84

to 91 per cent during the same period (p.333). When an equity adjustment (pt'oxying

investment income) was introduced, the ratio became much more variable, ranging from

88.5 to lI3-2 per cent. The variability in the equity-adjusted figures were attributed to the

'very erratic performance of equity prices in the 1970s' (p.334), revealing a reluctance

for consumers to increase aggregate consumption with increases in risþ income.

The actual measures for these various ratios are irrelevant to the purpose of this thesis.

What is of interest here is the argument that individuals (at least in aggregate) vary their

consumption and savings behaviour in response to real changes in income in a manner

that takes account of the perceived stability of those changes. Based on Dewhulst

(1989), this behaviour appears reasonably uniform across the country.

Dewhurst looked for variations in consumption functions between Austlalian states.

Using data based on inflation-adjusted consumer expenditure on non-durables and

disposable income disclosed in National Income and Expenditure Accounts fbr the
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financial years 1951-1984, Dewhulst found similar propensities to consume from income

across all states except Western Australia and that the long-run propensity to consume

non-durables was constant for five of the states. This suggests that predicting the irnpact

of an income change on an owner-manager's consumption expenditure requires

knowledge of an owner-manager's perception of its perïnanence.

These studies did not distinguish wage and salary sarners from the self-employed and the

former probably dominaæd the data set. The main concern with this limitation her.e is that

the self-employed, or owner-managers, mny have a more discretionary earnings capacity.

If this is so, they would be less likely to make decisions in accordance with a model that

assumes periodic income is exogenously determined by a wage rate which is known at

the time periodic consumption decisions are made.

The source of incomc mntters

The indirect evidence from Anstie, Gray and Pagan (1983), in using equity prices to

impute the adjustment for risky income, indicated a possible difference in behaviour.

where consumption is from riskier non-labour income.

Muth (1960) demonstrated that marginal propensities to consume from cunent and lagged

income may depend on the stochastic properties of income. This has been translated in

many studies as the source of income (such as labour income versus investment income

and windfall gains). From Klein and Goldberger (1955) rhrough Holbrook and Stafford

(I97I) and probably later, it appears to have been a hrmly established notion that the

marginal propensity to consume from labour incomel4 exceeds the marginal propensity to

consume from non-labour income. Evans (1969) explained Muth's result by arguing that

non-labour income has a larger transitory component than labour income. The basic

proposition from Evans' reasoning is that the greater uncertainty attaching to non-labour

t4 Labour income exclurles income from personal exertion by self-employed indivi<luals.
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income restdcts consumption and induce savings behaviour. However, non-labour

income in these studies was ptedominantly investment income from capital markets. It

did not consider the structure of owner-managers' income which can include elements of

wage, retum on investment and rents. The potentially important distinction with such

income is that it is not fully determined externally.

An owner-manager may have more control over income from the firm than is assumed in

the exogenous income models of the traditional income-consumption literaturc. If this is

true, then consistent with neoclassical labour theory, owner-managers can adjust their

effort (labour) to reduce income uncertainty rather than only adjusting consumptiont.5.

There is no apparent evidence to support this proposition. Such behaviour would be

moderated by the accuracy with which owner-managers can identify their production

function (relative to effort), which is likely to have an significant stochastic component.

Debt and savings

While the general assumption in modem growth theory of different marginal propensities

to consume from different types of income have accorded with the classical perception

that workers consume and capitalists save (see Graham, 1984), other explanations have

considered other recipient differencesl6. For example, a range of studies have been

based on the theory of the liquidity constrained consumer advanced by Tobin (Ig72).

These a¡e discussed below with other debt-related consumption issues.

Tobin argued that individuals who cannot borrow against future income and have non-

liquid assets will exhibit a high propensity to consume from current income. That is, a

15 This is an important empirical proposition tlìat cannot be testecl here <lue to data limitations.
The absence of the large set of time series data needed to test changes in consumption behaviour
renders proxy tests (which is presentecl in part III) noisy and relatively clumsy.
This originated to some extent with Burmeister and Taubman (1969) who ¿id not actually
investigate such differences but raisecl the possibility.

16
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deficiency of both the collateral assets and 'certain' income which are assumed necessaly

to facilitate borrowing renders the individual liquidity constrained tnd dependent on

cument income for consumption. The borrowing restriction may describe self-employed

individuals whose uncertain earnings prospects are dependent on human capital, rather

than wealthl7. An individual who holds liquid assets that provide collateral for

borrowing can base consumption on lifetime income and is said to be wealth. constrainetl.

This condition leads to a prediction of savings behaviour which is contrary to the

previously noted argument in Muth (1960) in which marginal propensities to consume

from income were thought to depend on the stochastic properties of income without

considering the ability to bonow.

Fisher (19S6¡ts found that the self-employed in the US saved 12 percentage points more

than employed managers even though the managers had a higher average income than the

self-employed. Like Muth, Friedman (1957) suggested these differences were a lesult of

differences in income risk. However, when testing Friedman's proposition across a

broad range of income sources (by occupation) using US data, Skinner (1988) identified

self-employed as exhibiting a lower average savings rate than all other tested groups,

despite being classified as having riskier incomes. Their savings rate was only half that

reported for most other occupational groups19.

t7 The literature on consuming from debt largely ignores the cost of debt in the decision. In a
ma¡ket. where lenders can fully enforce their claims, bonowing merely t¡ansfers consumption

from tbe future. This suggests that, in the absence of time preferences, current consumption can

be compared (in notional terms) to future consumption if the latær is discounted by the cost of
debt. Therefore, the cost of debt is the minimum discount rate that applied by the o\,/ller-

manager to forgone future consumption if current consumption is hnanced by borrowing.

As cited by Friedman (1957) and Skinner (1988).

'Unskilled'labourers were the only other group with a similarly low mean savings propensity.

More recent empirical evidence suggests the life cycle consumption model overpredicls wealth

(savings) for a signihcant fraction of households. For example, Venti and V/ise (1990) and

Berheim and Scholz (1993) indicated that, in the US, mediar financial assets of families nearing

retirement are typically only a small fraction of current income, suggesting relatively low
precautionary savings.

t8
l9
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Both Fisher (1956) and Skinner (1988) indicated that the self-employed had co¡sistenrly

lower average incomes. Skinner suggested that the leduced savings behaviour may be

induced by income being too near basic consumption levels,in terms of some minimum

standard of living. This argument suggests that there is some lower limit to the cunent

period consumption an individual requires, and that this must be satisfied regardless of
future requirements. The concept of lower bouncls to consumption is yet to be addr.essed

here, but may have some particular importance in considering income for the self-

employed. Such lower bounds may provide an appropriate initial reference level for

satisficing (in place of maximising) behaviour.

Income and consumption of owner-managers

As observed by Friedman (1957,pp.74-75). income for rhe self-employed in income-

consumption studies is usually measured as withdrawals from the business. Friedman

claimed that when this is abnormally low, consumption may be financed by withdrawals

in excess of current earnings. Conversely earnings in excess of current consumption

requirements may be left in the business. These propositions suggest that the average

propensity of self-employed people to consume from appropriated incogre may appear

higher than if some other measure of income was used2o. Countering this, Skinner

(1988' p.250) suggested that the self-employed may be better able to consume (durables)

through their businesses. Such perquisite consumption obviously raises problems in

measuring both income and consumption. overall, the consequences of the income and

consumption measurement approaches used in these studies are ambiguous.

Capital andlabour

Both Friedman's and Skinner's arguments imply that the level of capital invested in the

firm (including retained earnings) is partly a function of the consumption requirements of

Self-employed service proviclers may be less affected in this way, as the reducecl incidence of
inventories and capital invesünent lessens the pro¡rensity to hotd savings in the business. This
indicates ¡nssible industry differences which ap¡lear to have not been consiclererl in the literaturc.

20
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the owner-manager. Extending Friedman's suggestion that the self-employed can

endogenously determine disbursedincome for consumption purposes, they also might

influence the realisable earnings of the business by varying their effort (leisure)2l and

other input decisions.

The life cycle model has been extended to include work effort and laboul income as

choice variables, but only with known wage rafes2z, which does not allow ready

application to the labour input of the self-employed. The uncertainty of reward for effort

for the self-employed and the extent to which they can influence earnings detracts tìom

the general assumption in the labour-income-consumption literature that, on average,

consumption decisions are made after the individual becomes aware of income receipts.

In studying self-employed individuals, where the retum for labour is uncertain even in

the short term, the most relevant aspects of the literature are those parts focussing on

income uncertainty. Typically this has considered only non-labour income. The weight

of evidence in this regard is that consumption behaviour is less responsive to changes in

non-labour income due to the greater uncertainty of the permanence of such income

changes, but that this does not necessarily result in precautionary savings and does not

necessarily apply to the self-employed.

The lack of precautionary savings can reflect a lack of savings opportunity if income is

low (as Fisher (1956) and Skinner (1988) found for self-employed) relative to

consumption requirements. If self-employed individuals receive income only ftom

uncertain sources, then they are unlikely to simply determine consumption in response to

This assumes output of the firm is, in parÇ a function of the owner-manager's labour input.

See, as examples, Mortenson (1970a, 1970b), Lucas and Rapping (1970), Heckman (1974),

Blinder and Weiss (19'76) and Seater (197'l). Later approaches va¡ied little from these earlier
papers in their treatment of wage rates as the exogenously determined retum to the individual for
investing more in labour and less iu leisure.

2l
22
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income expectations. It is assumed here that some consumption decisions, at least tlìose

representing subsistence requirements which describe a lower bound for an individual's

consumption, are made prior to determining the investment of effort needed to achieve the

income to finance the minimum consumption expenditure. The labour investment

decision may reflect some acceptable degree of uncertainty or lisk. This would require

information on the production function of the owner-managed firm and a mechanism for.

setting or identifying consumption targets. These are considered in Chapter 7.

P rofi t maximis ation and owner-rnana g er consulnpti otx

Williamson (1963) suggested that managers' abilities to consume indirect benefits or

perquisites conflict with a management objective of profit maximisation. While the

implications for agent-manager behaviour in Williamson's context are of little relevance

here, the notion of an owner-manager's profits-perquisite mix accords with the

connection between owner-managers and their firms described in Part I and the income

and consumption measurement concerns in the previous section, by identifying the

linkages and frictions between realised income derived from the firm and owner-manager

consumption. The intendly ration.al owner-manager's appropriation of resources from

the firm to consume domestically or as perquisites should merely reflect the relative cost-

effectiveness of the available choices.

If the objective of the owner-manager is to satisfy consumption preferences then any

profit objective might be substantially qualified. Particularly, it can be inferred from the

permanent income - life cycle consumption model that profit is only a long run objective.

For the traditional assumption of profit maximisation the long run view is generally the

intended proposition in orthodox theory. For any profit-related motive, however, it also

may be true. If the primary objective of the owner-manager as a self-employed individual

is to f,tnance consumption, then the ability to engage in the necessary transactions (in a

developed exchange economy) requires cash as distinct from profit. In the long term,

cumulative net cash flow (excluding consumption ) and aggregated profits converge.
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Profit and debt

To finance consumption expenditure in the short run, wealth realisations or borrowing

may be necessary; the latter also implies expectations (at least on the part of lenders)

conceming future cash flows, directing attention to the previously discussed pr.oblem of
the liquidity-constrained individual. The lifecycle model allows such flows to be fi.om

wealth realisations, but the evidence of a general propensity for wealth accumulation in

the literature contradicts this notion, unless this represents prccautionary savings.

Lenders anticipate sufficient cash flows to repay debt from realisations of income or

wealth. This gives rise to the collateral or certainty of income requirements referenced in

the earlier discussion of the permanent income - life cycle hypothesis. To avoid asset

liquidation to meet debt servicing obligations, the individual eventually will have to

service debt from realised income. Therefore, an individu al must seek income (regardless

of how current consumption is funded) in the absence of sufficient existing convertible

wealth to satisfy lifetime consumption. This conesponds to the wealth constrained

individual in the permanent income - life cycle hypothesis. The permanent income - life

cycle hypothesis assumes access to an otherwise perfect capital market. Howevel, the

extent to which an owner-manager's consumption expenditure and realised income from

the firm can be linked by borrowing is affected by credit rationing, incomplere

information and other debt market realities. This is examined further in part IV.

Co¡{cLusroN

While the concepr of utility or the satisfaction of consumption preferences has application

to all decision making, the axioms of subjective expected utility maximisation are too

onerous in their assumptions to provide a realistic model of owner-manager behaviour.

The empirical evidence indicates that expected utility and profit maximisation are poor.

general descriptions or predictors of the decision making behaviour or ability of
individuals and firms. This does not deny the value of these models as a pre,tcri,tion for

rational decisions under uncertainty, although the nature of utility and the impact of
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uncertainty on the identification of maximising strategies prevents their application in

assessing performance.

The conceptual relevance of variant utility and profit maximising models to owner-

managed firms may appear relatively straightforward. However, even without satisfying

the rigorous axioms of expected utility theory, there are substantial difficulties in the

identification and measurement of proht and utility.

Studies of firms often appear to treat income or profit as an end in itself. However, the

clear implication from neoclassical theory is that income or profit is sought by individuals

for its benefit in financing consumption expenditure. Theories of firm or managerial

behaviour seem to overlook this essential connection between profit of the firm and

consumption by individuals23. While an individual's utility is described as a value

function of consumption and leisurc, an assumption of profit maximisation in the owner-

managed firm context may contradict this. Notionally at least, it seems that utility and

profrt maximising assumptions can conflict where profit maximisation by firms ignores

the utility of leisure to the owner-manager or requires the owner-manager to forgo current

consumption preferences.

Consumption behaviour has been fundamental to developments in mainstream economic

and financial theory. Fisher (1930) described consumption as the primitive concept in

terTns of which all others are defined. Time preference functions were developed on the

basis of consumption preferences across time, whereby each individual attempts to

maximise utility from consumption within a given opporruniry set. Utitiry theory adopted

consumption choices between alternative outputs and across temporal states as the basis

for constructing functions and models. Choices between the utilisation of time for leisure

Some exceptions have arisen in the broad contracting literature. As is rliscussed in Chapter 13,
this was in the context of self-interested actions by contracting parties, such as perquisite
consumption by employees, but did not address the the indiviclual and the owner-marìaged finn.

23
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or deriving income is treated as a consumption problem, while the value of income for

individuals can be explained only as a function of the consumption choices it allows.

Thus, the primacy of consumption is not novel or original. Nonetheless, it has been

largely ignored by the voluminous literature that examines, contemplates and speculates

upon the motives and decision criteria of owner-managers of small firms.

Where an owner-manager largely derives income by selling time and skills, the proposed

consumption objective with a lower bound implies that fluctuations in the individual's

income from the firm will induce negatively correlated fluctuations in effom. For

decreases in income, the induced increases in effort imply a reduced effective twage rate.

Therefore, increases in effort are affected by the owner-manager's opportunities to sell

labour outside the firm and bounded by natural limits to effort. There are other factors

affecting this sustainable consumption-effort hypothesis. For example, comparisons of

individuals' behaviour pattems may be distorted by the anticipated duration of changes in

income, individuals' personal consumption preferences24, borrowing opportunities ,

current convertible wealth and planning horizons.

In this context, concepts underlying the life cycle - permanent income hypothesis can be

adapted in three mutually supporting ways :

Owner-managers adjust income-seeking behaviour in accordance with the

perceived stability (permanence) of achieved consumption (income) levels.

a

a Owner-managers will not increase their consumption expenditùre tarBets unless

continued attainment (permanence) of the current levels or targets are perceived to

be relatively assured.

Consumption preferences a¡e themselves transient. For example, where au individual owner-

manager's consumption targets ale, in fact, household aggregates, evolviug ltousehold

composition may induce relatively frequent adjustrnents in the lower bound for consumptiou.

24
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Owner-managers' savings behaviour and investment will be influenced by the

proximity of or expectation of exceeding the lower bound to consumption.

The notion that an owner-managerrs consumption preferences underlie objectives

developed for an o\ryner-managed firm is essential to the remaining analysis. This means

that the desirability of profits is a function of the extent to which personal consumption

and savings objectives are satisfied. Managerial effort, in turn, is a function of personal

income-leisure preferences (conditioned by ability). Growth (in terms of investment of

capital or effort in the firm), in turn, is a function of consumption and savings objectives

and preferred levels of managerial effort, albeit subject to other limiting conditions such

as the availability of capital.

Maximisation of profit is lejected as an objective in developing the current conceptual

framework for owner-managed firms. The altelnative concept of satisficing is yet to be

considered here and is discussed in Chapter 5. The suggestion that individuals may wish

to make decisions in accordance with subjective expected utility theory is captured in the

concept of intended rationality, as presented by Simon (1957). This applies where the

decision maker seeks or purports to act in accordance with concepts of economic

rationality but is limited in doing so by physical, biological and social factors. This

limitation on intendedly rational behaviour results in bou.nded rationalit¡t This too is

discussed in Chapter 5.

Nelson and'Winter (1932) also argued that while firms may act rationally, the rationality

with which they accord takes account of the limits on knowledge, information,

computational capacity and understanding of theory. Many of the limits stem from

uncerlainty which is overviewed in Chapter 4.

Neoclassical theory focuses attention on consumption and income. Indeed, this may be

said of the economics of behavioul in general. That there is a connection between an
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individual's income and consumption activity seems almost unquestionable, yet this

connection has been largely ignored in the literature relevant to owner-managed firms.

That such a connection should be characterised in the manner contemplated in utility

theory and the related permanent income - life cycle consumption hypothesis is more

contentious. The nature of income considered in this literature seems to relate poorly to

that of most owner-managers. The extent to which income can be endogenously

influenced is a key question. Income uncertainty has been demonstrated to change the

relationship between consumption and income. Before incorporating the hypothesised

connection between income and consumption into models of owner-manager decision

making, it is necessary to consider the nature of uncertainty and alternatives to

maximising behaviour. These issues are broached in Chapærs 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 4

DECISIONS UNDER UNCERTAINTY

INTRODUCTION

The Chapter 3 discussion of selected aspects of neoclassical decision theories and their

pertinence to owner-managed firms referred to the relevance of risk and uncertainty. This

chapter overviews the general treatment of risk and uncertainty (including ambiguity) in

the context of the previously introduced theories. This is a necessary precursol' to the

discussion of bounded rationality in Chapter 5. The behaviour of owner-managed firms

is considered after a general overview of the traditional tr€atments of uncertainty.

Risk and uncertainty are aspects of imperfect information. Generally the terms are used

in the context of a decision maker's knowledge of alternative actions and outcomes.

Uncertainty may be thought of as part of the human condition and it has long been

appreciated as an impoftant component of decision processes.

Uses of the terms 'risk' and 'uncertainty' in the literature have not been consistent.

Knight (192I) separated degrees of knowledge into three levels of certainty:

'unmeasurable'uncertainty (which he labelled uncertainty), measurable uncertainty (risk)

and certainty. The difference between Knight's risk and uncertainty concepts is that

distributions of outcomes can be determined for 'risk', while such distributions are not

discoverable for 'uncertainty'. However, this distinction is not common across the

liærature where references to uncertainty often embody both concepts. The distinction, to

the extent that it has been important in the established literature, may be usefully captured

in the term 'ambiguity' which is discussed below.

The terms 'risk' and 'uncertainty' have been used almost interchangeably, with two

aspects of risk or uncertainty being recognised under either label. These might be
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described loosely as first, whele thete is some statistical dispelsion in a measut'e of

(probable) outcomes; and second, where there is some doubt about a futut'e state or

outcome or failure to meet some expectation. For decision makers aspiring to meet a

target, both aspects are elemental.

UNcBnTAINTY AND AMBIGUITY

Traditionally, decisions under unceltainty have been defined by incomplete information

regarding possible (alternative) actions, possible states (outcomes) and the probabilities

of states. Attention is limited here to the general categorisation of uncertaintyl. The

uncertainty inherent in many business decisions is rarely bounded by the contemplated

altematives. The incomplete set of alternatives contemplaæd may be a function of choice.

For example, ambiguiry may lead agents to limit their choice set to those for which

ambiguity is below some threshold. For this and other leasons explored below,

ambiguity is an impor"tant aspect of decision making under uncertainty.

Ambiguity

As a simple illustration of the nature of ambiguity, consider individuals facing a perceived

two state outcome with no knowledge of the probability distribution of the outcomes.

They may assign, in effect, equal probabilities to each. This is different, at least in tetms

of the confidence with which people may act, to the situation where the probability of

each outcome is known or believed to be 0.5. This view is supported by Ellsberg (1961)

who observed that people often prefer to bet on known instead of ambiguous

probabilities, although he did not specify the precise conditions of ambiguity2. Ellsberg

also argued that utility theory (as presented by Savage, 1954) should be a normative

If the process of decision making is considered, further types may be defined. Some of these

were described by Hogarth (1975) and Berkeley and Humphreys (1982).

Ellsberg was unclear as to any distinction between subjective probabilities and ambiguity. As

early as 1713, Jaques Bernoulli (see Zimmer, 1983) distinguished between 'probabilities' and

subjective 'degrees of conhdence' (which seems consistent with ambiguity), following one of the

first mathematical t¡eatrnents of 'probability' in 1660 (see Hacking, 1975).

)
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model incorporating ambiguity. With imperfect markets some ambiguity (as a leflection

of completeness or reliability) must always exist.

Aversion to ambiguity

Ambiguity aversion is widely evidenced by observed preferences for lotteries involving

precise rather than vague or ambiguous probabilities. This aversion cannot be explained

by conventional expected utility models, because such models are ambiguity neutral.

Many decision makers prefer having additional information concerning the likelihood of

events, even if the information does not change the likelihood but means less vagueness

or ambiguity. This has been argued and in some cases demonstrated empilically in

Ellsberg (1961), Fellner (1961), Raiffa (1961), Sherman (1974), Slovic and Tvelsky

(1974), Yates and Zukowski (1976), and Curley, Yates and Abrams (1986).

Other empirical results (such as Einhorn and Hogar"th, 1986; Kahn and Sarin, 1988) have

indicated that a decision maker's ambiguity aversion increases with the mean plobability

of gain (or loss). Results dependent on size of outcome seem to have been anticipated by

Ellsberg (1961, p.663):

I'd back [my probabitity estimates] if we were betting with pennies, but I want to know other

things if the stakes are importânt.

Kyburg (1968, p.59) displayed a similar view in his criticism of subjective probability:

If our degree of belief is based on a good deal of information, it makes sense to øke advantage of

[a] positive mathematical expectation; but if our belief is based only on a small amount of

information, it would be foolish to risk much, even though our expeclation is quite positive.

Such views may be intuitively restated as 'more information is sought when more is at

stake'. Mao (1970) in a survey of capital budgeting theory and practice, and Conlath

(1973) in a critique of the operationalisation of statistical decision theory, suggested that

decisions involving a large proportion of a firm's assets require greater consideration of

risk, which seems consistent with alguments tegarding the impact of ambiguity.
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RIsK

Neoclassical economic theory can be represented as considering individuals to be faced

(continuously) with two basic complementary decisions: how much of immediate wealth

(or income) should be consumed or saved and how to invest savings. Both questions

are affected by uncertainty in relation to future ståtes and returns. The first question was

introduced in the context of the permanent income - life cycle hypothesis in Chapter' 3.

The investment problem mainly relates to uncertain returns, but in the context of the

Chapter 3 discussion, it should also take account of uncertain future needs if the lower

bound on consumption is not static. Traditionally, such concerns have been pursued in

terms of probability distributions derived for the alternatives.

While investment choice opportunities theoretically can be characterised by (subjective)

probability distribution functions for their returns, the concepts of bounded rationality3

suggest that constructing and comparing these is too complex for individual decision

makers. The problem has been simplified in many cases by focusing on palticular

distributional parameters.

Parametric approaches to risk

Single parameter decision models are unlikely to capture complex dimensions of a

decision maker's choices. A variety of decision models that attempt to simplify the

modelling but capture more than one concern are the various risk-return models. Libby

and Fishburn (1977, pp.274-5) identified the popular parameter bases for uncertain

choices, incorporating six return parameters (where larger values are usually prefemed to

smaller values) and five risk parameters (where smaller values are usually preferred to

larger values), which cover most factors that have been suggested in the literature4.

Bounded rationality concepts a¡e considered specifically in Chapær 5.

Retum parunelers:

. Mean feturn, ex¡rected return, or expected value, p, = Ep(x).

. Median retum* x, with F(x, -) 10.5 and F(xn, ) > 0.5.

contirutcd on îhc nc.\l paçc

3

4
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The advantage of the parametric approach

Under particular conditions, parametric representations are equivalent to using the

complete probability distribution. The axioms of von Neumman and Morgenstem (lg44)

indicate that mean-variance models can provide a complete description of a choice

problem, irrespective of the particular distribution, for all agents satisfying particular

consistency requirements in their preferences choices (gambles) and can be represented

by a quadratic utility function5.

The disadvantage of th.e two parameter approach

The variance does not distinguish between positive and negative variation. However,

getting more than expected is not likely to be undesirable, say for income. Markowitz

(1959) adapted the risk measure to a semi-variance measure, which captules only

negative variations; that is, those less than expected6. Given the proposed lower bound

continuedfront the previous page:
. Return* x., such that there is a 10 per cent chance of doing worse than x., .

. Return* x., such that there is a 10 per cent chance of doing better than x.e,

r Probability 1-F(x, -) of achieving or exceeding a target return or'satisfactory' re*turn xr.

. Probability l-F(xo -) of exceeding best return xb obtainable by investing in non risky

securities.

Risk parameters:

. Variance or2 = Er(x-Fo )2 or stanclarcl deviation o..

. Below-mean semi-va¡iance s.2 = Eo(rl(x)) with go = (x-F¡ )2 if x <¡r, and g(x)=Q if x>¡rr.

. Probability F(0-) of negative retum or loss.

. Expected magnitude of loss, given that a loss occurs

. Probability F(,r) of ruin /catastrophic loss, where r. is the point at which return is 'ruiuous'.

The notation used is Libby and Fishbum's. F is the distribution function for opportunity A.
F(¡) is the probability that A's return is < ¡; 1-F(¡) is the probability the return will exceed ,r.

F(.r-) (the limiting value F(y) as y approaches ¡ from below) is the probability that A<"x.

E" denotes expectation for F.
5 The assumption of a quadratic utility function allows an individual's perception of risk to be

measured by the variance. tWithin orthodox expected utility theory, it is recognised that there is

no particular reason to believe individuals have or act in accordance with quadratic utility
functions. Other characteristics of probability distributions additional to the va¡iance, say

skewness, may be important (should the distributio\s per se be considered in decision making).
6 A logical development from this were the risk of ruin models, such as in Vinso (1979). This

approach considers expected returns subject to a threshold probability of failure. This, together
with the regret a¡ìd prospect-type theories will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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on consumption expenditure and the need for income to finance consumption

expenditure, the semi-variance approach in evaluating income risk has some intuitive

appeal given the primacy of targets or aspiration levels in such decisions.

Classifying parametric approaches to risk

Most decision models for comparing distributions of returns can be classified according

to two dichotomies. One distinguishes between parametric and expected utility models,

while the other distinguishes between partial-order (dominance) and weak-order models.

Because weak-order models give a more complete description of preference, they have

been emphasised in the behavioural research. Parametric weak-order models can be

classified according to whether the model is based on one or multiple parameters.

Models with multiple parameters can be divided into compensatory and non-

compensatory. Compensating models are generally those that allow for tradeoffs among

par¿rmeters. That is, a lower or higher value on one parameter can be compensated for by

the value of another. Non-compensating models impose a strict ordering on parameters,

prohibiting tradeoffs. Libby and Fishburn (1977) illustrated this scheme for classifying

weak-order models as depicted in Table 4.1. The multiple parameter models are all two

parameter (risk and return) models. While other models exist, these are sufficiently

illustrative of the differences between multiple parameter models. The right side column

identifies models that account for individual differences, focussing on the choices and

tårgets of individual decision makers.

Compensating weak-order models assume a decision maker's preferences can be

represented completely by a numerical utility function U(¡^tp,rp)>U(ltc,rc). It is usually

assumed that U increases in ¡.t and decreases in r. Most of the compensating models in

Table 4.1 associate risk with loss or a failure to attain 
^ 

tarçet return.

The approach broached in Chapter 3, wherc owner-managers have lower bounds to their

consumption levels which require owner-managers to set minimum targets for income
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Table 4.1

Parametric weak-order models*

a

Classihcation

Mo<lels that do not account for
individual differences

Models that account for individual
differences

Single parameter models Maximum expected retum

Minimum loss probability
Maximum probability of tffget
retum

Multiple paramcrer models
. Compensatory

. Non-compensatory

Mean-variance tadeoff
Mean-semivariance tradeoff

Mean-probability of loss radeoff
Mean-confidence limit tradeoff

Mean-target semivariance tradeoff

Mean-probability of below target
retum tfadeoff

Ruin probability-mean lexicographic Const¡ained expected return

Other lexicographic models maximisation

* Based on Libby and Fishbum (1977,p.276) Figure 1.

and make appropriate labour and financial capital investment decisions, accords with

compensating models that allow for individual differences. If owner-manager decisions

are directed to achieving income to satisfy some minimum consumption level, then

compensating models with target r€turns may provide an appropriate basis for developing

decision models.

UNCERTAINTY, INDIVIDUALS AND OWNER.MANAGED FIRMS

As noæd earlier, risk has been conceptualised in many ways but usually involves either a

measure of outcome dispersion oÍ the failure to obtain a specified outcome. Slovic

(1967) found that perceived nsk was most highly correlated with the probability of loss

and that variance had little effect on perceived risk. Conrath (1973) reported that the

actions of executives making decisions regarding investment in a new product were

consistent with a model based on setting a target rate of return and the probability of

satisfying the target. In par"ticular, altematives with a probability (of achieving the talget)

below a particular level were rejected, indicating both a target return and a target

assurance level. The evidence in Payne and Braunstein (1971), Slovic (1972) and Payne
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(1973, 1975) also suppolted models in which risk was conceptualised as the failule to

obtain a particular level of retumsT.

Slovic (1972) argued that individual differences rcflect differences in the specific naturc

of the decision situation. A variety of evidence relating choices and risk perceptions

appears in the psychology literature. Earlier literature indicative of this area was

comprehensively reviewed by Payne (1973) and Barron (1974). The fewer but more

realistic studies (in terms of business decisions) were reviewed in Libby and Fishburn

(1977). All these reviews concluded that the concept of risk is highly idiosyncratic, and

no evidence has been identified since that detracts from that view.

Risk aversion

The finance literature usually assumes that individuals are risk averse in their financial

decisions (Haley and Schall,1979, p.95). An individual is risk averse if a certaitt

outcome is preferred to a situation with an equal expected utility (or personal value) that is

the product of a probability distribution across more than one possible state; that is, an

uncertain outcgmes. A more general exprcssion is that individuals prefer less risk to mole

risk, rather than this over-simplified case or'no risk'being preferred to 'some dsk'.

Risk aversion of owner-nutnagers and their firms

The transferability of the behaviour of individuals to the owner-managed firm is

supported by at least two types of results:

The empirical asfrects of this literature are considered further in Chapter 6.

ß EIU(A)I=EÍU(B)I where E[U( x)]=lp,U(r,)ancl Lp,=1, a risk averse indivirlual

prefersA toB where n=lfor Aand ¿ > f for'¡. f t¡" conltion that theprobabilities sum to
unity is not met, the conclusion ,nay remain the same, but the individual would be said to

ambiguity averse rather than risk averse. No general algebraic expression of this condition is
possible without ascribing preference or utility functions for the probability distributions.
Thus, a formal expression of risk aversion could be described as an attempt to combine the

(dis)utility of uncertainty with the utility of outcolnes. This appears contrary to the assumed or
required separability of probabilities and utilities in expected utility theory.

7

8
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Sandmo (197I) demonstrated that the level of output of an owner-managed firrn

depends on the owner's attitude towards risk. This accords with the general

argument underlying this thesis.

The agricultural economics literature has provided strong evidence that households

are risk averse; for example, Moscardi and de Janvry (1977), Dillon and Scandizzo

(1978) and Binswanger (1980). These results pertained to farming households that

had to make decisions regarding investing in uncertain farm production. This is

comparable with the general natule owner-managed fums in the cunent context9.

Two related areas of literature have developed since 1970 that are relevant to the current

context. These examine the effects of output price uncertainty on the production

decisions of firms classified as owner-tnanaged and labour-managed. Despite the

nomenclature, it is the latter that is most closely related to the owner-managed firms being

considered here. A labour-managed firm in this parlicular literature is owned, organised

and managed by worker-members. In contrast, owner-managed firms in this particular

literature are described similarly except that they purchase labour and the owners'labour

or effort appears irrelevant or is treated as equal to zero. To avoid confusion with the use

of the term in this thesis, the owner-managed firms referenced in this literature is labelled

as capitalist owner-managed firms in the short discussion that follows.

For the two different classes of firms, different conclusions regarding risk-related

behaviour have developed.

Sandmo (1971) demonstrated that for capitalist owner-managed firms, the risk-avetse

firm produces less than the dsk-neutral firm which produces less than the risk-seeking

firm. Because Sandmo defined celtainty as the firm facing the mean of the probability

Because this literature provides some evidence of the relevance of consumption targets p¿r Jú, it
will be considered more fully in Chapter 6.

9
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distribution of prices with certainty (that is, the ceftain price is the mean price) then the

level of output under certainty equals the level of output for the risk-neutral firm under

price uncertainty. Thus, Sandmo's conclusion can be restated as the risk-averse capitalist

owner-manager produces less under uncertainty (than under certainty) and the risk-seeker

produces more.

Muzondo (1979) and Ramachandran et al. (1979) demonstrated how a labour-managed

firm has the same individual risk dependence, but that the risk averse labour-managed

firm produces more under unceltainty while the risk-seeking firm produces less, where

uncertainty is defined as per Sandmo (I97I). This tladitional approach assumes the firm

to be a price-taker making single period ex ante production investment decisions with all

output sold at a price that is revealed after production is determinedlO. Increased

production by the risk averse firm suggests that the achieved level of revenue takes

priority over the investrnent of effor"t or labour (or sacrificing of leisure).

CoNcr,usroN

Two frequently modelled forms of risk pertain to variability in outcomes and the

likelihood of attaining (or avoiding) a target outcome. Neoclassical risk theory has

specifically considered minimum or target returns (in the semi-variance approaches) in a

manner pertinent to satisficing behaviours in respect of lower bounds or targets. This is

developed further in the context of bounded rationality in the next chapter.

10 It has been argued that this dehnition is arbitrary (although it has been widely used in the price

uncertainty literature) and that a more objective definition can vary conclusions regarding
production decisions under price uncertainty. Hawawini (1984) presented a case where risk-
neuEal capitalist owner-managed and labour-managed firms both pruluce more under uucertainty,
thc risk-averse capitalist owner-m¿uìaged firm and the risk-seeker labour-managed f,rnn may
produce more or less and the risk-seeker capitalist owner-managed firm and the risk-averse
labour-managed firm continue to produce more. Unlike the previous assumption of ex ante
production decisions, Hawawini assumed that firms delayed production decisions until the output
price was revealed in a mulfi period fr¿mework, which seems less realistic.
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Aversion to both ambiguity and risk by individuals and their owner-managed firms is

supported by a diverse literature. Ambiguity aversion appears to change with the scale of

outcomes, which has important implications for behaviour where anticipated outcomes

are close to minimum thresholds. The diverse risk-related literature generally attests to

the need to separate outcomes with respect to 'good' and 'bad', equating to above and

below a target outcome. Aspects of this a¡e considered in greater detail in the next

chapter, in a review of models of decision making that have been proposed within the

'bounded rationality' framework.

At this stage the main implications for owner-managers is that, where individuals identify

minimum consumption requirements to be satisfied from their investment of capital or

effort in the firm, their responses to risk and ambiguity are dependent on the anticipated

or possible outcomes relative to their targets. The evidence indicates that owner-

managers are most likely to be both ambiguity averse and risk averse, with aversion

increasing with increased anticipation that their consumption targets will be satisfied.

V/here owner-managers become less certain that targets will be satisfied, they choose to

increase effgrt (output).

Further explanation of such behaviour and its implications is offered in the next chapter
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CHAPTER 5

BOUNDED RATIONALITY

INTRoDUcTIoN

This chapter reviews investment decision models that have been pr:oposed within the

bounded rationality framework. These are designed to obviate difficulties with utility

theory's assumptions of decision-makers' knowledge and ahilities and the attendant

implications for maximising behaviour. The selected models take account of satisficing

behaviour (which developed as an alternative to maximisation in explaining the behaviour

of individuals) and consider the existence of targets or lower bounds fbr decision

outcomes. The notion of lower bounds was raised in the context of consumption in

Chapær 3. Both aspects accold with the ¿Ittitudes to risk identified in Chapter 4.

It was concluded in Chapter 3 that, while the formalism of expected utility theory does

not provide an appropliate framework within which to develop models of individual

owner-manager decision making and performance under uncertainty, the underlying

concepts concerning consumption and related tradeoffs are critical. iøony of these

concepts re-appear in the context of bounded rationality.

Key concepts in bounded rationality

The basic elements of limited or bounded rationality are the imperfect infonnntion and

limited processin.g capabil.ities that constmin otherwise rational individuals. A seminal

paper in this area was Simon (1955), whose'satisficing'theory will be consideled in

more detail later. Cyert and March (1963) similarly presented a behavioural theory of the

firm that inspired vadous computer simulation studiesl.

It has been suggested tlat such sirnulation studies combined with analytical models may
represent a major tool in future development, as the reliability of casual ernpirical observation of
decision making presents some possibly insunnountable difficulties. Sirnulations, however,
offer particular risks in regald to model parameters and their values. Because such simulation

:onlirutcd on thc ncxt pate.

1
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The Cyert and March (1963) approach was based on tlilee concepts: boun.tled rationalib)

(see Simon, 1955), imperfect envirottntetztal. ntcttching and unresol.ved confl.ict. Lnperfect

environmental matching lefers to decision makers not employing lules or practices

uniquely determined from their operating environment. Cyert and March suggested that

firms in imperfect markets have difliculty in or are slow to match their decision rules to

changed environments. Unresolved conflict adses when firms have multiple actols with

conflicting intelests (with each other and the firm) that cannot be resolved entirely

thlough contracting2 processes (see Marschak, 1955; Marschak and Radner,l972).

Cyert and March (1963) were not the originators of each of these notions, but their .ioin.t

considelation was in marked contlast to the dominant theoly of the firm literature. There

were important subsequent developrnents in theory as the.se ideas were embraced by an

incleasing number of writers, albeit often indirectly. An example is the Marschak and

Radner (1972) theory of teams dealirrg with optimal organising and infblmation

processing strategies in the plesence of bounded rationality constraints, although their

assumption of identical prefelences across agents precluded the potentially important

component of contracting behaviour, oppo-yturtisnr, which will be revisited later in this

thesis when extensions of the basic model are broached in Part IV. Alternative but

sympathetic developments were the evolutionary control theories that focussed on

incremental adaptation to environmental changes due to cognitive limit¿tions.

The incremental adaptation in this context was largely prescribed according to the

traditional rationality assumptions by employing sequential Bayesian estimation (March,

1991). Important examples of this lattel apploach appeal in Nelson and Winter (L974,

1975,1978,1982), who pursued an evolutionary approach in which search and selection

Continued from the previous pagc:
models a¡e often single cases and uot constrained by a more general model, consistency with
models can only be determined ex post (Baurnol aud Stewart, 1971).

2 Contracting theory is considered in Chapter 13 in Part IV.
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replaced profit-m¿¡xirnising assumptions3. Numerous authols befole Simon (195-5), I'or

example Hicks (1935) and Higgins (1939), and since, have argued that protìt as a motive

does not necessarily infer maximisation, and that the ploperly attributable motive is protìt

satisfaction, usually termed 'satisficing'. Radner (1975) explained satisficing behaviour

as a process by which a decision maker defines the criteria for a solution that willratis.fy

that decision maker. Thus the talgets for satisficers are idiosyncratic.

Cohen and Cyert (1975) compared the Simon-Cyert-Malcha approach with the

neoclassical utility or profit maximisation approach. They concluded that the former is

more suitable when the problem entails predictions about the behaviour of specific agents

or firms. The Simon-Cyert-March approach is reflected genelally in a contemporary

literature that considers internal firm problems, although many merely pursue specitìc

optimisations without addressing behaviour relations. Useful examples are Stiglitz

(197 5) who consideled internal incentives, performance information deficiency and

monitoring problems, and Radner and Malschak (1972) and Radner and Rothschild

(1975) who consideled information aspects of teamwolk, with the latter focussing on

allocation of effort. The basis fot these contributions was Simon's satisficing theory, the

development of which is briefly explained in the next section.

S¡.TTSTTcTNG AS DBCISION MAKING

This section rcviews the development of satisficing theory as the principal alternative to

maximising behaviour.

Satisficing as decision making was proposed in Simon (1947) as a theoretical response to

observed bounded lationality. The second and third editions of this work (1957a,1976)

Such belraviouraì zrpproaches did nol displace the prilnary focus of extant mainstrearn theory ou

subjective expected utilily maxirnisation. A contributing factor may have been the assertion by
solne aut-hors, such as Nelson zurd Vy'inter, that their theories were tundarnentally t-rrthodox in
holding the pursuit of profit as the basic objective.
This approaclr is sornctimes re f'en'ed to as dìe'Canregie approaclr'.

3

4
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and various other publications such as Simon (1955, 1957, 1959) fiLther.ar.gued that

decision making is a satisficing activity clriven by heuristic targeting techniques, made

necessary by uncertainty, complexity and information costs that plevent optimising

strategies. Evidence from information processing, psychology and computer simulation

studies supports most features of this theory (Simon, 1969: Newell and Simon , Ig72).

The potential application of the satisficing approach in the context of owner-ma¡aged

f,rrms will be morc âpparent if it is lelated clirectly to the notion of consumption târgets.

Satisficing and aspirations

Satisficing is a concept more meanirrgfilly related to psychological notion s of aspi.rctti.ol

levels than maximisatiolt (Simon, 1959, p.262). More particular.ly, Simon's satisficing

arguments were dependent on tlre prominent notion of satiation in treatments of

motivation in psychology. Fol example:

Itt most psyclrological dteories, the motive lo act stems from drives anrJ action terminates when

the ù'ive is satisfïed. Moreover, the conclitions for satisfying a drive are not necessarily fixed,

but may be specihed by an aspiration level that itself acljusts upwar<l or <lownward on the ba.sis

of experience. (Sirnon, 1959, pp.262-263).

To explain business behaviour in terms of such theory, profit goals will pertain to the

attainment of a profit larget, rather than maximisation. The distinction between satisficing

and maximising behaviour is important. As identified in Chapter 3, an owner-manageL's

consumption aspirations are likely to int-luence the owner-managed firm's profit târgets.

Applications of satisficing levels to economics were discussed in Siegel (1957) and

March and Simon (1958). These early references indicated that psychological studies of

aspilation levels suppolt propositions such as:

' Performance below an aspilation level induces search behaviour, par.ticularly
search for new altern¿tive actions.

Petformance below an aspiration level induces re-assessment of aspiration levels
that may result in downwald adjustments towards morc attainable goals.

a
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If the preceding mechanisms fail or are too slow, emotional behaviour rnay

rcplace rational adaptive behaviour.

If a firm has known ¿ltematives that satisfy or exceed its aspiration level, it will

choose the 'best'S-

In support of his theory, Simon cited various studies tlrat provided empirical evidence of

business goals stated in satisficing terms (1959, p.26Q. Prominent among these was

Cyert and March (1956)ó who plovided evidence that firms with declining market sharcs

acted more vigorously to increase their sales than firms whose market shares were stable

or increasing, irnplying that the latter were'satistìed' with cuuent performance.

C on swnp 1 i o tx s (t ti.s.fr. c it1 I
Satisficing cannot arise with unguided behaviour. For satisficing to occur, individuals

must be able to identify goals or targets which teflect their aspilations. Thus owner-

managers set pel'sonalised targets for the tirm based on their consumption preferences

(see Chapter 3). The lower bounds for consumption, described in the study of the

permanent income - life cycle hypothesis by Skinner (1988), denote the minimum targets

in this contexl The proposition of consumption-driven investment also finds some

support in the safety-tirst decision models of investment behaviour.

Safery-.first , ruin and other ntininul.nt. retuln nødels

Roy (1952) was possibly the first to suggest that investors seek to minimise the

probability of disaster, relative to some pelceived disaster level of returrìs. Disaster rates

of return have been introduced also as modifications to expected utility theory. For

example, Hicks (1977) argued that they should be prominent in asset-choice models, and

This notion of 'best'appears to relate to utility. Forexunple, Simon (7959,p.264) argued that

zur a^spiration level defines a natural zero iu a utility scale, unlike most utility scales in orthodox
theory where zero is arbitrary. IJowever, elelnents of regret theory, to be discussed below, and

other uncertainty-oriented theories may detract fi'orn this view of 'besf . It may, for exanple, be

related to confidence levels rather than expected values.

No rece¡lt studies in this regard have bceu idcntified.

5

6
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that the possible return on each asset shoulcl be scalecl clown by the disirster r.ate of retlìrn.

The investor would then select the portlblio of assets that maximises expectecl utility

derived fi'om retums above the disaster level.

While Roy (1952) and others who consiclered ruinous ourcomes (Shackle, 1961;For.d,

1987) 'explained' some of the general collection of laborator.y evidence concerning

simple garnbling propositionsT, it is not clear that this is the rnost likely appr.oach fbr

investment decisions that necessarily risk substantial proportions of an individual's

wealth and whele the investor has an identilìed minimum lequired rate of return which

may indicate a target consumption levels.

Similal to the minimum lequiled return models are vatious '[egret' and 'surprise'

theories. Savage (1954) suggested that individuals minimise regrer rarher rhan

maximising utility, whele l'egret is the diff-erence between the obtained reward and that

obtainable with pelfect information or in hindsight. Extending such notions, Shackle

(1958, p.66), in a discussion of his 'potential surprise' model, argued that:

Rather tltan minina.r our losses, is it not more reasonable to fTx them ftrr some maxintunt
tolerable numerical size, to avoid any action scheme which woulcl bring losses larger tban this

within the range of possible or'too possible'outcomes, and subject to this constraint choose

that action scheme which brings within the range of possible or 'sufficiently possible' outcomes

as high a positive success ¿t-s we c¿ut fînd.

Such arguments appear to accord closely with satishcing concepts. A valuable extension

developed by Savage and Shackle is attitucle to risk. Nor only might indivicluals sarisfice

with respectto targets for levels of rctum, but they can also satisfice with respect to the

perceived I.ikelihootl of achieving such targets while restrìcting downside risk. Various

aspects of Shackle's theoty and othet' risk-lintiting theories are considered below.

7 For exrunples see E<lwards (195-5) and Kahnem¿ur a'd rversky (lg73,lg7g).
8 Minimum required rates of retur¡t and cousurnption levels a¡e reconciled il in addition to tlìe

lniuimuln required rate of retunt , an investment level is specified, such that the required rate of
retunt applied lo the specified investlnenl level yiekls a rni¡lirnurn or 'base' target consurnption
level. I{owever, specifyirtg intentJed irìvcstrnerìt levels seerns unnecessadly clunsy.
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RTs¡< AvIIRSIoN AND SAIIIiTY IIIIIST

Risk aversion can be considercd in the context of risk concepts othel' than the complete

probability distribution of retutns (.see Chapter 4). For example, risk attirucles may

pertain to the possibility of catastrophic losses, failule to obtain a target return, and best

and worst outcomes. While these have been included in various treatments within the

formal expected utility framework, they also permit incomplete specifications of

outcomes empathetic to bounded lationality. Roy (1952) suggested that investols seek to

minimise the probability of disaster, relative to a perceivetl di,çaster level of retunt..ç.e .

Others also rejected the moments of complete plobability distributions as measures of

uncertainty, notably Shackle (1952,1961) in his'potential surprise'theory, Ford (1983,

1987) in the closely lelated 'perspective' theory, Savage (1954) and Loomes and Sugden

(1982) with 'reglet' theot'y, and Kahneman and Tversky (1979) in their' 'prospect'

theory. These vaúous approaches are summarjsed in Appendix /t0.

Generally, these models suppolt the ploposition that an owner-manager judges the value

of an outcome by rcference to a personal target, and that gains and losses are treated

9 A disaster level of retunìs can be equated to a minimum consumption level. This safety first
criteria was further developed by Telser (1955-6) who argued that inclivicluals maximise the mean
value of the outcome of a given strategy subject to Roy's const¡aint. The various safety-first
criteria also Ied to optirnisation of lnean and stand¿r¡rJ deviation expressions. Pyle anrl Tumovsky
(1970) compared the justification of tlte safety-first mean-st¿ulclard deviation porttblio analysis
with that ba-sed on expected utility maxirnisation, to clelnonstrate that (in the absence of riskless
assets) a correspondeuce between the safety-first criterion anrl expected utility maximisation
(when that maximisation results in concave indifference curves in the mean-standard cleviation
space). Tobin (1958) originaìly prove<l tlìat tlìe utility function was concave under the Pyle aud
Turnovsky (1970) conditions of positive dirninishing marginal utility of wealth and a
multivariale normal dist¡ibution of retunls to the available assets. However, a^s Fama (1963)
indicated, Tobin's proof based on a¡ìy two parÍuneter dist¡ibution is valicl only for the normal.
Feldstein (1969) was able to pfovide a two pa¡ameter distriburion for which the utility function
was not colìcâve. Pyle and Turnovsky (1970) showe<l that the expecterl utility functiou will
generally depend on higlter mornerìts, lìot only the mean ¿uld standarrl deviation.
These theories f'ocussed on experirnental gambling choices, and have not been verified by
reference to alìy evidence of individual decisions in investing capital and effort in realistic
settings affecting an individual's or finn's survival. While they re.iecte<l the expected utility
theory approach, tJtey nonetheless dlew heavily on the underlying concepts of utility, altlrough
their conccpts of utilily pe r.1¿ we re not explained.

l0
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diffelently in evaluating t.he ri.sk.s of competing propo.sitions. Folcl (1987) particularly

considered the labour' (effolt) investrnent decision in a manner l'elevant to an owner-

manager, modelling a minimum aspitation level or l'eturn on effort below which the

individual will not invest any labour.

CoNct usron

It is widely accepted in both neoclassical and bounded rationality fi'ameworks that:

a possibility of losses or below tllget outcomes is of palticular significance in

investment decisions; and

some degree of risk-aversion is dominant in the behaviour of individuals under

uncertainty.

a

a

Gains and losses and targets

Numerous considelations are possiblell consisting of comparing perceived outcomes,

where 'good' and 'bad' results may be weighted differently. From the safety-first

approach of Roy (1952), good and bad need not necessarily relate to gains and losses.

Satisficing theories indicate they will be determined by reference to some targetrate of

return or income level. This is sympathetic to the regret theory of Loomes and Sugden

(1982) and the Kahneman and Tvelsky (I979) focus on the sub.iective clesi.r1bil.itl, o.f

particul.ar outcom.es. A generalised view concordant with these apploaches, thercfore, is

to consider each outcome in relation to the owner-manager's target. Good outcomes ârc

those expected to satisfy the target while 'bad'outcomes are those that fall short.

ll It may be plausible, fol'exiunple, to vary Forcl's lnodel so tlìat the 'best' outcome is replaced by
the 'most likely' outcorne. Thus, an intlividual's i¡ìvestmelìt rlecision might depend o¡ a
comparisott of Ford's V alìd tlìe perceived most likely 'goocl' outcorne, replacing For¿'s Q. Of
course, such a ranking of idelttifìed outcornes will be complex, especially when rnore than one
outcolne is perceived a*s having a re¿Lsouable likelihoo<l of transpiring. The 'most likely' ba¿
outcolne also may be a detenninant. This scenario is illustrative only, and is not being
pro¡nsed as an allenr¿rtive to Fold's approach.
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Probabilities and risks

A decision matrix has altelnative actio¡rs with possible consequences having measulable

utility under alternative events or states having specified plobabilities of obtaining. The

appropriate decision lule is to choose the action having the highest expected value, which

is the sum of the probabilistically weighted potential consequences. In this conrext,

probability measul'es the contìdence that a particular individual has in the truth of a

particular proposition. Savage explained the implications for individuals as follows

(1954, p.3):

[Tltis] postulate(s) that tle intlividual concenlerl is in so¡ne way 'reasonable', but [<loes] not deny

tlrc ¡nssibility tlìat two reasonable inclivicluals faced witlr fhe same evidence may have rlifferent

degrees of conlìdence in the tluth of the salne pr.o¡rosition.

Ambiguiry

Even when the assessments of plobabilities are considered poor, the approach embodied

in subjective expected utility theory implies that the 'con'ect'assessment must still focus

on expected value, regardless of how poorly expectations can be formulated. With

unbiased probability estimates, the divergence of actual outcomes from the expected value

will be wider with poorer information. If uncertainty is so great that belief becomes

vague or inconsistent, then the logic of probability theoly is violated. At the exûeme end

of the uncertainty spectlum, averseness fol unstable or unreliable judgements (ambiguity)

may lead to discounting of expected utility or its probability.

Averaged outcontes

Of similar consequence are situations where thrc average of possible results is of no

interest. In some circumstances, an individual may require that øny possible outcome

should be tolerable, such that each outcome cannot be treatecl melely as elements in a

probabilistic series. That is, despite a situation ot'fering a positive expected value, rhere

may be an unacceptable chance of an entirely unacceptable outcome. An obvious exarnple

is bankruptcy, any serious likelihood of which is unlikely to be tolelable from an owner-
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managef's view, which means tlrat an average outcome which includes an unacceptable

probability of bankruptcy is meanirrgless. This ploblem is one of seriability12.

Bounded rationality

In the orthodox neoclassical literature behaviour that violates expected utility axioms and

Bayesian decision processes is typically labelled as suboptimal. The concept of bounded

rationality takes a functíonctl. view of behaviour, to adapt a mote general, psychological

view of rationality. The numelous decision-making situations that have to be assimilated

by individual agents should not be expected a pri.ori to be explicable by rcference to one

paradigm. Even for a given action-choice problem, the processes used by decision-

makers can differ.

Recognition of bounded rationality plovides a means of adapting concepts frorn utility

theory while building on the seemingly more realistic foundations of incomplete

information, satisfactory llther than ideal outcomes and heterogenous aspirations.

Particular featurcs of bounded rationality to be noted include:

The limitetl information processing ability of individuals induces minimal information

search and simplistic solutions. Plogress usually depends on the modification of

previous solutions which requires only a largely local search. This contributes to

satisficing behaviour, whereby sealch ceases if an acceptable solution is found.

a

The search for a better solution is prompted by a failure to obtain goals. Goals are

aspilations which are dynamic and may be modified if failure persists. Both goal

setting and search strategies are ploducts of adaptive learning.

It is possible tlìat large fìrms with teruns of managerial specialists and sophisticated structures
can deal with particular dccisiotts on a serial basis, when they woukl be non seriable for a srnall
number of individuals, as in an owner-rnÍurage<l frrn. Non seriable problems requile attetìtiolt to
individual outcornes, wlticlt cornplicâtes decision rules. If relevant states a-re complex aud
llumerous (rather than simply sufvive or tail, profit or loss), and if acts are various and subject
to mcxlulatiolt, decision mall'ices tilke on clemenls addition¿ù to those iclentified above.

t2
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The next step

While concepts ol'risk and uncertainty were identified separately in Chapter 4 fì'om the

other areas of theory, they are inherent in both orthodox subjective expectations theoly

and bounded rationality approaches. Indeed, uncertainty concepts ale fundamental to the

latær. The unceftainty concept embodied in ambiguity may have important implications

for individual behaviourl 3.

Behavioural theories have contlibuted to a structured practical view of owner-manager

behaviour th¿t includes satisfìcing as a basic part of owner-manager behaviour in relation

targets or intended lower bounds for outcomes. The usefulness of the valiously

developed concepts may remain sornewhat obtuse until they are formalised (in Chapter 7)

for owner-managers and their firms in tenns of theil pulposes and opportunities given the

behavioural limits and preferencos of their owner-managers. Before formalising the

framework for investment decisions in owner-managed lìrms, a brief review of empirical

evidence fi'om the existing literatule that supports the propositions to be incorporated into

the model is given in Chapter 6. The formalism is presented in Chapter 7 and selected

aspects of the model arc tested in Part III.

No particular approach to flle treat¡nent of this ambiguity is advocated here, but for illustrative
purposes the belief function fonnalisrn developed by Dernpster (1968) and Shafer (1976, 1982)
is describetl in the appenrJix to Chapter 7,

l3
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CHAPTER 6

EVIDENCE FROM EXISTING LITERATURE SUPPORTING
THE TARGET CONSUMPTION FRAMEWORK

INTRoDUcTIoN

The exploration of economic theories in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 identifies several principles

and elements appropriate to a framework within which to model objectives and decision

elements of owner-managed firms. While the target consumption hypothesis for ownet'-

managers has a strong basis in elements of existing theory, its exposition thus far has

depended more on proposition than evidence. This chapter looks to the existing literature

for empirical evidence of the hypothesised role of consumption targets in the labour and

investment choices of individuals.

The main elements for which support is sought are:

consumption objectives are the basis for owner-manager decisions;

a

a

a

a

objectives are pursued on a satisficing basis;

satisficing is with respect to individual consumption targets with an effective lower

bound or base target;

consumption target satisficing has implications for the pursuit of income, savings

behaviour and use ofdebt; and

an owner-manager is able to modify personal effort and other productive inputs to

increase or stabilise income.
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The hypothesised role of consumption targets

Fundamental is the proposed existence of lower bounds or minimum targets for

consumption and income. Preceding discussion suggested that if an individual's

consumption is near the lower bound then income fluctuations should be positively

related to changes in effort and investment (limits permitting). Consumption behaviour'

itself is affected by the anticipated permanence of changes in income, borrowing

opportunities and convertible wealth. In this context, concepts underlying the life cycle -

permanent income hypothesis are adapted in Chapter 3 thus:

An owner-manager adjusts income-seeking behaviour in accoldance with the

perceived stability (permanence) of achieved consumption (income) levels.

a

a An owner-manager does not increase consumption expenditure targets unless

permanence of the cunent level or target is perceived to be relatively assured.

a An owner-manager's savings behaviour and investment is influenced by the

proximity of or expectation of exceeding the lower bound to consumption.

As a consequence it is expected that investment, denoting income seeking behaviour, in

owner-managed firms is strongly influenced by consumption and savings objectives and

preferred owner-manager effort (leisure).

White income seeking behaviour (including effort) is also a function of an individual's

risk aversion, risk aversion itself may well vary according to the individual's achieved

consumption (income) position. In particular, risk aversion is expected to increase when

expected outcomes are near (above) tfl'gets. It may decrease when expected outcomes ¿ue

below the minimum target because if the risky behaviour pays off, the individual will

achieve the minimum target. If it does not, the individual might not be much worse offl.

Similarly, observers' sometimes express concern that firms near bankruptcy may take excessive

risks. The intention is that if the risky investrnent pays off, the firm will be saved frorn
continued on the nerl paçc.

I
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The discussion of bounded rationality in Chapter 5 reinforces the satisficing hypothesis

and also indicates that individuals undertake minimum search and adopt simplistic

solutions, with search prompted mainly by the expected failure to obtain goals.

The existing literature provides some support for these target consumption propositions

as indicaæd by the studies which are reviewed in the next section. Studies supporting the

notion of a base consumption target are first considered, followed by reviews of selected

evidence pertaining to the investment decisions and risk taking behaviour.

CoNsupTpTIoN TARGETS

Empirical studies impinging on consumption behaviour occur in diverse ateas, including

those concerned with the permanent income - life cycle consumption hypothesis,

household behaviour, debt behaviour, demand for money and co-operatives. Selected

studies frorn these areas are considered below, grouped according to the framework

element to which they are most relevant.

Base consumption targets

Hall and Mishkin (1982) undertook a time series study of individual household income

and consumption using the expenditure data from the University of Michigan's "Panel

Study of Income Dynamics". These data recorded weekly expenditures on food, derived

from an annual average, for about 2300 households over 1969-75. Although their results

were sensitive to the certainty of income, they revealed a propensity to acquire "needs"

(proxied by expenditure on food) that was not unduly sensitive to fluctuations in income.

Overall, they found that around 80 per cent of consumption followed the permanent

income - life cycle hypothesis. For the 20 per cent that did not, Hall and Mishkin

Continuedfrom lhe previous page:
bankruptcy; if not, creditors will bear the loss (Golbe, 1988, pp.75). This, however, is

dependent on limited liability maintaining the lower bound of zero for contributed equity beyond

the initial contribution.
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interpreted this as evidence of liquidity constraints. However, such results are also in

keeping with the hypothesis that a particular (base) level of consumprion will be pur.sued

despite fluctuations in income. The non-conforming 20 per cent attributed to liquidity

constraints can be explained also by consumption levels exceeding the base target and

which therefore can be revised more readily as aspirations and income vary. The stucly

did not control for source of income. Its main contribution in the current context is its

support of the existence of individual base consumption targeß2.

Income-seeking labour responses

As suggested in Chapær 3, some aspects of studies of household behaviour arc relevant

to owner-managed firms. Generally, the household production model highlights the

interdependence of consumption and production decisions in the household. The main

approach has been to model labour investment decisions where consumption can be

satisfied from both household output and mar.ket acquisitions.

Increasíng labour to achieve consumption

Mincer (1960) examined family income that was separated into fulltime and less-than-

fulltime income of the "head of the unit" and other family income which was attributed to

the "sporadic" work activity of other family members. Data for the study was from the

US Bureau of Labour Statistics' " 1950 Survey of Consumer expenditure" for about 7000

"husband-wife families". Despite the study excluding data where the "head" was self-

employed, the results provide some evidence that supports the notion of increased effort

to achieve consumption targets. On average, "other family income" (the difference

In the Australian context, the evidence providect by Anstie, Gray and Pagan (1983), while
supportive of this notion, did not add any derail ancl did not rlistinguish owner-managers (self-
employed) from wage and salary earners. Anstie, Gray and Pagan clid consicler non-labour
income in the form of capital gains, but their t¡eatment allows little interpretation beyon¿ the
proposition that such riskier income is associatecl with rlifferent behaviour to that att¡ibuted ro
wage and salary earners. There does not appear to be any basis for generalising this to the riskier
income from self-employment as distinct from merely investing capital.

2
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between family income and earnings of the "head") constituted 2l pu cent of f'amily

income before ta,r.

The analysis contained two relevant results. First, other family income was greatest

when the income of the "head" was lowest relative to its "long run level". Second, other

family income increased when "head's" income was below its "current" full employment

level. Mincer's results were entirely consistent with the expectation that the family unit

will increase labour activity to derive transitory income when the "permanent" income of

the principal worker was lower than that required to maintain a particular level of

consumption expenditure.

Savings and consumption

Skinner (1988) argued that the self-employed (who he indicated had consistently lower

average incomes than other groups in his study) displayed reduced savings behaviour

because their income was too near basic consumption levels in terms of some minimum

standard of living. Skinner's used the US Consumer Expenditure Survey 1972-73 to

measure savings rates for a cross-section sample of families with incomes of $2,000-

$35,000 (ín 1972-73 dollars). Savings (the difference between net income and

consumption expenditure) was measured in two ways. The first excluded household

durables and simply adjusted consumption expenditure by subtracting mortgage payments

and adding the imputed value of the house. The second measure added 90 per cent of

household durables to household savings. The reported average ratio of savings to net

income for the self-employed (0.071) was half that of other groups (0.140). While other

factors may explain this difference (such as problems with measuring income) it does

suggest a relationship between income and consumption for the self-employed which is

different to that predicted by a model of precautionary savings in response to riskier

income. It also suppoß the argument that there is some level of short-term consumption

that may be satisfied in preference to satisfying future needs through savings.
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The different savings behaviour of owner-managers was empirically demonastrated

stronlgy much earlier in Friend and Kravis (1957). Using a large database derived from

the 1950 Bureau of Labor Statistics' survey of US consumer expenditures and the

Surveys of Consumer Finances made by the University of Michigan Survey Reseacrh

Center for the Federal Reserve Board, Friend and Kravis identified significant

propensities of unincorporated owner-managers (whom they labelled'entrpreneurs')

towards above average negative savings at low incomes and above average positive

savings at high incomes. At the average entrepreneur income level they found larger

savings for entrepreneurs than nonentrepreneurs. Overall they reported that self-

employed consumed 89 per cent of after tax income compared to 97 per cent for all urban

units. The results suggest that owner-managers have a larger propensity to save,

consistent with greater uncertainty of income, but this propensity is transferred to

dissavings behaviour as incomes move into the lower ranges, consistent with threatening

base consumption targets.

Risks and targets

Individual rls k taking pro p en s i ti e s

The agricultural economics literature has provided strong evidence that households are

risk averse; for example, Moscardi and de Janvry (1977), Dillon and Scandizzo (1978)

and Binswanger (1980). Binswanger found little evidence of idiosyncratic behaviour,

Dillon and Scandizzo weÍe unable to generalise across their sample while Moscardi and

de Janvry reported that risk was strongly associated with individual socioeconomic

variables. These results pertained to farming households that had to make decisions

regarding investing in uncertain farm ploduction. This is weakly comparable with the

general nature owner-managed firms in the current context. It is not, however,

sufficiently comparable to waffant further rcview herc.

Schwer and Yucelt (1984) investigated the risk-taking propensities of a sample of small

business "entrepreneurs and managers' using twelve hypothetical risk-taking situations.
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Based on ANOVA tests, the authors reported some significant associations between each

of age, education, years of owning the business, numbel of employees and retail

industries, and responses to three particular questions classified by the aurthols as

'business related risk-taking'3. They reported that risk-taking increased with age, owner-

managers for 2-3 years and greater than 10 years were less conservative, and retail

industries were more conservative. They also reported significant relationships between

each of education and 'retail' with risk-taking for job choice, and 'industrial'4 with risk-

taking for occupational decisionss. The study did not consider the financial needs of the

respondents and allowed little interpretation or generalisation. The main import of the

study is that the risk attitudes of owner-managers are circumstantial and that the

circumstances considered in the study may have been strongly associated with the needs

of individual owner-managers on a life cycle basis.

Target based risk

Conrath (1973) reported that the actions of executives making investment decisions were

consistent with a model based on setting a target rate of return and the probability of

satisfying the target. In particular, alternatives with a probability of achieving the target

below a particular level were rejected, indicating both a target return and a target

assurance level. Conrath tested nine business executives in making hypothetical business

investments regarding in a new product. He reported that their approach was consistent

with Cyert and March (1963). Each project was dealt with sequentially and compared to

a perceived standard of acceptability. The executives wele not prepared to accept projects

that had more than ten per cent risk of not meeting the target return, regardless of the

expected rate of return. They demonstrated no concern for probability distributions,

These related to risk-rakiug for an 'investrnent decisiou', 'foreign investment' and 'resea¡ch

decision'. The study used survey responses for 71 businesses in Vermont. The sample wa-s not

random but the nature of any bias is not apparent.

The other indusÇ classifications were 'commercial' and 'service'.
The suggestion that tlrere may be associations between risk attitudes and such factors (or other
conditions they may proxy) warrants further consideratiou but is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3

4

5
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focusing instead on point estimates. This behaviour by relatively sophisticated agent-

managers lends some support to the view that owner-managers would also be target

oriented in their decision making.

The evidence in gamble based studies also supports models in which risk was

conceptualised as the failure to obtain a particular level of retums6. Typical of these are

Payne and Braunstein (1971), Slovic (1967,1972) and Payne (T973, t975). As these

studies used students as subjects in laboratory studies, they are not fully analogous to

owner-manager decision making. They do, however, reinforce the results of studies

such as Conrath's and lend some weight to the notion of safety-first investment models.

Co¡¡clusroN

While far from conclusive, the evidence from studies such as those described above

indicate that the proposed consumption target satisficing behaviour of owner-managers as

a basic influence on their business investment decisions may have empirical support.

In particular, there is superficial evidence that the consumption behaviour of self-

employed individuals may differ from wage earners in terms of it being less responsive to

income variations (Hall and Mishkin, 1982) resulting more responsive savings behaviour

(Friend and Kravis, 1957). There is some evidence that the self-employed may seek to

increase income to achieve consumption objectives, rather than moderating consumption

choices (Mincer, 1960). V/here income was inadequate, thele is evidence of a tendency

to utilise savings (Skinner, 1988, Friend and Kravis,1957).

Risk notions inherent in the safety-frrrst and target based models summarised in Appendix 5.1

may offer particularly relevant avelìues for future resea¡ch in the owner-manager context.

6
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Individual risk taking behaviour is not obvious, other than being circumstantial (Schwer.

and Yucelt, 1984) but there is evidence that the concept of risk pertains to not achieving

targets (Conrath, 1973).

While evidence has not been cited to support all the main elements listed in rhe

introduction, the general tenor of the evidence described indicates the plopositions

warrant more formal consideration and direct testing. A formal presentation of a

consumption based decision model for owner-mangers is developed in the next chapter.

Testing of the model and its implications is pursued in the nexr section.
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CHAPTER 7

THE OWNER-MANAGER'S OBJECTIVES AND DECISIONS

INTRoDUcTIoN

This chapær formalises the proposed framework within which to consider the actions and

performance of individual owner-managers and their fîrms. For clarity of exposition and

subsequent reference, it is necessary to use some mathematical notation to state

objectives, conditions and constraints.

First, the model proposed thus far is described. The owner-manager's objectives for the

firm is identified in terms of hierarchical or ordered preferences for consumption ancl

survival. The next section explains the underlying structurc of the model and applies it to

owner-managed firms' objectives. The effect of external claims is then incorporated.

A¡c ovnnvlEw oF THE MoDEL

Owner-managed firms are established to provide income to owner-managers who invest

labour (effort) and financial capital. Effort is naturally constrained and capital"is

constrained by the owner-manager's existing wealth and borrowing capacity.

The owner-manager seeks income to satisfy consumption aspirations. The owner-

manager also has leisure aspirations. Increased effort reduces leisure. Aspirations can be

specified as both short and long term periodic targets. Consumption can be financed by

income, wealth realisation or debt. Financing consumption from debt implies future

income or wealth realisations. Future consumption aspirations require permanent

income, wealth or savings. Permanent income implies survival of the film over the

planning horizon which depends, in part, on satistying external claimants who can

enforce claims through liquidation. Savings objectives translate as income targets.
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The owner-manager thus decides what effort and capital to invest to achieve leisule,

savings and consumption aspirations while satisfying external claims. This requires

knowledge of the firm's production function, which is observed periodically as realised

income, so that investment decisions can be reviewed. Aspects of this framework are

expanded below with definitions of some terms and concepts.

Consumption

Consumption expenditure is any non-redeemnble disposition of resources for the benefit

of the individual. Irreversible expenditure which is not consumption is negative income.

Redeemable expenditure on resources that are used only in production or that results in

wealth accretion is investmentl.

This means that asset values which decline in production are negative income. Because

interest is in realised income this may be treated as lost savings. Asset values which

decline because of personal use are consumption2. Changes in asset values that merely

reflect shifts in relative real market prices are unrealis¿d income3 (or increased savings).

These definitions accord with the conventional interpretations of the economic concepts

of consumption, income and assets.

H ie r ar chic al aspirations

Tests of the permanent income - life cycle hypothesis, as reviewed in Chapter 3, have

generated strong evidence that the extent to which consumers increase consumption

The only exception to this classification scheme for expenditures is income tax. This will be

treated as systemic leakage of resource flows to an external claimant and included as a
mechanistic driver in determining (required) returns.

This rehnes the definition used in many studies of consumption behaviour, such as the life cycle

permanent income hypothesis tests discussed in Chapter 3, which distinguished between

expenditure on non-du¡ables and durables, but did not consider the redeenwbillfy of expenditure

on non-durables. It is unlikely that this can be operationalised to lneasure perquisite
consuntption,
Unrealised income may be'utilised' through debt,

2

3
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expenditure depends on the extent to which it has been established that an increase in

income is 'permanent', which also means that the relationship between consumption and

income is weaker for the riskier income of the self employed. There is evidence of the

existence of lower bounds to consumption where proximity to lower bounds affects the

consumption expenditure - income relation. This has been interpreted to mean

individuals near the lower bound tend to spend all available income on consumption

regardless of the perceived permanence of changes in income.

This led to the conclusion that an owner-manager seeks to increase income by investing

more effort or capital until some minimum consumption level is satisfied. This implies

that there is a preferential ordering of combinations of leisure, r'isked capital and

consumption with some base consumption level dominating the ordering.

Some support for this view can be obtained outside the economics literature. For

example, Maslow's (1954) seminal theory on individuals' hierarchy of needs4 in the

psychology literature. This identified the foundation for such a hierarchy as survival.

The elements in and structure of an individual's hierarchy of consumption aspirations are

complex, and beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the general theme of economic

and psychological theory based on Maslow suggests individuals have a hierarchy that

first requires satisfaction of particular short term consumption needs. There is then some

contribution to expected longer term needs for the same consumption, then concern for

higher level consumption needs, reflecting the individuals' time preferences and planning

Maslow's (1954, pp.80-98) mo<tified hierarchy of needs (l= most importânt ) was presented a^s:

1. Physiological needs essential to biological functions.

2. Safety needs, such as freedom from pain and discomfort.

3. Love and Írcceptance needs.

4. Esteem needs, such as prestige, fame and recognition.

5. Self-expression and fulhlment needs.

6. Nee.ds to know' and'understand'.

7. Aesthetic needs.

4
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horizons given bounded rationality. Current satisfaction is usually ranked higher than

future attainment fot the same periodic consumption elements, but short term satisfaction

of higher level consumption needs may be subservient to assuring the future satisfaction

of base consumption needs. Thus, an individual's consumption behaviour may include

base and threshold consumption levels with varying associated time preferences.

Future consumption targets

Satisfaction of consumption objectives over time requiles commensurate income or

savings. Applying the survival hypothesis and precautionary savings models to the

longer term suggests that, under uncertainty, an intently rational individual should prefer

current consumption to be satisfied from current income lather than from previous

savings, as reduced savings (wealth) reduces the expectation of satisfying future

consumption targets. However, this is dependent on the extent to which the individual

discounts the value of future consumption. The planning period indicated by the discount

rate may be remarkably short. For example, Freidman (1957) estimated the discount rate

of consumers to be between .33 and .40, implying a planning horizon of 2.5 to 3 yeals.

While the contemporary relevance of such dated US results is questionable, its implied

relatively short planning horizons lends further credence to the adopted bounded

rationality concepßs.

Consumption and survival of the ftrnt

The intendedly rational owner-manager maintains the firm as the means of attaining the

income necessary to support a desired consumption level only if the prospects of

attainment are at least equal to those for other income deriving opportunities6. In these

This result also could be used to suggest that individuals will be more protective of existiug

savings, because they do not or cannot plan for consumption beyond this relatively short time
frame and so need a greater savings bu[fer to protect future consumption beyond the implied
planuing period.

This does not preclude the owner-manager maintaining the firm for other reasorìs (alttrough this

implies that consumption preferences can be satisfied from other sources), nor does it require the

continucd on rhe nexl pagc

5

6
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circumstances, there is a base target consumption level which determines the level of

return necessary for the owner-manager to invest the effort and invest ot leave intact the

capital needed for the firm to survive. Satisfaction of this base consumption target is a

necessary but not sufhcient condition for firm survivalT.

If currently available wealth or expected 'current' income is insufficient to meet the

notional short run consumption target, an owner-manager's behaviour mry appear

consistent with that of a risk-seeker (without implying negative risk premiums) in rerms

of neoclassical theory. For example, if existing convertible wealth and expected income

are insufficient to satisfy the 'surival' or base consumption target, it could be argued (in

the extreme) that the individual is no worse off if all wealth is invested in an extremely

risky project (in the absence of other, less risky, opportunities to satisfy rarget

consumption), if it offers a possible timely payoff that will satisfy target consumptions.

It is assumed that survival of the firm is necessary to derive future income. This ignores

an owner-manager's opportunity to sell labour externally. This is reasonable if the

decisions repeated in the short run and the relevant labour markets offer poot mobility.

Survival of the firm provides a logical connection between the desire for income stability

infened from the permanent income - life cycle hypothesis (where the firm is the source

of income) and the safety-frrst and survival models described in Chapter 5.

continuedfrotn the previous page
target consumption to be 'rational'. An owner-manager could specify a consumption level that
provides a very high (perceived) standard of living in the short term, with a high probability of
financial failure in the future. This merely reflects the individual's time preferences and the
panicular hierarchy of aspirations that has been adopted.

7 Exogenous demands (such as taxes and debt. servicing) and catastrophic events also affect firm
survival.

8 Of course, there a¡e a number of practical clifficulties attached to such an argument. For
instance, the individual will survive the failure of the firm, and so the owner-mauager's
behaviour is affecæd by expected post-failure conditions. Inclividuals are unlikely to pursue'go-
for-broke' optiotìs if they can sell labour in tl¡e absence of their firms and there are reasonable
prospects of superior future states that require some existing wealth to be preserved. Arguments
for'go-for-broke' strategies are also inhibite<l by any ability to moclify consumption targets.
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THE MODELLING APPROACH

This section first identifies the adopted conventions for indexing fbr time and changes in

relation to variables. It then outlines the underlying model without reference to any

particular objectives or decisions. The underlying model is then applied to the owner-

manager's objectives and decisions in the next section.

Time

The current point in time is designated t, such that t-i is ex post and l+i is ex ante. For

convenience, time is assumed to evolve discretely, so that t and any interval lt,t + i) is

taken from a finiæ set of integers.

When indexing for time ¡-;2, is the value or event z that transpired during the period

It - i,t), z, is the value or event z observed or determined at time / and ,-,Â2, indicates

the change in z between f-í and r. Contextually this can be the difference between z,-,

and z, or ,-¡-12¡-¡ and ,-,2,

The underlying model

The underlying model describes the general relationships between an objective and

decisions and proposes a simple linear process by which an individual can relate

outcomes to decisions. While the objectives and decisions are described generall¡¡ hete,

they are be inærpreted later in keeping with the proposition of previous chaptels.

Objective functions

The underlying decision problem for an individual is to select values of various decision

variables instantaneously after time I to obtain some desired value ,d,*, for some

objective function / to be satisfied in [r,r + l). The decision variables can be represented

by the N-vector x,. The objective function for the period lt,t + i) is written as a function

of x, in the form f ,*,(x,). The choice of x, is constlained so that the owner-manager

chooses x, from a pelceived set of feasible alternatives X,.
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Under bounded rationality, this is a satisficing problem in which the owner-manager

determines 4 subject to x, c X, such that

f ,*,(x,)2,a,*, (7.1)

The decision variables are continuously valued, so x, takes values in SN. The objective

function / is a continuously differentiable mapping 9lN to 9Tl.

Decisions

Changes in the decision variables can be described relative to previous values:

x, = x,-r*r-r[x, (7.2)

where ,_,Âx, describes the change in the decision variables chosen on the basis of the

information set S,:

,-,Lx, --O(9,) (7.3)

The owner-managefs choice of ,-,\ is dependent on td¡+i, f ,*,(r,) and S,. The

function Q reflects the owner-manager's perception of how /(x) behaves.

Because the owner-manager holds aspiration level ,a,*, at time f, then ideally the owner-

manager continues searching for a new choice set for x¡ íf the current solution yields

f ,*,(*,)1ta,+i. If /,.,(x,) 2,e,*¡ then searching ceases.

It is assumed that 3, is fully described by observations on current and past values of .f

and x for the firm's history of N time periods:

3, = [r,-,, .f ,(x, -r);.... ; x,-¡u,.f ,-,n*r ( r,-ru )]

5, = [3,-,,r,-,,.f , (r,-, )] (7 .4)
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That is, the information set 5, is updated from 5,-, simply by observing decision values

at r-i a¡rd associated outcomes for the period lt - i,t).

In keeping with the concepts of bounded rationality, the decision described in equation

(7.3) based on (7.4) can be replaced, as set out below, with a simple linear function in

which 3, does not include the functional form of f , but only historical valuese observed

to time r. On this basis, the owner-manager estimates the function / for each time

period, denoæd Î,*r, so that 4 can be chosen to satisfy (7.1), thus:

i*,(t,) =tat+l (7.s)

The linear adjustment of the owner-manager's estimate of / is described by:

î,uQ) = f ,(*,)+ ui (,-,&, ) ('7.6)

where vl is the transpose of the vector v, which is the owner-manager's estimate of the

sensitivity of .f, to changes in x,. This is assumed to be comprised of simple finite first

differenceslo derived from S,.

Note that ,_tM, represents the desired increments to r,-r which can be obtained by

computing the norm (or length) of the constraint in equation (7.6). Substituting (7.5)

into (7.6) and making ,-,Lx, the objective, the decision is obtained as:

(7.7)

This contrasts dramatically with neoclassical optirnising approaches where it assumed the agent

has complete information regarding /.
This follows Cyert and March (1962) and Day (1967) who argued that individuals use tinite lust

differencp approximations when dealiug with derivative and gradient concepts. Some a-s¡rects of
the decision fonnulation presented here a¡e sirnilar to V/all (1993).

9

10
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where the minimum norrn solution is

,-rÂ.x, =
,a,*l - Í, x,

(7.8)

where llu,ll= riif

OwNEn.UANAGER OBJECTIVES AND DECISIONS

In this section, the general model is applied to the specific constructs described earliel in

this chapter. The inputs or decision variables are interpreted as effort (e) and tinancial

capital (Ð11. Bottr the objective function and aspirations are stated in terms of income

beþre tax and debt servicfng, denoted by y,.

Realised income can be applied only to consumption expenditure, savings or satisfaction

of external claims so that income seeking activity reflects the exænt to which consumption

and saúings targets are being satisfied and the enforceability of external claims. Income

seeking activity for a time period is described by choices of the inputs of effort and

financial capital at the start of the period. The information set for this decision, from

(7.4), is described by S, = [S,-,,(1,-r,,-re,),y, = f ,(1,-r,,-,r,)].

The inputs

From (7.2) the values for effort and capital inputs chosen at time tfor lt,t + i ) are:

t€t+i=t-¡€t*t\€r*¡

I,= I,-¡ * ,-¡N¡

There may be a large number of inputs to be decided in many businesses. However, most of
these can be captured in ¿ and /. An increased number of va¡iables would not change the

st¡ucture of the model, but would increase the complexity of /(x) and make it much more

difficult to solve (7.8).

1l
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The different subscripting of effort ancl invested capital indicate that capital (¿ ) it deciclecl

at t to remain constant through lt,t + i) while effort (,r,*,), because it cannot be stored, is

decided at r to be used during lt,t + i). The choice of both inputs can be revised at any

point r+m during lt,t+i), (*>1, i>l) foranysubsequentinterval [r+ m.,t+ttt.+i).

Effort (e) is a quantifiable labour input that, for convenience, is assumed to be measured

as time, implying constant intensity and ability. While e initially may be unknown, it has

an upper limit e'which is specified by the owner-manager for any particular time period.

There is a naturat limit due say to the number of hours in a day, but ¿'typically is less

than this natural limit. Because ¿ I 0 is meaningless for an owner-managed firm then

01,-t€, S ¿'. Unused effort €'-,-t€,is leisure.

Depending on the extent to which aspirations are satisfied, an owner-manager may vary

the input of personal time and capital, with implications for future debt servicing, savings

and disposition of wealth. An owner-managed firm's income objectives thus reflect the

inærdependent consumption-savings and income-leisure choices of the owner-manager.

The remainder of this section is divided into three subsections. The first subsection

considers the income from the firm. This is used in the second subsection in the context

of individual consumption and survival aspirations. The third subsection proposes how

an owner-manager may revise input values based on the process described in (7.4)

through (7.8) to pursue income targets. The target setting process is then reconsidered to

take savings and extemal claims into account.

Income

The process by which realised income before tax and debt servicing (y, ) was generatecl

in the period lt -l,t) is an uncertain output function (O,) of the capital invested at the

beginning of the period (1,-, ) ana the owner-manager's effort for the period (,-rr,).
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!, = O,(1,-,,,-te,) (7.e)

where y, is the observed value for O which is uncertain in relation to 1 and e.

Income uncertainty

The uncertainty in the realised income function can be tleated as a stochastic elernent Ç
so that (7.9) thus can be restated as

)¡+r = (1+ e)O,*,(1,,,€,*t) (7. r0)

where e is some stochastic multiplier. The stochastic nature of observed output prompts

the frequent re-estimation of the output function described by (7.6). Because projects

extend over many periods with some continuity of capital and effort, periodic ineome also

can be considered as a stochastic function of past performance:

)¡+r =y,(1+g,Xt+e) (7.rr)

where 3 denotes the percentage change in income expected as a result of any trend and

changes in invesæd capital and effor.t, thus:

o=Òt
o, (1,-u,-re,) - o,-t(1,-2,,-z e,-t)

o,-r(1,-r,,-rr,-r) (1.r2)

This provides an ex post view of realised income and updates S, in accordance with

(7.4). The owner-manager's estimate of o can be reviewecl according to (7.6).

In the expectational or predictive form, 6 would then replace v,in equation (7.g) and the

owner-manager cannot explicitly incorporate the stochastic term t, thus the linear-revision

in (7.6) would imply resrarement of (7.1 l) thus:
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(7. 13)Î,*r = O,(l ,,,e,*, )[l+

where 1, atrd ,eftt îte selected in accordance with equation (7.8). This approach tleâts

changes in the output function as a trcnd. To do otherwise requiles a basis for estirnating

the 'sensitivity' of O to changes in / and ¿ described by v, in (7.6) through (7.8). A

simple linear model for estimating this sensitivity is considered later in this section.

The preceding representation of inter-period relationships indicates how the owner-

manager might pursue income stability in making investment decisions relevant to

aspirations. Consumption ørgets are now considered in the contsxt of these input-output

relations.

In addition to consumption, income can be applied to savings and retirement of debt.

Periodic consumption can also be funded from savings or debt as well as income.

Savings and debt are considered at various stages below in the modelling of consumption

and investnent decisions.

Consumption

The general proposition is that an owner-manager has a preferred consumption hieralchy

from which targets are set to be satisfied from the firm's realised earnings strcaml2. The

hierarchy is not necessarily stable over time nor externally observable, but is known to

(determined by) the owner-manager.

This assumes that the owner-manager has no other source of income. Vy'hile convenient, the

assumption is not necessary for the general relationships being described. An alternate approaclt

is to view any other (more certain) income as reducing the consumption to be satisfÏed from the

firm. Ideally, all sources of income should be consolidated into the owner-manager defined fim.

t2
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At any point in time, f, the individual owner-manager's achieved position in the

is described by immediate past consumption expenditure ,-Lc, and leisure, which may

less than the aspiration levels. Given ,-1c,, there is a consumpúon target ,cf,, that can be

described as a function of past consumption and beliefs regarding future outcomes that

are not independent of targets.

Beliefs

At any time r there is a desired minimum consumption expenditure level ,c,0*, which is

pursued 'at any cost'l3, including failure of the firm. Based on inferences drawn from

the permanent income-life cycle hypothesis, if an owner-manager believes ,c,o*, is

acceptably assured, then the consumption target ,c;r set by the owner-manager may be

greater than ,c,0*, . 'Acceptably assurcd' indicates a target level of belief or a.ssurance with

respect to an event or outcome z, denoted B"(z). This implies the existence of a belief

function B(e) which is discussed below.

Survival aspírartons

For ,c,"*r>,c,0*, the owner-manager's aspirations includes the survival of the firm, subject

to B"(,c,*r=,c,L). fn" ordered objectives of satisfying a base consumption target and

firm survival can be formalised as follows in equations (7.14) through (7.16).

ff B(,c,*,à,r,'.,) 
= 

B" (,c,*r=,c,L ) ttt.n

maximise B=B(,c,*,),c,L) Q.l4)

That is, maximise the perceived likelihood (belieÐ of achieving (at least) the base

consumption target in [r,r + 1) while belief is less than the level of assurance required.

There are prescribed limits to such costs, including available effort and the consequences for
future states as noted in fooErote 8.

13
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If the target assurance level is achieved, the owner-manageL's aspirations include survival

of the firm, thus:

K
where 2d0,,*, denotes the sum of K external claims against the firm, including tax and

debt servicing, required to be realised in [r,r + 1).

Equation (7.15) implies that all consumption expenditure is from realised income. As an

intention, this is reasonable. However, for particular choices, it is incomplete.

Consumption also may be financed from current wealth or debt. The assumption is

relaxed later to give a superior view of B(survival) and choices when borrowing and

investment decisions are considercdl4.

The existence of ambiguity means that B(.urvivat) cannot be assumed to be the

complement of B(raiture); in particular, B(survival)S1-B(ruitur")15. While equation (7.15)

describes B(survival), a survival aspiration may focus on B(rolor"), thus:

If B (raitur")>Br(raiture), then

min B(rair'*l = n[[o ,*r(ru,r,*rY,cl*r*à,orrr) | B(,r,*,>,",0*,)> B"(,r,*,-,rr,) 
]

(7.16)

That is, the owner-manager's survival orientation may be described as failure aversion in

keeping with the safety-first criærion discussed in Chapter 5.

L4 As described previously, aspirations are more complex and va¡iable than these statelnelìts

suggest. The intention here is to identify threshold effecs.
An example of how the belief functions may be operationalised is introduced in the appendix to

this chapter. A convenient approach is to think of the belief functions as subjective
probabilities, although to incorporate the effects of ignorance and ambiguity, the more usual

complementarity of such probabilities cannot be assumed.

l5
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The unbounded maximisation of B(survivat) or minimisation of B(roitu'") implies a failure

aversion too extreme to be the general case. There may be sufficiently high aspiration

levels for which the owner-manager risks relatively small deviations below BÎ(survival)16.

However, it is suggested that the predominant aim is to seek satisfactory assurance that

income and wealth will exceed failure inducing levels. In this context, Br(survival) could

be interpreted as a saturation level of belief in keeping with Telser (1955)17. This same

notion of saturation could be applied to the target belief functions for consumption. It is

argued that, for any owner-manager, there must exist a belief function and ,c,0*, that

satisfies equations (7.15) or (7.16).

Because ,c,o*, is a minimum by definition, the owner-manager's strategy must consider

the impact of external claims on the amount available for consumption, specifically
K

lO,*r(1,,,e,*r)-2d0.,*, ]. Because the varioüS ,4,,*r are exogenously specified at time r

(such as taxes and interest and principle repayments on debt which are the legacies of

previous periods), choices are constrained. Key aspects of these external claims are

considered below and in the subsequent subsection.

l6 The conditionality in equations (7.13 and 7.14) may not be suff,iciently realistic, as an individual

might not pursue an absolute 'survival of the firm' criteria regardless of potential gains.

However, business failure often embodies much more than failure of the firm. As illustrated in

Chapter 3, failure can result in ttre catastrophic loss of personal assets. This suggests that the

level of failure aversion may be dependent on the potential threat to wealth or particular assets.

It may also depend on the extent too which individuals will risk catastrophic loss for a
sufficiently large potential gain.

Following Telser (1955), the owner-manager does not want the probability of ynr<,clu to

exceed a (substituting a for B"). Hence the owner-manager takes actions such that

P(f,.,<,ci*,;a)= p, o. Thus the only arJmissible choices of (I ,e) are those where

P(!,.r<,ci,,i1,,,e,*,)< d. Telser's approach uses the Tchebbycheff inequality to set an upPer

bound to P(!,-,<,ci.,11,,,e,*,), even when the probability distribution of y, is not known, to be:

=ot =oy-c
where o2is the va¡iance and ! is the mean of y. This, however, assumes ! and o' a¡e knowlt

for each choice of (/,¿). This is too unrealistic and so the mathematically unspecified

(generalised) belief function has been adopted in preference to the Telser approach.

L1
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Revising the output function and inputs

From (7.13) the estimate j,*, tequires some basis for determining the sensitivity of O to

changes in / and ¿ rather than treating ,À),*r merely as trend. Where financial capital

and the owner-manager's effort describe the vector of x,, the solution to tlte input

problem described in (7.6) is two dimensionalls.

If either labour or capital is held constant, such as when one reaches an upper limit for

one variable but seeks to increase output, the decision regarding the other is greatly

simplified. If x, is scalar (the one-dimensional case), llv,ll in (7.8) is obtained thus:

(7.r7)

If either input is at its limit or otherwise held constant, then an owner-manager seeking to

increase income would merely substitute the decision input as the scalar in the

denominator in (7.17) and y for the values of the function in the numerator. For

example, if the owner-manager has exhausted all available capital such that it lemains

constant in updates to the owner-manager's information set in equation (7.4), that

is(f, = I,-t = /,-r), then the effect on income of varying effort is estimated by (7.17) thus:

ll¿ll=
o,(1,-r,,-re,) - o,_1(1,_2,,_re,_r)

o- o
t-l" t t-2" r-l

l8 Day and Tinney (1968) presented a two-dimensional model in which a firm sort to maximise

profits by manipulating its 'capital/labour' ratio and production level. At the end of each period

the firm updated its information set by observing the periodic profit as a function (the form of
which was unlanown) of the two variables. A new value for the decision variables would then be

chosen for the next ¡reriod. While this earlier model does not trarìslate precisely to the model

developed here, the empathy is obvious.

For the owner-manager, labour and capital form two dimensions and are not combined in the

manner of Day and Tinney. Production is subsumed in the profit or output function, realised

values of which (y, ) .on be described as a function of tlrc two decision variables.

llu,ll=9#
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(7. 18)

- ,-tL!,
,-tL€,

Substituting (7.18) into (7.8) yields the change in invested effort to be implemented for

It,t+I) appropriate to the owner-manager's income aspirations for ft,t +1) as

Substituting this approximation into (7 .19) yields

tL€,+t =lo,*, - O,(,-rr,*, Or,.r)][#)

= [r1., - tt -q(,¡r,.')][$)

= [,lrl, - o,(,1e,*r)1(#)

o,(,t,e,*r) = 1r;0,)

where ,L!l*, = li¡ - l,

The function Q(,Àe,*r) in (7.19) indicates that the choice of ,Le,*, requires an

approximation of what income would have been earned previously for this proportion of

effort. If we assume a simple linear profit funcúon, then this can be determined as

(7.1e)

(7.20)

(7.2r),L€,*t =(,ort, - ff tr,,)[ 
)
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which can be rest¿ted as

,Lt,*

,_,N,

Chapter 7

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

I'
t-l€t

!t
I,_t

,-t|lt
,-tL€,

+

In essence, this describes the amount of change in owner-manager effort as the desired

change in income weighted by the previous aggregate retum on effort and the previously

experienced change in income attributed to the previous change in effort.

Similarly, if the input of effort is held constant, the change in invested capital at time r

appropriate to the owner-manager's income aspirations for lt,t+ 1) is be described by

+

Without interaction between capital and effort, then the scalar results in (7.22) and (7.23)

are simultaneously true without necessarily holding the other input constant. With

inæraction, solutions would be deærmined interatively and generally are not unique.

Stability in consurnption

The level of ,c!*, is not independent of targets for periods after t+I. It was proposed

earlier that, in keeping with the permanent income hypothesis, the owner-manager will
resist advancement in the consumption hierarchy unless the current level is sustainable in

future periods using future income. That is, the owner-manager does not increase

aspirations unless

"{
!,*r 2

[r,'(,..-,,r" 
+ É,..-,00,,..)f] > n"{,u*,"",) 

l .=,."
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where N is the number of time peliods in the owner-manager's planning horizonl9

From equation (7.15) say, this implies that the owner-manager's decision set yields

B[O,*, (¡,*, -t,¡+,-t€t+n) = f.^]à B"(survivut) 
I "o . "

(1.2s)

If anowner-manager'sexpectationdescribedby O,*,(Iu,r,*r) satisfies B'(survival), then

the owner-manager's consumption aspirations may be revised to reflect an upward shift

in the individual's consumption hierarchy20¡

,cÏ*, )(,r,L,,-, ø) | n1'"'"ival) ) B'(survival) (7.26)

External claims
K

The term 2,d*,,*t is comprised potentially of many various claimants. For convenience,

they are classified as follows. Assuming that there is only one interest-charging lender

who is tabelled the Kth claimant, then ,d*,,*, is the required selvicing of interest bearing

debt lwith an interest rate for the period lt,t +I) of ,rl;r.

Given that debt-servicing payments are contractually prescribed and the current intetest

rate is known at /, the expected required servicing of interest bearing debt for [t,t+t) can

be described as

,dr,,*, =(t+,rt*r)r, - tu (7.27)

where /j*, indicaæs that the outstanding principal for r+1 is specified as a target at /-

19 Evidence cited ea¡lier indicates a planning horizon of about 3 years for some individuals,

although neither the value of N nor the duration of n are considered here.

Note that t in equation (7.10) has not been eliminated, but rather it is inherent in the solution

to the þglief function. An adopted belief formalisrn (see Appendix 7.1 for an exzunple) should

also incorporate the owner-manager's aversion to ambiguity in 3,.

20
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(7.28)
K K-I

\ ,d0,,*, = L,(r+,rhr) - t ,*, +l ,dr.,*r
¡t=l k=l

K-1'2' 
dr.,*, therefore describes total interesçfree claims in [r, r + 1) at time r. It is assumed,

for convenience, that interest free claims known at / will not extend beyond t+1, although

this is not a necessary condition. Claims that both arise and are satisfied in lt,t + 1) are

captured in y,*, or ,c,+r . Interest-free claims arising in [r, r + 1) ttrat are to be satisfied after

t+l areassumed to arise in [t,t+1) and comprise the claims at r+1 of (\t,*rdn,,*r* ¿,.,)

Because all claimants can threaten liquidation, satisfactio n of f ,d0,,.*, is a necessary but

not sufficient condition for survival beyond t+1. It is plausible that the only effectively

influenced ,d0.,*, ate obtained by changing the structure of debt. Borrowing decisions

are not discretionarfi the owRer-manager seeks debt, but faces an institutional market that

rations debt and writes the contracts. Therefore, an owner-manager's attention is directed

to both O,*r(1,,,e,*r) and lender behaviour. The nature of debt and lender behaviour is

developed further in Part IV.

Savings

Under the proposed model, an individual's savings behaviour reflects the degree of

satisfaction of the current consumption target and expectations of future income in

relation to future consumption targets. Savings at time r (s,=,-,Âw, t 0) cannot eventuate

unless ,-,cf was satisfied from y,. Particularly, r, )0 implies (y,-,-rr,)>f ,-rdu,r. ln

terms of aspirations,

(1.29)sr"*r = 0 if B(,c,*r >, r,L). B"(,r,0.,)
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Savings or wealth aspirations that essentially pertain to future consumption are higher'

order aspirations than current consumption targets of the same type. Savings targets may

relate also to demand for cash or other liquid assets for defensive purposes in response to

uncertainty. This is addressed later in this thesis. Target income now can be described as

K

!,"*t=,cTr, t\ ,clo,,*r t sl*t (7.30)
k=1

The permanent income hypothesis predicts that owner-managers are less likely to

increase ,cl*, (increasing the likelihood of s,"*r > 0) as future income
K,

(!,*n -2,*n-rdo.,*n) l,=,,o" is perceived as more unstable or uncertain'

Suprvr¡,nY OF THE MODEL

The model developed here identifies the owner-manager's decision problem as selecting

inputs (effort and capital) to an unceftain income function to achieve an income target to

satisfy consumption aspirations.

Uncertain income in its simplest version is described in (7.13) in which the output

function O is considered only in terms of trend. The more sophisticated treatment

proffered in the general model of (7.6) through (7.8) considers the sensitivity of the

income function to changes in inputs, although this also is treated as a simple linear

extrapolation of previous changes. When this approach is incorporated into the owner-

manager's decision model for inputs, a generally unique set of solutions can be obtained

only if there is no interaction effect between the inputs, or if only one of the inputs is

variable. The solutions for inputs then can be describedby (7.22) and (7.23).

The intendly rational owner-manager sets a periodic income target that satisfies a

consumption target, savings target and extemal claims, as in (7.30). The owner-manager

has a consumption target with a base objective per (7.I4) which can be levised in
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accordance with (7.26). Savings may in effect appear to be residual as implied by

(7.29), although it is hypothesised that targets are set to meet future consumption needs,

and so are intended to be included in aspirations, as in (7.30).

Current external claims are contractually specified and so in effect are not currently

determined by the owner-manager, although they may reflect previous decisions as in

(7.25). This is an incomplete view of debt. The decisions of lenders are specifically

considered in the context of owner-manager choices and preferences in Section IV.

Section III generally considers evidence in support of the consumption focus of owner-

manager decisions and tests hypotheses generated fiom the model presented thus far.
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Chapter 3 considers some fundamental aspects of neoclassical theories of individual and

firm behaviour, to develop the notion that with the inseparability of owner-managers and

their flums, the consumption objectives of owner-managers will provide the objectives fbr'

the firm. Chapter 4 reviews the treatment of uncertainty in neoclassical theory and

proposes that owner-manager responses to uncertainty will depend in part on their

perceived likelihood of achieving their aspirations, with risk perceived as the likelihood

of attaining some target return. The propensity for owner-managers to be risk and

ambiguity averse may be a function of their information search and processing ability.

Chapter 5 reviews investment decision models that have been proposed within the

bounded rationality framework to take account of saúsficing behaviour in the context of

lower bounds or targets for consumption financed from the firm.

This exploration of the existing theoretical principles identifies several key elements fbr

the development of a theoretical framework within which to consider the objectives and

outcomes for owner-managed firms.

While the majority of empirical concerns are defened until Part III, Chapter 6 reviews the

Iiterature to identify existing empirical support for the theoretical propositions raised fi'om

the earlier chapters.

The framework is formalised in Chapter 7. Elements of the formal model draw attention

to several assumptions and propositions that can be æsæd empirically. Along with some

propositions outstanding from Part I, these are developed and tested in Palt III.
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PART III
EMPIRICAL TESTS OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

This part empirically tests assertions arising from the preceding discussion. From Paft I,

there are outstanding questions concerning the relevance of organisational boundaries for

owner-managed firms. From Part II there are various assumptions and plopositions

concerning the formalised theoretical framework that should be tested before the

framework is used to develop performance models.

The various testable hypotheses from both Parts I and II are developed in Chapter 8. The

data obtained for the tests are described in Chapter 9. The Part I (Chapter 2) proposition

that an owner-manager's choice of organisational form is largely irrelevant to investment

and consumption decisions is tesæd in Chapter 10. Hypotheses pertaining to the

framework developed in Part tr are tesæd in Chapærs 11 and 12.

It is not feasible to test all aspects of the model at this time. Many of the behavioural

propositions require substantial series of precise data to capture owner-managers'

responses and information processing under varying conditions. This cannot be

undertaken in an experimental setting and no appropriaæ data is currentþ available.
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CHAPTER 8

HYPOTHESES TO TEST THE MODEL

INTRODUCTION

This chapter draws on discussion and propositions in Parts I and II to develop testable

hypotheses regarding the appropriateness of the model of the objectives and choices of

owner-managed fîrms developed here. The first area pertains to the functions and effects

of organisational form. The next section develops hypotheses to specifically test both

assumptions and consequences of the model. Tests of the hypotheses are presented in

later chapters.

OnC¡.NTSATIONAL FORM

Discussion in Chapters 1 and 2 questioned the functions and effects of organisational

boundaries, These are of concern in operationalising the definition of owner-managed

firms as an economic entityl. Of the many questions regarding organisational form, at

least two are important in the context of this thesis:

What prompts an owner-manager's selection of organisational form?

V/hat is the relevance of organisational form to behaviour and performance?

These questions are important in evaluating the economic substance of the various fotms

that may affect any subsequent attempt at modelling behaviour and performance.

Various hypotheses could consider the economic substa¡rce of organisational fotm. Flom

earlier discussion, current interest lies in whether form reflects different risk or

Organisational form refers to the nature of the adopæd legal structure used to identify the firm.

These concerns do not pertain to the resea¡ch concerning organisation form or structure which is

concerned with the separation of ownership and control (see Fama and Jensen, 1983), which, a^s

previously discussed, is largely irrelevant to owner-managed frrnns.

a

a

I
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performance levels; whether it reflects the extent to which owner-managers may wish to

separate themselves from the firm; or whether it reflects the needs of multiple owner-

managers to contract with each other to preserve their interests in and effect efficient

management of the firm.

These concerns lend themselves to particular testable hypotheses. The first and second

concerns describe whether owner-managers adopt incorporated forms to protect their

personal positions from the risks of the firm or simply perceive the firm as a separate

entity from themselves. This gives rise to a'separation hypothesis':

Adopted organisational .fornt. indicates the degree of separation o.f th.e

owner-,nnnager and the.ftrm- (H1)

Such separation also should be signalled by other actions, such as distinctions between

firm and personal interests. These arc considered when the hypothesis is operationalised

and tested in Chapter 10. The relevance of this hypothesis to the proposed model lies in

the earlier argument that firms exist to satisfy the aspirations of the owner-manager and

thus are not distinguished from other aspirations serving actions, such as the holding of

assets or leisure.

The second concern also attaches to the third to generate a general 'managerial

sophistication' hypothesis and a size or'management complexity'hypothesis:

The adopted organisational. fonn of an owner-ntanaged.firnt. is determ.i.ned

by the l.evel o.f management soph.istication. (H2)

Incorporation is a.fu.nction of th.e number of owner-manaçers. (H3)

The sophistication hypothesis (H2) is relevant to firm performance in that mole

sophisticated firms may better manage the complex decisions required to satisfying

owner-manager aspilations. The complexity hypothesis (H3) is relevant to performance
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in that more complex firms (in the context of multiple owner-managels with competing

objectives) may be less able to satisty owner-manager aspirations'

CoI¡SUIvTPTION OBJECTIVES

The formalised model presented in Chapter 7 explains changes in consumption, in part,

by reference to the achieved level of consumption, survival expectations and the

perceived stability of income. Various hypotheses are developed in this context. These

are considered initially in two parts: those pertaining to changes in consumption, and

other events or actions that are associated with consumption outcomes. The possible

hypotheses emanating from the proposed framework are numerous and diverse. The

following formulations are mindful of what may be testable with the available data.

Changes in consumption

In this subsection, hypotheses are generated concerning the circumstances in which

consumption increases, remains stable or decreases.

Increasing consumprton

If consumption is below the hypothesised base level, then it is predicted that the owner-

manager will consume from debt, wealth or realised assets, while pursuing income

generating actions to allow future consumption to increase. If an assumption of

behavioural consistency holds for consumption levels and targets, then this behaviout'is

most likely for owner-managers in the (relatively) lower range of estimated consumption.

Increasing consumption should occur if there are unsatisfied base targets (equation 7 .14).

Debt or wealth is used if consumption cannot be satisfied from income. Increasing

consumption also may occur where income has increased with an expectation of

sustainability or continued growth that allows movement through the hierarchy (equation

7.26). As income increases, there is an increasing likelihood of savings and a reduced

propensity to consume from income.
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Thus, current consumption has a naive association with immediately past consunrption

levels while the effect of income levels may modify this in two ways:

consumption increases are more likely where pr.eviously achievecl
consumption is in the lower range. (H4)

consumption increases are more rikely wh.ere previously achieverl
consumption is in the lower range and either:

' current income (net of debt servicing obligations) is higher thctn
previously achieved consumption; or (H4A)

. income has an increasing trend. G4B)

Stable consumption

If lower order consumption targets are achieved and income is perceived as unlikely to

continue to exceed current consumption, relatively high stability is expected. This

expectation increases if an owner-manager's base consumption level is satisfied but

survival of the firm is not sufficiently assured (see equarions 7 .24 through i .26). Stable

consumption levels are most likely when consumption targets a.re met but survival or

other aspirations are not sufficiently assured for advancement to higher consumption

aspirations (see equations 7.14 through 7 .16).

Consumption may be stable at high achievement levels, but be more susceptible to

differences in time preferences and consequential savings behaviour. Relative stability is

expected where aspirations which depend on expenditure are satisfied so that other

aspirations (such as increased leisure) are reached in the hierarchy. At high levels an

owner-manager may decrease consumption to allow increased leisure or savings.

Therefore, st¿ble consumption is expected in two (not necessarily related) circumstances:

Stability in consuntption levels is obseruerJ where:

' the excess of income (net of debt servicing obrigations) ovet.
consumption expenditure is non-negative but relntively smnll; or (H5A)

' achieved consumption is relatively very l.arge. (H5B)
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De creasi ng consumption

The model indicates that an owner-manager usually will ñnance consumption targets so

that consumption is stable or increasing. The consumption target is predicted to decrcase

if it exceeds the base target and continuing the level of current expenditure poses an

unacceptable threat to the survival of the firm or future base levels. Therefore, decreasing

consumption is expected where previously achieved consumption is above the birse target

but income is insufficient to maintain the achieved income. As with (H4) this is filst

considered at the naive level, then in conjunction with the modifying effects income.

This argument also suggests that hrms with higher achieved consumption are mole likely

to decrease consumption as their financial circumstances deteriorate because of the threat

of liquidation should they default on debt.

Consumption decreases are m.ore likely where previously achieved

consumption is in the nútklle or u.pper ranges. (H6)

Consumption decreases are m.ore likely where previously achievecl

consumprton is in the middle or upper røtges and:

' current incomc (net of debt servicing obligations) is less than previor.t.sly

achieved consumption; (H6A)
. incom¿ has a decreasing trend; or (H6B)
. afrrm has a hi.gher rísk of defau.Iting on debt. (H6C)

The preceding hypotheses consider consumption and income changes between periods.

Of potentially greater interest is the owner-manager's choice of the inputs that should

influence these outcomes. This may allow some inference of purpose in the context of

the consumption model. It is desilable to know if increases in income (consurnption) ale

produced (made possible) by increases in investment or effort.

Consumption correlates

Trends in consumption should be correlated with trends in the postulated consumption-

serving variables, such as income and wealth, and savings as a residual of consumption
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activity2. The model indicates that income seeking activity is motivated by current

consumption aspirations, sulvival expectations and savings aspirations. However, tlte

success of income seeking activity is uncer"tain and achieved consumption need not rcflect

current aspirations3. The main focus is on the extent to which income seeking activities

follow decisions to change consumption. For testing, the hypothesis is stated as:

Consumption expenditure has a lagged corcelatíonwith income. (H7)

From the method of revising inputs proposed in Chapter 7, a lagged relationship is

expected for investments and consumption:

Increased income produ.cing expencli.ture precedes cortsumptiott ùtcreases. (H8)

Income producing expenditures can include production inputs, labour and investment in

assets. Note that (H8) does not assume such increases in income producing expenditures

will necessarily be fruitful. In years where income does not incLease, the model predicts

that the owner-manager will finance the consumption shortfall with debt or savings, or

will reduce consumption exceeding the base level. This leads to several increasingly

sophisticated variations on (H8). The first indicates the use of savings to finance

consumption shortfallsa, while the latter two assume that the sacrifice of future

consumption implied by the use of debt is sufficient to discourage the use of debt for

current consumption at the higher aspiration levels.

Savings is difficult to interpret, due to it multiplicitous role. As well as being a consumption

residual, savings may be planned to stabilise consumption over time, to finance future

consumption after cessation of business, to provide a safety margin for debt servicing
requirements, or in anticipation of planned or ad hoc investment opportunities.

Therefore, any relationship between income seeking activities, realised income and consumption

is clifhcult to observe. The problems a¡e increased by the time periods involved. The time

requirerl by the owner-rnanager to adjust or observe va¡ious aspects of the model are relatively

short (possibly daity or weekly in some cases). The available data is yearly. Therefore, atty

detectable association between changes in the relevant variables is likely to be weak, having

been 'averaged out' across the shorter planning intervals,

The potential roles for savings renders it ambiguous. Savings may fund the consumptiott-

income gap, or income may be souglìt to fund a savings target.

2

3

4
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Increases in con,sumption are .fwtded.front. savi.ngs in periodr where inconte

producing expendi.ntres increase without increases in realised ùtconte. (HSA)

Consumption does not increase in years where incom.e produ.cittg

expenditures increase without increases in realised income where prior
consumption levels are in the higher ran.ges. (H8B)

Increases in consumption are funded from debt in years where income

producing expenditures increase without increases in realised incom.e wh.ere

prior cotxsutltption levels are in the lower ronges. (HSC)

S,IvTNcs AND DEBT

While H8A considers the use of prior savings to fund current consumption shortfalls,

there are several important aspects of savings behaviour arising from both the earliet

discussion and formal aspects of the model in Chapter 7 that should be tested.

Savings levels will depend on both planned and achieved consumption. While savings

targets are set (equations 7 .29,7 .30) taking account of the estimated income generating

function (see equations 7.6 and 7.13), target consumption and debt obligation, achieved

savings may be largely residual in nature. Where consumption targets are above the base

level then tradeoffs between achieved consumption and savings are possible, noting that

savings may proxy consumption tårgets for future periods. This is moderated by income

uncertainty. The likelihood of failure to achieve futule (lower) consumption levels may

be sufficient incentive to revise the current period's consumption downwards to genel'ate

larger current savings to act as a buffel for future income shortfalls relative to future

consumption. Similarly, an owner-manager i,s expected to preserve existing savings

rather then accelerate debt retirement in older to increase the expectation of satisfying

future (low) consumption targets, even though doing so indicates the saclifice of possible

future higher consumption to incrcase the expectation of achieving the lower target. This

is consistent with 7 .I4,7 .26 and 7 .24 through 7.30. If cun'ent targets are relatively low,
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savings targets will be sacrificed in o¡'der to achieve curlcnt consurnption talgets if cun.ent

income is inadequates.

The more uncertain or volatile incotne, the mare likely the mnintenance o.f

savings regardless of debt comtnittnents. (H9)

The incidence of savings erosion is greatest where achieved consumpîio2 i,t

in the lower range. Gl0)

While preceding hypotheses consider income net of debt servicing obligations, other than

H8C they do not consider the implied role of debt relative to consumption targets. The

primacy attached to base consumption târgets suggests that owner-managets will use debt

to achieve the base consumption if necessary even though this means sacrificing future

consumption equal to the final cost of debt. This can be taken further in that H8C implies

that some increases above the base may be funded from debt. This is in keeping with

earlier propositions if there is an expectation of increased future income. Where debt

already exists, the owner-manager is similarly motivated to use new debt to service

existing debt under similar conditions.

The incidence of debt substitu.tiott is greatest where achieved consumption is

in the lower range. (Hll)

The occurrence of new debt wiII be less where achieved consumption is itt
the higher range. (H12)

Coxct usroN

While numerous hypotheses pertaining to the model can be constructed, those developed

here are the more peftinent to ploviding broad based validation tests of the model. The

model will also be tested indirectly in Part IV when tests of firm performance ar.e

These pro¡nsitions ignore any perceivecl opportunity to increa^se future income or to increa-se tlle
certainty of future income by increa-sing inputs.

5
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developed within the constructs of the theoretical framework embodied in this moclel.

The preceding hypotheses are tested in the next thl'ee chapters. In some cases it is

necessary to devise more than one test of a particular hypothesis, and some tests provicle

results that pertain to more than one of the hypotheses. The next chapter descdbes the

data collected to test these hypotheses.

The hypotheses pertaining to organisational form, Hl through H3, are tested in Chapter

10' Those concerned directly with consumption levels and changes, H4 through HgC,

are tested in Chapter 11. Hypotheses H9 through H12 focus on savings and debt and are

tested in Chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 9

DATA FOR OWNER.MANAGED FIRMS

INTRODUCTION

The general objectives of this chapter arc to:

o consider the impact of owner-managed firm characteristics on data availability; and

o describe the nature and representativeness of the data base obtained for the ernpirical

analyses in this thesis.

Owner-managed firms and seemingly similar olganisations considered in the literature

(small business and entrepreneurs) were compared in Chapter 2. Discussion of the

relationship between owner-managels and their firms hightighted some differences

between owner-managed and agent-managed firms, some of which have implications for

data availability.

Data availability problems per se are canvassed, before outlining the data source and

collection methods used to establish a data base for this thesis. A brief analysis and

summary statistics to indicate the nature and rcpresentativeness of the caprured samples is

then presented. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of the important limitations

of the data.

THE OWNER-MANAGER AND THE OWNBR.MANAGED FIRM

As suggested in Chapter 1, a complicating factor in studying owner-managed films is

identifying the economic unit. While this also may apply to agent-managed companies, it

is especially so when there is a general lack of separation between the resources and

behaviour of owners as individuals and as business operators.
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Complications caused by the bluning of economic boundaries can be extensive. This is

equally true for incorporated and more informally structured hrms. It can, in turn, cause

breakdowns in the traditional distinction between debt and equity. For example, it is

possible that uncertainty or risk aversion of owners may typically encoulage the

contribution of funds for incorporated owner-managed businesses through shareholders'

loans, rather than equity issues. This may reduce the owner-manager's risk and celtainly

retains flexibility in funding not available through typical non-redeemable shale

structures. This effect could be greater with perceived riskier ventures. When an

incorporated business fails, the owner-managers may have a greater expectation of

recovering loans than share capital. This is confused by owner-managers issuing

personal guarantees for a company's debt and their demand for secured collateral.

Investment decisions under such arrangements are also functions of the individual's risk

response. Some owner-managers may prefer to forgo otherwise desirable investment

opportunities to reduce or limit the risk attached to their aggregate (but especially

personally held) wealth. Thus, risk attitudes directly affect notions of performance.

Risk control and taxation planning may corrupt many aspects of reported structures in

owner-managed firms. For example, family trusts, partnerships or companies may lease

assets to an incorporated business entity. Contralily, assets that are essentially tbt

personal use might be included in balance sheets. Complications also may arise from the

distortion of aggregate owners' equity. Additional to debt-equity distinction ploblems,

retained profits are even less likely to reflect internal financing decisions. They may be

mere residuals of taxation planning and personal consumption decisions.

This added confusion further detracts from traditional peltblmance measures that employ

accounting data pertaining to vadous organisational forms, if they are applied in the same

manner as for public companies.
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AccoUNTABILITY

Many factors influence the accountability of a commercial enterprise. A leading question

here is 'accountability to whom?'. For owner-managed firms, there are two key

differences to other firms: accountability to equity holders and accountability to the

broader community. As with agent-managed firms, debt holders are likely to be the most

demanding and uniform beneficiaries of owner-manager accountability. Concem here is

with how established accountability pattems or behaviours affect data availability.

Owners

Equity holders of owner-managed firms typically have ready access to internal recot'ds, in

contrast to the external equity providers of other fitms. They also should have substanúal

first hand knowledge of the firm's undertakings and financial structures, reducing demand

for formal accountability mechanisms. Anecdotally, owner-managers have demonstrated

considerable reluctance to provide data pertaining to their operations, circumstances or

decision making.

These factors effectively preclude owner-managerc ot their firms as direct sources of data

on owner-managed firms.

The public

The public or market participants do not have ready access to reports or records

concerning the activities and perforrnance of individual owner-managed hrms. Australia

has no public accounting disclosure requirements for typical unincorporated firms and

incorporated owner-managed firms are generally able to avoid most corporate financial

disclosure requirements. This may be because the market and general community

perceive little reason to demand such disclosures while societal relations and markets do

not provide sufficient incentives for voluntary disclosure.
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Generally, statutory public accounting disclosules for owner-managed companies apply

only to non-exempt proprietary companiesl and unaudited exempt propdetary companies.

These are required to include financial statements containing specified disclosules in theit

statutory annual returns to the Australian Securities Commission. Non-exempt

proprietary companies are a very small proportion of owner-managed companies and

cannot be assumed typical. Most exempt proprietary companies are audited. As

unaudited exempt proprietary companies cannot be identified without reference to their

annual returns, they are uneconomic targets for owner-managed firm data.

Various statistical bases of owner-managed firms do exist in Australia. The two major

ones are the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) enterpdse statistics and the Australian

Taxarion Office (ATO) statistics. While the ATO publishes annual aggregate statistics,

these are not suitable for sources of financial data for firms other than at the crudest level.

Data on individual entities arc not available from the ATO. The ABS entetpdse statistics,

while more useful than the ATO statistics for many purposes, still offer only aggregated

dat¿. The ABS will provide many items of specified data on request, but the costs arc

prohitritive. Both ATO and ABS publications are used to derive comparative aggregate

statistics in this thesis.

Lenders

Non institutional lenders, particularly unsecured short term trade creditors, face

disproportionate enforcement and monitoring costs relative to the scale of debt in

obtaining financial data on individual firms. Institutional lenders, when contracting to

provide finance, have much greater opportunity to demand substantial financial data

disclosures from owner-managed firms. It is typical bank policy, for example, to require

various budgetary devices and financial histories when tinance is sought, as well as

annual financial statements. The success of an institution in obtaining such leports nfiter'

t See Appendix 1 for explanations o[ tltese cor¡orate fonns.
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hnancing arrangements are agreed is a function of individual loan officers' perseverance

and the institution's intemal control procedures. While it is reasonable to zurticipate many

problems regarding reliability, completeness and timeliness of such disclosures to

financial institutions, they are likely to comprise a useful data source.

DATA AvAILABILITY

The data implications of the preceding discussion are twofold:

' The only publicly available financial data for individual owner-managed filrns is

for a limited class of proprietary companies that are unlikely to typity owner-

managed firms.

' Obtainable financial data for the various organisational forms of owner-managed

firms is likely to be held, in any reasonable quantity, only by institutional lenders

and the Australian Burcau of Statistics, with the latter being prohibitively costly.

Consequently, several financial institutions were approached for access to their customer

files. Eventually, the co-operation of a medium sized Australian bank was obtained,

conditional on strict confidentiality of all client interests and not identifying the bank.

This was a unique oppornrnity to obtain data on Australian owner-managed firms.

The remainder of this chapter presents a general description of the data thus obtained,

with summary statistics to gauge the representativeness of the sample frms.

DATA CoLLEcTIoN

Sources accessed

The targeted bank business clients were those who had borrowed funds from the bank

through formal loan or overdraft facilities. Limited access to loan recovery files and the
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files of ongoing clients2 of two substantial Adelaide branches was given for a short time.

As will be explained later, the nature of the limited access affecæd the volume and type of

data that could be obtained. Active and recent loan recovery files for all of South

Australia were held centrally. The branches holding the ongoing files were inner city

based, with clients being drawn primarily from the metropolitan area. The source and

subjects of the data signal some potential biases that are addressed later in this chapter.

Data collection

The unstructured nature of the bank files and the lack of systematic accumulation of

information for each client meant few structuled devices could be employed in the data

collection. Where available, the data collecæd included financial statement items, account

performance, ownership, management, industry identification and limited data on the

individual owner-managers. Also, items were notsd from bank diary notes and loan

officer's or managers' Leports on matters that may aid in understanding the nature of an

individual firm, its business and its owner-managers.

While it is believed that the bank routinely obtained data from loan applicants regarding

their domestic expenditure (consumption) pattems, such data was not available through

the files provided. This is a potentially important limiting condition in that it will require

estimates of domestic consumption rather than use of known consumption expenditures

in subsequent tests of the framework.

Recovery actionfr.rms

The period of data collection was March to June (inclusive) 1990. This narrow window

for collection meant only recovery files then held in the central office could be accessed.

These mainly consisted of those recently closed or not in use at the time. Access was

gained to files for 187 businesses with recovery actions for loans and overdrafts during

The clients were in the 'retail' a¡ea of the bank's operations. The other primary lendirtg divisitln

is 'corporate services'wltich lends prirnarily to large and lnedium companles.
2
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1986-893. Some owner-managers used multiple legal entities and so had multiple files.

Consolidation of multiple files and deletion of non-trading bomowers reduced the number

of recovery action hrms to 177.

Surviving Íírms

Selection of surviving firm files at the city branches was determined by their availability

at the time of data collection. With this qualification, 198 surviving firms were accessed,

representing the all available small business loan clients of the two branches of the bank.

The total number of such clients could not be identified, so the pl'oportion of bank clients

sampled is not known. After consolidation and deletion of non-trading borrowers, 189

cases were obtained.

Organisationalfonns

The 'surviving' and 'recovery action' samples consist of various organisational forms, as

listed in Table 9.1. The legal nature of the organisational forms fol structuring

businesses available in Australia in the 1980s are described in Appendix 1.

Table 9.1

Survivor and recovery action firms by organisational forms

Survivor firms
Recovery action
firms

Soletraders Parlnershins ComDanies Trusts All
30 (16E") 31 (lsEo) 90 (48so) 38 (20E") 189 OA07n)

24 (I4Eo) 57 (32E") 75 (427o) 2l (IZE,) 177 OA07o)

54 (157o) 88 (24v") 165 (457o) 59 (167o) 366 (tffiVo)

The sample profiles described in Table 9.1 suggest a difference between the samples

regarding the proportions of partnerships and trusts. This is considered in Chapter 10 in

a broader analysis of the relevance of olganisational fotms.

This did not include all possible cases but the nature of any induced bias caused is uuknowu.

The sample appears to represent all closed recovery action files held for the period, witlt the

inclusion of open fìles deærmined by their availability. Some bank files were in use by bank

officers and so unavailable for datíì collection.

3
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Extent and reliability of data

The extent and quality of available data valied considerably across firms. The extenL

seemed to vary with the scale of bank debt, age of the firms, duration of the bank-client

arrangements and quality of branch management (including follow-up procedures

regarding requests). There was also varying degrees of client co-operation with the

bank's requests. Sets of financial statement data were obtained for 171 surviving and 98

recovery action f,rrms.

The reliability of the firm specihc data collected fi'om bank files cannot be tested. Most

financial data obtained are the unattested representations of bank clients who may have

many incentives to misrepresent their circumstances and intentions. This situation is an

unavoidable limitation of the data base. Similar problems are likely to arise with data

collected by the ABS or thlough dilect suruey instruments.

Financial data was generally more plentiful for incorpolated firms. For many firms, the

data was incomplete and often unstructured. Despite bank policy, the collection of client

financial data by the bank was inconsisûent across firms and over time.

REPRESENTATIVENESS OF SAMPLES

The usefulness of the sample data depends on the samples' representativeness of the

general population of firms. This can be inferred to some extent from organisational and

demographic factors, some of which are considered below.

The relative use of the alternate forms.

The extant relative use of the various organisational forms in Australia is described in

Table 9.2. This indicates a different breakdown (reversing the proportions of companies

and soletraders) compaled to the sample tirms in Table 9.1. However, the deficiencies in

the taxation statistics from which the numbers in Table 9.2 are derived mean they give

only a very general indication. Note that this elementary comparison is based on the
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numbers of entities lodging tax returns. It may not give an appropriate indication o1 the

number of owner-managed firms or their overall use of organisational forms. Figures

9.1 and 9.2 illustrate some possible relationships between entities lodging tax returns and

an owner-managed hrm.

Table 9.2

Imputed number of Australian tax entities
for each organisational form in 1987u

Private
Inclividuals Parnrershinsh Trust.s

Number of returns with
business incomed

l¿ss:
Indirect business incomee

2,995,459 494,7t0 265,347 295,516

7,2t2,035 4,226 -s,099

1;135

50,915

Holdins comnanies

Imputed no. of firms (1)
7o of totalfirms (l)

Possible overstatements

1,783,424
65Vo

1,135,226f

480,484
lTVo

56.0148

259,rr3
97o

2M,60t
97o

Imputed no. of firms (2)
7o of totalfirms (2)

a Imputed from data in Australian Tamtion Statistics 1986-87.
b Parberships include cases where parhers are companies anrVor trusts.
c May include trustee companies. Benehciaries of trusts are eliminated under e.

d Includes all returns not composed solely of salary or wage income.
e Firms with no directbusiness income or loss exceeding $399(net) or $999(gross).
f Number of partners reported for partnerships and trust beneficiaries, net of adjustments per e.

g Maximum number of partnerships tlrat could be comprised wholly of companies and trusts.

The relativo use of organisational forms in Table 9.2 suggests soletl'aders and

partnerships account fol three to foul times more private firms than do companies and

trusts. Such numbers may be misleading without an industry breakdown. The 'imputed

number of business entities (1)' in Table 9.2 is described by industry in Table 9.3 where

soletrader property based entities appear to drive the totals. These numbers may be

deceptive, due to the likelihood of double counting. For example, individuals engaged in

a single business may employ more than one legal form in maintaining the business'

affairs. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 give examples of the use of such structutes.

648,198
4IVo

424,470
27%

259,rr3
t6%

244,60t
t6%,
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Table 9.3

Organisational forms of Australian tax entities in direct
receipt of business income in 1987' by industrya

a

Private
Indivirluals Pa¡tnershinsb Trusts

Number %nd Nunber Vo Number Vo Number 7o

Primary pro<luction

Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas & water

Construction
Wholesale trade

Retail trade

Transport, storage &
communications

Finance, insurance, real
estâte & business services

Health, education &
welfare services

En tertainment" recreation,
res0aurants, hotels & personal
services

57,332 25e 81,587 36e

105,580 4r
966 40

15,883 27

51 29

117,006 54

7,844 4e

38,750
75,315

134,546
495

15,991

63

68,54
7,852

7,139 3

727 30
19,689 33

53 30

20,006 9

\43,046 t9

9,986 11

6?

r 1,395

2r9
7,9r3

10

12,767

7,019

19,309 tze

4,738 6

34,539 14

6,619

2.231

4

9

.,

5

6

3e

52

2L

27

26

31

4e

49

32

8,711

96,721

ll
40

26,936 34

33,471 14

3'7,t39 51 6,609 9 26,&5 37 2,325 3

Unknown

46,528 52

r2.2zt 29

26,745 30

994 2

7

5

Property

514,615 40

1.268,809 86

403,833 31

76,651 5

259,713 20 109,084

135.517

9

9

t,783,424 65 480,484 l7 259,rr3 9 244,601 9

a Imputed from data in AustralianTamtion Statistics 1986-87.
b Parherships include cases where parmers are companies an(Vor trusts.
c May include tn¡stee companies. Benehciaries of trusts are elirninated under e.

d Percenøges are organisation form relative to industry grouping.
e Søtistics for companies do not separate retail and wholesale trading activities. Therefore the percentages

for these classifications a¡e based on the combined total for retail and wholesale.

In Figure 9.1 each partnership had additional property interests, so they and both

companies directly received business income and would not be eliminated in Tables 9.2

and 9.3. At least two of the individuals also had additional business interests. Because

the legal practices provided the major source of income for all parties, it is likely that all

entities would be classihed as legal seruices in the taxation stâtistics.

Figure 9.2 describes the popular use of family trusts and trustee companies observed in

the data base. Here, a family couple controls a company that acts as trustee for the tamily
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Figure 9.1

Schematic representations of multiple entities
used in a single business undertaking

This example is base<l on a law practice trading under two n¿unes through a company held by family
partnerships an<l individuals, using an asset holding company held by all legal principals and spouses.

ComnaniesParurerships

trust. The couple and their dependent children (usually minors when the scheme was

established) are the beneficiaries of the trust. Often, the business (as which the trust

trades) is effectively a soletrader. Occasionally it is a genuine parlnership. A variation on

the structure is observed for some partnerships involving more than one family. In the

two families case, two separate family trusts are the 'partners' in a business. Each of the

family trusts then have a structurc similar to that described in Figure 9.2.

Individuals
l,

A

ABB

C

and DGIIB

ZPty Ltd

Trading as (1) DGI

D

EFE

F

GHG

for Z Ltd

Y Pty Ltd

asset holding co

H

I
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Figure 9.2

Use of family trusts and trustee company
in a single business undertaking

A.Z. A.Z. Pry Lt<J

æ lrustee f(,r

Z Family Trust t/as

A.Z. & Associates

B.Z

mlnor
trust a./c

Trust tradin âs..
The Z Farnily

mrnof
trust a/c

eîcctivc contrcl =+

Another observed variation is where structures similar to those described in Figures 9.1

and 9.2 are combined. In the case of a plofessional practice, this was accomplished by

using family trusts to hold some of the shares in the asset holding company. The

possible permutations and combinations are too numerous to canvas. The cases

described here are sufficient to demonstrate the difficulty of using taxation statistics to

describe numbers of economic entities. However, no other statistics regarding

organisational forms are publicly available. Compared to these statistics, the samples

have lesser proportions of soletraders and higher proportions of partnerships.

Demographics

Generally, only industry classification, owner-manager gender, firm origin and age are

the known demographics for sufficiently large proportions of the samples. These are

considered briefly in turn below. Other demographic data were collected where available,

but are not in sufficient quantity for descrjbing the samples.

Firms are described by industry in Table 9.4 with State and national comparisons. Under

these classifications, the surviving sample appears to under-represent Constructio',
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Transport and Storage, and Community Services, while over-representing Finance,

Property and Business Services. The recovery action sample under-represents Wholesale

and Community Services while over-representing Manufacturing, and Recreational,

Personal and Other Services. This latter category is consistent with anecdotal evidence

concerning higher failure propensities among restaurants, night clubs, video rental

agencies and the like.

Table 9.4
Breakdown of fïrms by (non-agricultural) industry groupingsa

Industry
groupingb Survivor firms

Recovery
action frrms South Australia Australia

Vo Vo Vo 7o

Mining
Manufacturing

Construction

Wholesale

Retail

Transport & storage

Finance, property &
business services

Conununity services

Recreation, personal &
other services

_c

7

t4
9

30

6

15

8

1124

I
9

7

6

31

2

27

3

I
15

11

J

30

4

11

0

7

I4
8

28

6

L4

18

8

11

Total lmown l00Vo lO07o l-t07o 100 7o

a To enable comparison with the ABS stratistics, the samples exclude heavily diversified,
pastoral and agricultural based ente{prises.

b Industry classihcations as used by ABS (1988).

c Mining classification was South Australia 0.2Vo and Australia 0.47r.

The samples are classified by gender and industry in Table 9.5, with compalative

statistics for South Australia and Australia for 19874. These statistics indicate that

significant differences in gender balance exists between industry groupings. However,

the general proportions ale reasonably consistent across the national, state and sample

groups, suggesting little poæntial gender bias in the samples.

The data userJ for tlìe state and natioual statistics is for finns ernploying less thar 20 persons

ABS (1988, p.l7) indicates these finns account for 99.-5 per cent of working proprietors.
4
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Table 9.5

Gender of owner-managers as percentages of owner.managers
employed in each non-agricultural industry grouping

Industry groupingb Survivor sample South Australiaa Australia a

VoMales ToFemales VoMales ToFemales VoMales ToFemales VoMales ToFemales

Recovery action
sample

Mining
Manufacturing

Const¡uction

Wholesale

Reøil
Transport & storage

Finance, property &
business services

Community services

Recreation, personal
& otl¡er services

100

73

86

7l
68

80

79

0

0

27

t4
29

32

20

0

30

10

40

37

25

na

32

L9

36

4l
20

08

32

l5
32

40

18

na

68

81

&
59

80

7L

60

100

70

90

60

63

75

92

68

85

68

60

82

29

40

51

2t
0

4t

76

45

75

54

24

55

51 49 49

25

46

4959 51

Total 7r 29 66 34 67 33 69 31

a Statistics for Australia and South Australia derived from Table 4.5, ABS (1988).

b Industry classihcations as used by ABS (1988).

na Self employment for mining not available for South Aust¡alia

Standard industry classifîcations for the sample firms are based on the dominant activity

of a firm. However, some firms were engaged in activities that crossed the classihcation

boundaries. In particular, some firms classihed as either manufacturing, wholesale or

retail were engaged in two or all three of these activities. The standard classifications also

combine activities such as business services (including advertising,legal and accounting

services, for example) with property services. It is likely that the latter have more in

common with construction, especially given the tendency of some of the pl'operty

management firms to also engage in property development as principals or agents.

Therefore, industry groupings were revised to those in Table 9.6. The 'leisure and

tourism' grouping includes sports and recreation facilities, hotels and t'estaurants.

Personal and other services are classified separately into 'personal and domestic' and

'commercial'. The latter describes services used by other businesses and includes

transport and storage. Combining service-based firms and facility-based firms as in the
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standard classifications conceals important differences between firms that are dependent

alternatively on human and financial capitals. Table 9.6 does not reveal anything

particularly different from Table 9.4 but provides the basis for industry groupings in the

empirical phases of this thesis.

Table 9.6

Revised industry classifications for sample firms

hdustry grouping
Surviving

hrms
Recovery

action firms Combined

n7n nvo n%,
1 Consumer manufacturing, wholesale, retail

2 Commercial manufacturing, wholesale, retail
(including quarries and foundries).

3 Leisure and tourism

4 Personal and domestic services

5 Commercial services
(including transport and storage)

6 Const¡uction and pro¡lerty related

7 Pastoral andrelated
* Unknown

& 33.9 75 42.4 r39 38.0

18

27

15

9.5

74.3

7.9

10 5.6

42 23.7

5 2.8

9 -5.1

30 t6.9
5 2.8

1 0.6

28 7.7

69 18.9

20 5.,5

38

62
()

1

29

32

4

0

15.3

16.9

2.t
0.0

10.4

t6.9
2.5

0.3

Total 189 100.0 177 100.0 36ó 100.0

The sample firms are further described by business oligin and age in Tables 9.7 and 9.8.

Comparative staústics are not available for these characteristics. Table 9.7 describes new

start-ups and purchased businesses by industry groupings. Purchased businesses were

acquired on the market as going concerns. New stârt-ups wele established by the cunent

owner-manager.

The overall proportions of purchased and new start-ups are reasonably consistent across

the two samples. The surviving firm sample contains a slightly greater proportioll of new

start-up firms (63 per cent) compared to the recovery action sample (60 per cent). The

largest relative incidence of purchased businesses occurs in the 'leisure and tout'ism',

while the largest lelative incidence of new start-ups occurs in 'commercial services'

For example, 'r€creation, ¡rersonal ancl other services' a¡rd 'finmce, property ¿urd busirtess set'vices'5
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Table 9.7

Origins of businesses by industry groupings

Industry
grouoins,

Survivor finns Recoverv action finns
?NPAII ?NPÀII

I Consumer manufacturing, wholesale, retail

2 Commercial manufacturing, wholesale,
reøil (including quarries and foundries).

3 Leisure and tourism

4 Personal and domestic services

5 Commercial services
(including ransport and storage)

6 Construction and property related

7 Pastoral and relaæd

* Unknown

t4292t& 24t3275

97
6

2

4

4

0

0

22329
22632

1

4

J

5

7

2

16

6

l8

n
15

0

18 20

45

1l

10

42

5

224

1809
122730
3205
010100

All industries 39 94 56 189 15 97 65 777

Percentages (%) of each irulustry grouping for firnts o.f known origin

1 Consumer manufacturing, wholesale, retail

2 Commercial manufacturing, wholesale,
¡stail (including quarries and foundries).

3 Leisu¡e and tourism

4 Personal and domestic services

5 iommercial services
(including Eansport and storage)

6 Construction and property related

7 Pastoral and related

* Unknown

88.0

78.6

50.0

100.0

'75.9

100.0

100.0

0.0

24.r

0.0

0.0

58.8 42.0 100 56.2 43.8 100

77.8 22.2

23.8 76.2

53.8 46.2

100

100

100

44.4

47.4

s0.0

55.6

52.6

s0.0

100

100

100

12.0

2t.4

s0.0

100

100

r00

100

100

100

100

All indust¡ies 62.7 37.3 100 59.9 40.1 100

P Businesses purchased as going-concerns by current owner-managers.

N Businesses established a^s new start-ups by current owner-managers.

? Origin of the business is not known. One case classihed a^s unknown in surviving firm sample

was inherited without payment of significant compensation. Others may also have been thus

acquired, but available informatiou did not allow their specihc classification.
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followed by 'construction' industry grouping in both samples. Rankings are cousistent

across the two samples, although the 'leisule and tourism' ranking for recovery-action

firms is less pronounced. Overall the cell sizes may be too small for such difference to be

meaningfully analysed, but the potential importance of such differences are addressed in

laær empirical work.

Table 9.8 describes the age profiles of sample firms by organisational form. Age is the

time the business was held by the cuffent owner-manager regardless of when the cutrent

organisational form was adopted. On average, recovery action firms are younger than

surviving firms; 74 per cent of the recovery action firms (for: which age is known) failed

within four years while only 40 per cent of surviving hrms are less than four years old.

Table 9.8

Age proflrles of sample by organisational forms

Survivins firms action films ComhinedAgeu

(vean) S P C TAll Vocwn%o S P C T All Vo crm%o n Vo cw'nVo

(G1l

(r-21

(2-31

(3+1

(4_sl

(561

(G7l

(7-81

(8-el

(e-101

10+

4.8

9.0

7.8

18.0

16.8

10.8

10.8

10.8

1.8

0.6

9.0

4.8

13.8

2r.6
39.5

56.3

67.r
77.8

88.6

90.4

91.0

100.0

7.0

2.3

2.3

1.6

2.3

4.7

5.4

18.6

40.3

ó0.5

74.4

81.4

83.7

86.0

87.6

89.9

94.6

100.0

10.8

25.3

38.5

54.7

67.2

74.3

81.4

88.2

90.2

92.6

100.0

6 9 r0 3

t232 8

4 s 4 215
2t4 9 I
3 6 6 3

3 2 6 213
4 6 16 430

t3 50 9

01113

0222 6

0 0 43 7

3 71.3 1 24 t8.6
28 21.7

26 20.2

l8 14.0

32 10.8

43 14.5

39 r3.2
48 16.2

37 t2.5

2t 7.t
2L 7.t
20 6.8

6 2.0

7 2.4

22 7.4

5 7 l1 528
22 9 518

2 0 11 5 18

0120 3t 2 9 618
001r2
1101310203

00101
I 013 I 15

24 26 85 32 767 100.0
Unlsrown6S56Zz

16 44 53

81322
16 129 100.0

548
296 100.0

70

Total 30 31 90 38 189 24 57 75 21, t't'| 366

a

S=soletfader, p=pafnership, C=company, T=trust.

Surviving firm age is at June 1989. Recovery action hnn age is to commencement of some fonn
of recovery action by the bank, other creditors, or recognition by parties that the hrm is failing.

Recovery action businesses are, disproportionately, soletraders and companiss under two

years old and partnerships under thlee years old. Fifty six per cent of recovery action
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(compaled to 21 per cent of surviving) soletladels ale under two years old, 68 per cent ol'

recovery action (35 pel cent of surviving) partnerships are under three years and 43 per

cent of recovery action (8 per cent of surviving) companies are under two yeals.

Many unknown ages are for incorporated firms. V/hile incolpolation dates are easily

identified, many of the companies and trusts represent businesses that existed prior to

incorporation. It is not possible to determine the nature of any bias induced in these

profiles by missing age data. As there are no available comparative statistics, it is not

possible to relate the sample profiles to any broader population. The ages of many firms

are approximations6. For some firms in existence fot'several years, the assigned age

category denotes its minimum age. For example, it may be known that a firm has been in

existence for at least five years, but it could be much older. For consistency and

conservatism, such cases are assigned to the shortest period known with certainty. This

mostly affects firms categorised as four years or older. The age profiles seem

reasonable, suggesting the averaging out of the possible measulement erTors.

LIMITATIONS

Both the source and quality of the data will impose a number of limitations on subsequent

analyses. All sampled firms had obtained debt finance from a particular bank. Even if it

is accepted that a sample comprised solely of the clients of a particular bank do no

necessarily induce any bias, there is still rpduced conhdence in the absence of sample bias

relative to firms that are all equity financed. While the proportion of owner-managed

firms in the economy that do not have some form of bank debt may be quite small, the

will remain a limit on the generalisability of any empirical findings based on the sampled

In some cases it could not be determined whether the years an owner-manager had been 'ill

business'accolding to the bank file related only to the existing business or included eallier

undertakings. While a commerìcement. dates may be identihable for a particular business, but it
is not always known if the owner-rnarìager reinvested frorn another business or was untleltakittg

a flrst-time cnterprise. Thus, ages of individual finns lnust be úeated with caution.

6
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firms. Given, however, that some of the tests will apply to the use of debt, the soul'ct:

bias rather than the capitâl mix bias will sometimes be the greater conceût.

While the samples are potentially biased by source, the industry and gender

representations reasonably approximates state and national profiles. Thele is good

representation of the various organisational forms with a strong diversity in origins and

ages; nonetheless, there is possible biased representation of organisational folms. State

or national profiles are not available to compare origin or age. Any geographic and

source bias induced by drawing all sample firms fi'om the South Australian operàtions of

a single bank is unknown, but must be considered when interpleting results. Some

demographics are considered in the valious tests in following chapters.

The quality of the data obtained may present a greater limitation. Bank retail loan clients

were targeted as a data source partly because of the general practice of banks to collect

consumption data in loan applications from individuals. Regrettably, this data was not

available. All data was drawn from the branch files (or equivalent) which contained

almost no direct references to the composition of owner-manager's consumption

expenditure. Based on the financial data available for a substantial number of firms it is

possible to estimate consumption expenditure (based on individual drawings). This may

pose some approximation problems which ale discussed in Chapter 1l when the

consumption estimates are hrst utilised.

Despite the possible limitations that attach to the data, it rcmains a valuable and unique

data base. No other data base is cunently available in Australia for academic rcsearch that

provides such data for owner-managed firms. In addition to the relatively lich data

obtained, the sample sizes are substantial, demographic representativeness appears good

and financial data for unincorporated Australian businesses is probably unique.
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CHAPTER 10

THE RELEVANCE OF ORGANISATIONAL FORM

INTRoDUcTIoN

This chapter tests the hypotheses developed in Chapter 8 to address concerns raised in

Chapters I and2 regarding the functions and effects of organisational boundaries.

Operationalising the adopted dehnition of an owner-managed firm requires knowledge of

the relevant economic limits of firms, and the manner in which owner-managers al'e

included in the firm. This knowledge is also necessary to understand the application of

an owner-manager's objectives. This is accomplished by examining the adopted forms

of owner-managed firms and by analysing owner-managers'behaviour when contracting

with institutional lenders through the firm, to test hypotheses Hl through H3.

The'separation' hypothesis:

Adopted organisational form indicates the degree of seppration of the

owner-trurnager and the firm

The'managerial sophistication' hypothesis:

The a^dopted organisationalform of an owner-managedfirm is deterntin.ed

by the level of management sophistícation.

The'management complexity' hypothesis:

Incorporation is a function of the number of owner-mnnaçers.

(H1)

(H2)

(H3)

Testing any one of these hypotheses has consequences for the other hypotheses. Fol' this

reason, some of the following tests apply jointly to more than one hypothesis.
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DATA

The data base described in Chapter 9 provides data for 177 owner-managed firms that

were a subject to debt recovery actions by the bank during 1986-88 and 189 sulviving

firms in existence in June 1988. Table 10.1 describes the number of effective owner-

managers for the recovery action and surviving firms by organisational form1. Panel A

describes all firms in the samples. Panel B provides the same descriptions for firms

organised as associations (partnerships, companies and trusts).

'Effective' versus'nominal' associations

Adopting of a form of association does not necessarily indicate the existence of multiple

owner-managers. Firms with multiple owner-managers do not necessarily incorporate.

Therefore, it is possible to distinguish effective associations (with multiple ownel'-

managers) from nominal associations (organised as partnerships, companies or trusts

regardless of the number of owner-managers).

Many firms organised as non-soletraders (46 per cent of recovery acúon and 40 per cent

of surviving firms) had only one effective owner-manager2. These cases included

nominal equity holders or silent partners who were immediate family membsrs. While

firms claiming to be soletraders may have more than one effective owner-manager, the no

such cases were detected. For both effictive partnershþs (firms with multiple effective

owner-managers) and nominal associations (that is, firms claiming to be non-

soletraders), most effective and nominal partners tended to be close relatives.

The descriptions in Chapær 9 indicate the complexity of some organisational fonns. The few

consolidated entities a¡e classihed as the most elaborate structure used (ranking trusts as the lnost

complex, followed by companies). As all trusts in the samples used incorporated rusrces, trusts

and companies are often refened to collectively as incorporated forms.

Where it was not explicitly stated in the bank files, the roles of the notional owner-m¿tnagers

were determined from references in bank diary notes, finance reviews and from correspondence

between the bank and the hrm. If this evidence indicated that only one person was involved ill

decision-making and negotiation, it was concluded that the firm was e.ffeclivel), a soletrader.

I

2
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Table 10.1

Number of effective owner-managers by nominal organisational form

Chapter 10

OM=1 OM=Z OM>2 Unlarown Total

n Vot 7oz n 7or 7o2 n 7or Voz lì n7o
Panel A: All firms

Survivor firms:
Soletraders

Parherships

Companies

Trusts

Overall

30

10

37

t6

0

-t

t7
7

30

31

90

38

32 100

11 32

n42
r7 43

00
27 58

52 39

21 38

0

18

35

L4

00
11 10

63 19

26 19

0

0

1

1

l6
t6
48

20

93 100 50 67 100 36 n rco U 2 189 100

Recovery action firms:
Soletraders

Partnerships

Companies

Trusts

Overall

24

22

38

10

26r
23

N
11

000
34 49 60

27 39 38

91343

00

39

53

48

0

I
7

2

I
1

0

10

70

20

0

0

-t

0

0

2

0

0

24

57
'75

2t

T4

32

42

t2

94 100 54 70 100 40 10 100 6 3 1',77 rm

Combined:
Soletraders

Partnerships

Companies

Trusts

Overall

54

32

75

26

0

52

62

23 t7 t6

54

88

165

59

15

24

45

16

29 100

t't 36

Æ47
t4 45

00
4tt

24 65

924

0

5

15

0

38

45

0

59

39

40

0

0

4

I
187 100 52 137 100 38 37 100 10 5 366 100

Panel B: Firms organised as associations

Survivor firms:
Partnerships

Companies

Trusts

Overall

10

37

16

18

35

t4

t6 32

59 42

25 43

27 58

52 39

2t 38

3

t7
7

11 10

63 19

26 t9

0

I
1

3r 19

90 51

38 24

63 100 40 67 100 43 n rco [7 2 159 100

Recovery action fïrms:
Parorerships

Companies

Trusts

Overall

22 31

38 54

10 14

39

53

48

110
7 'Ì0

220

2

10

r0

57

75

2t

34 49 60

27 39 38

91343

0

3

0

5t

49

74

70 100 47 70 100 47 10 100 '1 3 1s3 100

Combined:
Partnerships

Companies

Trusts

Overall

32

75

26

24

56

20

36

47

45

65

24

28

53

t9

52

62

23

38 s9

45 39

t7 40

5

15

16

88

165

-s9

114

2A

9

0

4

I

133 100 43 137 r00 45 37 100 12 5 312 100

OM = numtrer of owner-managers.

Vot = Percentage is for organisational form of total of lmown owner-manager categories.

7o2 = Percentage is for known owner-manager categories of total of particular organisational fonn.
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OWNERSHIP AND THE CHOICE OF ORGANISATIONAL FORM

Table 10.1 does not reveal any obvious differences between the samples in respect of the

number of owner-managers or chosen organisational form. Comparing the samples

using the relevant percentage columns in either panel, about half of both samples are

firms with one owner-manager. The second column in Panel B (OM=1) indicates

disproportionate representation of partnerships and trusts between the samples. This is

repeated for associations with two owner-managers, but mostly disappears for the small

number of firms with more than two owner-managers.

Incorporation and number of owner-mnnagers

With 43 per cent of all incorporated firms having only one effective owner-manager, it

seems incorporation is motivated by factors other than raising equity or managing

partnerships. Incorporated3 firms compnseT2 per cent4 of nominal associations and 68

per cents of effictive partnerships. Generally, the choice of organisational form appears

significant, with an increasing shift to incorporation as the number of owner-managers

increases. Considering only nominal associations, this effect is diminished.

'When OM is categorised by (1, 2,>2) the resultant 2x3 chi-square test of organisational

form (S/P v C/T) is significant at P=0.000 (X2= 16.059,zdf). The choice of folm is

significant for both recovery action (P= 0.055, X2= 5,788,2df ) and surviving firms

(P=0.004, X2= tL.077 ,2df ). However, the number of soletraders appears to drjve this

result, and so no conclusion should be drawn at this stage.

I ncorpo r ation by's urtt ivin g' and' r e c ov e ry - ac tion' firms

Considering each sample and limiting attention to effective associations (that is, where

OM>1), the significance of the increased proportion of firms with more than two ownel'-

Companies and trusts.

8l per cent for surviving and 63 per cent. for recovery action finns.
78 per cent for surviving and 56 per cent for recovery action firms.

3

4

5
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managers, compared to those with exactly two owner-managers, in selccting an

incorporated structure over a partnership structure [(P v C/T) x (OM=2 v OM>2)] is

P=0.019 (X2= 5.482,\df) for recovery action firms and P=0.091 (X2= 2.863, ldf) tor

surviving firms. This difference in significance levels reflects the greater proportion of

incorporated firms in the surviving sample. While this may offer intuitive appeal by

suggesting that the propensity to incorporate is related to the number of effective owner-

managers (supporting H3), the remaining analysis does not fully suppott this argument.

It can be inferred from this result that owner-managers of sulviving films have more

managerial sophistication, which may be a function of time, thus supporting H2. The

selection of inco¡poration by associations across the two samples (RA v S) x (P v CÆ) of

P= 0.001 (X'=11.950, ldfl suggests the dffirence in levels of significance between the

two samples for these comparisons is itself important. Table 9.8 indicates considerable

sample difference regarding the age profiles of incorporated firms.

Firms with one effective owner-nnnager

The different frequencies of organisational forms between the surviving and recovery

action firms provides some scope for analysis. For firms with only one effective owner-

manager (OM=l), the differences between the samples in the selection of organisational

form is marginally significant at P=0.087 (X2= 6.559, 3df) across the four choices

(SvPvCvT) and insignificant (P=0.416., X2= 0.661, ldf )for incorporated versus

unincoqporated (S/PvCÆ). The main difference between the samples is the grcater use of

trusts (17 per cent) and lesser use of partnerships (11 per cent) by surviving firrns

compared to recovery action firms (11 per cent trusts and 23 per cent partnerships) in

cases where there is only one effective owner-manager. The proportionate use of

soletrader and company structures is reasonably consistent. This partially supports H2

(the sophistication hypothesis) and tends to counter H3.
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Firms with multiple ffictive owner-,nanagers

For firms with multiple owner-managers (OM>l), the much greater use of incorporation

(companies and trusts) by the surviving firms sample is significantly different. This may

support the separation hypothesis (Hl), or may reflect sample age bias if propensity to

incorporate is a function of time (this proposition does not refute either H2 or H3).

The proportion of recovery action firms with more than 2 owner-managers (OM>2) is

much less than for surviving firms (6 compared to 15 per cent). HoweveL, the small cell

counts increases the probability of the results being due to sample fluctuation reduces the

persuasiveness of insignificant chi-square test results, which are very conservative with

small samples, so no conclusion is drawn from this comparison.

C onclus i ons r e g ar din g numb er of own e r- mnruI I e r s

The only conclusions that can be drawn from these rudimentary statistics are as follows.

For firms with 1-2 owner-managers, surviving firms are more likely to incotporate

and less likely to use parurership structures than recovery action firms, possibly

indicating management sophistication (HZ¡ø. Incorporation propensities may

reflect sample differences such as age or origin 7, as considered further below.

a

a

6

The use of incorporation increases with the number of owner-managers in the

surviving firms. This effect is observed only for an increase from 2 to >2 owner-

managers for recovery action firms. This generally supports H3.

Speculatively, it also could reflect taxation considerations, which also may signal managerial

sophistication. Owner-managers of recovery action firms may decide incorporation costs are too

high if they can derive sufficient taxation relief through the use of partnership structures (this is

a naive attribution of cost based on dollar outlays for establishment and maintenance of a
particular organisational form. It does not consider agency costs or the like). Possibly the

taxable earnings of such firms are not suffrrcient to warranl the pursuit of tax reducing stluctules.
This in itself is an interesting proposition warranting further investigation elsewhere.

Little va¡iation in origins was observed between the sarnples (Table 9.7) and substantially
different age prohles were observed (Table 9.8 ).

7
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Business age profiles

Table 10.2 describes the age profiles of the categories from Table 10.1. Differences in

age profiles between the samples are observed from the 'All firms'column in each panel

and from Table 9.8. Firms aged less than four years account for 74 per cent of recovely

action firms and 40 per cent of surviving firms. The different age distributions for the

two samples are significantly differents (P=0.ü)1, X2=30.47 4, I\df).

From Table 10.2, the different frequencies of trusts and partnerships between the

samples appears to be age related. The association of form and age within each sample

differs in significance. For example, the propensity for multiple owner-manager firms

(OM>l) to choose incorporation as they age is of little or no significance in eithel sample,

whereas the same comparison for one owner-manager firms (OM=1) is significant for'

surviving firms (P=0.055, X2=17.992, l\df), but not for recovery action firms

(P=0.480, X2=9.551,lodf). This difference is accentuated when age profiles for one

owner-manager firms is considered for all four forms. For recovery action firms it

remains insignificant (P=0.344,X2= 32.506, 30dÍ) while for surviving firms it appears

v,.ery significant (P=0.000 , X2= 90.460, 3}df)e.

For recovery action firms, there is not any apparent association between age at time of

default and number of owner-managers. Table 10.3 describes similar proportions of

single and multiple owner-manager firms failing within 3-4 years. The aggregated age

profiles of single and multiple owner-manager surviving firms also are similar.

The main conclusions to be drawn from these descriptions areas are threefold:

If the ages are banded into 0-2, 3-5 and 6+ st¡ata the frequency differences between the samples

is highly significant (P=0.000, X2=29.098,2dÍ). As such stratification is arbitrary, this
outcome is illust¡ative only. Given the overall age profiles, any banding that captures a rnajor
proportion of the younger ltrms in the recovery action sample should produce a significaut clri
squarc søtistic.
These tests assulne that no bias is caused by flrrms for which age is unknown.9
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AGE Sole-
(years) mftß OM OM OM

=2 >2 Toøl =l

Table 10.2

Number of owner-managers and organisational form by age
Trusts

OM OM OM
=1 =2 >2 Total

Chapter l0

films
AII

Total

Surviving firms
8

1-5

1102
1102

3205
0000
0000
0101

1001
3 9113

13

30

28

18

18

18

-1

1

15

1102
2t14
1225
0325
5016

1113
2204
3036
7 7 216
7 3111
4329
3249
3 6 2tl
1102

1102
2215
0202
3306
2417
1102
1012
0000
0000
0000
0000

1

4

3

4

5
,,

1

2

1

0

I

(0-11

(r-21

(2_3)

(341
(4_sl

(s-o
(6_7)

(7-81

(8-el

(e-101

10+

241013326
unknown60505

35 34 16 85
missing

2 I 1 4(+l)

6 32 167
mlsstng

| 5GL) 22

t4 t2

22
Total 30 10 18 3 3l 3'1 35 l'7 89 I 16 14 ',l 37 1 189

Recovery action firms:
24

28

26

18

9

J

3

2

J

6
,|

1001
1203
0000
0101

1001
0213

0000
0101
1001
2002
2t03

I4113
3 4 210
44t9
3306
4r05
1001
2002

10t2
2204

2477
5409
5 9 014
4206
1203
1001
0101
0000
1001
1102
0000

J

6
,,

3

I
0

0

0

1

0

0

(0-11

(r-2)

Q-31
(341

(4_51

(s6l
(GT
(7-81

(8-el

(e-101

10+

0101
0000

16 2023 14 28 19
mrsslng

5 52 (+l) 8
mrssrng

2 20G2) 2

7116lZ9
21548unk¡own8211013 108

Total 24 22 34 I 57 38 27 7 72 3 10 9 2 2l r17

Overall 54 32 52 4 88 75 62 2416t 4 26 23 9 58 t 366
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Table 10.3

Proportions of single v. multiple owner-manager firms by age

Survi s Recovery action firms
oM>lOM=1 oM>1 Total OM=1 TotalAGE

(years) vo cq;n vo cïrn vo cïrn vo cÙn' cw ul#n
"/oVo 7o

(0-ll
(r-21

Q-31

(341

(4_sl

(s-61

(c7l
(7-81

(8-el

(e-101

10+

4.8

10.8

8.4

t9.3

18.1

8.4

t2.0

9.6

2.4

1.2

4.8

4.8

t5.7

24.1

43.4

61.4

69.9

8r.9

91.6

94.0

95.2

100.0

4.8

7.1

7.1

16.7

15.5

13.1

9.5

11.9

t.z
0.0

13.1

4.8

tt.9
19.0

35.7

5r.2

&.3
73.8

85.7

86.9

86.9

100.0

4.8

9.0

7.8

18.0

16.8

10.8

10.8

10.8

1.8

0.6

9.0

4.8

13.8

2r.6

39.5

56.3

67.1

77.8

88.6

90.4

91.0

100.0

t9.4

t9.4

16.7

15.3

8.3

2.8

2.8

0.0

4.2

5.6

5.6

t9.4

38.9

55.6

70.8
'79.2

81.9

84.7

84.7

88.9

94.4

100.0

t'7.9

23.2

25.0

12.5

5.4

1.8

1.8

3.6

0.0

3.6

5.4

t7.9

4l.l
66.1

''t8.6

83.9

85.7

87.5

91.1

91.1

94.6

100.0

18.6

21.7

20.2

14.0

7.0

2.3

2.3

1.6

2.3

4.7

5.4

18.6

40.3

60.5

74.4

81.4

83.7

86.0

87.6

89.9

94.6

100.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

a

a

Ttre within sample age profiles are similar but differ with respect to the adoption

of incorporation, supporting H2 if recovery action hrms are deemed to have less

sophisticaæd management.

The use of incorporated forms may be a function of age, although this may reflect

the era in which a firm was established. This could indicate tax planning criteria

rather than governance concerns in the choice of organisational form. To this

extent, H2 is only weakly supported, as the tax plan argument is then an

exogenous influence, rather than managerial sophistication.

There is a low likelihood that the number of owner-managers is a product of the

age of the firm, strengthening the suggested association between number of

owner-managers and use of incorporation, supporting H3.

a
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Limited liability and personal guarantees

The argument that incorporation is more likely related to limiting liability than other

purposes is tested by examining how often it succeeds or fails as a liability balrier. To

judge the effectiveness of incorporation in limiting liability, consider how often

incorporaæd individuats risk or sacrifice personal assets in their business. This is partly

indicatedlo by the extent of personal guarantees that circumvent limited liability barriers

and the instances where an owner-manager's private residence was soldll to satisfy the

debts of the incorporated hrm, relative to other business types.

Personal Buarantees for recovery actionfirms

The incidence of owner-managers losing their private residence as a result of debt

recovery-actions by the bank is described in Table 10.4. Overall, about two thirds of

known outcomes involved the loss of a house (this could be as low as one third on the

total sample)tz. For known outcomes where there was a house to lose, there is no

signifîcant difference between incorporated and unincorporated firms, indicating that

incorporation does not signifrcantly reduce the risk to personal assets under bank finance.

For the 96 recovery action incorporated hrms, the bank held personal guarantees for'63

(81 per cent of known cases)l3. There were 15 cases where the bank appeared to not

hold personal guarantees. For six cases, the bank held registered mortgages over real

estate held by the corporation so that the bank did not seek collateral outside the firm.

10

11

I2

Althougb there is some evidence that individuals sell personal assets to preserve their equity itt

their private residence, data on this activity are incomplete.

Note that not all guarantees arc secured and those that a¡e secured are not necessarily secu'ed on a

residence or other real estate.

Nine c¿ses of personal guaranteÊs of debt were noted for recovery action incorporated firms where

there was no house to lose. There were instânces where guarantees did not refer to a particular

security. In some c¿ìses, recovery actions were continuing or information was inadequate for this

purpose, requiring the additional groupings in Table 10.4.

These proportions were the same for both trusts and companies.13
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Table 10.4

Incidence of owner-managers of recovery action firms
losing private residence

totâl
soletraler parmership unincorporated

tfusts &
companres overall

nVo nVo nVo n7o tt Vo

Known outconlz:

Lost house

Retained house

33

11

28

T7

6l
28

75

25

62

38

7

4

&
36

79

2r
26

7

69

3l
100

No house to lose 8 9

t9 q 113

Unknown outcome:

Insufficient data or case continuing 5 L7 &
24 57 81 96 177

Three others were attributed to procedural enors by bank employees. Some others wele

subsequently criticised by the bank's case-review officers as poor decisions.

Personal Buarantees for surviving frrms

The above result could be induced by bias if recovery action firms were identified ex ante

as riskier and a different treatment was accorded to a trust or company perceived as less

risky. The securities held by the bank for surviving incorporated clients is desclibed in

Table 10.5. Personal guarantees were held in 75 per cent of known cases of surviving

incorporated firms and 81 per cent of recovery action incoqporated firms (61 per cent and

65 per cent overall respectively) . This suggests little likelihood of risk related bias in the

prevalence of personal guarantees for recovery action firms relative to surviving firms.

Conclusions regarding the prevalence of personal guarantees

Hl is not supported if separation of the owner-manager and the film is to obtain the

protection of limited liability. Three qualifications attach to this conclusion. First, losses

sustained by the unsecured creditors of recovery action firms are not known. Second,

the existence of a directors' guarantee for a surviving firm does not necessarily mean that

11 100 33 100 100 45 100M
15

,7

89
,A

54

42

59

22
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Table 10.5

Incidence of personal guarantees for incorporated firms

Recovery
action firms

Survivor
firms Cornbined

n7o nVo nVo
Personal guarantees included in security

No guarantees held

63

15

81

19

r47
4l

77

23

78

26

75

25

78

18

100 104 100

23

182 100

42Data incomplete for securities

96 r28 224

the owner-manager has any significant personal assets at risk (details of securities could

not be obtained for these firms). Third, all guarantees were for a specified maximum

amount and debts exceeding that limit are not covered, although the bank files indicated

that the bank sought to eliminate such exposure.

If separation is for reasons other than limited liability, such as preserving the identity of

the firm as distinct from the owner, then owner-managers might be expected to carefully

distinguish business and personal transactions and holdings.

Disclosure of assets and debts in the owner-managed fÏrm

To test if owner-managers try to preserve the entity boundaries in their accounting

treatnents, the hnancial statements of sample firms were examined for evidence of:

. 'persoûal' assets or debts used in the business but not attributed to the firm; and

. attributing assets or liabilities to the firm that pertain to personal consumption.

Anributin g/dis clo s in g as s e t s

Assets might not be attributed to the firm if the owner-manager does not associate them

with the firm's operations. This happens, for example, when the owner-managet' of a

company provides a personal guarantee secured over personal assets. While the collatelal

is not employed operationally in the business, it is at risk as a result of the firm's
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activities. In such cases, neither the security arrangement nor the asset providing the

security for the firm's debt is disclosed in the company's accounts; however, the debt is

described as secured. The risk to an aggregate asset base at any one time is, of course,

dependent on the level of debtla.

Of greater relevance are undisclosed assets, additional to those supporting guarantees,

risked by the owner-manager or used in the business. Most cases where such

information was available involved loan defaults by unincorporated hrms that resulted in

bankruptcy petitions, allowing such assets to be identified from the statements of position

and liquidators' reports. The data is too erratic and incomplete for any structured

analysis. Anecdotally, instances of assets employed in businesses not appearing in the

business' balance sheet for at least some failed businesses included:

A bank file note indicated a surviving company's negative net asset figure was

inappropriate for loan analysis because the business' major asset (a nursing

home) was held privately by the two owner-managers.

a

a

a

a

A storage facility constructed on the owner-manager's residential property was

omitted from the company's balance sheet (disclosed in a liquidator's report).

Two instances of delivery vehicles used extensively in businesses not in the

balance sheets of unincorporated firms (disclosed in a refinancing application and

a receiver's report).

Land held for future commercial development was not disclosed in the balance

sheet of the unincorporated firm (eventually disclosed in a loan application to

finance the development, made necessary by the business'expansion.)

Amibuting/disc In s ing liabilitie s

Two debt attribution problems are relevant. One is debts incurred by individuals as a

direct result of the business undertaking, but treated as private and omitted from the

This also applies to unincorporated hrms. In such cases, however, tlte situation is more

apparent as the owner-manager is not merely guaranteeing the debt" but is the fonnal bon'owet'.

Thus, all assets of the owner-manager of an unincorporaled firm are potentially at risk.

t4
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financial statements. The other is personal debts, included in the financial accounts of a

business, that do not relate specifically to a business' operations.

The difficult problem is identifying the true purpose of borrowings. For example, in

establishing a business, individuals frequently borrow against their residence. As

discussed, this is usually through a personally guaranteed business loan in cases whet'e

the business is operated through a company structure, which appropriately attributes the

debt to the firm, but not the total collateral. Where the firm is not incorporated, such

loans might be omitted from the business' accounts. The repayment schedule of a

housing mortgage loan may be modified to extend the term of the remaining debt (as a

result of the business). Repaid capital may be re-borrowed under the original instrument

to finance the business undertaking to avoid new loan fees and security registration costs.

The interest rate charged is dependent on the bank's attitude, but may also provide

incentive for this arrangement. For unincorporated firms, the borlowings may be

undisclosed, introduced through the owners' capital accounts or included in the business'

accounts (but without the collateral asset) for the re-borrowed sum or for the total debt,

including the component that may be considered to be private. Such situations may also

arise with incorporated businesses, with the additional treatment where loan funds are

channelled through unsecured loan accounts ofshareholders or directors.

In the sample data, mortgage loans and the related interest on owner-managers'residence

are typically treated as private - at least in relation to the financial statements in the bank

files. Such treatment of privately derived debt is inevitable for incorporated firms given

the legal boundaries, but may be more discretionary for other organisational forms. The

reasons for such elections may be several, but could reasonably include:

the owner-manager or preparer of the accounts believed it inappropriate, due to

either accepted accounting practices or perceived economic reality, to include such

debts in the hrm's accounts; or

a
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a did not wontfhe debt attributed to the firm.

In the case of debt established directly to fund the firm, the latter of these possible

explanations is the more likely. There are at least two possible motives for such a choice.

It may relate to some aspect of tax planning, such as taking advantage of diffeling

marginal tax rates between individuals comprising a partnership or who are tlust

beneficiaries, or individuals and a company. It may indicate a desire to minimise

disclosed debt. However, arguments for minimising debt disclosures by private (non

tradeable debt or equity) firms are not apparent in the prevailing literature.

Alternatively, individuals may endeavour to represent loans effectively borrowed for'

personal consumption as business loans. The primary incentive for such a scheme is to

capture tax relief on interestls. Disregard for the organisational boundaries of the firm

thus may be incidental to the owner-manager's purpose. Again, the available data

permits few conclusions. However, several observed instances of questionable debt

attribution by both railed and healthy firms were notedl6:

Four instances where personal loans were used to purchase assets (mostly motor

vehicles) which were later introduced into the (unincorporated) business as

assets, but without the associated debt.

a

a

a

Two cases in which debts, secured by mortgages on residences but borrowed in

earlier businesses since sold by the owner-managers, later appeared in the

financial statements of a'new' (unincorporated) businesslT.

Five instances in which funds were borrowed through the business (both

incorporated and unincorporated) to refinance existing debts, where the latter

included housing loans or previously attributed personal loans.

Interest on personal residential loans does not attract any tax relief in Australia.
A deøiled sea¡ch for such problems could not be performed and so all instances are rnerely

anecdoøI.

The implication of this concerns consistency in the treaEnent of the business unit. V/hile the

new business was not associated with the cause of the debt, it was att¡ibuted to the 'new' finn.
In unrelated cases where there appeared to be a much stronger causal link between the business

and various debts, the debs did not appear in the hrms' hnancial statements.

15

t6

t7
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Other possible differences between owner-managed firms

Comparing firms or generalising about investment choices or behaviout is confounded by

possible life cycle or stage of development effects , cohort effects and new stat't-ups

versus acquired businesses. These are considered below.

Liþ cycle or stage of development

Previous discussion indicated differences between the sample age profiles, with

considerable similarity in age profiles for single versus multiple owner-manager firms

aggregated across organisational forms within each sample (see Table I0.2). Differences

in the choice of organisational form by single owner-manager surviving firms, according

to age is significant for comparisons of all four forms (P=0.000), but less so for

comparisons of incorporated versus unincorporated forms (P=0.055).

The results could imply a 'stage of development' or'life cycle'effect for surviving films.

However, the cross-sectional data instead may indicate a temporal effect. The age of a

surviving firm is at 30 June 1989, so firms of similar age commenced around the same

time. Thus surviving firms described as (3-81 years old commenced in the period 1982-

87. These account for 78 per cent of trusts, in contrast to only 66 per cent of companies

and 65 per cent of partnerships, for the surviving firm sample18.

l8 This may be contrary to expectations fhat most trusts would have been established during the

mid 1970's to mid 1980's, when tax legislation provided most incentive for this choice. There

at least two possible explanations for this situation:

1. The calculated period does not necessarily indicate when the trusts were esøblished. They

may have been held dormant or previously employed by the owner-managers in an ea¡lier

business, being 'reused' for the business included in the current data base. Available data

souroes do not conlain many previous business histories. If an owner-manager disposed of
one business and acquired or started another while also changing banks, tlte commencetnent

of the new business might have been identihed as the comrnencelnent date of the hew' hnn.

2. While larger numbers of trusts may have been established in the earlier time period, tlìey

might not have survived,
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New versus acquired businesses

It is possible that characteristics of firms, including organisational form, ale lelated to

whether the owner-manager acquired the business as a going-concern or established the

business as a new start-up. Table 10.6 describes the samples by origin of the business

(purchased versus new start-ups) and organisational form.

Table 10.6

Use of organisational forms for purchased and new start-up businesses

Soleraders Partnerships Companies TrusLs Overall

n7o nVo n7o nVo n o/o

Surviving firms
Purchased

New start-ups

Unlmown

Total

11

17

15

t4
39

6l
31

69

10

19

56

94

37

63

34

66

20

44

52

48

28

2

100 29

9

&
26

10029 100 100 150 100

392

30 31 90 38 189

Recovery action firms
Purcbâsed

New start-ups

Unlsnwn
Total

6

t4
30

70

40

60

37

63

40

60

7

12

20

30

32

4t
M
56

65

97

't3

2

50

7

20

4

100 r00 100 100t9
2

162 100

15

2t 177

The proportions of purchased and new start-up businesses across the two samples are

similar. The samples exhibit equivalent propensities for businesses to be new start-ups

(63 versus 60 per cent), with similar distributions across organisational forms. Chi-

square tests indicate that none of the differences are statistically significant. It is

concluded that the observed minor differences are not of any import in understanding the

use of particular organisaúonal forms, or differences between the samples.

24 57 75
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CoNcI,USIONS

The main objectives of this chapter were to determine if any factors that are relevant to

modelling performance prompt owner-managers' choices of organisational fot'm and

whether there is any relevance of organisational form to performance.

There is some support for the management sophistication hypothesis (H2) in that

recovery action firms may have less sophisticated management and so exhibit less

propensity to use trust or company structures. There is weak support for either a life

cycle, age or commencement date effect with surviving firm selection of organisational

form which weakens support for H2. There is no support for any connection between

business origin and organisational form, thus avoiding such a confounding influence.

There is empirical support for doubting the meaningfulness of selected olganisational

forms as indicators of economic boundaries and hence the performance of owner-

managed firms in the context of both H2 and H3. It is reasonable to question the

relevance of organisational boundaries for owner-managed firms on at least three points,

providing a suff,rcient basis for rejecting Hl and substantially weakening support for H3:

The limited tiability of inco¡porated owner-managed businesses is largely eroded with

the subversion of the legal barrier by personal guarantees for company debt. Two

caveats to this conclusion are the extent to which a debt exceeds the agreed amount of

any gu¿uantee and the position of unsecured creditors. The former rarely occurs by

design and the latter warrants further investigation elsewhere.

Owner-managers appear to discount or ignore organisational boundaries in their

disposition of assets and debts between personal consumption and the business.
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The proposition that incorpor¿ted structures generally are employed to manage

complex associations or as equity raising vehicles are unlikely, given the extensive

use of such structures in businesses that are effectively soletraders.

These results have important implications for analyses employing traditional accounting

disclosures individually or in aggregate (for example, performance and debt analysis and

statistical aggregation employing debt or asset measures) and fundamental studies that

view the firm to be def,rned by some formal organisational structure. The weak support

for H2 indicates that some firms (particularly incorporated surviving firms) may have

more sophisticated management and so may be better able to manage the necessary

decision processes to satisfy owner-manager objectives. The confounding possible age

effect indicates that this is likely to be a minor influence at most.

These results are important in establishing whether oìwner-managed firms can be

described as inseparable from their owner-managers. The propensity of owner-managers

to tratsact across the notional boundaries of organisational forms (relative to domestic

activities) allows rejection of Hl and reinforces the argument heralded in Chapter' 1 that

the behaviour of owner-managed hrms is dominated by the interests of proprietorship.

This supports the assumption in the theoretical framework developed here that the

purposes of the firm are deærmined by the objectives of the owner-managef.
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CHAPTER 11

TESTS OF CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION

INTRoDUcTIoN

This chapter tests changes in consumption expenditures relative to other events and

decisions for hypotheses H4 through H8C (see Chapter 8). The underlying purpose is to

test for base consumption targets and the responsiveness of consumption to income and

debt. First, the available consumption data and its main deficiencies are described. Then

the first set of empirical tests focuses attention on consumption changes across time

periods. The third section considers consumption as a decision variable in a linear model

with owner-manager input choices.

CoNsuvrpTIoN DATA

Data concerning consumption elements for the samples of owner-managed htms arc scant

(data access limitations were noted in Chapter 9) and are not sufhcient for any analysis of

individual consumption items or planned-consumption. The data offer some opportunity

to study achieved consumption levels and relationships with other variables, using

estimates of consumption funded by withdrawals from the firm.

Estimating consumption expenditure

Periodic ex post estimations of consumption expenditures derived from the database are

the net composite results of estimated realised (cash) earnings and changes in equity

accounts. For incorporated firms, the measure takes account of proprietors' wages and

changes in their loan accounts. For unincorporated firms, the estimate was reconciled

with disclosed drawings to check the validity of the estimation procedure. If drawings

are disclosed for unincorporated firms, successive years of data are not needed to

estimate consumption.
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Income tax

Personal and entity tax obligations are estimated so that withdrawals are net of income

tax. The relevant tax regime for the financial year is applied on the assumption that any

profit distributions were in equal proportions to multiple owner-managers and all

individuals qualified for the general rebate only. Distributions include net accounting

profits accruing to owner-managers of unincorporated firms and all payments for seruices

and dividends to the shareholders of incorporated firms. This is a noisy estimate of

taxable income. The probable bias is to overstate tax liabilities, thus understating

consumption expenditure. However, it is necessary to attempt to control for tax

obligations given the potential for otherwise overstating consumption expenditure and the

possible impact of tax obligations on consumption behaviour and firm survival.

Understatements and Overstatements

It is possible that the measures understate consumption for some owner-managers

regardless of the tax effect described above. Consumption that might not be captured in

the estimates includes that from personal savings, off-balance sheet asset liquidations and

the raising of personal debt. Similarly, but less likely, investment in other firms, loans to

other parties and redeemable expenditure on assets may induce overstatements in

consumption expenditure measures for some owner-managers. Because the available

data does not identify the purposes of withdrawals, it is assumed that all removals of

funds from the business entity by the owner-managers are consumption. This incleases

the possibility of overstatements of consumption expenditures.

A potentially important cause of understatements is where an owner-manager's

consumption is partly funded from other sources of income, such as external wages or

salary earned by other household members. The main concern regalding such

understatements is the effect on the estimated level of consumption. This is unlikely to

establish spurious statistical relationships; rather, it may prevent the identification of

relationships that do exist. In this sense it adds to the conseruatism of some of the tests
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that follow by reducing the likelihood of signihcant associations being identilìed. This

effect will arise because understated consumption may cause an ownel'-managet'to be

incorrectly assigned to lower consumption groups. This is of particular concern in the

tests that consider effects relative to an owner-manager's consumption group; these are

mostly based on quartile or median groupings.

The external income of a spouse reduces the amount of household consumption to be

financed from the earnings of the firm. Owner-managers in such circumstances should

behave differently from those totally dependent on the firm for satisfying consumption

because of their different levels of income-consumption uncertainty and the possibly

different relative consumption targets they have achieved. Because most of the relevant

hypotheses identify those in the lower consumption ranges as having the more volatile

consumption responses, the effect of the possible understatements will be to dampen the

measured effects and so act against confirmation of the hypothesised relationships.

The possible incidence of such problems is relatively low. Of the 366 consumption

observations described in Table 11.1, 15 (4 percent) apply to sevsn owner-managers

who have spouses who are known to be receive other income and another 16 owner'-

managers whose status is unknown. The nature of the other income being received made

it difficult to justify excluding such cases from the analysis. The seven cases are

described as follows:

A parmership of three people where two of the partners held other business intercsts

for which details were not held.

A partnership of nvo people where one partner's spouse was employed elsewhere.

A partnership of two people, both of whom had spouses employed elsewhere.

A husband-wife partnership where one spouse maintained a paft time job for the first

of the two years for which data is held.

a

a
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A husband-wife partnership where one spouse had been in a professional partnership

but left it (while retaining a capital interest) to work full time in the family business

during the second of the three years for which data is held.

A soletrader whose spouse earned an income from what appeared to be another

business.

A sole trader whose spouse lost a job during the second of the two years for which

data is held. The business subsequently failed.

In most of these cases there is no basis for determining which sources of income the

owner-managers would view as the more uncertain. While wages and salaries are often

viewed as more certain the incidence of such income here (four of the seven cases) seems

very lowl. V/here the supplementary income is from another business, it is not clear

which should be treated as the focus of decision making. Ideally, details of all household

income should be included in the data, but the details of such income in the bank files

was mostly cursory and incomplete.

What is not known is the capacity of or opportunity for either proprietors or members of

their households to supplement household income by obtaining additional employment.

There is not a priori basis for identifying which firms are most likely to be thus affected.

Consequently, while noting the possible limitation caused by the potential consumption

understatement, the impact on the following tests is unlikely to be severe. 'Where such an

impact may be significant, it is believed that it will increase the conservatism of the tests

by suppressing the hypothesised relationships.

V/hile it cannot be tested here, it. is possible that the low incidence of owner-managers witlr
access to any significant external income (and particularly the appa-rent absence of salaried

spouses) is because, being in a more secure f,rnancial position, they have greater capitrl and so

are less likely to have sought bank financing for their business. The absence of such finns does

not represent a bias in the testing because the framework is intended to apply to owner-managers

who have established a business as the principal means of satisfying their consumption
aspirations.
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Overall dnta set

A case-wise listing of 311 available consumption estimates classified by financial year i.s

presented in Appendix 4. As expected from Chapter 9, the data is concentrated in the

three years 1986-88. The volume of available cases is described in Table 1 1.1.

Table 11.1

Sample sizes for consumption estimates

fomr

survivor hrms rccovery action hrms Combined
number of number of number of number of number of number of

fi¡ms observations firms observations firms obse¡vations

Soletraders

Parherships

Companies

Trusts

13

18

&
26

4

16

30

8

6

26

48

13

38

57

204

67

32

3l
15ó

54

34

94

34

t7

Total tzl 273 58 93 179 366

Eleven observations (10 incorporated and one unincorporated) are not used because of

difficulties in estimating tax for some cases, leaving 366 consumption estimates.

Incorporated survivor firms dominate the sample, despite the data required to calculate

'withdrawals' from such firms. This is attributed to their superior financial statement

data. Partnerships are equally represented across the two samples, despite their

disproportionate numbers in the complete samples described in Chapter 9. Many

observations reported in Table ll.1 are not consecutive (see Appendix 4), reducing the

sample sizes for tests involving changes in consumption expenditures2. The number of

consecutive consumption estimates3 are summarised in Table 11.2, which indicates a

very rapid decline in sample size as the number of periods increases.

Consumption is estimated from data conceming available surpluses and distributions (including

'withdrawals' through loan accounts). Financial statement data at two consecutive balance dates

are required to estimate the funds drawn from an incorporated firm during the period so tlìat

changes in consumption thus requires three consecutive balance dates,

The 203 cases of two consecutive estimates includes the cases where there are more dlan two

consecutive esúmates, so that each other column is a subset of any colulnn to its left.

2

3
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Table ll.2
Sample sizes for consecutive consumption estimates

Number of consecutive eonsumption estimates

) J

Surviving cases

Recovery action cases

203 98 36

Relating aspirations to available dnn

To relate owner-manager aspirations to the available data, it is necessary to assume some

degree of behavioural consistency in terms of relative levels of consumption expenditure.

The means and medians for the consumption measure are reported separately in Table

11.3 for surviving and recovery action firms. The disparate levels for recovery action

companies and trusts are peculiar, highlighting the need to control for possible

differences attaching to such cases in subsequent analyses.

Means and medi;TÏ lÏornnoon estimates

n mean median $

Surviving firms:
Soletraders

Parherships

Companies

Trusß

Total 273 20852 tz96'7

Recovery action firms:
Soletraders 6

Partnenhips 26

Companies 48

Trusß 13

Total 93 12954 L2807

Combined sample:
Soletraders

Partnerships

Companies

Trusts

54

162

4t
85

t3
35 9

01

9

32

3t
156

54

28565

t00t2
20538

2341t

75127

6080

12401

17184

16755

t&13
6161

29362

16975

1s200

7801

229t0

38

57

2M
36

26700

t2932
17155

60û2

15127

10606

I 1218

29141

Total 366 18845 12850
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These indicate the distributions of consumption measures are skewed to the light 1'or'

surviving firms, with recovery action firms varying with organisational form. The small

sample sizes prevent meaningful comparisons of consumption between the recovery

action and surviving firms by organisational form. Overall, mean consumption is lalger

for surviving firms than for recovery action firms and the medians are similar. Little can

be concluded from this without further analysis.

CoNsun,rpTIoN CHANGES

This section reports tests of hypotheses concerning the direction of changes and stability

in observed consumption expenditures. Because of the previously noted data limitations,

the tests for hypothesised behaviour are indirect.

Hypotheses regarding changes in consumption

The model presented in Chapter 7 indicates that changes in consumption can be

explained, in part, by reference to the achieved level of consumption, survival

expectations and the perceived stability of income. Chapter 8 identifies several

hypotheses in this context to test the circumstances in which consumption increases,

remains stable or decreases. These hypotheses are restated below.

Increasíng consumption:

Consumption increases are ,nore likely where previously achieved

consumption is in the lower range.

Consumption increases are nlore likely where previously achieved

consumption is in the lower range and either:

. current income (net of debt servicing obligations) is higher than

previously achieved cott su.mption; or

. incomc has an increasing tend

(H4)

(H4A)

(H4B)
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Stable consumption:

Stabiliry in conswnption levels is observed where:

. the excess of income (net of debt servicing obligations) over ach.ieved

consumption is non-negative but relatively smnll; or

. achieved consumption is relatively very large.

Chaptet I I

(HsA)

(HsB)

Decreasing consumptiort:

Consumption decreases are more likely where previously achieved

consumption is in the middle or upper ranges. (H6)

Consumption decreases are tnore líkely where previously achieved

consumption is in the m.iddl.e or upper ranges and:

. curuent income (net of debt servicing obligations) i.s less than previou.sly

achieved consumption ; or (H6A)

. incom¿ has a decreasíng trend. (H6B)

Testing difficulties

Three difficulties in testing the consumption hypotheses with the available data are:

. Aspirations, and thus base consumption and other thresholds, are not known"

. Relevant decisions by owner-managers and outcomes occur on a frequent basis, such

as daily or wgekly, while the available data is yearly.

. Consecutive periodic observations for individuals are relatively few, with very few

firms having more than three years of data. Table 11.4 describes the sample data by

organisational form.

Table ll.4
Sample sizes for two consecutive annual consumption measures

survivor hrms recovery action ftrms Combined

Organisarional form numòer of 
"fg}åi,3t", 

number of 
"tlg*ii3f", 

nur¡,tH¡rof 
"friåi|åir3r",

Soletaden

Partnerships

Companies

Trusts

10

10

47

16

15

20 2

10

l4
4

)
t3
20

6

t2
20

6l
20

22

28

118

35

98

29

203Total 83 r62 30 4l 113
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Incorporated firms with less than three years of data are precluclecl from analyses of

changes in consumption by the nature of the calculations for estimating two consecutive

consumption measures. The survivorship bias in this data may be strong, given the large

number of firms that failed in their first three years. As expected, the recovery-action

firms provide comparatively fewer observations. Consecutive consumption estimates

wereobtainedforll3of thelTgfirmsidentifiedinTablell.l. Ofrhese,only32ar.e

unincorporated (partnerships and soletraders) and provide only 50 of the 203

consumption comparisons.

A test of changes in consumption based on ranks

Given the limited number of observations available for each owner-managed firm, the

consumption change hypotheses are tested first using the non-parametdc Kruskal-Wallis

ranks test. This treats the firms as forming multiple independent populations. For this

purpose' it is assumed that'population'membership is determined by the consumption

level in the first year of a two year period. Table ll.5 identifies the number of

observations of net consumption available for each two year period. These are detailed

on a case-wise basis in Appendix 4.

Table 11.5

Consumption changes between years

over 2
hcreased Decreased Total

1987-88

1986-87

1985-86

1984-85

1983-84

1982-83

66

61

45

24

6

I

29

25

2t
6

4

0

37

36

24

18

2

1

118 85

The first year of each two year period gives the initial consumption level to which the

second observation is compared. Testing periods separately avoids time depencle¡t

203
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variations and ensures the necessary independence of the sample sets. As expected, most

observations are for increased consumption, but in a surprising proportion (42 per cent)

of cases consumption decreased. The small number of cases for the two year

comparisons prior to 1985-86 are omitted from the ranks tests.

The ranlcs test

The rank of any observation is R(X¡), where i denotes the population within which the

observation occurred and j identifies the element within the population of size n¿. The

average rank for the relevant number of observations is assigned for ties. R¿ denotes the

sum of ranks assigned to observations in the ith population:

4
f,¡

>R(Xü) for i =1 to ksamples
j=r

The random variable being tested is the change in consumption across the two

consecutive years. Using the quartiles for the first years' consumption to group the

firms, four 'populations' are obtained for each year. Across the combined set of

'populations', rank 1 is assigned to the smallest observed change (including any negative

changes) in consumption from year 1 to year 2, rank 2 to the second smallest and so on.

Therefore, in 1987-88 the largest change has a rank of 66.

The Kruskal-Wallis test is designed to be sensitive against differences among means in

the k populations. The operational hypotheses can be stated therefore in the null and

altemative as:

Ho : The quartile groupings of initial net consumption levels have, on average,

equivalent changes in consumption.

Hr : Some of the groupings have larger net consumption changes than others.
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This pertains directly to H4, H5B and H6. The conditions in H4A, H4B, H5A, H6A and

H6B are considered later. The test statistic, as described in Conover (1980, p. 230) is

,= t l$ni _¡r(¡r+r)')' 
s2 lL,=, n, 4 )

where s2
1

Po("u)'-"(Nt1)'N-1
raú

If there are no ties, J2 simplifies to N(N+1)/I2 and the test statistic reduces to

'=å[ånÍ -sr¡/*1))

Results of the ranks tests

The result for each of the sets of years for 1985-88 are given in Table II.64. Panel A1

tests the mean rank scores for increas¿s in consumption levels between the two years, for

'population' memberships based on the quartiles of the initial (achieved) consumption

levels. For example, firms with the lowest 25 per cent of consumption estimates for

1987 (of those with increased consumption in 1988) had a mean rank score of 19.44

when all firms with increased consumption in 1988 are ranked by the magnitude of their

change in consumption. These results do not yield any consistent pattern across the years

for increased consumption cases.

Panel A2 is similar to A1, but considers only decreases in consumption. For these cases,

there is a consistent pronounced difference in ranks for the second and fourth quartile

groups in all three tests; the differences are statistically significant in the 1987-88 and

1986-87 tests. Note that the smallest rank indicates the largest decrease in consumption.

Tbe results were produced using the SPSSx K-W function. The chi-square statistics and

corresponding significance levels are adjusted for any ties in ranks.
4
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Table 11.6
Kruskal-Wallis tests of ranks for consumption changes

Panel A: Ranks for changes in consumption (,-,Ác,) witn

srouDs based on achieved consumDtion

Al: Increasedconsumptio, (,-,1c, > 0)

Mean rank for quartile groups

1 2 34 chi2 sign

1987-88

1986-87

1985-86

t9.44
2t.89
tt.t7

24.7
14.78

11.33

8.11

16.78

12.83

23.11

20.56

t4.67

13.1940

2.6376

.9533

.0042

.4509

.8125

37

36

24

A2: Decreased consumption (,-rtc, < 0)

Mean rank for quartile groups

1 2 34 cbiz sig.

1987-88

1986-87

1985-86

16.86

I 1.33

11.80

15.43

t5.71
11.50

20.75

17.00

13.40

6.14
7.50
7.20

Lt.5734
6.3829
2.7455

.0090

.0944

.4326

29

25

2l

Panel B: Ranks for achieved consumption (,-rcr-r) with
grouDs based on changes in consumption

Percentage chnnge in consumption within t07o : ToLc = [(,-,^t, ) * (,-rt,-, )]
Deqeased

ToLC 1 -109o

Stabte

lv.rcl< nu"
hcreased
loLC ) l01o chiz sig.n

1987-88

1986-87

1985-86

40.96

36.36
27.80

36.50
48;75

36.00

27.40

25.60
r8.46

7.7127
9.z.51
6.5208

.0211

.0098

.0384

66

6l
45

Therefore, the low mean rank in the fourth group indicates that firms with the highest

level of initial (achieved) consumption have the largest average decrease in subsequent

consumption, consistent with H6.

Panel B separates the relatively stable changes in consumption by grouping separately

those cases where the consumption change was within +10 per cent of initial

consumption. These are then compared to groups based on increased and decreased

consumption outside the 10 per cent cutoff on the basis of mean ranks for achieved

consumption. The statistically significant differences in mean ranks across the three

groups each year are consistent with H4, H5B and H6. The same pattern of results

occurs when the relative stabitity measure is increased to 30 per cent.
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Conclusions based on the ranl<s tests

The general picture from the results in Table 11.6 is that the magnitude of decreased

consumption corresponds to the relative level of initial consumption (H6), lower initial

consumption levels are more likely to accompany increase consumption in the next year

(H4) and firms with relatively stable consumption have ave rage achieved consumption

ranks in the middle to upper ranges (H5B).

Income effect

It is hypothesised that changes in consumption depend partly on whether current income

(adjusted for tax and debt servicing) exceeds previous consumption (H4, H5A, H6A) or

trends in income (H48, H6B). These are operationalised below in ¡vo stages.

Current income relative to achieved (previous) consumption

Cases are grouped according to whether current realiseds income (adjusted for bank debt

servicing and tæi) exceeds previous consumpûon (!,1,-zc,-1i!/,-rc,-r) and compared for

changes in the level of consumption (,-,4c,). The results are reported in Table 11.7.

Each result is statisticalty significant based on a chi-square test for differences in

probabilities. The chi-square statistics and associated p-values are reported for each test

in Table 11.7. All tests show average behaviour in the predicted direction and generally

support the proposition that increases in consumption are more likely to occur if there is

surplus current income relative to the previous period's consumption. This behaviour is

more evident if the excess of current realised income over prior consumption is adjusted

for current tax (compare tests 7 to 8 in Table Il.7). While adjustments for debt generally

detract from the results (compare tests 1,3 and 5 to test 8), adjustments for the use of

overdrafts to offset retirement of loans strengthens the debt results (compare 3 to I and 4

5 That is, before depreciation and accmals
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to 2)6. However, these are aggregated effects and do not consider the level of achieved

consumption proposed in H4A and H6A.

Table 11.8 compares changes in consumption and current period income relative to

previous period consumption, grouped by the achieved (prior period) consumption

quartiles. Current period income is considered before tax and debt servicing (as per test

8 in Table Il.7) , net of tax (as per test 7 in Table 11.7) and net of current tax and

changes in bank loan principal and overdraft balances (as per test 6 in Table ll.7).

Table ll.7
Current income adjusted for tax and debt relative to achieved

(previous) consumption x consumption increase/decrease

Adjustments to yr

!t3rzCrt I r) t-zCt-t

Âc<0 Ac>0 Åc<0 Âc>0 X' sie@)

1. Net of loan repayments

2. Net of loan repayments and tax

3. As per 1, adjusted for overdraft offsets

4. As per 2, adjusted for overd¡aft offsets

5. Net of bank debt changes, ignores tax

6. Net of bank debt changes and tax

7. Net of tax, ignores debt

8. Ignores tax and debt

48
53

53

54

38

43

51

46

70
67

70

70
87

85

76
78

37

32

32

31

47

42

34

39

48
51

48

48

3l
33

42
40

4.94

7.24
9.29

10.32

7.48
10.80

11.86

8.27

.02619

.00713

.00231

.00132

.00623

.00102

.00057

.00402

Panel A compares the variously adjusted current period income, relative to previous

period consumption, for groups based on initial consumption quartiles. Firms are less

likely to reveal surplus current income over previously achieved consumption as their

levels of achieved consumption increase, falling from 59 per cent for the first group

(achieved consumption below the first quartile) to 36 cent for group 4 (achieved

consumption above the 75 percentile) for unadjusted income. A similar pattern pervades

the tests that take account of tax and debt. The overall differences are statistically

significant for tests based on unadjusted income and income after tax.

6 Controlling for recovery action versus surviving f,rms provided for the same patterns of results,
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Table 11.8

Comparison of relative income-consumption patterns
grouþed by quartiles/median of achieved consumption

Panel A: Current period income relative to achieved (previous) consumption

Chapter 11

{

2nd quartile
,-,C,

1st guartile 3rd quartile
,-,C,

4ttr quartile
,-rc, X' DF sip (p)

Surplus beþre tax and debt servicing:

!,3,-rC,-, 19 19

!,',-rcr-, 27 25

Surplus afier tax (ignores debt semicing)

!,S,-rcr-, 18 17

J,',-rC,-, 33 34

Surplus afier tax and changes in bank debt:

!,3 r-rC,-t 18 17

l,',-zC,-t 33 34

29

22

30

t7

18

33

29

2t

23

27

32

18
8.86 3 .03115

10.97 3 .01188

8.86 3 .54548

Panel B: Income changes relative to achieved (previous) consumption

lst quartile 2nd quartile 3rd quartile 4th quartile 
^-2t-tLt ,-rL, ,'-rC, irc, I DF sig @)

^c 
<0

t-l I

,-rÅC, ' o

25.32 3 .00001

Panel C: Current period income relative to achieved (previous) consumption
grouped by achieved consumption median

10

4t
t6
35

27

24

32

18 )

lower 504o of achieved
consumption r_rc,

upper 507o of achieved
consumpuon r_rc,

,-,ÂCr'o ,-rLC,'o ,-rLC, . o ¡-r^c, > o I' DF sig @)

Surplus beþre tax arù debt servicing:

J,S,-zc,-r 12 22 34

J,',-rc,-, 1'4 54 25

Surplus afrer tzx (ignores debt seruicing):

1,3,-rc,-t 13 22 38

!,',-zC,-t 13 54 2l

Surplus afier tax anl changes in bank debt:

u<c132230/ t- t-2- t-l

!,',-rC,-, 13 54 29

18

24

20

22

11

3t

7.48

11.89

7.t0

10.63

9.98

rt.97

.00623

.000s7

.00't73

.00112

.00159

.00054

1

I

1

1

1

1
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Panel B indicates that the proportion of cases with increased consumption has a

significantly different incidence (compared to those with decreased consumption) across

the groups. Eighty per cent of the first quartile group and 69 per cent of the second

quartile group showed increased consumption, while 53 per cent of third quartile

group and 64 per cent of fourth quartile group showed decreased consumption. This is

consistent with hypothesised behaviour (H4, H6).

Panel C reports the comparison of the variously adjusted income (relative to previous

period consumption) by consumption changes, for cases grouped as above or below

median initiat consumption. Firms with low initial consumption tend to increase

subsequent consumption, with the effect being most pronounced where there is a

subsequent surplus of current income over initial consumption. Firms with high initial

consumption tend to decrease subsequent consumption if income is less than previous

consumption and are equally likely to increase or decrease subsequent consumption if

there is a surplus. The differences across the groups are statistically significant for all the

tests and provide strong support for H4A and H6A.

Increasing incom.e

Cases are grouped to separate any trend in income over a three year period (y, t y,-,).

and compared for changes in the level of consumption (,-,4c,). The results are reported

in Table 11.9. Trend in income and consumption changes were considered with various

inflation levels; only the results for zero and æn per cent are reported.

The hypothesis that decreases in consumption most likely emanate from cases of higher

achieved consumption and a downward income trend is supported more if the data is

adjusted for an inflation of 10 per cent7, but the result is insignificant and so H6B is not

'l The data applies to the financial years 1987 to 1989, for which the CPl-based inflation measure
ransed beiween l-9 per cent. Añy adiusEnent assumes individuals are affected uniformly by
inflãdon. The CPI cohtains a subslanti"al durable goods component but is likely that individuals'

conrinued on the next paçe
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adequately supported. The reciprocal hypothesis (H4B) that increases in consumption

most likely emanate from firms with the lower level of achieved consumption and an

increasing trend in income is not supported by tttis test.

Table 11.9

Income trends and changes in consumption

D e cr e as e d c ons umpt io n :

Trendin !,i !,_r l ),,â ), Decreasing Notdecreasing

Achieved consumption,-,c,
lower
507o

upper
50Vo

lower
507o

upper
5O4o

)(' sis þ)

Inflation ignored

Inflationary factor of l07o
3

2
8

5

L7

L7

16

t7
t.51298
1.07194

.21868

.30051

Increased consumption :

Trendin !,i !,_r l )., ì ), Increasing Notincreasing

Achieved consumption,_,q W r' sie@)lower
5O7o

upper
50Vo

lower
50Vo

Inflation ignored

Inflationary factor of lÙVo

6
11

t6
15

18

16

3

4
.54360

1.96712
.46094

.16075

A test oT changes in consumption using a linear model

Positive changes in consumption reflect either a shift in aspiration levels or continued

pursuit of lower level (base) target consumption (see Chapær 8). While this was par-tially

tested above, a more sophisticated approach is to view consumition ctranges as the result

of a linear combination of poæntial determinants.

The model

In keeping with the propositions in earlier chapters, changes in consumption can be

posited as functions of previously achieved consumption, earnings history (realised

periodic income and variability of income), prior period savings, the industry

classification of the firm (IND) and known contracted expenditures for the period (rent,

leases and accrued tax liability). The industry of the firm may reflect more than one

conlinue 
et of goods in the short term. Any such
unifo-trn both within and across time
did not yield results any stronger than
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relevant influence: it may proxy the anticipated earnings prospects of the incliviclual, but

could also reflect different opportunities for consumption of perquisites or otherwise

concealing domestic consumption within the firm. Given the inclusion of the shor.t

eamings history (given by y,-, and y,-r), the additional earnings relevanc e of t¡vn may be

more a measure of confidence, than simple variability.

Rent and lease may be relevant other than as commitments. Low or zero rent indicates a

higher degree of ownership of premises. While this may involve correspondingly larger

debt, it can also provide more certainty (or security) to the owner-manager. This also

leads to an expectation of a negative coefficient for rent. Leases may signal perquisite

consumption, such as leased motor vehicles that are also used privately. This also leads

to an expectation of a negative coefficient for leases as the abitity to consume perquisites

should reduce the demand for other forms of consumption. The initial model can be

described thus:

, -t\c, = bo + b r(, - rc,-r) + br(, _r^c,_, ) + br(y, _r) + b o(y,_ r) * U r(4)
+ bu(s,-,) + 4,,þxo,)+ br.o(couurcr,,)

where ,_t\c, = the change in observed consumption expenditure between

(t -2,t - 1] and (t -I,tf.

t_zct_t = observed consumption expenditure for (t -2,t -l].

!r; = income for (r - i -I,t -i] reported at t - i.

o1= uurrunce of y during ¡t-2,t1 =f lr¡ -

2

Iv,-,
i=0

3

2

-3
i=0

s,-r = savings for (t - 2,t -Il estimated att -I.
consumer manufacturing, wholesale and retail
commercial manufacturin g, wholesale and retail
leisure and tourism
personal and domestic services
commercial services
construction and property related

coMMrrk,, = selecred pre - commitmenrs for expenditure in (t - I , 4 {i=ii#:t
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The correlation coefficients for the explanatory variables are rcported in Table 11.10.

These reveal several significant associations which may induce collinearity problems with

models that include the highly correlated variables. This will be considered in the

discussion of the regression results.

Table 11.10

Correlation coefficients for explanatory variables

t-2c t-r t-3c t-z ,-z&c r-l lpz lçt
t-2C ¡-l

¡-3C t-2

,-z\cr-t
lçz
!rt

4
LEASESI

RENTT

TM,

ü-r

1.0000

.2695**

.8799**

-.M82

.6795**

.6480**

-.1562

.2223*

.6088**

.0578

.2695**

1.0000

-.22M*

.2359*

.2578*

.2066*

-.0259

.256t*

.3284**

.0597

.8799**

-.2204*

1.0000

-.1652

.5610**

.5518**

-.t524

.1045

.4559**

.0288

-.0482

.2359

-.1652

1.0000

.1138

-.3978**

.1543

.2867'ß*

.2165*

.r428

.6795**

.2578*

.5610**

.1138

1.0000

.6313**

.2173*

.2650**

.9235**

.7095**

o3 LEASE1 REN\ rA){¡ .ç,

¡-2C t-l

t-3C t-2

,-z&cr-t

lrz
l'-t
o3

LEASESI

RENTI

TAXî

sr_l

.6480**

.2066*

.5518**

-.3978**

.6313 * *

1.0000

.1115

.09't3

.5883**

.3097**

-.1562

-.0259

-.1524

.r543

.2173*

.1115

1.0000

.2066*

.7795

.3859**

.2223*

.2561*

.1045

.2867**

.2650**

.0973

.20ó6*

1.0000

.2612**

.1996

.ó088x*

.3284**

.4559**

.2165

9235**

.5883**

.1795

.2612**

1.0000

.6639**

.0578

.0597

.0288

.1428

;7095**

.3097**

.3859**

.1996

.6639**

1.0000

* - Significant at p<.05 ** - Significant at p<.01 (2-øiled)

Testing revealed that the only industry effects are attributable to personal and domestic

services (ttto) and commercial services (llrn, ). 
'With near identical effects these could

be combined as a single control variable. The results are described in Table I 1.1 1.
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Table 11.11

Multiple regression tests of changes in consumption

Model 1

Variable B SEB Beta T Sis T
t-3C t-2

,-r&t,-,
!rt
lçz
4
sr_t

IND4&s

RENTI

LEASES,

TAXI

Constant

-.2M876

-.885590

.27'1341

.310530

.969244

.084840

-39018.76033

-.023522

-.361073

-.756612

L0902.792513

.3r4087

.228667

.226523

.108261

.138277

.148767

16315.91626

.261539

.15ó060

.359798

11095.91043

-.105601

-.779460

.40t9t6

.322027

.993592

.107863

-.193116

-.007633

-.215679

-.456869

-.780

-3.873

1.224

2.868

7.009

.570

-2.39r

-.090

-2.3t4

-2.t03

.983

.4380

.0002

.2246

.00s3

.0000

.5701

.0r93

.9286

.0234

.0388

.3289

Variable not inthe equation:
Variable BeøIn Partial Min Toler T Sie T

t-2C t-t 1.000000 1.000000 -6.74ø'E-t6

Multiple R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

StandardEÍor

.76057

.57846

.52300

60060.4028s

Model 2
Variable B SEB Beta T Sie T
¡-3C t-2

,-z\cr-t
lrt
lpz
4
Jr_t

IND4&s

coMSALEt

Constant

-.1M326

-.758489

.022590

.169694

.8s4903

1663.799328

-29525.48836

-70776.42557

t5245.237416

.223571

.130071

.084390

.097517

.t262t2

671.368365

16170.65396

36295.35568

t2254.45439

-.M4990

-.667591

.032737

.17 5977

.876378

.190962

-.146t3t
-.1s46/.6

-.467

-5.831

.268

t;740

6.774

2.478

-r.826

-1.950

r.244

.6421

.0000

.7896

.0858

.0000

.0154

.07t7

.0548

.2t"t2

Variable not in the equation :
Variable Beø In Pafial Min Toler T Sis T

t-\C t-l .219872 .000000 6.057E-16 .000 r.0000

Multiple R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

StåndtrdEÍor

.'16266

.58164

.53874

59061.17348

Table continued on th¿ next plge
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Table 11.11 continued

Model 3
Variable B SEB Beta T Sig T
t-z\c,-t
lrz
o:
Jr-t

IND4es

COMSALE,

Constant

-.718828

.1686(X

.8482L9

1745.872397

-27625.3s375

-6872r.23109

12822.781833

.100144

.079273

.092422

&2.t65490

1553 1.14059

35570.97630

11091.33141

-.632683

.r74846

.869527

.2ffi382

-.136727

-.150155

-7.178

2.727

9.178

2.719

-1.779

-1932

1.156

.0000

.0365

.0000

.0080

.0791

.0569

.25r1
Multiple R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

StåndardEnor

.76180

.58034

.54886

58409.39777

Analvsis ofVariance: DF Sum of Squares Mean Squa¡e
Regression

Residual

6

80

37742&76943.33200

272932619810.25100

P = 18.43808

6290412823.8887

3411657747.62815

Signif F = .0000

Residuals Statistics: Min Max Mean Std Dev N
PRED

RESID

æRED

N.ESID

t6932.s859

-2.0777

-3.35t4

289683.0938

193283.8125

4.0602

3.3091

105

1.71442

207W.5783

.0000

.0000

.0000

66247.1129

56335.0256

r.0000

.9&5

-1

-195754.6250
87

87

87

87

Total Cases
Durbin-Watson Test

Histogram -
Standardised Residuals

Normal Probability (P-P) Plot
Standardised Residuals

1.0N ExpN * = 1 Case,
: = Normal Curve l**

| ***.
l*
| **.

.7s + *.
l**ol **

bl *
sl***
e.5 + *
rl **
v | .*
e | .**
d | .**

.25 + .**
l*l**
I *****
l*

11 9.24 . 67 ********: **
13 10. 90 .33 **********: **
72 II.52 .00 ***********.
13 10. 90 -.33 **********: **

1 .07 Out *
0 . 13 3.00

1. 0

Expect-ecl

0 .34 2.6'7
1 1a a )) -

0 1. 59 2.00
0 2.91, I. 6'7
6 4.'7'7 1. 33 ****. *
6 '7. 02 1. 00 ******

12 9,24 -. 67 ********: ***
4 '7.02 _1.00 ****
3 4..11 _1. 33 ***
2 2. 9I -1-. 6'7 *r,.
2 1..59 -2,00 *:
0 . 78 -2.33
0 .34 -2. 6't
0 .13 -3.00
I .01 Out *

75
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While the model offers substantial explanatory power in rclation to changes in

consumption, some hypothesised variables make little contribution. Consumption at r-l
is omitted on statistical grounds (due to its very high correlation with ,_z\c,_t (.3799)

and several other variables). The coefhcients for savings estimate, consumption àt F2,

rent obligations and prior income (r-1) are insignihcant.

Entering the various commitment variables in their current form has some hazards. The

fragmentation of commitments in this way acts against the likelihood of them making

individually significant contributions to the model. The similarity of their coefficients

suggests that they have similar effects and so may be effectively combined.

Commitments (excluding loan repayments) were considered in aggregate as a proportion

of sales8 as reported in Model 2:

coMSALET coMMITk,l l*n
Model 2 shows CoMSALE as a significant contributor in explaining changes in

consumption. This adjustment also allows the contribution of the savings var.iable to be

brought forward. The only insignificant variables left in Model 2 are the initial achieved

consumption (t-2) and prior period earnings (r-1). The latter is also significantly

correlatedwith ,-rc,-r, t-z\c,-t, 4, r*, and r,-r. Dropping the inefficient ,4c,_2 and

¡-1 (which also reduces the potential for collinearity problems) yields Model3 which has

good potential explanatory power of consumption changes as indicated by the R2 and its

significant F statistic.

Earnings variance and the previous consumption change make the greatest contributions

to the explanatory power of the model as described by the coefficients for the

standardised variables (beta). As expected, commitments and previously achieved

consumption levels (and changes) have negative coefficients while income and savings

Dividing the aggregate by sales was to remove size effects that do uot necessarily lead to incorne
or surpluses. This may also indicate the productive efficiency of the finn where larger values
indicaæ less output (sales) proportional to outlays.

J

,t=l

I
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have positive coefficients in all three models. The coefficient for the vadance of earnings

provides for an interesting result in that it implies consumption will increase more, in the

presence of these other variables, the greater the variability of income.

The residuals for this more efficient model are also analysed in Table 11.11. The

histogram and normal probability plot for the standardised residuals indicates that they are

sufficiently approximately normal, although some minor skewness is evident.

A remaining problem with the model is that, if current consumption changes are strongly

related to the variability of income, then so should the other major explanatory valiable

which is previous change in consumption. From Table 11.10, the conelation between

,-z\c,-t and fi is 0.55 (which is significanr at 0.01)e. Indeed, or2 is significantly

conelated with several of the other explanatory variables. It is possible that the potential

for (multi)collinearity confounds the contribution from fi and could even induce the

wrong sign. To test for collinearity is well beyond the scope of this current work,

however the biva¡iate correlation coeff,rcient of 4 and ,-,4c, is also positive, suggesting

that collinearity is not the appropriate explanation for the unexpected sign on this variable

in the multivariate settinglo.

Overall, the regression results provide strong evidence of the association between the

various variables and the subsequent changes in consumption for the owner-managed

l0

It is often suggested that levels below 0.90 can be tolerated (Hm et al., 1995). However, it is
not obvious that low correlations between va¡iates means low collinearity.
The variable is unlikely to proxy income growth, as there are almost as many cases of decrea-sing

income as there are of increasing income, with more than half the firms exhibiting botlt
increases and decreases over the two ¡rericxls. As a additional check for measurement problems,

the variance of y was substituted for d in the regression and produced a very sirnilar but

statistically weaker result. Outlier influence is also a concern. When the more extreme values

of 6' were deleted (identified from a scatterplot of 6' against ,_,Âc, ), an insignificant negative

bivariate correlation coefhcient of o' and ,_,Âc, *âS obtained on only 42 cases. Little c¡ul be

concluded from this exercise.

9
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firms, with all included vadablesll except the variability of earnings (as estimatecl by ol)
acting in the hypothesised direction. The model also supports H4 and H6.

CoxsuprprloN AS THE oBJECTTvE rN A LTNEAR MoDEL

The preceding tests were concerned with outcomes, and their changes over time. Of
potentially greater interest are the owner-manager's choice of the inputs that should

influence the outcomes. This may allow some inference of purpose inthe context of the

consumption model. In particular, it is desirable to know if increases in income
(consumption) were produced (made possible) by increases in investment or effor"t.

Increased investment may be reflected in increases in assets or periodic inputs. Increased

effort is difficult to proxy with the available dataL2. Effort, however, cannot be

confidently proxied with the available data. To the extent that wages paid to employees

signal a need for labour additional to the owner-managers'efforts, it can be assumed that

the presence of such costs indicate owner-manager effort is at its maximum. This is a
poor indicator, and so few conclusions regarding effort can be reasonably drawn.

Consumption correlates

Trends in consumption, in the context of the consumption-survival model, should be

correlated with trends in the postulated consumption-serving variables, such as income

and wealth, and savings as a residual of consumption activityl3.

lt

t2

While not inclurled in the hypothesised model, the age of the firm, recovery action - survivor
st'atus and number of owner-managers were also tested as cont¡ol variables. None appeare¿
relevant. Accounting income measures (before and after depreciation) were substitute¿ for reatise¿
earnings y and were not signifrrcant as explanatory variables for changes in consumption.
There a¡e problems with this approach. It will not capture increases in effort by ttre owuer-
manager eitber in the absence of employees, or as a consequence of increased a<lministration anrl
supervision of employees. The latter may also indicate reduced effort by the owner-manager in
direct production as available finite effort is redirected to employee-related ta-sks.
Savings is diff,rcult to interpret, due to it multiplicitous role. As well as being a cçnsumptign
residual, savings may be planned to stabilise consumption over tirne, to finance future

l3
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The model formulation in Chapter 7 describes income seeking activity as driven in part by

current consumption aspirations, survival expectations and savings aspilations.

Achieved consumption need not reflect current aspirations and the success of income

seeking activity is unceftain. Therefore, any relationship between such activities, income

and consumption is difficult to observe. The problems are furthered by the time periods

involved. The periods of time required to adjust or observe various aspects of the model

are relatively short (possibly daily or weekly in some cases). The available data is yearly.

Therefore, any detectable association between changes in the relevant variables is likely to

be weak, having been 'averaged out' across the shorter planning intervals.

The primary focus here is on the extent to which income seeking activities follow

decisions to increase consumption. The role of savings in this regard is ambiguous.

Savings may be used to fund the consumption-income gap, or income may be sought to

fund a savings target. The hypothesis was developed in Chapter 8 as:

Consumprton expenditure has a lagged correlntion with income (H7)

This is partly supported by the regression results reported in Table 11.11 which revealed

strong positive correlation coefficients for previously reported realised income relative to

changes in consumption. On a bivariate basis the correlation coefficients of !,-, and y,-,

with ,_,c, are0.0492 and0.6275 respectively, with the latter significant atp<0.01. The

limited available time series data restricts the extent to which lagged effects can be tested

here; on the basis of these naive tests H7 is accepted for a one period lag.

From the method of revising of the income function contemplated in Chapter 7 (equations

7.I3, 7.22 and 7.23), a lagged relationship may influence any association between

investment, effort, income and consumption However, the time intervals between data

consumption after cessation of business, to provide a safety margin for debt servicing
requirements, or in anticipation of planned or ad hoc investrnent opportunities.
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observation points are extremely long, (one year). Owner managers would leasonably

rely on more frequent observations (in the general context of equations 7.9 thlough

7.30), suggesting any lagged effect in the data is likely to be very weak. Therefore tests

of HB through H8C are expected to be weak. H8 is addressed first:

Increased incomc producing expenditure precedes consumption increases. (H8)

Income producing expenditure can measured across numerous possible variables. Those

considered here are employee wages and salaries, increased plant and equipment leases

(not property rental), total expenses (excluding cost of goods sold and depreciation) and

increased fixed assetsla. These are reported in Table IL.l2.

Table ll.l2
Cases grouped by change in income producing

expenditure and consumption changes

Ex¡renditure- Expenditu¡enotlncreâsed rncfEased

Expendinnetype ,_,Lc,30,_,Âc, )0 ,_,Ác, S0,_,Âc, )0 t(' sig(p)

Wages and salaries

Iæases

Total expenses

Fixed assets

20
23

11

t4

16

36

9

t9

t7
t4
26

t7

45

25

52

37

7.67219
.09512

3.17983
1.06938

.00561

;'Ì57't6
.07455
.30109

Increase in totål No
or

,-,Âg 
( o

r-,Âc, ) o

10

6

t2
20

9
30

Total

31

56 ] 7.76497 .02060

All expenditure types yield pattems in keeping with H8, whereby the majority of cases

with increased consumption had increased expenditures (except lease expenditures),

while most cases with increased expenditures had increases in consumption. Only the

overall results for wages/salaries and total expenses were statistically significant (based

It is plausible that increased income resulting from increased investrnent in assets is realised iu
later periods, but the limited number of observations prevent effective testing for such a lag

effecl

L4
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on chi-square statistics). The insignilicant result for fixed asset expenditures appears ro

reflect the sensitivity of chi-square tests to smailer sample sizes.

Groupings based increases in one or both of total expenses (excluding cost of goods sold

and depreciation) and hxed assets are described in the second panel in Table 11.12. The

pattern strongly accords with the hypothesis, with very few increases in consumption

occurring without a preceding increase in at least one of the income producing

expenditures, and the largest proportion occurring after both types of expenditure had

occurred. These results are statistically significant atp=Q.02. While these tests are not

particularly strong, the results nonetheless support Hg.

While H8A through H8C are not mutually exclusive, it is possible for any of them to be

supported without the others:

Increases in consumption are fwtdedfrom savíngs in periods where income
producing expenditures increase without increases in realised incomc. (H8A)

consumption does not increase in years where income producing
expenditures increase without increases in realísed in¿om¿ where prior
consumption levels are ùt the higher ranges. (HgB)

Increases in consumptíon are fundedfrom debt in years where income
producíng expendinres increase without increases in realised incomc wh.ere
prior consumption levels are in the lower remges. (HSC)

The data has to be variously subdivided to capture the different subsets of cases described

in these hypotheses. Using the same expenditure types as before, they are tested in a

similar manner and reported in Tables 1 1 . 1 3 and I 1. 14.

If changes in consumption arc grouped according to whether there were retained earnings

(proxying savings) in the prior period (first line, first panel, Table 11.13), the

frequencies indicate a significant pattern þ=0.00305) between the existence of pr.ior
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surpluses and consumption increases. If only cases with no subsequent gain are

considered (second line, first panel), the pattern appears even more dramatic, albeit less

significant (p=0.M842) due to the reduced sample size.

To test H8A the groups are moderated for a preceding increase in income producing

expenditure. As reported in the second panel of Table I 1.13, the frequencies accord with

expectations but small cell counts induce insignificant chisquare statistics for some of the

expenditure proxies. Overall the results are affirmative, but this is not an ideal test of

H8A because magnitudes of changes and savings are ignored and the savings pl'oxy

ignores surpluses from earlier periods and possible applications of surpluses to uses such

as investment or retirement of debt. With these reservations in mind, H8A is accepted.

Table 11.13

The relevance of savings to consumption changes, income
producing expenditure and changes in income

No savings at t-l Savings at t-l

,_rLc, 30,-,Ác, )0,_,Ác, S0,_,Åc, )0 )(' sig(p)

Prior savings x ,_,Âc,:

Ignoring Â¿
Ây, l0

43

26

15

7

22

7

18

7

8.5s263

3.89s09

.0034s

.0/.843

No subsequent increase in income:

Expendihres increased :

Wages and salaries 4

Leases 4
Total expenses 5

Fixed assets 2

Either FA or TE 2

Both FA & TE 2

6

3

6
5

6

1

4

I
4

5

4

I

t6
8

22
13

9

6

1.36364

3.88341

3.79693
.00157

.08077

2.74376

.2429r

.0/.877

.05135

.96835

.77626

.09763

The proposition that consumption changes based on increased expenditures expected to

produce income are dependent on achieved consumption (H8B) are tested by grouping

cases according to the median cut-offs of ,-rc,-, for the larger data set used earlier (such

as those reported in Table 11.6). These are reported in Table ll.I4 for cases whele
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increased expenditure did not result in increased income. The results plovicle strong

support for H8B. In every expenditure subset, the large majority of cases with achieved

consumption in the lower range (below the median) increased consumption while half or

more of cases with achieved consumption in the upper range (above the median) did not

increase consumption. All results are statistically signif,rcant, therefore H8B is acceptecl.

Table ll.l4
The relevance of previously achieved consumption

to consumption changes, with increased income
producing expenditure but no increase in income

t_zct_t < median t_zct_r > median

Expenditureincrease: ,_,Ác, .0 ,_,Åc, > 0 ,_,Âc, 
( 0 ,_,Âc, > 0 I' si¡ @)

Wages and salaries

Leases

Total expenses

F'ixed assets

Either FA or TE
Both FA & TE

1

0

1

0
0

0

15

6
20

t4
10

5

7

5

8

4

5

)

7

5

8

7

6

3

7.30824

4.363&
10.09599

t2.37374
7.63636
4.2857t

.00686

.0367r

.00149

.00044

.00572

.03843

Nearly all cases with previously achieved consumption below the median increased

subsequent consumption, lending further support to the earlier acceptance of H4. This

also provides some guidance on H8C. Testing the debt effecr in H8C is particularly

problematic because of the difficulty of separating other circumstances that may induce

increased use of debt and which may readily coincide with an earnings shortfall and low

consumption targets. As identified in Table ll.t4, most cases with established

consumption below the median increased consumption in the subsequent period, while

casesls with established consumption above the median were almost equally divicled as to

the direction of the subsequent change in consumption. The subsequent increased debt

These cases are limited to lhose for which expenditure data were available. Recalling the changes
in consumption relative to achieved consumption reported for the larger data set (pzurel B Table
11.8), a pattern similar was identified across the quartile groups.

l5
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use is now considered for cases where there was an increase in income pr.oclucing

expenditure but no increase in income.

Table 11.15 describes a persistent significant pattern of consumption changes that

indicate increased debt use by low consumption users is associated with increasecl

consumption although income did not increase. This pattern is not repeated for higher

level consumers.

Table 11.15

Achieved consumption levels and changes with increased
income producing expenditure but no increase in income

for cases of increased debt

¡_2ct_t < median ç2ct_r > median

Expenditure increase: ,_r&c,10,,r\c,>0,_rÁc, (0,_,Âc, >0 I' si7@)
'Wages and salaries

Leases

Total expenses

Fixed assets

Either FA or TE
Both FA & TE

2

I
5

I
2

1

t3
8

t4
I
6

8

7

4

10

9

3

8

18

8

22

15

t2
t2

3.58423

1.40000

3.27932
8.50795
t.16825

5.99829

.05833

.23672

.07016

.003s4

.27976

.01432

This depiction of events may merely reflect underlying consumption behaviour

independent of debtl6 use. Another view of the situation presented in Table 11.16 in

which income seeking expenditures are combined and achieved consumption is grouped

relative to the quartiles rather than merely the median. In the first panel wherc there is no

increase in income despite income seeking expenditures, it is evident that the lowest level

of achieved consumption (1st quartile grouping) is dominated by increased debt. This is

a direct test of H8C, and the hypothesised behaviour appears to be strongly supported

Debt is the total of term loans, overdrafts anrl creditors. The composition of debt in such
ci¡cumstances is considered in Chapter 12.

16
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with chi-square based p-value of less than one per cent. The increased debrconsumption

phenomena dissipates as previously achieved consumption levels increase.

The second panel (where income did increase with income seeking expenditures) is

included as a control comparison. In this panel it is seen that the domination of the lower

levels of achieved consumption by increased debt does not occur to the same extent. The

signifrcance tests appear to be driven by the frequency of consumption increases by lower

quartile cases and the non-increasing consumption behaviour of the upper quartile cases.

Table 11.16

Debt and income increases relative to achieved consumption
levels x consumption changes with increased income

producing expenditure

Quartile grouping

of ,-rcr-,

Debt not increased Debt increased

,_ry'.c, 10 ,_,Ác, > 0 ,_,Åc, S 0 ,_,Âc, > 0 I' si¡ Ø)
No increase in incom¿:

lst
N
Îd
4rh

1

0
3
7

4

6
J
4

0
2
5
6

t7
7

t0
4

26.0840s .00198

Increasedhrcome:

lst
N,
&d
4rb

7

8
2
6

4

8
6
3

4
J
J
7

2
,)

10
1l

18.t3132 .03368

Comparing the two panels, while income increases are generally observed in the 2nd and

3rd quartile groups, it is more pronounced for the lower (2nd) group regardless of

income or debt changes while the 3rd group exhibits a higher propensity to substitute

debt for income.
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CoNcr,usroN

The tests conducted in this chapûer lend support to some important facets of the proposed

role of consumption in the behaviour of owner-managed firms. In particular,

consumption behaviour of the sampled firms appears to be consistent with attempts to

move through a consumption hierarchy (H4, H6, H8A, H8B) by pursuing income

increasing strategies (H8) to maintain previously established consumption levels (H7).

Where income seeking activity is not successful, the owner-managers tend to use savings

(H8A) or debt to finance consumption. In particular, the use of debt limited to pul'sue

low level consumption target seems to be strong in the absence of successful income

seeking activity (H8C).

The tendency for consumption increases and income seeking activity to ease as higher

levels are achieved (H5, H6, H6A, H8B) is consistent with the hypothesised satisficing

behaviour.

While extensive time series analyses, which are beyond the scope of the cuffent work and

not feasible with the currently available data, are necessary to test the proposed

importance of consumption targets to objectives of owner-managed firms, the results

reported here are encouraging. Potential consumption measurement problems wele

discussed at the start of this chapter. It was anticipated that the possibility of understating

consumption lessened the likelihood of detecting its hypothesised relationship with

owner-manager operating decisions and income seeking behaviour. Given the results

that are obtained here, it would appear that either the relationships are stronger than the

tests indicate or , as suggested in the introduction, the incidence of external income being

available to satisfy owner-manager consumption aspirations is low for the sampled f,rrms

and so did not significantly influence the results. It should not be concluded, however,

that such circumstances are generally true.
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TESTS OF SAVINGS AND DEBT

INTRoDUCTION

This chapter tests changes in savings and debt relative to income and consumption levels

for hypotheses H9 through Hl2 (see Chapter 8). The purpose is to test whether debt and

savings behaviour are likely to be products of consumption targets. First the nature of the

data and its inherent deficiencies are described. The second section tests savings

behaviour and the third section considers debt substitution and increases relative to

consumption levels

S¡,vTNcS AND DEBT DATA

As noted with respect to the estimation of consumption (Chapter 11), it is assumed that all

savings are retained within the business entity and all debt is negotiated by the business

entity. Because this is most likely to understate savings and debt, any noise effects are

likely to work against obtaining clear results. While it cannot be assured, this implies that

any detected effects may be understated. The quality of the available data (see Chapter 9)

does not allow identification of many individual debt transactions and all savings are

imputed. Aswithmostof thetestsinChapter ll,consecutiveyearsof dataareneeded

for the tests of savings and debt changes that are presented here. Given also that most

tests again consider consumption estimates, the data used are for the same 203 cases

described in Tables 11.4 and 11.5.

Savings estimates

Increases in net wealth (unconsumed income after debt servicing and estimated income

tax) are savings. Such surpluses may be letained as cash or invested in other assets.

Because savings is a cash flow concept, it is not affected by depreciation and acclual

adjustments. Consumption in excess of income after debt selvicing and estimated income
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tax, taking into account changes in debt structure, is from savings. The possibility of

overstatements or understatements in consumption and taxes (as discussed in Chapter 11)

therefore flow through to savings estimates.

Debt measures

The available data distinguishes overdrafts, loans, trade creditors and other creditors.

This allows some measure of changes in debt structure. Interest paid on debt is available

as an aggregate only, preventing any estimate of the cost of different types of debt. In

some cases details of individual new loans are available and interest rates could be

estimated for these. However, these relatively few cases of loan agreements seldom fall

near the end of the financial year so they do not correspond to the annual measures of

income and expenditures or balance date values.

SnvrNcs BEHAvIoUR

This section reports tests of hypotheses concerning the direction of changes and stability

in savings levels. The use of prior savings (wealth) to fund current consumption

shorfalls was considered in H8A, which was tested in the previous chapter:

Increases in consumption are fundedfrom savings in periods where income

producing expenditures increase without increases in realised income. (H8A)

Data limitations mean the test carried out for this hypothesis is relatively weak (see Table

11.13) because the savings proxy ignores possible savings from periods prior to r-l and

possible applications of surpluses to new investment or retirement of debt. Nonetheless,

it identified that where proxied income seeking activity had failed to increase income,

increases in consumption were much more likely if savings had been generated (wealth

increased) in the previous period.
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There are several other important aspects of savings behaviour arising from fotmal

aspects of the model presented in Chapter 7 that should be tested. As discussed in

Chapter 8, an owner-manager is expected to preserve existing savings, rather then retire

debt, to satisfying future low level consumption targets. If cunent consumption targets

are still relatively low, savings targets will be sacrificed to achieve the consumption

targets if current income is inadequate. These propositions are presented as hypotheses

H9 and H10, which are tested below:

The more uncertain or volatile incotne, the m.ore likely the mnintenance of
savings targets despite the existence of debt commitments. (H9)

The incidence of søvings erosion is greatest where achieved consumption is

in the bwer range. (H10)

Testing difficulties and limitations

These propositions ignore any perceived oppoltunity to increase future income or to

increase the perceived celtainty of future income by increasing inputs. The previously

noted dat¿ limitations limit the extent and sophistication of the tests.

Particular difficulties in analysing the savings behaviour of the sampled firms result from

the previously noted data limitations. No data is available regarding savings held outside

the business and so all savings related estimates are based on surpluses (retained income)

held within the business. The problems described below regarding investing savings in

assets or retiring debt present other testing problems that cannot be fully resolved. As

with previous analyses here, the time periods to which the data peltain are unduly long

relative to the likely planning and response peliods of an owner'-manager. Such

difficulties are likely to mitigaæ the identification of the hypothesised effects.
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Investing savings in assets

There are problems such as whether savings held as cash are distinct from savings

invested in income generating assets. If savings are precautions against short term

income fluctuations then short term access to the savings is necessary. Savings invested

in physical assets presents particular problem in this respect. First there are the problems

involved in the time it takes to realise such investments and the effect such realisations

would have on future operations. There are then problems of recoverable amounts

(capital losses). The available data does not allow such problems to be addressed.

Applying savings to debt

Savings applied to the early retirement of term debt or reducing trade creditors may cease

to be available (that is, the debt might not be renewable). Savings applied to the reduction

of overdrafts, however, continue to be accessible for as long as the unused overdraft

facility remains available.

Savings behaviour

Savings behaviour can be viewed in terms of both rates and levels. Savings rates may be

relative to income, consumption and existing savings. Existing rates and changes can be

considered.

The regression result obtained in Chapter 11 indicated consumption increased relative to

the estimated variance of income. This suggests it is unlikely that H9 will be affirmed,

given that savings are a function of excess income over consumption, unless the

increased consumption coincides with increased debt. As noted in Chapter 11, there are

problems in estimating the uncertainty or volatility of income. While the proxy used here

is the simple variance based on three annual observations of income, this cannot capture

the owner-manager's view of the income stream derived from frequent observations,

which may simultaneously capture the relationship of income (and its variability) to inputs

and environmental factors. Table 12.1 compares the changes in savings levels by firms
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claasified according to their relative earnings variance (by quartiles). Cases in the higher

quartile groups (firms with the largest earnings variances) are more likely to maintain or

increase their savings levels, however the overall pattern of results is not significant

()(z =3.12080,p=6.37337) and so cannot be taken as supporting H9..

Table l2.l
Changes in savings levels for (r -2,t-lf to
(t -I,tf x groups based on income variance

Income variance quartile grouping

lst 2rÃ 3d 4th Total

s¡ ( sr_t

s, 2 s,-,
10

t3
3

t2
8

t7

21

61

6

t9

23 15 25 25 88

This lack of support for H9 is accentuated when attention is focussed on the higher

income variance groups which show little propensity to maintain savings as shown in

Table 12.2 from which cases of zero savings in (r -2,t - 1] are omitted. It is concluded

that the data do not support H9. In most cases debt increased from t-l to r, frustrating

any consideration of behaviour relative to debt conditions.

Table 12.2

Changes in savings levels from (t -2,t - 1]> 0
x groups based on income variance

Income variance quartile grouping

lst 2¡rd 3rd 4th Toøl

10 6

3 4

t3

s¡ ( sr_r

J, ) J,-t
I
0

5

1

27

8

410 8 35

Savings erosion

Measuring savings erosion encounters the problems of identifying savings themselves.

As noted above, savings estimates are based on surpluses (retained income) held within

the business and there is a problem of whether stored savings are distinct from
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investments. To capture the intent of H10, it is necessary to consider the elosion of net

wealth held in the business after excluding negative income (losses).

The incidence of savings across two periods is described in Table 12.3 which identifies

24 per cent of known cases as saving in period one but not period two. These are

noticeably concentrated (43 per cent) in the lowest achieved consumption group (1st

quartile) where this group accounts for only 23 per cent of known cases. Of the lst

quartile cases that saved in period one only 18 per cent saved anything in period two.

This compares to 56 per cent for 2nd, 40 per cent for the 3rd and 50 per cent for the 4th

quartiles groups). These results are interpreted as genelally supporting H10. With 16

cells across 88 cases it is not possible to conduct a valid chi-square significance test tbr

this distribution of savings outcomes (over 50 per cent of cells have an expected

frequency of less than five). Thus the hypothesis is accepted with caution.

Table 12.3

Incidence of savings in periods (r-2,t-1] and (t-I,t]
Achieved consumption quartile grouping

'a

Savings

incidence lst 2rrl 3d 4th Toøl Vo

No savings

Only s,-, ) 0
Only s, ) 0
.Ír-1,J, > 0

5

9

5

2

t3
4

4

5

1l
5

5

5

8

J

2

2

37

21.

16

t4

42

24

I8

t6

r00

DEBT BBHAVIOUR

This section leports tests of hypotheses conceming changes in the level and composition

of debt. While some hypotheses tested in the preceding chapter consider income net of

debt servicing obligations, other than H8C they do not consider the implied role of debt

relative to consumption targets. H8C considered the use of debt to finance consumption

increases where income seeking activity had failed:

Total 26

30

26

30

2T

234o

15

17

88

100
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Increases in consurnption are funded from debt in years where income

producing expenditures increase without increases in realised income where

prior consumption levels are in the lower ror-rges. (H8C)

As reported in Chapter 11, the tests of H8C indicate a propensity by lower consumption

firms to substitute debt for income, supporting the proposition owner-managers will use

debt to achieve base consumption targets even though this means sacrificing future

consumption. Where debt already exists, the owner-manager may be similarly motivated

to use new debt to service existing debt to maintain current consumption. Such argument

is used to develop hypotheses H11 and H12, which are tested below:

The incidence of debt substitution is greatest where achieved consumptiort is

in the lower range. - (H11)

The occurrence of new debt wiII be less where achieved consumption is in

the higher range. (H12)

Debt substitution

Analysing debt substitution relative to consumption levels is problematic due to the large

number of intervening factors. If debt substitution does arise because of attempts to

direct income or savings to satisfying consumption objectives, it may be largely a sholt

term phenomena and so unlikely to be captured by the available data.

Three particular forms of debt are considercd: term loans, floating overdlafts and

creditors. These arc the most common forms of debt in the data set. The general nature

of these types of debt suggest some forms of substitution are more plausible than others.

In particular, it is less likely that either term loans or creditors would be incleased to

reduce overdraft levels, while the contractual obligations of the secured telm loans

suggest some incentive for using available overdraft facilities and deferring creditols to

satisfy loan servicing requirements. The likely substitution between creditors and floating
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overdrafts is more contentious. While both may hold the threat of liquidation, creditors

usually have the more obvious and immediate expectations of payment. If overdrafts

approach their limits, owner-managers are less able to use them to substitute for other

forms of debt.

The breakdown in Table 12.4 identifies the numbers of cases where creditors have been

substituted for overdrafts or term loans and overdrafts have been substituted for term

loans. The pattern of results do not support H I 1. It appears that there is no difference

between groups (based on previously achieved consumption) and the frequencies of the

various debt substitutions.

Table 12.4

Variation in debt components by relative consumption levels

t-2c¡-t < median r2crt > median

Yes No Yes No )(' sig.(p)

Creditors substituæd for term loans

Creditors substituted for overd¡afts

Overdrafts substituted for term loans

ra

22

20

32

80

0

70

29

u
30

72 t.37694 .24062

0 rlâ

7r 0.06668 .79623

For incorporated firms, the availability of limiæd liability may be influential. As reported

in Chapær 10, institutional lenders typically contract around the limiæd liability barrier by

taking personal guarantees from owner-managers for both term loans and overdrafts.

There was no evidence of guarantees or any form of specific security being issued to

creditors. Therefore, incorporated firms are expected to plefer the substitution of

unsecured creditors for guaranteed bank loans and overdrafts.

New debt

Table 12.5 describes the incidence of total debt increases, separating creditors and bank

debt increases and decreases. Of particular intercst are the ten cases of increased creditors

(sufficient to increase total debt) where bank debt decreased fol incorpolated films.
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There were no such cases for unincolporated firms. Also noteworthy is the similar'

distribution of increases in overdrafts and loans. Compensating incleases in bank debt in

cases of decreased creditors have identical patterns between incorporated and

unincorporated hrms.

Table 12.5

Variation in debt components for cases
of increased total debt x incorporation

Bank Overdraft Loans Overd¡aft
debt only only & l.oans

decreased increased increased increased I' sis. (p)

Incorporaled:

Creditors decre¿sed

Creditors increased

0 9 9 9

15
5.32377 .1495'710 r7 t6

Unincorporatcd:

Creditors dec¡eased

Creditors increased

0

0

4

3

4

4

4

7
0.81200 .66631

Note from Table 12.5 that, additional to the substitution of unsecured debt for bank debt

by incorporated firms, is the grcater tendency for incorporated fitms to generally increase

unsecured debt. Over all of the cases of increasing total debt, 68 per cent of incorporated

firms increased unsecured debt compared to 54 per cent of unincorporated firms.

Because incorporated firms also tended to increase total debt along with creditors the

results on a2x4 compadson in Table I2.5 are not significant.

While the differences in behaviour between incorporated and unincorporated films

regarding the use of secured and unsecured debt are not statistically significant, they may

indicate a survival orientation which, while implied in several aspects of the framework,

has not been specifically tested. Test of debt substitution that differentiated between

eventual defaulærs and sulviving firms did not identify any differences in behaviour'.

In the context of any pattern in consumption changes relative to increased income

producing expenditure, Table I L l5 indicatcd that incleasecl debt use by low consumption
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users is associated with increased consumption although income did not increase. This

pattern is not repeated for higher level consumers, providing some support for HLZ by

suggesting that new debt is less likely for high consumption achievers. To directly test

Hl2 the occurrence of new debt relative to achieved consumption across all cases is

described in Table 12.6.

Table 12.6

fncreased debt relative to achieved consumption levels

t-zct-r < median r2cçr > median

Yes No Yes No )(' sig.(p)

Secured debt increased

Unsecured debt inq€as€d

Total debt increased

39

57

39

49

58

4

49

42

49

60

s3

65

.0079'7

.59862

.31178

.92888

.439t7

.57659

The unambiguous conclusion from the distributions of new debt relative whether

consumption was in the upper or lower range is that it does not matter. Theleforc, the

only support for H12 is that produced in Chapter 11 where cases were limited to thoss

that had pursued income increasing investments.

CoNcr,usroN

The possible understatements of consumption, savings and debt are most selious data

limitations likely to have affected these tests. It is likely that this limitation would

manifest in the understatement of the tested associations between consumption, savings

and debt. This may explain the lack of support for some hypotheses, such as H9 and

Hl1, although such a conclusion is not drawn here. Indeed, the results in Chapter'11

indicate that such an effect is unlikely.

More cautiously, the evidence suggests that weaker firms (lower consumption achievers)

may direct debt substitution and the use of debt for consumption towards the use of

unsecured debt in the case or incorporated firms, with no obvious eff'ect [or'
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unincorporated firms, indicating the possible significance of limiæd liability not identified

in tests using secured debt in Chapter 10.

In general, it appears from Chapter l1 that savings may be more significant than debt in

allowing consumption in excess of income although are used extensively if an owner'-

manager's achieved consumption is in the lower range. There is not sufficient evidence

to support the hypotheses concerning the extent to which savings or debt are deployed to

support lower consumption levels (H9-H12) other than the weak evidence that debt

substitution is greaæst where consumption is the lower range (H11).
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PART III - CONCLUSION

The empirical tests of assertions arising from Part I (focusing on the relevance of

organisational boundaries) and Part II (addressing various assumptions and propositions

concerning the formalised theoretical framework) provide encouraging support for the

propositions contained in the general framework.

The Part I (Chapter 2) proposition that an owner-manager's choice of organisational form

is largely irrelevant to investment and consumption decisions, as tested in Chapter 10,

appears well supported.

Chapær 11 tests indicate that consumption behaviour is consistent with attempts to rñove

through a consumption hierarchy by pursuing income increasing strategies to maintain

previously established consumption levels. The tendency for consumption increases and

income seeking activity to ease as higher levels are achieved is consistent with the

hypothesised satisficing behaviour. 'Where income seeking is activity is not successful,

savings or debt is often used to finance consumption, but with the use of debt limited to

pursuit of low level consumption targets, consistent with a high priority being assigned to

cuffent consumption and greater discounting of future consumption relative to short term

lower level aspirations.

Further testing of savings and debt relative to income and consumption in Chapter 12 arc

inconclusive but indicate that owner-managers may tend to substitute unsecured debt for

secured debt when operating under an incorporated structure.

The tests must be treated with caution because of the data limitations discussed at vadous

points in Part III. These include the following.
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There remains the possibility that sampling bias (having used only films tl'rat have

obtained debt finance from a particular bank) means the results obtained here should

not be generalised to the broader population of owner-managed firms. The nature of

any differences between firms sampled here are the broader population is not known.

The demographic profiles of the sample suggest that the samples are similar to the

population in many attributes, both at state level (South Australia) and nationally.

Possible measurement problems with respect to consumption were discussed in

Chapter 11. These may also affect savings measures. The main concern pert¿ined to

the possible existence of household income independent of the firm. While this was

identified for a small number of cases, its significance remained uncertain. Although

there was little evidence of non-firm earnings being available to satisfy consumption

aspirations on any permanent basis, there remains considerable uncertainty as to an

owner-manager's ability (either personally or through other members of the owner-

manager's household) to sell labour outside the firm. However, it seems likely that

should such activity be present to any signif,rcant extent, this should have suppressed

the relationships identified - especially for low level consumption.

Nonetheless, data limitations exist and so results must be interpreted cautiously

a
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PART IV

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK AND

LENDERS' BEHAVIOUR FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF

OWNER.MANAGED FIRMS

This part considers implications of the target consumption model and lender behaviour

for the performance of owner-managed firms. Two particular aspects of performance are

considered: growth and planning horizons. Growth is considered in terms of factors

influencing a firm's ability and incentives for growth. Planning horizons are addressed

in terms of a possible emphasis on short term results by owner-managers.

Growth often appears as a basic element in commentaries on or studies of business

performance and so it is the subject of particular attention here. Some relatively extleme

views as to the importance of 'growth' are evident, such as Steinmetz (1969) who argued

that growth is necessary for the survival of the f,rrm. While this view is not sustained

generally throughout the literature, focus on growth as either necessary or desirable for

the owner or manager is frequently implied.

The reference to planning horizons arises as a consequence of the target consumption

model, observed lender behaviour and owner-manager preferences identified in relation

to growth.

Because the definition of the firm adopted here is specified by reference to contracting

behaviour, contracting theory is considered in the general context of owner-managed

firms in Chapter 13 and used to develop and test a model of debt pricing based on

information cues to lenders regarding owner-managed firms in Chapter 14. The objective

of the debt pricing tests is to consider whether lenders atke account of consumption

behaviour (and the implied capacity to moderate such behaviour) in pricing debt.
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Chapter 15 considers the general effects of the cost and availability of debt on the growth

ability and therefore performance, of owner-managed firms. Chapter 16 considers

internal influences on growth performance, examining both growth willingness and

growth success in the context of the consumption framework and with respect to the

growth capacity of indivdual owner-maangers.

Chapter 17 provides an important focal point by drawing together various elements of the

other chapters to demonstrate how lenders and consumption aspirations may exert a

common influence on the performance of owner-managed firms by providing incentives

for short term results.
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CHAPTER 13

CONTRACTING THEORY AND O\ryNER.MANAGED FIRMS

INTRoDUCTION

Prior to the emphasis on decision theory, sympathetic reasoning (in the context of self-

interest) evolved in the transaction cost elements of contracting theory. This chapter

reviews important elements of contracting theory and how they apply to owner-managed

firms to provide an appropriate framework within which to consider the relationships

between owner-managed firms and external parties, emphasising debt holders. This will

facilitate an exploration of how these relationships may affect or be affected by the

hierarchical consumption objectives of owner-managers and implications this has for

understanding and evaluating the performance of owner-managed f,rrms.

The remainder of this introduction notes the existence of transaction costs and incomplete

contracts. Aspects of transaction cost theory are considered in the next section taking into

account bounded rationality and consequent information asymmetry, after which

particular attention is given to possible consequences of information asymmetry. A

poæntially important implication of this (in terms of its impact on the cost and availability

of bank debt) is modelled and tested in the next chapter.

Transaction costs

The view from Coase (1937) that markets and firms are alternative means of organising

economic activity was repeated by Arrow (1969, 1974), with a specific focus on

transaction costs in describing the limits of each. Coase argued that f,rrms arose because

there are costs of using the price system, even though internal organisation embodies its

own costs which limit the effectiveness and size of the film. Coase algued tlrat

minimising these transaction costs is a fundamental reason for the existence of firms.
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Transaction costs, or the costs of transacting, are taken here to include seaLch,

negotiation, monitoring and enforcement costs in contracting, plus the costs or hazards

arising from incomplete contracts. They do not include the prices of the goods or

services being exchanged.

Contractual view of the firm

The aspects of contracts of particular interest here are the behavioural assumptions

imputed to contracting individuals and the attributes of transactions believed to be of

economic importance.

Incomplete contracts

Outside of economic models, cornplete and costlessly enforceable conÍacts do not exist

Contracts in the real world are incomplete for two main reasons:

there are many possible contingencies in real (uncertain) states, with prohibitive

costs attached to identifying all possible contingencies, and specifying rcsponses;

a

a contract performance is often prohibitively costly to measure and enforce.

Agency

Incomplete contracts generate a general agency problem. While much of the agency

literature focuses on the problems induced by the separation of ownership and control,

agency problems do not disappear with owner-managed firms.

Owner-managers of f,rrms are not merely compensated as residual claimantsl. Peliodic

appropriation of resources from firms such as through drawings, proprietors' wages and

It would be misleading to view the major contracts that effectively define the firm as comprisetl

only of the residual claim and decision allocation structures. The intra filrn contlacts Írs

discussed by Fama and Jensen (1983) are typically unwritten and employee-specitìc, and

established at considerable cost. A significant aspect of the value of a firm may be in hurnan

assets, being the accumulated firm-specific knowledge of employees. Such an asset spccilicily
continued on th.e ncfl ¡ta¿¡c

1
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unsecured loans on either an ongoing or periodic basis are evidence of non-r'esidual

compensation. Owner-managers of incorporated firms may transfer residual losses to

unsecured creditors through corporate bankruptcy2 if there is effective limited liability and

an inability to enforceably contract for specif,rc investment behaviour3.

The relations between partners embody particularly strong agency concerns4. The extent

to which conflicting objectives of partrers arise and how they influence the behaviout and

performance of partnerships is beyond the scope of the current work, although some

further consideration is given in the next section under opportunism, along with debt.

Both these areas are particularly relevant to incomplete contracts and agency costs in the

owner-managed firm context.

Following Coase (1937) the ideas of agency theory developed little until Alchian and

Demsetz (1972) and Jensen and Meckling (1976). Subsequent literature has redirected

attention in agency theory to bounded rationality, pursuing the information asymmetry

aspects into the province of game theory. This treats much of the informational ploblems

as strategic (mis)representations by agents in conflict with their principals.

continued from prev io us page :
problem also may apply to the owner-manager's knowledge and skills. Asset specificity is
addressed in the next section which considers both transaction costs and bounded rationaJity.

2 This follows from the problem generated by pure debt financing, as discussed in Jensen and
Meckling (1976), whereby an owner-manager may have an incentive to accept high-risk and

suboptimal projects to effect a t¡ansfer of wealth from debt holders to the owner-manager. This
and other incentives for suboptimal investment behaviour are considered in Chapter 17.

3 This raises the question of why use a limited liability structure, if it creates an agency problern?

As the Chapter 10 analysis suggests, it is unlikely to be used by owner-managers to obtain the

direct benefits of limited liability, unless the value of unsecured (non-guaranteed) debt is
relatively large. Perceived costs may be less than the benefits of limiting unsecured liability and

taxation advantages. A net benefit of limited liability for unsecured debt implies unsecured debt

holders cânnot fully transfer the agency costs to the owner-managed firm. Agency theory olten
emphasises such conflict, rather than bounded rationality, although there is solne conccptual

overlap between these aspects of contracting.
4 While beyond the scope of this thesis, the incentives for and costs of partnerships ale currently

being studied in other fioint) research projects.
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TR¡,¡¡s¡.cTIoN COSTS AND BOUNDED RATIONALITY

Transaction cost economics characterises human nature by reference to boundecl

rationolity and opportunísm. Transaction cost theory links aspects of information

asymmetry and conflicting interests to drive a theory of contracting behaviour. The main

focus of the economics contracting literature has been on discovering ot predicting

contracting behaviour that deters the inducement or exploitation of asset specifici.q,s.

Because the adopted definition of owner-managed firms focuses on individuals, perfectly

rational behaviour is not a reasonable assumption. At best, only some ordel of bounded

rationnlity can be ascribed (see Chapter 5). Also pervasive is the existence of ùlfornutiort

asymmetry, which allows opportunism, in the context of contracting. Oppotunism

incorporates self interest, or in Williamson's view, 'self-interest seeking with guile'

(1985, p.30). In ex ante contracting decisions, opportunism is described by the risk of

a.dverse selection. ln ex post contracting decisions, it is described by moral hazartlí.

Asset specificity

Bounded rationality and information asymmetry are crucial aspects of transaction cost

economics. A third crucial aspect of the transaction cost framework is asset speci.ficit¡,.

Williamson (1985, p.30) suggested it is the most important dimension, describing it thus:

Parties engaged in a trade that is supported by non-trivial invesEnents in transaction-specific

assets afe effectively operating in a bilaæral trading relation with one another. Harmonising the

contractual interface that joins the parties, thereby to effect adaptability and prornote continuity,

becomes the source of real economic value.

Asset specificity pertains to transaction specificity of numerous types, including

geographic or site specificity, human capital specificity and idiosyncratic assets. The

For a review of asset specihcity in the economics literature see Alchian and Wcndw¿u'd (1988).

This is a nÍurower meaning of moral hazar) than is often employed in the agcncy literature,

where it appears to be used more in the sense of opportunism.

5

6
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latter may be viewed as single purpose (non-redeployable) assets. Two additional

dimensions of specificity are uncertainty andfrequency.

Uncertainty has broad implications, but in the current context mainly describes

incomplete information in contracting. Uncertainty has implications for investment

decisions. Simultaneously, limited human capital resulting from management functions

being vested only in owner-managers constrains the firm's ability to respond to

disturbances (also described by bounded rationality). This phenomena can be labelled

managerial uncertain4r, with other aspects of uncertainty categorised as incontplete

information.

Frequency describes the volume or repetition of transactions. Its relevance can be

demonstrated by considering the possibility of increased incentives for vertical integration

(or perhaps complex long term contracting) that may arise with high fr:equency

(repetition) of transactions with high specifrcity. The owner of an asset that is specific to

the forward production of a particular product faces incentives to integrate to obtain

control over distribution, or otherwise reduce uncertainty regarding demand.

As an investment problem, asset specificity is often considered only in a fungability

context. It is assumed in much of the transaction cost literature that the source or

suppliers of a given input are numerous and competitive. This assumption is rejected

here and the notion of resource dependence is specifically considered; this includes inpu.t

and source dependence. Source dependence applies only to repeated transactiolls and

implies a degree of monopoly.

Resource dependence

The simple distinction between asset specificity and resource dependence is that the

former refers to assets being dependent on (a source ol'type of) demand fol vahre, while
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the latter refers to production being dependent on the supply of a particular input. Unlike

the traditional view of asset specificity, resource dependence includes non-durables

where the source of the input is restricted such as with a monopolistic supplier or

otherwise non-substitutable supply. In necessarily repeated transactions, such as with

non owner-manager human capital, the identities of the suppliers can be important.

In keeping with the treatment of asset specificity, the critical dimensions of resource

dependence7 are described by uncertainry,frequency and source. Uncertainty has much

the same context as in asset specificity. Frequency has direct implications in terms of

source. If the transaction frequency for inputs on which a firm is dependent increases,

the incentive for backward integration increases to reduce uncertainty of supply for the

particular input.

Relevance to investors

The attitudes of investors, such as the owner-managers and lenders, are affected by asset

specificity because it affects fungability of collateral and the employment oppoftunities of

the owner-manager (through human capital specificity), and both resource dependence

and asset specificity because they affect the redeployability of the firm's resources.

While human capital specificity is likely to be a fairly general problem, dependence on

human assets may be a greater concern for small owner-managed firms. This is further

considered below in a general consideration of human assets in owner-managed firms.

Human assets

For owner-managed firms, human asset specificity concerns centre on the extent to which

(investment in) skill acquisition for the owner-manager and employees can be adapted to

Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) discussed resource dependence in large organisatious rclative the

ability of extemal parties to affect structure and operations.

7
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other business applications. Dependence on particular human assets can be a ploduct of

the size of the firm or the inseparability of the owner-manager.

In terms of resource dependence, an owner-managed firm is dependent on a particular

owner-manager by definition for the managerial functions, but a particular business

activity may be similarly dependent on the knowledge or skills of the owner-manager

aside from the more generic management functions. Other forms of human capital

dependence also may apply. If the business is centred on selling the owner-manager's

knowledge or skill, the dependency is straightforward. Similar labour dependence may

apply to particular employees where skill reliance occurs, or where the firm dedves rents

from labour due to agreed underpricing (as may occur with family members), labour

immobility or other labour market imperfections. The relative importance of these factols

may depend on the scale of business activity (such as the number of employees).

The population and samples described in Table 9.4 indicate that a substantial proportion

of the population of small or owner-managed firms in Australia (between one third and

one half) are comprised of trade and professional services. The selling of selices under

an individuals'name would appear to signal significant dependence on that individual's

skill and knowledge.

Where the input dependency pertains to labour, integration can be achieved only thlough

partnership, by admitting the labour source to ownership of the owner-managed firm. It

is plausible, although not empirically verified, that human capital dependence is likely to

coexist with relatively high human asset specificity. Particular skills or knowledge on

which the firm is somehow dependent and which are costly to replace also may be

specihc to the firm, and so not easily transferred. These conceptually sepatate conditions,

if jointly occurring, prevents general conclusions as to the net incentive for long term

labour contracting or partnership formation.
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Fama and Jensen (1983) argued that the composition and character of a board of

directors8 will reflect the haza¡ds to which residual claimants in each type of organisation

are exposed. For example, the value of a firm constituted as a professional partnelship

(such as a medical, legal or public accounting practice) is highly dependent on the

development and utilisation of 'specific knowledge about particular clients and

circumstances' (Fama and Jensen, 1983, p.316). This knowledge is an essential aspect

of the firm's assets in the form of human capital. If it is not possible to contract tbr the

guaranteed supply of human capital of a specified quality (say intensity and ability), there

is likely to be little opportunity to attract external investment on a residual claimant basis.

Therefore, such firms are likely to be owner-managede. While owner-managed firrns

were not considered by Fama and Jensen (1983), dependency on human capital is

applicable to all owner-managed firms to some extent, as described above.

'Where the owner-manager has skills or knowledge for which substitutes are not readily

available, those contracting with the firm will place a lower value on the firm than if there

These were boards of di¡ectors in corporations, professional partnerships, financial tnutuals,

chariøble organisations and universities.

Fama and Jensen (1983) predicted that the 'boards' of such partnerships will be constituted

entirely of parErers. Seemingly contradictory to this, some boards of otherwise owner-tnanaged

companies (as described in Chapter 2) included members who a¡e not residual claimants. The

reasons for such occurences may be multiple, but may include the need for an additional director

so that the business of the boa¡d need not be frustrated by the non-availability of another member

when otherwise there may be only two. There were also observed instances of a di¡ector serving

as a notional second director where an individual owner-manager did not have au appropriate

alternative, and where an effective paftner, who otherwise would have served as a director, w¿ts

prevented from doing so due to personal bankruptcy. Directorships provide an altemate rneans of
conúacting for expert advisory services. A public accountant is a typical inclusion. In such

cases, the public accountant's firm provides accounting, tax an<Vor company secretarial setvices

to the company, and often assisted in setting up the company.

In observed cases, the non-owner directors do not perform executive functiolts. Shoultl

they do so, the firm woukl not be definably owner-managed. Also, the presence of the lesidual

claimant(s) on such boards substantially reduces the accountability 'risk' to the notiotlal director.

However, mitigation is not elimination. The existence of such directors walrants bettel'

explanation, but lies outside the scope of this study. It is suggested that such inci<Jctlces are

relatively few, and that such notional directorships do not effectively moderate the cottccpt tlf the

owner-manage<l firm. While the statutory and tortious liabilities of such directclrs may be of

concern elsewhere, they do not represent any effective t¡ansfer of the primary lnalìagelnent

functions away from the owners of the firm.

8

9
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are accessible substitutes. Such considerations could affect the firm's cost of debt and

saleability as a going concern. A principal concern for debt contractors is the continuing

availability of such human resources to satisfy the firm's obligations. For some firms,

such concerns may extend beyond o\ryner-managers to encompass employees of the hrm,

especially where the small size of the firm increases the likelihood of any one employee

having a significant value to the firmlo.

It is suggested here that the fewer the number of owner-managers or employees in a firm,

the greater the likelihood of human capital dependence. Both human resource

dependence and human capital specificity increase with the extent to which the firm's

output is a function of the owner-manager's technical skills (rather than, say, general

management skills).

Financing

Williamson (1988) suggested that firms with low asset specificity are more likely to

pursue debt financing. If asset specificity is high, debt holders face greater risk and so

the cost of debt will be greater, increasing incentives for intemal financing. Widespread

capital deficiencies will impede such a simplified view. The evidence presented in

Chapter 10 suggests that, for owner-managed firms, a consequence is a demand by

lenders for more fungible collateral which may be off-balance sheetll.

By securing fungible collateral, lenders avoid some asset specificity problems. They

effectively invest in the non-specific assets deployed as collateral, so that the owner-

manager sacrifices some rights to that asset and receives (by default) a higher residual

10 The problem is exacerbated if the firm is extracting rents from the employee, because

replacements will be more costly. In such cases, the value of the firm should be aflected by

employee mobilif.y.

As described in Chapter 10, the bank's demand for off-balance sheet collateral is substantial. For

incorporated firms, personal guarantees (typically secured over the family home) were included in

over three quarters of cases for which security data was available.

11
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interest in the non-fungible asset of the firm. This may be the owner-managel"s human

capital which is realised only through the future earnings stream of the business.

Lending decisions may involve more than the collateral problem. Other aspects are

discussed below in the context of information asymmetry.

INFORMATION ASYMMETRY

Some internal aspects of information asymmetry are captured in asset specificity. Also,

some aspects of internal information asymmetry may be a lesser concern for owner-

managed firms compared to agent-managed frrms due to closer monitoring. Nonetheless,

any firm employing non owner-manager labour faces potential problems relating to lack

of employer information and discretionary actions of employees. This was examined in

an information context in Stiglitz (I975). The problem substantially overlaps with

notions of conflict, which is an element of moral hazard, and is more usefully considered

in that context below under opportunism. Contracting between multiple owner-managers

(parnrers) also include information asymmetry problems.

External aspects of information asymmetry occur with every contract with the finn. Two

major recurring types of contract with an owner-managed firm are for labour and debt.

The first was considered briefly in the previous section, and will be raised again in the

context of opportunism.

The absence of market effects on information capture and capital instrument pricing

suggests information asymmetry for debt holders is greater with owner-managed firms

than listed companies. With owner-managed firms, debt providers must rely on the

direct acquisition of information and their own evaluation of individual debt cusl"omers.

While institutional debt providers will contract for the provision of particular infotmation,

enforcement is variable and quality is costly to monitor. Conventional theory indicatcs
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this information risk is factored into the debt pricing, suggesting owner-managed firms

will have higher costs of debt than firms with traded securities (holding other factors

equal). The opportunism costs of information asymmetry in owner-manager firms is

considered below. Debt holders' concerns are then discussed, followed by the

introduction of a model of signalling incentives in the context of debt pricing by

institutional lenders.

Opportunism

Jensen (1989) claimed that new private corporations resolve the central weakness of the

public corporation, which is the conflict between owners and managers. Without

disputing Jensen's view, it is suggested here that the remaining problems for private

companies, and owner-managed firms in general, are not trivial. For the owner-

manager, there are two levels of conflict, or more encapsulating, opportunism: internal,

which at the interpersonal level can be divided into conflict with employees and other

owner-managers in partnerships; and external, primarily with debt holders.

Employees

Many aspects of employee-manager relations in owner-managed firms are described by

the early 'Tayloristic' approach to industrial relations. This suggests a relatively

inflexible hierarchical structure whereby the manager sets goals and directs the actions of

employees. Employees have little decision making freedom and their actions are closely

monitored by the owner-manager. The evidence for this is largely anecdotal, but

consistentl2. If owner-managers value the control and oversight functions, there will be

disincentives for growth if they perceive growth as inducing loss of authority ol control.

Growth is a substantial area of study, and is considered separately in Chapters 15 and 16.

It is supported explicitly in Collins et al. (196y'.) and implicitly in Steinrnetz (1969), Tlìairì
(1969), Greiner (1972), Clifford (1973), and Tuason (1973).

l2
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Much of the opportunism problem pertains to an employee's capacity to consume

resources of the firm. If monitoring costs were zero, all perquisite (on-the-job)

consumption by employees would be known and each employee (of known quality)

would receive a market-determined wage, inclusive of the value of perquisite

consumption. The employee would then choose how much of the wage would be in the

form of perquisite consumption depending on personal preferences, with net wages and

perquisite consumption inversely correlated. As monitoring costs increase, the inverse

correlation between net wages and on-the-job consumption weakens and distortions

between employees regarding their consumption may arise, with aggregate perquisite

consumption increasing. This increase in perquisite consumption is labelled shirkfugt3.

Firms with fewer employees should have lower monitoring costs, and so should have

less shirking and relative wage distortioir than firms with higher monitoring costsla. The

threat of increases in monitoring or shirking costs may be a significant deterrent for

increasing employee numbers beyond that which an owner-manager believes he or she

can directly control and monitor.

Owner-managers of a firm also can consume either through activities on behalf of the

firm (perquisite consumption) or by expending resources withdrawn from the business

for personal use (domestic consumption). Perquisite consumption by owner-managers

presents several difficulties in empirical analyses. Certain forms of per:quisite

consumption may be obvious; for example, office accommodation and motor vehicle

facilities. However, the value to the owner-manager derived from intangible factols,

l3 Thus there are two forms of perquisite consumption: known individual consumption and

shirking, which is consumption by individuals which cannot be directly att¡ibuted to them. If
payments to each employee in an identified quality classification is determined by the average

quality of employees in that. classification, distortions in relative wages may also alise as

measures of employee quality become cruder as a result of increased measuremenl cosls.

Labour theory suggests they should also pay higher net wages in consequence, but anecdotally,

small firms typically pay lower net wages. Possible explanatious for this include Inarket

inefficiencies, small firms have lower quality employees or the monitoring cost argument is

fallacious. Investigafion of this problem is beyond the scope of tltis study.

l4
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such as the enjoyment of working in a particular environment or with particular people,

or the prestige of running an expanding business, cause much difficulty. If the owner-

manager is economically rational, then relatively higher deployment of resources for on-

the-job consumption by the owner-manager should mean that the firm's expenditure on

such amenities yields higher value to the owner-manager (per dollar expended) than the

domestic consumption of substitute amenities where domestic consumption is funded

from the owner-manager's residual pecuniary return or savings. That is, an owner-

manager cannot increase perquisite consumption without decreasing net pecuniary

residuals (for a given level of capital and effort) if reasonably competitive markets or

regulatory provisions prevent the funding of such amenities through discretionary

increases in market derived revenues or by'taxing'employees.

Partnerships

For soletraders, the only perquisite consumption of relevance in an agency context is that

by employees. For effective partnerships, however, at least two aspects are of particular

concem: shirking and moral hazard in general.

Where multiple owner-managers (effective partnerships) exist, there is likely to be the

most deflned separation of owner-managers and the firm. Joint owner-managers often

have differing degrees of control and investment, by either design or effect. This,

combined with their sharing of residual ownership of the enterprise, should give them a

more distinct perception of the firm than for a soletrader owner-manager. The

consequent contracting considerations may induce different attitudes or concerns

regarding the owner-manager relationship and firm performance. These ale discussed

later. Incentives for the creation of partnerships should include incentives for the crcation

of firms in general. That is, creation of a partnership suggests minimisation of

transaction costs, including the ex ante and ex post costs of contracting between pârtners,
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implying desirably repeated transactions. Incentives for such transactions in the first

place may be complex.

Of the various elements of transaction costs, attention has often focussedls on bonding

costs (the ex ante contracting costs pertaining to the planning and construction of

contracts to govern agents' actions) and ex posf monitoring costs. The weak evidence

concerning contracting between parbrers in the sample of owner-managed firms noæd in

Chapter 10 suggests that little formal contracting occurs in small partnerships. The

written agreements that exist are typically devoid of specific restrictions on partners

actions or reporting requirements, implying that there is reliance on direct monitoring.

This is intuitively plausible given the close relations between such partners.

Debt holders

Debt holders are the most substantial contracting group external to owner-managed firms

that are likely to have reasonably homogeneous interests. As the only non-managelial

providers of financial capital, their relationships with owner-managed firms are important

to understanding or evaluating performance and owner-manager behaviour.

To further consider the impact of debt, it is necessary to understand the lelationship

between the owner-manager and the lender. While this is explored in more detail in this

and other chapters, it is reasonable to view the owner-manager and institutional lender'

relationship as typified by the situation where the lender holds all or most of the

bargaining power so that financing offers are virtually non-negotiable. The financing

offers are not contingent on profits and the lender may hold the threat of liquidation to

enforce the contract terms. The owner-manager thus bears most of the cost if the firm is

not ref,inanced or is liquidated; this raises the cost of owner-manager shirking.

l5 For example, Jensen and Meckling (1976).
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Lenders' and borrowers' interests are unlikely to coincide for small owner-managed

firms. Firms do not offer lenders risk free propositions and owner-managed firms

generally offer considerably less diversification in projects than their larger counterpafts.

Operating environments and consequent returns are expected to be more volatile than for

more diversified firms. When negotiating debt, the prospect of bankruptcy and

associated costs are taken into account by both parties. If an owner-manager believes

lenders may consider the prospect of failure to be too high, such that the firm will not

obtain the necessary funding and so may fail 'prematurely' regardless of its potential, the

owner-manager may pursue lower risk choices from the set of profitable options despite

lower expected returns if they expect such options provide an acceptable assurance of

satisfying the relevant current consumption target. This may result in more modest or

more stable investment and profit growth than might otherwise occur; this is explored

further in Chapter 16.

Owner-manager ability is generally unobservable by lenders. Lenders may consider

previous retums or output to be a function of an owner-manager's ability and use them to

update prior expectations. This also assumes lenders cannot directly observe operating

choices and rely on ex post monitoring of outcomes as noted earlier under information

asymmetry. By making choices that yield short-term profits, the owner-manager may

improve early perceptions of ability and thus increase borrowing capacity. This is

considered in greater depth in Chapter 17.

Regardless of lenders' expectations of an owner-manager's ability and the investment

proposal, and because the owner-manager retains control of the firm, some investment

choices can be varied after finance has been secured and projects are underway. This

hazard is anticipated by lenders who contract accordingly. This may involve relatively

simple means, such as setting interest rates commensurate with the risk of the owner-

manager's possible discretionary actions. This risk also may be an incentivc for lenders
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to prefer short-term loans (relative to project duration). Safeguarding may be sought via

more complex devices, such as establishing particular monitoring requilements to

observe the owner-manager's compliance with agreed action-choices. From the data base

described in Chapter 9, it appears the two devices are usually combined, with only

modest monitoring arrangements. The secured collateral requirements identified in

Chapter 10 pertain to highly fungible assets such as real estate, which also may

compensate for managerial discretion.

Monitoring

There are at least three means of monitoring available to lenders to owner-managed hrms.

For convenience, these are labelled direct, voluntary and independent.

Direct monitoring requires a lender to directly observe events and activities pertaining to

the actions and activities of the owner-managed firm and the owner-managor. This is

likely to be possible only for activities that involve the lender. There is opportunity for

this where an institutional lender provides transaction processing functions, such as a

cheque account. Otherwise, opportunities for lenders to observe may be limited to

lending and repayment activities.

There is no evidence of banks undertaking the first activity. That is, they do not appear

to collect and collate transaction details such as cheque payees, individual soutces of

deposited funds, timing of transactions and the like. Based on observations while

collecting the data base described in Chapter 9, the bank's data collection is intended to

gauge account performance only (such as total periodic payments and deposits, balance

fluctuations, comparisons to authorised overdraft, and loan limits and arrears reports),

rather than to monitor particular owner-manager activities. Given that banks are lelatively

sophisticated lenders and seem to have considerable opportunity to collect various items
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of data, their decision not to use such monitoring mechanisms is presumably a function

of cost.

Voluntary monitoring mechanisms refer to owner-managers'disclosures to lenders16. It

is assumed that individuals do not provide information regarding their business activities

unless they perceive particular benefits arising from such disclosures or costs resulting

from non-disclosure. Evidence of such behaviour tends to be anecdotal and in most

aspects it can be merely inferred. Banks usually require budgets and financial histories

from commercial finance applicants before a lending decision is made. Non-compliance

means the applicants will not receive the finance they require. Loan and overdraft

agreements also typically impose a reporting requirement on the owner-managed fir:m

whereby the owner-manager is required to periodically supply financial statements of

some variety to the bank.

The sample evidence on this point indicates that compliance is very weak. For the sample

of 366 bank clients described in Chapær 9, less than 15 per cent of the relevant bank files

contained financial statements that were received after the financing arrangement was put

in p1ace17. This suggests there is owner-manager resistance to voluntary disclosure and

that the threat of withdrawing financing affangements or other penalties the bank might

impose are discounted by the owner-manager. Again it is assumed that the bank's lack of

action in such cases is a function of the cost'of enforcing the contract provisionsls.

Independer¿r monitoring refers to attestations or special investigations by independent

auditors. For owner-managed firms, independent audit activity appears to be rale. No

l6 'Volunüary' may be a misleading label, in that such disclosures may be the result of contractual

obligations rather than elective signalling.
'While hnancial statements were on file for the majority of the sample, these werc typically the

result of applications for va¡iations to existing financing affangements rather than periodic

reporting to the bank by the client.
The alternative, that the bank is consistently incompetent or irrational, seems too extrernc.

t7

l8
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instances of audits for unincorporated firms were observed for the sample fìr.ms. For

owner-managed companies, the few cases of post-financing financial statementslg were

often 'pro-forma' and therefore without audit reports. Of the few audited financial

statements that were observed, several contained disclaimers by the auditor that they were

for statutory reporting purposes only and that they were not to be relied on for any other

purpose, including credit assessment. Statements for previous periods, supplied with

applications for new or increased debt by incoqporated firms, often were audited;

however, this may reflect convenience rather than intent. There is an incentive in

Australia for owner-managed companies to be audited, because audited exempt

proprietary companies do not have to lodge their financial statements in their statutory

annual return and so the statements will not be publicly accessible2O.

Incentives to signal

Akerlof (1970) argued that where market imperfections are sufficient to prevenr buyers

from adequately distinguishing product quality, higher quality products are undervalued.

The information asymmetry problems faced by lenders to owner-managed f,rrms appear

conducive to this argument in the context of price setting. Information asymmetry as a

contributor to the cost of debt has been proposed in Barnea, Haugen and Senbet (1981),

Pettit and Singer (1985), Fazzart, Hubbard and Peterson (1987), Van der Wijst (1989),

Scherr, Sugrue and Ward (1990), Ang (1991 ,1992) and Shailer (1994b).

'Where institutional lenders cannot adequately distinguish the qualities of owner-managed

firms seeking finance, all owner-managed firms are predicted to have similar costs of

debt which will generally approach that applicable to lower quality firms. Firms rhat

perceive themselves as higher quality borrowers thus have an incentive to signal their

See footnote 18.

An exempt proprietary company is exempted from appointing an auditor, but if they choose to
be audited, then they do not have to include their financial statements in their statutory annual
retunr. See Âppendix 2.1 (Chapær 2 ) for further details.

l9
20
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quality difference to the lender. Those that signal successfully should be charged lower

interest rates than other owner-managed firms. There appears to have been no published

empirical evidence to date regarding these effects. A possible model of such signalling

behaviour and debt pricing is developed and tested in Chapter 14.

CoNcr,usro¡,1

The contracting behaviour of lenders has implications for cost and availability of capital to

owner-managed firms. While some empirical aspects of these for Australian owner-

managed firms will be considered in Chapter 14, it is likely that they will reflect

information asymmetry and opportunism, and relative business (failure) risk of owner-

managed firms. Information asymmetry may reflect owner-manager behaviour or

diseconomies of scale regarding signalling and monitoring costs. Fail:¡re risk is generally

claimed to be disproportionately high for small firms, and variously attributed to size,

owner-manager ability and capital availability. Both information asymmetties and

business or failure risk pertain to risk and uncertainty, as considered in the next chapter.

It appears that debt financing embodies the essential characteristics of transaction and

agency costs and may modify or provide incentives for particular owner-manager actions.

Practical aspects of these arguments will be considered in subsequent chapters when the

framework to be developed here is used to construct performance criteria.
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CHAPTER 14

INFORMATION AND THE COST OF DEBT

IxrnooucrroN

It was argued in Chapter 13 that contracting between lenders and borrowers will be

substantially affected by the availability of information. Given that decisions made by

o\ryner-managers regarding the operations of their firms are a function of their

consumption objectives then lenders should take account of information pertaining to the

consumption levels and aspirations of owner-manager borrowers. If lender behaviour

accords with this expectation then owner-manager consumption levels or aspirations

should affect the availability and cost of debt

This chapter empirically addresses the cost issue. More general aspects of cost and the

availability of debt are considered in Chapter 15 but cannot be æsæd empirically because

of data limitations. The data source available for testing includes only successful debt

applicants preventing any empirical examination of issues pertaining to debt availability.

The tests reported here assume that interest rates charged on different loans can be

distinguished by reference to a base interest rate and explained by reference to

information items, cues or proxies available to the lender. This follows the plediction

presented in Chapter 13 that lenders will follow a 'lemons' pricing approach in the

context of information asymmetry.

Akerlofs (1970) 'lemons'pricing arguments suggest that lenders will price loans on the

assumption that a firm is of low quality if it does not have information about the quality

of the firm. This is to compensate them for mistakenly funding defaulters. This

suggestion is developed below to formulate a pricing model based on the availability of

information regarding loan applications from owner-managed firms. The pricing model
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is formulated generally, although it is intended mainly to test whether lenders take

account of owner-manager consumption choices.

The essential questions being addressed here are whether lenders differenúally prìce loans

on the basis of information cues or proxies relevant to potential default on debt, and

whether owner-manager consumption is included in the information set for loan pricing.

Failure to take account of consumption behaviour may induce mispricing by ignoring the

ability of the owner-manager to adjust consumption to meet debt servicing obligations.

This is discussed further after developing the loans pricing model that forms the basis for

the tests of information cues and proxies.

THE MODEL

It is assumed that a lender receives loan applications from two types of bomowets: 'good'

borrowers and defaulters. Good borrowers, by definition, do not default. A defaulter

fails to pay all or part of the principal and future interest obligations when due. The

lender will not lend to predicæd defaulærs.

Where the lender cannot distinguish good borrowers and defaulters, all loans are priced at

the weighæd average interest ratÊ rp which reflects the lender's expectation of the average

default risk of the loan pool. A loan pool is defined as a set of loans which the lendel can

not separate on the basis of quality. This implies that the lender assigns a plior

probability of default equally to all of the loan dollars in the pool. The expected rcturns

from good borrowers have to satisfy the lender's required return on total loans:

(t-q)(t +r,)o=(t+r")o (14.1)

e =The lender's predicted proportion of defaulted accrued debt, being the probability of

default attributed to each dollar of principal and accrued interest for the pool.
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k

O =2d,, where d, is the principal outstanding for loan i, with ft loans in the pool.
i=I

ro = The lender's required rate of return on the loan pool.

The left side term in (14.1) is the total principal and interest that the lender expects to

recover from good borrowers, which is equated to the minimum total dollar collections

required by the lender from the total loan pool by manipulating ro (the rate chalged for all

loans in the pool). From (14.1) ro is obtained as:

f, (t4.2)

As q (the probability of default on all and any dollar or loan in the pool) increases, so

does the loan price for the pool. The difference between the lender's required rate of

return ro and r, is labelled a default premium, p. All costs of enforcement and

collection are included in the default premium. Subtracting ro from (I4.2) yields:

p = L(l+ r") (14.3)

where the default weighting L= Q isthe expected ratio of defaulters to goodI-q
borrowers

At the limits, if the lender predicts that there are no defaulters in the loan pool (q = 0)

then the default premium is zero. As the proportion of defaulters approaches 1, the

premium approaches inf,rnity.

While not the focus of the model, the incentive for signals is first considered. The model

is then generalised to include other information available to the lender.
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Signalling

The default premium can be avoided if the firm can credibly signal its quality and thus be

differentiated from rest of the loan pool. It is assumed that borrowers have more

information on their prospects than lenders. If a firm reveals that its probability of default

exceeds that assigned to its prospective loan pool, it will be rejected by the lender as a

defaulter or placed in a pool with a higher default probability and consequently a higher

default premium. Firms likely to be good borrowers have an incentive to signal their

quality to remove themselves from the pool and thus avoid the default premium. The

more information the lender has regarding loan types in a particular pool, the fewel the

proportion of defaulters in that pool, and so Â declines. Large Â thus indicates the

lender has little information regarding the loan pool, increasing the expected propol'tion of

defaulters. A risk neutral lender may have no incentive to improve its information set for

the loan pool if it can charge ro.

Initially it is assumed that a good borrower can convincingly signal its quality. If the

information provided means the lender can unambiguously identify a borrower as good,

the borrower is taken out of the pool and charged ro. The number of good firms in the

original pool is reduced and so the proportion of defaulters increases, increasing r, for

the remaining firms. While this stepwise determination of 'group' interest rates appeal's

simplistic, a continuous differential ranking of loans does not accord with the observed

interest rates charged to small firms. The stepped nature of the quoted ratesl suggests

groups of borrowers are priced (ranked) equally by the lender, implying the equivalent

multiple loan pools.

Generalising from this 'default-no default' model, firms that effectively signal their'

relative quality will be assigned to different pools with different expectations of default.

Quoted rates appear to move in steps of 0.25Vo for the period under study. Upper limits on

quoted interest rates imply lhat there is a maxirnuln level of default risk that a lcnder will accopt.
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This is illustrated with a two pool example where it is assumed the bank's relevant loans

portfolio totals rn dollars of loans (D.) and an estimated default probability oÏ c1r. A

subset of borrowers with loans totalling n dollars supply information which allows them

to be grouped into PoolA with outstanding principal of Dn, leaving D--, as Pool B.

Thus the initial pool of D.with a probability of default of qo is divided into two pools

for which the lender has different expectations of default2:

8 oD^ = QrisnotDn + Q norisD^-n (r4.4)

From (14.3) the premium for the n loan dollars in Pool A is

Psisnot -- hr,rr"r(I+ ro) where L,ís,ot =

Likewise the premium for the m-n loan dollars n Pool B is

Qsienat

L - Qrisrot

Pnorig = hrrr,r(I+ ro) where À,no,,, - 
lÌnorie

I - Qror¡e

It follows that
Pror¡c - P p

hrorig )"0

P 
"¡gnal

hrisnot

P,is..,=(*)r-,-

-1+ro

meaning that

That is, premia differences across pools are described by their ratio of default weightings

Assuming a rational firm will not signal it is a defaulter, esisnat < ep < cl,o"is, then:

(14.5)

P"isnot < Pp < Pnoris (14.6)

Note that the signalling does not change the lender's beliefs concerning the default rate for the

total loans portfolio.
2
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That is, the premium charged to firms signalling their superior loan quality is less tl.ran the

premium charged to the non-signalling firms which becomes higher than the original

premium due to the increased default probability for the remaining non-signalling pool.

As more hrms successfully signal their relatively superior quality, the default probability

for the non-signalling residual pool will approach a level of unacceptable risk to the

lender, at which stage the remaining fîrms may be screened out of the lending portfolio3.

Thus, loan applicants that cannot signal their quality may be rationed out of the loan

market, depending on the degree of homogeneity among lendersa. Homogeneity is

diminished if the bank applies other premiums as considered below.

Other information adjustments

The lender may have access to information for which it does not rely on the borrowel.

The lender then applies different premiums (effectively creating more pools) for groups

of firms to compensate for other risks and costs such as loan size and industrys. The

premium component of interest fatÊ ri charged for loan i can then be described as the sum

of the various premia charged for all class-based factors relevant to the particular loan,

including information supplied by the borrower:

PREMIUMì - r¡ - r" =LP t,J (r4.7)
I

3

4

5

As an increasing proportion of loans a¡e identified as good, the increased premium to remaining

hrms provides an increasing incentive to signal their quality. If the costs of signalling are

sufficiently low, then eventually only defaulters should be left in the pool. However, signalling

costs and uncertainty suggest this is unlikely to be realistic and so there will always be a

positive default risk for any pool of loans to owner-managed firms.
This accords with the suggestion of Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) that interest rates can act as a

screening device. Stigliø and Weiss proposed that banks will not always increase the interest.

rate they charge, even in the face of excess demand for funds, as this might lead to an

unacceptably high default risk. They reasoned that higher interest rates reduce tie proportion of
low risk borrowers, and may induce borrowers to take riskier actions.

For example, firms in a similar line of business or industry are expected to have sirnila¡ levels

of business and financial risk (Feni and Jones, 1979). This suggests that industry rlifferences
would exist in interest rates charged to hrms.
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This suggests not all non-signalling borrowers will be rationed out of the bank's portfblio

if the other available information is sufficient to reduce the premium below the bank's

screening value. Types of information that may be relevant are considered in the next

section where this model is empirically tested. This aggregation of premia inhibits the

simple comparison obtained at (14.5). As the number of factors increase, the interest

rates charged by a lender appear more loan-specific. If there are relatively few factors

then the pooling effect should be more observable. Observations of pools is most likely

to be achieved cross-sectionally, given that the base indicator rates quoted by institutional

lenders vary greatly over time.

TESTING TIIE MODEL FOR OWNER.MANAGED FIRMS

The test of the debt pricing model regresses the premia determined for known interest

rates levied on new individual loans against possible information proxies. The main

weaknesses in this approach are the limited number of observations available in the

database and the relatively noisy information proxies. Original loan applications wers not

available for data collection and so the information collected by the bank, including any

details of consumption levels or composition, cannot be modelled here.

The files for the sample f,rrms described in Chapter 9 frequently omitted interest rates at

the time loans were granted, reducing the available database. Many initial applications

included overdrafts. To test the model for a reasonably homogenous debt type, only data

for term loans are used. All such loans were for fixed terms at a floating interest tate6.

Interest rate data was obtained for 124 loans to 96 firms, of which 46 were subject to

recovery-actions by the bank.

IJp to 29 April 1985, Aust¡alia had an interest rate ceiling for bank loans under $100,000.

Therefore, loans granted prior to that date for a¡nounts under thc lirnit were excluded.

6
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The response Yariâble:

Separate indicator rates (determined from a survey of the major banks) are published each

month by the Reserve Bank for bank finance below and above $100,000. The dependent

variable, 4REMIUM, is calculated as per equation (14.7) as the difference between the rate

charged to individual firms and the nominal base rate indicated by the Reserve Bank:

PREMIUMi=rì-ru

4 = interest rate charged on loan i

r¡ = base indicator rate for date nearest that on which loan was approved

The available data (N=124) yields the premia described in Table 14.1. There is

reasonable variation in the level of the premia as indicated by the range and standard

deviation. The general description does not suggest any problems with the magnitudes or'

distribution of the premia which are regressed in their raw form.

Table l4.l
Interest rate premia for term loans

- descriptive statistics

Minimum
Maximum
Mean

Median

Standard deviation

-.010

.057

.017

.015

.014

Signals

While the provision of financial statements is required by the bank, the frequent absence

of such statements suggests they were effectively voluntary. Therefore they are

described as signals by the owner-manager. The use of an independent accountant to

compile statements or advise the owner-manager may have some signalling value as

described below.
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Income Statements (INC) and Balance Sheets (nS): Financial statements and the effort

invested in their preparation may provide the lender with a variety of information,

including evidence of the veracity of a borrower's claims such as collateral adequacy and

debt levels. V/ith no a priori reasoning regarding the two main components of financial

statement sets, the provision of compleæ income statements (rrC) and balance sheets (¡S)

are coded separately. The provision of statements is expected to be negatively associated

with the interest rate premium. Sixty three cases provided income statements and 60

provided balance sheets (approximaæly 50 per cent for each).

While a balance sheet can be constructed with relative ease at any date, the provision of

income statements by owner-managed firms tends to be more an annual event. It is

expected that income statements will not be available for most very young firms. This

need not mitigate tLe significance of income statements but will likely induce some

correlation with the age of the firm. Such correlations are considered on a selective basis

afær the test variables have been described. A full listing of correlation coeff,rcients fol all

pairs of variables is provided in Appendix 5.

Accountant (ACCr): The use of an independent accountant may add credibility to the

financial statements supplied, signal the willingness of the owner-manager to seek

external advice or provide some other signal of quality. It is expected that if the

identification of an independent accountant has any effect on the interest rate premium, it

will be negative. However, this is a relatively noisy variable. The absence of an

identified public accountant in the bank loan file does not necessarily mean that one is not

used and existence does not indicate the role of the accountant. Such problems act

against this variable having any explanatory power in relation to interest rates.

Consumption information

As noted in the introduction, failure to take account of consumption behaviour may

induce mispricing by ignoring the ability of the owner-manager to adjust consumption to
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meet debt servicing obligations. In the context of the model developed in Part II, owner-

managers at or near their base consumption level have less capacity or willingness to

modify (reduce) consumption levels to ensure they will meet debt servicing

commitments. This is implied by the ordering of expressions 7.14 and 7.15. Such cases

should involve a greater risk of default. Therefore, firms with relatively lower

consumption levels may be riskier meaning consumption should have a negative

association with interest rate premia. This may be moderated by the ability of the owner-

manager to increase effort (see expressionT.22). The data does not allow for any control

of effort levels. Similarly, moderation can be induced by the provision of the loan in

question in the context of increased investment in income seeking expenditures. Because

it is not possible to identify the bank's assessment of any relationship be¡ween investment

and the financing of future consumption, the circularity of this proposition cannot be

resolved.

Consumption is considered in four measures described below. Concurrent consumption

is used to proxy achieved consumption at the time of the loan approval. Achieved

consumption may be better reflected by consumption for the period preceding the

granting of a new loan but, as described in Chapter 11, two consecutive years of data arc

required to estimate consumption. This would induce too large a survivorship or age bias

in the tests. A bias is already present in that new firms are excluded in tests involving

concurrent consumption because of the requirement that firms must have provided two

consecutive sets of financial statements for concurrent consumption to be estimated. This

also creates a potential testing problem with respect to the provision of financial

statements as an information device, as described above. This is addressed below within

the description of the tests and results.

Concurrent consumption (CONSUMI).' Consumption in the same yeal that the new loan

was granted in most cases includes consumption before and after the loan date. It will
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therefore be a mix of past choices and cunent aspirations although its inænded purpose is

proxy achieved consumption.

Subsequent consumption (CONSUM1,); Consumption in the year following the new loan

is assumed to indicate aspirations that the bank could have identified at the time of the

loan application. Given the likelihood of revisions to an owner-manager's aspirations

and changed circumstances over the period involved, this is a weak proxy for aspirations.

Changes in consumption (CONSUMX): Changes in consumption (coNsUMI-C)NSUMI)

is used to proxy anticipated changes in consumption aspirations. This variable replicates

the limitations already noted for the preceding two measures of consumption.

Consumption per owner-manager (CONSUMOM): Dividing CONSUM) by the number of

owner-managers in the firm is intended to scale consumption to the number of individuals

investing effort and to better identify consumption near base levels. This assumes that

increasing the number of owner managers similarly multiplies the base level of

consumption. This is least likely to be true for partnerships among domestic couples,

indicating a need to control for cases involving couples. Couples are also lelevant to

information levels generally as explained below under other information proxies.

CONSUM} and CO¡tSuuOM arc available for 54 cases, CONSUMI for 42 cases and

CONSUMX for 29 cases. The low number of observations relative to the 124 cases

considered is a direct consequence of the age bias induced by the method of estirnating

consumption, as noted above. The age profile of the sample is desctibed below when

age is identified as possible information proxy and control variable.

Potential problems with the consumption estimate were discussed in Chapter 11. The

results of Chapter 11 suggest it may not have been a major concern for tho.se tests,
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although the extent to which it may have suppressed relationships between consumption

and owner-manager decisions could not be evaluated. For the current analysis, the

possible understatemenmt of income and consumption remain a concern.

Other information and risk proxies

With the limited number of cases available, further fragmentation by using dummy

variables for particular events or circumstances is of limited feasibility. Nonetheless,

age, origin, organisational form and industry of each case are considered. These control

variables are introduced below.

Because the absence of financial statements is one of the key variables in this analysis,

çisk proxies derived from the contents of financial statements are not feasibleT. Indeed,

the proposed model suggests the absence of such measures may be the relevant import of

such absences. Firm age and industry are used as proxies to control for business risk8.

Age (AGE); A lender is likely to have access to more information on the borrower's

ability the longer the firm has been in businesse. Firm age may indicaæ past profitability

or an owner's ability and proprietylo. Jovanovic (1982), Dunne et aI. (1987), Evans

(1987a, 1987b), Storey et al. (1987) and Storey (1989) all indicated that variability in

7 Storey (1989, p.L75) suggested that factors which reflect small firm risk cha¡acteristics differ
considerably from those used for large firms. Vos (1992) found that traditional risk measures

applied to (larger) listed firms (such as accounting betas) did not perform well when applied to

small firms. Hutchinson (1987) suggested that traditional measures of risk (such as ratios and

decomposition measures) may not successfully distinguish rapidly growing small finns from
'bankrupt' firms since these firms often exhibit similar characteristics.

Keasey and McGuinness (1990) argued that small fìrms in a similar location should face sorne

broadly similar risks, in which case the fact that all the hrms are South Aust¡alian finns, and

mostly metropolitan Adelaide, provides an additional cont¡ol for risk.

Ideally, the length of the relationship between the bank and the borrower would have been a

better measure of information asymmetry. Information on the length of bank-client
relationships was, however, not available for enough firms to be used in the tests.

Ando (1985) (cited in Evans and Jovanovic, 1989) re¡rorted that the probability of a loan request

being granted improved significantly the more the business experience of the entrepreneur and

the older the firm.

I

9

l0
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firm growth, earnings and the probability of failure decrease with firm age. Jovanovic

(1982) and Lippman and Rumelt (1982) argued that firms' efficiencies are learnt over

time, inducing an owner-manager or firm 'age' or 'experience' effect. Thus age is

expected to be negatively correlated with the premium. A possible diminishing

curvilinear age effect suggests that a log transformation of the firm's age also be

considered (AGELoG).

The average age of loan applicants is approximately three years. Sixty per cent are two

years old or less, 31 per cent are one year old or less and 23 per cent are in their first two

months of operations. The loan applicant sample is therefore much younger than the

overall sample described in Table 9.8. This accords with the expectation that younger

firms are more likely to be seeking debt for establishment or gro,wthll.

Organisationalform: In Australia sole proprietors and partnerships usually are not

required to prepare financial statements. Incorporated firms, including exempt

proprietary companies, are statutorily required to prepare annual financial statements.

The provision of financial statements to banks by sole proprietors and partnerships

therefore may be relatively more costly if they are prepared especially for that purpose.

This does not necessarily affect the interest rate on the loan; however, if unincorporated

firms are consequently less likely to provide complete financial statements there may be a

systematic distortion (understaæment) of the importance of financial statements across all

firms, indicating the need to control for organisational form.

The greater regulation of disclosures by incorporated firms suggests that the bank may

derive a different level of information from their statements relative to unincorpolated

firms, although there is no a priori basis for predicting the nature of such differences.

Issues pertaining to growth a¡e considered in Chapærs 15 and 1ó with the latter focussing on the

role and accessibility ofdcbt.
ll
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The premiums therefore might differ between incorporated and unincorporated firms, or

between any of the organisational forms. Consequently, dummy variables are included

to distinguish incorporated (companies and trusts) and unincorporated (soletladels and

partnerships) firms generally (lNCoRP) and non-company forms (somrntn, zARTNER

and rnusr). The sample of loan approvals is comprised of 20 soletraders, 38 nominal

partnerships,45 companies and 21 trusts (giving a total of 66 incorporated firms). Of the

38 firms organised as partnerships, 15 had only one owner-manager. The 23 remaining

genuine partnerships are flagged by the additional dummy variable REALPART.

Origin (PN): Firms are distinguished in Chapter 9 according to whether they were neìù/

start-ups established by the current owner-manager or were purchased as going concetns.

It is plausible that established going concerns offer less risk to lenders and that the

owner-manager and lender have greater information as to the level and stability of income

from the firm. The experience or age effect identified above, with reference to Jovanovic

(1982) and Lippman and Rumelt (1982), may imply that, holding other factors constant,

banks will charge less for debt provided to an ongoing older firm than to a new staltupl2.

This effect should decline in importance the longer the f,rrm is held by the current owner-

manager and therefore it is considered in conjunction with the age of the firm. The origin

variable (rlr) is coded 0 for a purchased business and 1 for a new start-up. The

composite variable PNAGE is used to denote the possible interactive effect of age and

origin, and is denoted 1 for a new start-up business under a nominated age limit and 0

otherwise. Because the possible age limit is arbitrary, limits of one, two and three years

are tested (denoted PNAGEI, PNAGE2 and pNl,G¿3). Because these variables are intended

to denote riskier loan propositions, the predicted sign for their impact on pREMILIM is

positive. The origin of almost one third (40) of loan cases is not known. The remaining

If rationing is sufhciently tight, the bank may be more willing to hnance the acquisition of a
going concern or provide incremental finance to an ongoing older firm, than they would be to
fìnance a new start-up, in addition to pricing differentials.

t2
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84 cases are comprised of 47 new start-ups and 37 businesses purchased as going

concerns. As with the consumption variables, such a large number of missing

observations reduces the likelihood of the variable making a significant contribution in a

regression of all cases.

Number of owner-mnnagers (oM): The greater the number of effective otü/ner-managers

in a fîrm13, the greater the potential for agency problems (see Chapter 13). This may

generate demand for monitoring mechanisms by partners, increasing the general flow of

information. This may be mitigated by partnerships between domestic couples,

waffanting consideration of an additional control variable (COUPLE). As noted above,

controlling for couples may also be relevant to proxying consumption per owner-

manager. Combined with the possible risk reduction for the bank by having multiple

owner-managers liable for debt and a larger human capital stock, the existence of multiple

owner-managers may reduce the relative importance of financial statements or may

contribute negative premiums. The loan sample is comprised of 64 cases with one

owner-manager,55 with two and five with three owner-managers.

Industry (IND¡): Firms in a single industry class are expected to have similar business

risks since they produce broadly similar end products and use similar inputs and

technologies (Ferri and Jones, 1979). Firms in similar industries are expected to have

broadly similar business risk and volatility of earnings (Scott, 1972 Scott and Martin,

I976; Ferri and Jones, 1979). The industry classifications in Chapter 11 are used here.

Most were in /ND1 (60 cases) and 1Nn3 (24 cases). A fuller description is provided in

Table 14.2 which describes the industry concentrations by organisational form. There is

reasonable representation of the various industry classifications and organisational fonns

as described in Table 14.3. Both the organisational form and industry profiles follow

similar patterns to the overall sample set (see Tables 9.1 and 9.6). Particulally large

l3 See Chapters 2 anrJS
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concentrations occur for partnerships in IND1 and IN\(31 cases), and companies and

trusts (37 cases) in /ND1 .

Table 14.2

Industry x organisational form

Industry group
SOLE.

TRADERS
PARTNER-

SHIPS COMPANIES TRUSTS
Industry

Vo

INDy
IND2
IND3
INDa
IND5
INDa

12

I
1

5

4

4

5

5
)

19 125

I
5

3

4
7

2

2

3

2

2

48.4
2.4

19.4

8.9
9.7

I 1.3

Organisaliotwlform%o 16.1 30.6 36.3 16.9 100.0

Term of the loan (rnnu); The initial approved term of a loan may reflect the bank's

response to information asymmetries or other risks. Alternatively, longer term loans may

have a greater risk of eventual default. Most loans were for similarly short periods

(usually around five years) which would reduce its likely value as a risk proxy. It is

likely that the term and size of loans will be strongly correlated relative to the size of the

firm in terms of revenue and capital; the latter is expecæd to be modified for specificity to

account for the collateral value of assets. The average loan term is 7.5 years with a

median of 6.5 years. Particular concentrations occur for five year terms (29 cases) and

ten year terms (27 cases). There are 2t cases with terms less than five years, 32 with

terms greater than frve but less than ten years, and 15 cases with terms in excess of ten

years. The largest term (1 case) was 30 years.

Revenue: Firm size is measured by turnover and capital. As will be seen in Chaptet 15

this is keeping with the liærature pertaining to small firm size and growth. Because a size

effect may diminish in significance as size becomes increasingly large, a curvilinear'

relationship between firm size and the premium needs to be considered. This is

approximated by a log transformation. Therefore, revenue size is considered in four
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forms: gross sales (s.arøS), gross profit (cr) and the log of each (SALESLIG ãnd

GPL)G). Gross profit is included to allow for possible industry differences and possible

non-profitable variations in sales which might not provide the negative relationship

expected between size and PREMI(IM. Sales and gross profits are available for 63 cases.

One case reported a gross loss and so its Gp¿oG is classified as missing.

Cost factors

lænders may incur varying search and contracting costs relative for loan applicants from

different industry groups and for different scales of investment. Industry groups have

been considered above in the context of risk proxies. Loan size is considered below.

I-oan size (LOAN): Loan size may have a scale economy effect on the interest rate charged

by spreading the relatively fixed costs of a loan (such as contracting and expected

monitoring costs) over a larger principal. This suggests a negative correlation between

loan size and pnnutuu. Because this effect may diminish in significance as loans

become increasingly large, a curvilinear relationship between loan size and the premium

needs to be considered. This is approximated by a log transformation (L)ANL)G).

Note that this treatment is not entirely consistent with the aggregate premium model

described in equation I4.7 in which premia are determined by reference to loan pools.

This suggests that the effect of loan size should be in relation to cut-off values for loans,

rather than as a continuous scaling. Without specific knowledge of the bank's size

criteria, the adopted approach is preferable to any arbitrary loan size cut-offs. Data

screening did not indicate any obvious clustering of interest rates by loan size. The size

of the approved loan may reflect the bank's evaluation of the borrower's prospects and

would thus be co-determined with PREMIUM by reference to other variables. The extent

to which LGL)AN is correlated with other variables is considered below. Loan sizes

(LOAN) are widely dispersed (minimum $4,850; maximum $2,700,000) bur generally
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small with a median of $44,500. It is substantially skewed, but this is remedied by the

lo g transformation (Lo AN Lo G).

Correlations among variables

Appendix 5 describes the pairwise correlations between the potential explanatory

variables and with the premia. While TERM, LOANLOG and the control variable for

soletraders (S)LETRAD) are significantly correlated with pnnutuM, simple Pearsonian

correlations do not indicate how the variables will perform in a multivariate regression.

As discussed below, the significant correlations among several potential explanatory

variables indicate potential collinearity problems. The more serious problems potentially

arise with TERM and ro¡Nt oG which have a relatively high conçlation of 0.5066. From

the correlations with PREMIUM, it is expected that TERM (with a correlation of -0.3054)

will dominate LoANLOG (with a correlation of -0.2738) in a regression of PREMIUT+,I,

although in a multiva¡iate regression this cannot be presumed.

Other noteworthy correlations are those between consumption (both cousutvto and

C)NSUMt) and AGE, which as might be expected are positive, and the provision of

financial statements (aS and /NC) and AGEL)G which also are expectably positive. As

described below, such correlations will work against the effective inclusion of the pairs

variables in regressions models of interest rate premia.

Regression technique

The two main issues in selecting the regression approach are the variables with missing

observations and the potential for collinearity problems arising from the inclusion of

highly correlated explanatory variables.
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The options available for dealing with missing values are to either allow listwise deletion

of the relevant cases, which would unacceptably reduce the sample size in the current

circumstances, or to enter a nominated value for the missing values. A standard approach

is to substitute the mean of the variable concerned. An important possible effect of this

mean substitution is the likelihood of suppressing the information content of the variable

concerned by reducing its variance (all substituted values are equal to the mean and so

add nothing to the numerator in calculating the variance but increase n). While the use of

mean substitution may act against the variable being identified as varying in a significant

manner relative to dependent variable, this is preferred in the current circumstances to the

reduced degrees of freedom that would result from listwise deletion of the cases with

missing values on any of the variables.

The potential for collinearity problems arising from the inclusion of highly correlated

explanatory variables in a regression can most easily be avoided by excluding one of the

correlates from the regression. However, the choice of which variable should be

excluded is particularly contentious in the absence of strong a priori reasoning. To

attempt to capture interactions between such variables with composite variables would

further reduce degrees of freedom an exercise with a potentially large number of variables

relative to the number of cases.

The use of stepwise regression procedures will reduce the likelihood of collinearity

problems due to the opportunity to specify tolerance levels for the inclusion of variables

at each step. This also means it is unlikely that pairs of correlated variables will be

included in any one equation giving a lesser understanding of the interactions and

processes behind the interest rate premia. It also means the final choice of variables in the

model is achieved on statistical basis only, but given the range of variables that can be

considered and the lack of any strong theoretical basis for preferring one variable over

another, no superior method is available.
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The stepwise procedure used has tolerance levels for the inclusion of variables at each

step set at 0.1. In addition to satisfying the tolerance limit, a variable is added (and

retained) only if the coefficient is suffïciently significant. For current purposes a

relatively liberal confidence level of 90 per cent þ < 0.10) is used.

It is emphasised that the regression modelling pursued here is experimental in that it

searches for possible explanations of the interest rate premia, rather than testing clearly

hypothesised specific models of the premia. The only strongly framed test involved is of

the general model at equation (I4.7) that proposes that a premium can be explained as a

linear combination of premia induced by different signals or information items available

to the lender.

Regression results

Because of the volume of material involved the details of each of the regression models

developed here a¡e presented in Appendix 6. The initial regressionla considers all

proposed variables and cases. It results in a two variable model:

PREMIUM = .024 -.98E-4(TERM) + .008(soLErRAD) (MR 14.1)

The significance levels for each of the explanatory variables is very strong (0.0009 and

0.015 respectively) but the model has a modest R2 of 0.14 (0.12 adjusted). While this

leaves a substantial amount of the variation in the premia unexplained, it is an

encouraging start. The variables not in the equation indicate little obvious additional

contribution from such sources. The most influential of the remaining variables arc AGE

and cptoc. Both are well outside acceptable significance limits. Analysis of the

standardised residuals suggests some scope for further explanation of PREMIUM. The

l4 Labelled Multiple regression 14,1'in Appendix 6
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normal probability plot appears to be concave to the normal45-clegree line, suggesting an

unexplained curvilinear infl uence.

The expected substitutability of tol¡ttoG for TERM proposed in the earlier discussion of

correlations is confirmed in 'Multiple regression 14.2' for TERM is suppressed. The

resultant two variable model is very simila¡ to 14.l:

PREMIUM = .05 -.007(LOANLOG) + .OO7(SO¿ETRAD) (MR 14.2)

The significance levels for each of the explanatory variables is almost as strong (0.011

and 0.054 respectively) with L}ANL7G providing similar albeit slightly reduced

explanatory power of R2 of 0.10 (0.09 adjusted). The residuals appear a little more

normal, but not substantially so, than for model 14.1. Overall the results are similar.

Given the variety of poæntial explanatory variables, these results appear weak. The cases

include a wide range of organisational forms and industry types across which loan

pricing behaviour might not be easily generalised, even using control variables. A series

of tests were conducted excluding the cases from each industry category then each

organisational form in turn. The results each time are very close to those already reported

except when partnerships are excluded. These are reported as 'Multiple regression 14.3'

and 'Multiple regression 14.4'. The first again considers all potential variables (except

the now redundant PSHIP control) while the second suppresses TERM which was again

very significant in the lead model and replacedby LOANLOG inthe second model.

The first model is substantially different to MR 14.1, with TERM now augmentecl by DS,

AGE and INC)RP. Note that INCORP is now a direct substitute for S,LETRAD, being its

direct complement:

pREMruM = .037 -.fJÙ2(rønu) - .005(as) -7.07(AcE) - .006(/NCoRp) (MR 14.3)
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As before, the organisational form control indicates that soletraders tend to pay higher

premia that incorporated firms. The explanatory power has increased to R2 of 0.26

(0.22 adjusted). The presence of nS is both inæresting and somewhat surprising given

the previous discussion of the consequences of missing observations and the use of mean

substitution. The inclusion of ¡s indicates that ñrms providing balance sheets to the bank

with loan application will attract lower interest rates than those that do not. Given the

correlations between BS and other variables (see Appendix 5) it cannot be concluded that

the negative premium attaches to the balance sheet provisíon per s¿. It may be that the

provision of a balance sheet efficiently proxies other information such as the use of an

accountant and the number of owner-managers, although this seems unlikely given there

are 64 missing observations on Bs (approximately half the cases)15.

W\th L)ANLoG entering multiple regression 14.4 with the suppression of TERM, thele is

a further change in the structure of the model with the industry control vaiiables /ND5

(commercial services) displacing AGE and INC)RP :

PREMIUM = .067 -.01(L1ANL1G) -.006(¿s) + .008(/ND5) (MR 14.4)

This three variable model has an R2 of 0.2 (adjusted 0.17). The industry contlol lNl5

(commercial services) indicates that firms in this industry tended to attract higher premia.

The standardised betas reported for all variables in the models allows comparison of the

relative contribution of each variable within a model. In 14.3 and I4.4 TERM and

LOANLOG have similar relative sway with betas of approximately -0.35 and -0.33

respectively while all other variables in both models are in the range of 10.17 - 0.19.

V/hile the possible role of balance sheets or what they might represent in these cases warrants

further investigation, it is beyond the scope of this analysis which is concerned mainly with the

relevance of owner-manager consumption levels to loan pricing.

l5
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The graphical representations in the histogram of residuals shows some negative

skewness for both equations and potentially bi-modality for 14.4. The notmal

probability plots appear to be concave to the normal45-degree line for 14.3, suggesting a

curvilinear influence; 14.4 exhibits a slight 'S' shape indicative of some skewness.

When 14.4 is applied to the excluded cases for partnerships the standardised residuals

conform equally as well to the normal curve and the probability plot appears to exhibit

less deviation from the diagonal for I4.4 while parherships fit poorly with 14.3.

Partnerships

The increase in multiple R (from 0.37 and 0.32 for the first two applications to .0.51 and

0.45 for 14.3 and 14.4) shows an enhanced degree of association between the model and

PREMIUM when the partnership cases are excluded. Multiple regression 14.5 repofis the

stepwise regression for partnership cases only. The only variable selected is LOANL)G,

with a size opposite to that achieved in the regressions that exclude partnerships. The

explanatory power of the model is trivial with R2 of only 0.08.

Regressions 14.6 and l4.l report the forced regressions of the variables used in 14.3 and

14.4 to partnerships. In 14.6 the signs for BS and LGø are reversed suggesting that their

effects are to moderate TERM. The model has little explanatory power with R2 of only

0.08 (approximately zero when adjusted). In 14.7 the signs for both 1ND5 and BS are also

reversed and there is a very similar loss of explanatory power. In both regressions none

of the variables are significant.

The available data does not allow further examination of the possible explanations for the

different premia behaviour of loans to firms organised as partnerships lelative to

soletraders and incorporated firms. It is apparent, however, that the explanation of the

premia charged to partnerships requires variables not considered here.
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Consumption

An important objective of these tests is to examine the extent to which consumption

behaviour or aspirations is taken into account by lenders in determining the price of debt.

'fhe preceding results provide tþw answers to this question. The individual consumption

correlations with PREMIUM (see Appendix 5) show no bivariate association with all

coefficients negative but insignificant. While the consumption variables are not included

in any of the regression models it cannot be ascertained whether this is due to the failure

of the lender to take account of such information or to data deficiencies such as

measurement problems and the substantial number of missing observations.

CoxclusroN

The analysis in Chapter 12 indicates that the relationship between consumption and debt

may be more complex than can be detected by analysis of the costs of term loans only.

The earlier analysis suggests consumption is influential in the level and structure of debt

in an owner-managed firm, meaning it is unlikely to remain const¿nt before and after the

debt restructuring exercises that are considered here. Testing for any impact on the cost

of debt are frustrated by the difficulties in identifying consumption levels prior to loan

approval. While it is likely that lenders have superior information regarding achieved

consumption, it cannot be assumed that they have reliable information concerning the

owner-manager's consumption intentions. This may induce reliance on general

indicators that are applied consistently to groups of owner-managed firms. These may be

included in the premia groups already identified using the various control variables or

may pertain to yet unidentified variables. It is plausible that lenders observe the general

status of loan applicants, such as indicated by lifestyle, family status or the like, and use

these factors as indicators of likely consumption levels.

An interesting feature of the results obtained here is the provision of balance sheets as

partly 'explaining' interest rate premiums initially charged on telm loans. Caution must
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be exercised in interpreting the role of L)ANL)G. There is a strong argument that the size

of the approved loan reflects the bank's evaluation of the borrower's pl.ospects. It might

not so much reduce interest rates through scale economy as it might obscure the role of

other risk proxiesl6.

It is concluded that there is no indication of consumption levels affecting the cost of debt.

While this may be due to inappropriate testing methods or data limitations, it is plausible

that lenders do not take account of consumption levels in the naive manner proxied here.

It is known that banks collect fairly detailed consumption dat¿ from small business loan

applicantsLT that may facilitate more detailed and individual specific evaluations of

consumption levels and possible trends than can be tested here. There was no evidence

in the loan files accessed for data collection as to how the bank utilised the data collected.

As noted earlier, original loan applications were not available for data collection and so

.the information collected by the bank cannot be modelled here.

While it is apparent that banks collect detailed and varied information regarding debt

applicants, precisely how this is used in loan approvals and pricing cannot be effectively

modelled with the available data. Noting this limitation and the otherwise still tentative

debt pricing results, attention is now turned to how debt pricing considerations and other

evidence regarding the role of debt generated in Part III may affect the performance of

owner managed firms in the context of the consumption model presented in pa1.¡ II.

16 V/ben both TERM and LOANLOG is suppressed from the regression AGE and SOLETRAD are
included as signiflrcant explanatory variables but with a much lower R2 of 0.15. Because of the
signilrcant correlation between AGE and LOANLOG the appearan ce of AGE may be little rnore
than a proxy substitution, It also may be the case that loan sizes, as previously rJiscusse¿, are a
protluct of the bank's use of other information including that representecl by AGE. Because
available data does not support further testing in this area, no further analysis ofis pursued.
The loan application forms of all major Australian banks were collected in 1988 ancl again in
1992. In each case the banks appeared to collect the same information regarrling domestic
ex¡renditure as they typically for small personal loans ancl owner-occupier property loans.

l7
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CHAPTER 15

COST AND AVAILABILITY OF DEBT

INrnonucrroN

As indicated in the introduction to Part IV, growth is often represented as an important

view of firm performance. This chapter considers the substantial role of capital related

exærnalities as growth constraints. This is pursued primarily by drawing on material

presented in earlier chapters and by reference to previous Australian empirical studies. Of

relevance from earlier chapters are some of the empirical results in Chapters 10 and 12

concerning the identified behaviour of borrowers and lenders, the discussion of

contracting behaviour in Chapter 13 (especially those elements pertaining to information

asymmetry and risks of moral hazard) and empirical evidence in Chapter 14 concerning

information asymmetry, signals and debt pricing.

The focus for this chapter is drawn from the frequent claim by media commentators and

lobbyists that a critical 'finance gap' exists which retards the growth of Australian small

or owner-managed firms (Lambert, 1984). Historically, the finance gap described the

situation where a 'small' firm had exhausted available short term sources of f,rnance but

could not gain access to longer term finance from lenders, venture capitalists or public

share floats. For examples of such restrictions in Australia see Hutchinson (1987); for

elsewhere see Tamari (1980), Fazzari, Hubbard and Peterson (1987), and Evans and

Jovanovic (1989). Others, such as Beddall (1990) in Australia and Rhyne (1988) in the

US, used the term more broadly to imply a general restriction on the supply of all forms

of capital to small business, together with a higher cost of debt.

It is illustrated in a discussion of prior research in Chapter 16 that owner-manâgers al'c

reluctant to pursue external equity financing so that financing is largely restricted to debt
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and internally generated equity. The general role of equity and debt are considered briefly

after noting the intended nature or concept of growth being considered here, and before

focussing on the more substantial aspects of debt.

Growth

The concept of growth is explored in greater depttr in Chapter 16 in the context of internal

influences on firm growth. Size (and therefore growth) is often considered in the rclevant

literature in terms of number of employees (see Chapter 2) or gross revenues (see Chapter

16). For policy makers and observers with particular interests such as employment

growth, employee numbers may be an appropriate criteria, but there is no obvious

Íugument that small firm owner-managers would be interested in growth in employee

numbers per se. The consumption model formalised in Chapter 7 indicates that

consumption (and consequent income) aspirations may require increased capital to

generate the necessary revenues. Measuring growth in terms of gross revenues may have

a closer association with consumption aspirations. This is partially investigated in

Chapter 11 in the context of hypotheses concerning the relationship between revenue

generating investment and consumption. The results of these tests, as reported in Tables

II.l2 - 11.16, generally support the proposed relationship between increased investment

and increased consumption aspirations.

Equity

External equity access has little relevance in the cuffent context. The definition of owner-

managed firms precludes the use of significant external equity capital. Owner-managed

hrms were selected for study primarily because they dominate the small business sector,

which has already been noted as rarely using external equity. A question fol those

concemed with finance gaps is whether this is by choice or opportunity.
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The control incentives and agency concerns considered in previous chapters suggest that

it may be largely a result of both but intuitively, choice must dominate. As evidenced in

a survey of 1000 Australian small businessesl reported in Yellow Pages Australia (1995)

(hereafter YPA), few owner-managers will accept equity partners because of the

perceived impact this has on the nature of their firms and the attached agency costs.

Growth aspirants were asked about their intention to seek external equity financing to

fund growh and their willingness to share control with an external investor to obtain such

capital. Nineteen per cent of high growth aspirants indicated an intention to seek extemal

equity compared to six per cent of moderate growth aspirants2. Thirty four per cent of

high growth aspirants twere prepared to share control compared to only 22 per cent of

moderate growth aspirants. Overall, 77 per cent of growth seeking owner-managers

were specifically not prepared to share control of their business with an investor.

Questions were not asked of non-growth proprietors and the respondents' understanding

of 'sharing control'was not considered. There was no apparent industry effect in control

preferences.

This lack of demand may be matched by a similar lack of supply. Information

asymmetry, contracting and monitoring problems for potential providers of equity capital

to owner-managed firms were discussed in Chapter 13. The identified problems provide

a disincentive to accept residual equity positions in such firms. The higher risk attaching

to non-tradeable (and therefore long term) residual equity (compared to debt) also infer'

risk premia that may encourage orwner-managers to seek debt in preference to equity.

The study surveyed randomly selected small business proprietors employing fewer than 20

¡reople, drawn from all metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas of Australia with quotas set olì

geographical location and industry, weighted to reflect the totâl business population.

High growth aspirants comprised eight per cent and moderate growth aspirants comprise<l 61 per

cent of a]l frirms.

1

2
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The only other available source of equity thus becomes owner-managers' savings. For'

new start-ups this requires existing wealth while continuing firms may have access to

retained eamings. The attributed equity contributions of owner-managers in the data base

indicate varying degrees of leverage. Table 12.3 indicates that the incidence of savings of

any amount by sampled firms was relatively low with 42 per cent of cases failing to

achieve any savings over the two year period and only 16 per cent achieving savings in

both periods.

The more generally recognised limiæd ability of owner-managed firms to generate internal

equity is considered in Chapter 16. The limited role of equity indicates that availability

and cost of debt are critical concems for owner-managed firms.

Debt

Consisænt with a reluctance or inability to introduce external equity, empirical evidence

indicates that small owner-managed firms have a high relative use of debt financing.

Renfrew (1982, p.134) reported that approximately 7 5 per cent of small firms' long term

finance (in 1976-78) came from banks with only 1.3 per cent coming from new equity

holders. Evidence from surveys reported in Bird and Juttner (1975) and Bureau of

Industry Economics (1981, 1991) provide a similar view.

It has been suggested that poorer access to hnance reflects the relatively lower potential

returns from small firm investments (Campbell, 1981) and higher cost of debt reflects

lenders' costs in administering small firm debt (Johns, Dunlop and Sheehan, 1989).

Faced with arguments that small firms should be protected from higher interest charges,

(Martin, 1984) concluded that interest rate caps on loans under $100,000 (which existed

until 1984) induced credit rationing for small firms because banks could not always

charge rates commensurate with the perceived risk (p.309).
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A recent parliamentary inquiry into small business in Australia reported that a significant

obstacle to the growth and development of small business is access to finance undel

appropriate terms and conditions (Beddall, 1990, p.190). It qualified this finding by

noting the reluctance of small firms to accept equity financing (in keeping with the above

reference to the YPA (1995) study) and difficulty in satisfying the security requirements

of banks. It appears that in the debt market, owner-managed frrms have weak bargaining

positions. They can access few substitutes and essentially are price-takers. The debt

instruments used by Australian owner-managed f,rrms are mainly floating (fluctuating)

overdrafts and short term loans3. This generalisation ignores the extent to which leasing

may substitute for debt. The possible relevance of leasing is considered later in this

chapter. The prevalence of short term loans was evidenced in Chapter 14 when the term

of loans was considered in the pricing regressions. The terms of loans comprising the

sample had a mean of 7.5 years and a median of 6.5 years. Forty per cent of cases had

terms of five years or less. Sixty six per cent had tenns less than ten years while another

22 per cent had terms equal to ten years.

Intendedly rational providers of debt to o,wner-managed firms will be concemed with the

risk to and return on such capital. As suggested in previous chapters, r'isk includes

information risk and the business risk associated with the historically more failure-prone

small firms. This may increase demand for collateral (both for security and bonding).

This view is supported by the evidence presented in Chapter 10 (See tables 10.4 and

10.5) concerning the high incidence of secured personal guarantees for incorporated

owner-managed firms (75 to 81 per cent) and domestic asset realisations fol all forms of

defaulting firms (69 per cent lost a domestic residence). Debt availability and cost for

owner-managed firms as impediments to growth and as responses, in part, to the

objectives of owner-managers are considered below.

3 Based on the samples used here, there is little or no use of bank bills or othcr subsf itute devices
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Av¡.IIInILITY AND CoST oF DEBT

Johns, Dunlop and Sheehan (1989) argued that it is reasonable that small owner'-managed

frms pay morc for debt capital for at least three reasons:

Debt holders' administrative costs are larger relative to the size of debt when the

average level of debt is smaller for owner-managed firms than for larger firms.

a

a

a

Small owner-managed firms are widely recognised as having higher failure (debt

default) rates than larger firms, thus warranting higher risk premiums.

Information asymmetriesa and deficiencies increase information risk or search

costs to lenders and may induce risk premiums or the inclusion of the costs in

debt pricing.

The first and last of these ¿ìre supported by the empirical results reported in Chapter 14.

What is yet to be shown here is that small owner-managed firms pay more for debt.

Overdraft rates cited in Reserve Bank Bulletins indicate much higher ranges (and upper

limits) for indicator rates on overdrafts under $100,000 relative to those over $100,000.

For example, the comparative interest rate ranges for overdrafts based on Reserve Bank

data following the removal of regulated interest rate ceilings in 1985 are described in

Table 15.1. These indicate that generally the small firms faced minimum rates equal to

larger ftrm's maximum rates, while the maximum rates payable on smaller loans were 1.5

to 4.25 percentage points above those for large loans.

The loans to owner-managed firms sampled in Chapter 14 paid interest rates that indicated

al.7 per cent points average loading on the Reserve Bank indicator rates, although rates

charged to individual firms varied subst¿ntially (see Table I4.I).

As discussed earlier, the effect of information asymmetries may include search costs, t.he costs of
'generalised' screen in g and moni tori n g costs.

4
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Table 15.1

Overdraft indicator rates: 1986'1989*

Year to 30 June læss than $100,000 $100,000 and over

1986

1987

1988

1989

t6.75 - 19.50

16.25 - 20.50

15.00 - 18.s0

t9.7s - 22.00

t6:75 - 18.00

16.00 - 16.25

15.00

t9.75

*Source: Reserve Bank Bulletins 198G1989.

Similarly, Johns, Dunlop and Sheehan (1989) reported that small firms paid 2-2.5 pet

cent over the rates charged to larger borrowers during 1986-89 but this involves

comparisons across debt size ranges. The differences in upper interest rate limits

described in Table 15.1 indicaæ that this should be the result obtained. Regressions I4.2

and |4.4'reported in Chapter 14 indicate substantial reductions in interest rates could be

attributed to loan size. Because the log of loan size is used, the relative relationship of

'administrative costs'to loan size (as per Johns, Dunlop and Sheehan, 1989) declines as

loans become larger, implying a diminishing scale effect that is approximated by the log

transformation.

As suggested in Chapter 14, the existence of quoted maximum rates implies an upper

limit for risk premia consistent with the suggestion that lenders impose limits on the level

of risk they are prepared to accept on a contract. Thus, owner-managed f,rrms offering

projects which are perceived as riskier than this level cannot simply offer to pay a higher

interest rate; the bank will reject the proposal for exceeding the acceptable ri.sk level.

Weak support is found in Bureau of Industry Economics (1981), which reported 1978

survey results for more than 4,000 small Australian firms. Fourteen per cent reported

that they could not obtain any extemal finance and another 40 per cent obtained less than

the amounts sought s. This may be attributable to an inability of owner-managers to

As this was prior to the deregulation of interest rates, the responses may not reflect post-1985

con¿itions and experiences. Prior to 1986, the regulated interest rafes oll loans uuder $100,000

continucd on ncxl PaSc

5
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signal their quality to lenders or the riskiness of their projects taking them over the

notional risk threshold.

Information asymmetry and debt

Information asymmetry as a contributor to the cost of debt has been proposed in Barnea,

Haugen and Senbet (1981), Pettit and Singer (1985), Fazzan, Hubbard and Peterson

(1987), Van der Wijst (1989), Scherr, Sugrue and Ward (1990), Ang (1991 ,1992) and

Shailer (1994b). There appears to have been no published empirical evidence to date

regarding this effect. The implications of information asymmetry for the cost of debt, as

evidence in Chapter 14, may be substantial.

The risk (interest) indicator range argument reiterated above suggests that the availability

of debt finance to owner-managers will depend on their ability to convince a bank that the

risk level they represent falls below the critical threshold. The results reported in Chapær'

14 regarding debt pricing (rather than availability) suggest some successful signalling

occurs6. Disproportionate information search and supply costs for smaller loans may

increase the difhculty of signalling relatively lower risk propositions. This may increase

the emphasis on collateral requirements. As argued in Chapter 2 and empirically

supported in Chapær 10, the provision of personal collateral effectively transfers much of

the risk-taking function to the o,wner-manager regardless of apparent liability ban'iers.

Even with this transfer of risk through the guarantee mechanism, the interest rate chalged

on loans still appears to include significant adjustments for reductions in the information

asymmetry or information deficiencies faced by the lender. Regressions 14.3 tnd I4.4

Continued from previous page:
further induced credit rationing because the unregulated rates on larger loans were higher. This
means the riskiest small loan should have been less risky than most larger loans; zur atypical
situation. The BIE results are overstated insomuch as they include an unknown propoltion of
ffurns tlnt did not receive finance because they refused to provide the required personal collateral
(guarantees) on offered debt.

6 The nature of the available data, drawn from bank lending files, precludes any testing of tlìe debt
rationing propositions.
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(in Chapter 14) show the availability of a balance sheet could consistently reduce the

interest rate by a small margin. More generally the age of the firm could havs a

substantial impact on the interest rate premia. It has been argued that lenders have access

to more information on the borrower's ability the longer the firm has been in business.

Firm age may indicate past profitability or an owner's ability and propriety merely

because of how long the firm has survivedT. Ando (1985) (cited in Evans and

Jovanovic, 1989) reported that the probability of a loan request being granted improved

significantly the more the business experience of the entrepreneur and the older the firm,

indicating that information availability may affect both cost and availability of debt. While

the tests in Chapter 14 indicaæ that the provision of balance sheets has a significant effect

on the interest rate charged, it is not possible to test the extent to which the plovision of

financial stâtements improve access to finance.

Owner-manager ability and debt

I-enders cannot directly observe owner-managers' operating choices and rely on ex post

monitoring of outcomes. The evidence from Chapter 9, however, is that there is little

evidence of monitoring in the form of financial statements or other contracted information

provision. V/hile the bank is able to expertly and directly monitor cash flows for most

borrowers, there is no evidence that they monitor the composition or nature of such flow.

The only observed monitoring was for firms already identified as potential defaulters, for

which the bank routinely noted balances and total payments and receipts for accounts with

overdraft facilities. It was inferred from these circumstance that the bank relied

substantially on collateral to compensate for default risk. While analysis of financial

statements can reveal some aspects of managements' efficiency and effectiveness, bank

diary notes mostly seemed to focus on profit levels and margins only.

Jovanovic (1982), Dunne et al. (1987), Evâns (1987a 1987b), Storey et al. (1981) and Storey
(1989) found that variability in firm growth, earnings and the probability of failure decrease with
firm age. Jovanovic (1982) and Lippman and Rumelt (1982) argued that firms' efficiencies are

leamt over time, inducing ân owner-manager or firm 'agc' or'experience'effect.

7
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By making choices that yield higher short-term profits, the owner-manager may implove

early perceptions of ability, and hence increase borrowing capacity. In some cases, this

potential advantage may outweigh the fact that the choices do not maximise net present

value or maximise the probability of achieving long term targets, or may subjugate other

preferred options.

Owner-mnnager objectives and d¿bt

Financing may be affecæd by consumption and survival aspirations. As with ability, it is

likely that owner-manager objectives are initially unobservable by a lender. While the

bank typically requires debt applications by small firms to include estimates of domestic

expenditure or consumption most elements are not or cannot be validated and there is no

assurance regarding future owner-manager behaviour. This extends the information

asymmetry and moral hazard risk problems beyond the hnancial prospects and collateral

position of the firm. The pursuit of consumption stability and survival may result in a

preference for periodic income certainty over growth. This preference is reinforced by

the debt holders' threat of liquidation.

Therefore, consumption and survival aspirations and debt servicing obligations may also

encourage a short term profit orientation additional to that proposed for firms seeking to

establish a track record to enhance borrowing opportunities.

Regardless of lenders' expectations of an owner-manager's ability and the investment

proposal, and because the owner-manager retains control of the firm, it is possible that

some investment choices can be varied after finance has been secured. This hazard is

anticipated by lenders, who contract accordingly. Countering such potential in the debt-

instrument may be by relatively simple means, such as setting interest rates commensur¿lte

with the risk of the owner-manager's possible discretionary actions or by irnposing

bonding mechanisms such as secured personal guarantees. It may also induce lenders'
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preferences for short-term (relative to project duration) debt offers to limit the possibility

of opportunistic behaviour (see Chapter 13).

Lenders a¡e able to pursue such strategies due to the rationed debt market confronting

small owner-managed firms. Not only is the number of institutional lenders small, but

the set of financial instruments offered by banks is particularly limited and offer little

variation. Repayment obligations generally have similar minimum requirements (such as

short term instalment loans with regular equal instalments) which are independent of the

firm's projects and resultant cash flows.

Coxcr.uslox

Debt rationing may explain or be a product of the indicator limits for interest rates. The

maximum rate infers maximum acceptable risk. Lending decisions are also dependent on

ability to repay, which relates to both the availability of collateral and the pattern of

expected realised returns in excess of base consumption available for debt servicing. The

difficulties in predicting the latter may encourage the apparent emphasis on collateral

which for small firms leads to widespread demand for personal guarantees.

Institutional lenders appear to use generalised screening devices that reduce the ability of

owner-managed firms to signal their quality on an ex ante basis. Perceptions of 'track

records' as a financing criterion may provide an incentive for owner-managers to pursue

short-term results. Debt servicing requirements and the desire to maintain a particular

consumption level may encourage risk aversion in the sense of minimising the variability

of required profit if anticipated profits will satisfy the owner-manager's current

consumption aspiration and debt servicing obligations.

The track record effect may be compounded by the consumption stability-debt servicing

effect over time. If owner-managers are uncertain as to the consequences of their'
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decisions and greater changes from the status quo imply greater uncertainty, the owner-

manager has an incentive to avoid change. Thus previous input decisions which were

short-term profit oriented may be repeated although the original incentive for this

orientation should not continue to dominate the decision process. Thus, firms may

continue to focus on short-term profitability regardless of their subsequent opportunities.

The suggestion of short term oriented decision making is considered in Chapter 17. The

hypothesised incentive for limiting change may also significantly deter growth. Owner-

manager attitudes towards growth and internal factors limiting growth are examined in

Chapter 16.
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CHAPTER 16

GRO\ryTH IN O\ryNER.MANAGED FIRMS

INTRoDUcTIoN

The previous chapter reviewed evidence and argument regarding the cost and availability

of debt to owner-managed firms, and in doing so noted some possible consequences for

the ability of the firm to pursue growth oriented investment. This chapter more

specifically considers growth as a performance criteria, in the context of the ploposed

framework. Generally it will be argued that growth is subject to limiting conditions

within the firm and as a possible consequence of consumption satisficing.

Penrose (1959) described the impact of the 'entrepreneur' on the growth of firms in a

theoretical treatise that focussed on profit objectives in growth and diversification

strategies of firms. While implicitly recognising the relationship between the owner-

manager entrepreneur and the firm she did not identify why entrepreneurs were interested

in profit per se or what limits the individual entrepreneur's objectives might impose on

the firm's growth. This chapter describes how owner-managers'attitudes and capacity

may be important growth determinants.

For current discussion a distinction is drawn between growth aspirations or willingnes,s

and growth success. After addressing the concept of growth, this chapter considers the

owner-manager's willingness and the owner-managed firm's capacity for growth in the

context of the consumption framework, and then considers factors relevant to growth

success.

Defining growth

The concept of growth is a consequence of how size is measured. As discussed in

Chapter 2, much of the previous literature has described size in terms of gross revenues
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(such as Binks, 1979,1980; Boardman, Bartley and Ratcliff, 1981; Boyd, 1984;

Davidsson, 1989, 1991; Barkham, 1994; Holmes and Zimmer, L994) or number of

employees (such as Renfrew, Sheehan and Dunlop, 1985; Evans 1987a, 1987b;

Davidsson, 1989, 1991; Frank, Mugler and Roessl, 1991; Vy'agner, 1992; Arrighetti,

1994; Barkham, 1994; Mata, 1994; Storey, 1994). The results of such studies may have

much to do with the adopted concept of size or growth and how these can be related to

owner-manager aspirations.

As for all aspects of the owner-managed firm the attitude to growth is influenced by the

attainment or support of income or consumption targets (see Part II). Given the

consumption-survival constraints, preferences for growth must be governed by the extent

to and manner in which growth affects consumption levels and (income) stability. Until a

nominated target level is reached, the owner-manager is primarily interested in income

growth subject to sustaining the required level of assurance of maintaining the target

level; see equations 7.22-7.23 (noting that positive ,Lf*r=!l*t- y, denotes intended

income growth), 7.24-7.27 and 7.30 (noting that target savings are equivalent to wealth

growth). An individual's preference for growth in wealth depends on the relativities of

current and future consumption targets. Where these contentions risk confusion is in

relation to the separate events of investment and income growth. Intended rationality

implies individuals pursue only those investments with expected positive returns,

implying investment growth can be described in terms of desired wealth or income

growth. Consequently, an individual who owns and manages a business to generate

income or accumulate wealth may view the size of a firm, and consequently growth, in

terms of residual equity or income measurest.

Growth in an owner-manager's residual equity can arise only from retained eantings (inclucling

increased asset values) excluding the appropriation of debt. holders' capital or injections of new

equity. Given the definition of the owner-managed firm, the injection of new equity requires new
partners. Admission of effective partners has implications for the nature and identity of the tinn.

conlinued on ncxt pagc
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Def,rning growth in ærms such as employee numbers does not directly relate to changes in

profitability, income or wealth. For policy makers and observers with particulat interests

such as employment growth, employee numbers may be an appropriate criteria, but there

is no obvious argument that small firm owner-managers would be interested in glowth in

employee numbers per se. Such an approach implicitly assumes that all firms are

similarly labour intensive and efficient. Conversely, ex post measurement of economic

growth indicators does not indicate the growth willingness of the firm. This suggests

that increases in employee numbers may be superior to most other adopæd approaches as

an ex post measure of growth intentions, but is biased in its exclusion of firms that may

seek growth without increasing employee numbers, either by more eff,rcient use of labour

or because they are more capital intensive2. Investing capital or effort in generating

increased revenues indicates a desire to increase income in the context of the consumption

model (see equations 7 .22 and 7 .23).

Denoting size, and therefore growth, in terms of gross revenues has a closer association

with income, but arguably pertains more to income growth aspirations or willingness

distinct from income growth success. Income growth success depends on the efficiency

with which increased revenues are generated. This was partially investigated in Chapter

11 in the context of hypotheses concerning the relationship between income producing

expenditures (investment) and consumption (particularly H7 - H8C). The results of

theses tests, as reported in Tables ll.l2 - 11.16, generally support the proposed

relationship between revenue growth aspirations and consumption aspirations.

Continued from previous page:
Legally, the admission (or retirement) of a paflner means the cessation of one partnerslrip and the

commencement of another. If firms depend on their owner-managers for identity and value, fhe

concepts of cessation and commencement also apply in an economic sense. No instances of
admissions (or retirements) of effective partners were observed for any firms in the data base.

2 The latter aspect may be captured by including increased investrnent in asseLs, for example, as a

measure of growth intention, while asset replacement, marketing, resea¡ch and development, or
other expenditures may indicate a focus on efficiency oriented growth. Increased owner-manager
effort also seems a likely indicator of (profit) growth-willingness, but. it is not readily observetl.
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Gnowrn wILLINGNESS

Under the consumption framework, growth willingness is significantly influenced by

consumption aspirations3 and perceptions of environment4. Growth willingness may be

considered from numerous perspectives. In the absence of any other particulal'

perspective appearing more appropriate to owner-managed firms, the following

discussion adopts the traditional approach of considering motivation, ability and

opportunity (Katona 1975), so that growth willingness depends on owner-managers'

perceptions of three factors:

. Incentives for growth (motivation).

. Capacity for growth (ability).

. Opportunities for growth.

Individual o,ü/ner-manager perceptions of capacity and opportunities may largely reflect

individual abilities, the more general view of which is included in the concept of bounded

rationality in Chapter 5. The following examination of the above three factors largely

ignores the owner-manager's search and evaluations to focus on the more general limiting

con ditions affectin g capacity and oppornrnity.

Like much prior research, testing of this assertion is constrained by data availability. Research
in the growth of owner-managed firms has been consrained by several methodological problems.

Some of these a¡e induced by prevailing data limitations, including: reliance on cross sectional
data when inferences regarding firm growth implies a need for longitudinal data; aggregation of
dissimilar firms (such as in terms of industry, ma¡ket, size, and ownership); and the use of
various data bases, the nature of which indicaæ high potential bias in the behaviour or attitucles
of the sampled owner-managers (data bases often consist of firms involved in particular
programmes for financial or expert assistance or resource sharing).
Factors perceived by an owner-manager to be environmental may be a function of extemal and
internal factors. For example, the general availability of debt is at least partly dependent on the

condition of the credit market and prospective lenders' views of both the intemal condition of the

hrm and the sigrificance of other extemalities.
As noted in previous chapters, a¡eas of economics based on experimenLrl psychology are beyond
the scope of this thesis.

3

4

5
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Incentives for growth

The propositions of this thesis indicate that the primary incentives for growth are

consumption and the survival of the hrm as an income generatoÉ.

YPA (1995)7 identified only eight per cent of small business proprietors as having high

growth aspirationss. Sixty one per cent of respondents indicated that they wished to

grow "moderately" and 28 per cent wished to remain at their cuffent operating level.

Generally, growth aspirations were higher for firms with more than ten employees and

for those with large turnover ($500,000 plus).

This section explores the available literature (to identify possible reasons for such a low

level of growth aspirations among owner-managed firms) where it is found that the

empirical results mainly centre on concepts of control and independence. The äefinition

of the owner-managed firm describes the owner-manager as undertaking all primary

management activities (see Chapter 1). This implies a high degree of direct control. The

possible importance of retaining such control, as corlsidered empirically, is described

below. The incentive of target satisficing is then considered.

Control and índependenc e

An implication of an owner-manager's preference for retaining control is that growth is

limited by the extent to which an owner-manager is prepared to relinquish control over

various business activities. There is some empirical support for this gt'owth-control

It has been suggested that incentives for growth encompass non-economic psychological a-specls

such as a desi¡e to appear successful, a desire for prestige or influence (Murray, 1938), optimism
and self-conhdence (Brockhaus, 1982; Hornaday,1982), as well as economic aspects such as

monetary gains. Any non-economic motivations that may exist are secondary to satisfying
elementary economic objectives.

See Chapter 15 for a description of this survey.
While the study did not identify how growth or size was deFrned or scaled, responses to questions

regarding growth strategies suggest res¡r,ondents had interpreted growth to be either in revenue or
profits. The survey did not consider motivations for growth.

6

7

8
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hypothesise as a significant non financial motivation in owner-managed firms, including

surveys of owner-managers in the US (Kenny, L982; Boyd and Gumpert, 1987) and

Sweden (Davidsson, 1989, 1991) with Davidsson providing the most direct survey of

attitudes.

US evidence of the control orientation of owner-managers is more circumspect. Kenny

(1982) surveyed 31 owner-managers and24 agent managers from real estate firms and

reported that owner-managers perceive growth to be more risky for them due to the

resultant loss of control. Boyd and Gumpert (1987) studied 450 owner-managers based

in the New England region to examine how they coped with work-related stress. In

doing so, they identihed retaining the freedom to make decisions about the business to be

a major concern.

More direct evidence is obtained from Davidsson (1989, 1991), who reported evidence

of asymmeric relationships between some expected outcomes and growth willingnesslo.

Resultant loss of control was indicated to have a strong growth-deterring effect, while a

resultant gain in controllability appeared to have no motivational effect. The opposite

pattern was observed for independence. Davidsson also found that deterring folces

usually overrode incentives once firms reached a size of about 5-9 employeesll.

10

As discussed in Chapær 13 the nature of cont¡ol can be contemplated in a cont¡acting framework
where agency costs, information asymmetry and opportunism come to bear. Such problems
have broad application and cannot be fully divorced from other aspects of owner-manager
behaviour.

Davidsson interviewed over 400 Swedish small business owner-manager's and found that
economic incentives for growth were rejected for over 40 per cent of his sarnple.

A result of the Davidsson study that does not particularly support a more general 'risk-control'
hypothesis is the rating of 'süability', defined as ability to survive a severe crisis. This was not
significant in determining 'growth willingness'. However, there may have been a problern with
respondents' anticipations. There was no suggestion of how the proposed growdr was to be
financed; for example, whether it would require internal or external capiul. Also, Davidsson's
respondenls had to anticipate the likely effect of 100 per cent growth (in employee numbers) on
each of the factors, raising questions concerning the respondents' abilities to anticipate outcornes.

11

9
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The 'independence' result reported by Davidsson appears peculiar relative to the 'control'

result. However, Davidsson's notion of independence was with respect to the power of

customers, suppliers and lenders; it did not refer to internal managerial autonomy.

Control referred to the ability to monitor and control operations. To this extent, the

opposing relationship between control and independence can be explained if one

considers the likelihood that grotwth that is sufficient to increase a firm's independence

from suppliers, customers of lenders will likely require reduced managerial control due to

the more complex management structures that develop with increased size.

Davidsson attempted to model growth (measured by log changes in turnover and

employee numbers) as a function of 'economic-psychological' determinants based on the

Katona (1975) notions of willingness and ability.- Davidsson assumed that higher firm

age, manager rge and firm size reduced 'need' for growth. Combined with 'ability' and

'opportunity' factors (which are discussed later in the relevant sections) Davidsson

(1989) was able to explain 25 per cent of the variation in achieved growth rates, with

'need' being the most influentiall2.

Frank et aI. (199I) considered managerial, environmental and personal components of

growth-oriented and non growth-oriented founders of UK fi.rms, also measuring growth

in terms of employee numbers. Generally, the results of their survey were centred on

generalisations about entrepreneurial 'types' being more growth-oriented than

non-entrepreneurs in a definitional sense. An interesting finding was the tendency for

new firms established by'growth-oriented entrepreneurs'to be relatively larger in terms

of employees. This contradicts Davidsson's assumption that larger firms have a reduced

'need' for growth. From the Frank et al. results, it is possible that some of Davidsson's

low growth 'need'firms may have been 'growth-oriented entrepreneurs'.

A revised model (Davidsson, 1991), which was concenred more with motivation than

achievement, also found'need' to be the most influential factor.
I2
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While it is plausible that firms with increasing employee numbers are more likely to be

growth-oriented than not growth-oriented (as supported by the Yellow Pages Australia

(1995) aspiration results), this ignores growth in terms of wealth or income which might

be achieved by more efficient utilisation of labour and does not necessarily indicate

strategyl3.

Collins, Moore and Unwalla (1964) and Frank et aI. (1991) reported that owner-

managers preferred autocratic management and attached a high value to independence or

autonomy. Subsequent analysis of Collins' et al. data by Smith (1967) indicated a gleater

diversity of identifiable 'types' of founding owner-managers. These findings helped

promulgate the now relatively popular view of 'craft' versus 'opportunistic'typesla. The

'craft' type are generally identified as having a naffow or-specialised training, a more

limited time horizon for decisions, and are possibly more prone to social marginalisation.

'Opportunistic'types are credited with qualities forming the complement. Smith (1967)

concluded that craft owner-managers will probably create more 'rigid' firms, while

opportunists are more likely to create 'adaptive' firms. Smith concluded that an

opportunist owner-manager represents a type that will not need to yield control to a

professional manager to achieve continued firm growthls.

Complementary to the more recent interest in management attributes-gl'owth research

were the earlier suggestions by Steinmetz (1969) and Thain (1969) that most owner-

managers must modify their managerial approach if they are to achieve growth.

13 Yellow Pages Australia (1995) reported that only 15 per cent of growth aspirants intended to
seek growth through capacity expansion, including increased physical assets and arlditional staff.
The'opportunistic' type is frequently equated with the'entrepreneurial' type in the small business
literature.

Such resea¡ch is representative of the few eady attempts to develop a view of owner-managed

firm growth (from small to large) in the organisational life cycle context. Only a small nulnber
ofpsychological studies, such as Lessner and Knapp (19-14), have supported the crafropportunist
differentiation of owner-managers as meaningful, while a large number of small business
empirical studies have relied on such a view. Filley and Aldag (1978) differentiated 'craft',

þromotion' and'administrative' types in a general organisational context.

t4

15
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However, Greiner (1972), Clifford (1973) and Tuason (1973) among others suggested

founding owner-managers do not have the requisite qualities or capacity to manage the

firm in some hypothesised growth stagesl6 and therefore must employ professional

managers to achieve growth, with a consequent loss of control. From previous

discussion, the deterrent effect of loss of control will thus limit growth opportunitieslT.

Two questions from the YPA survey are relevant here. As reported in Chapter 15, all

growth aspirants were asked about their intention to seek external equity financing to

fund growth and their willingness to share control with an external investor to obtain

such capital. Nineteen per cent of high growth aspirants indicated an intention to seek

external equity compared to six per cent of moderate growth aspirantsls. Thirty four per

cent of high growth aspirants were prepared to share control compared to only 22 per

cent of moderate growth aspirants. Overall, 77 per cent of growth seeking owner-

managers were specifically not prepared to share control of their business with an

investor. Questions were not asked of non-growth proprietors and the respondents'

understanding of 'sharing control' was not considered. There was no apparent industry

effect in control preferences.

Target satisficing

From Part II, an owner-manager's aspirations include leisure (unused effort) and

consumption. With respect to leisure, Davidsson (1989) found that the prospect of an

increased work load for the owner-manager was a significant growth detenent. Factot's

equating to reduced leisure were reported in Boyd and Gumpert (1987) as major costs of

being an owner-manager.

16

t7
Most founding owner-managers must be craft types to reconcile this view with Smith (1967).
In a simila¡ vein, Penrose (1959) argued that small firms have restricted opportunities t'or
pursuing and managing growth because of limited management capacity, The possible
consequences of this will be considered later in a discussion of 'owner¡nanager capacity'.
High growth aspirants comprised eight per cent and moderate growth aspirants comprisecl 6l per
cent ofall finns.

18
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Davidsson (1989, 1991) assumed that'need'for growth decreased with owner-manager

age, firm age and firm size. This accords with consumption target satisficing if it is

accepted that older individuals are more likely to have reached a level of consumption

with which they are content, or that larger or older firms are more likely to have reached a

relatively stable income level sufficient to satisfy the owner-manager's consumption

aspirations. The assumption has some empirical support, as described below.

Owner-manager age: T\e available evidence indicates that achieved growth tends to be

negatively correlated with the age of the owner-manager (for example, Boswell, 1972:

Begley and Boyd, 1986; and Cragg and King, 1988)le. The YPA survey illustrates this

relationship with respect to growth aspirations, as illustrated in Table 16.1, where only

17 per cent of high growth gspirants are in the over-5O age bracket compared to 28 per

cent of moderate and 35 per cent of no growth aspirants.

Table 16.1

Growth aspirations by age of owner-manager*

Age All busiñesses
High growth
businesses

Moderaæ growth
businesses

No growth
businesses

30-40

41-50

51+

33

39

28

N
43

t7

33

39

28

20

36

35

l00vo 1007o 1007o 1007o

*Adapted from Yellow Pages Australia (1995, p.6)

Business age: The available evidence indicates that achieved growth also tends to be

negatively correlated with age of the business (for example, Boswell, I972: Evans,

1987a; and Cragg and King, 1988). The YPA survey also illustrates this lelationship

with respect to growth aspirations, as illustrated in Table 16.2, where only 34 per cent of

l9 Studies for achieved growth a¡e considered later in the section on growth success.
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high growth aspirants are in the over-10 years business age bracket compared to 54 per

cent of moderate and 61 per cent of no growth aspirants.

Table 16.2

Growth aspirations by age of business*

Age All businesses
High growth
businesses

Moderate growth
businesses

No growth
businesses

<5

G10

>10

t9
26

55

19

27

54

16

1''

61

u3

33

34

l00Vo lffiVo l00Vo 1007o

*Adapted from Yellow Pages Australia (195, p.6)

Busíness size: Size as a proxy for growth aspirations is problematic given the conceptual

similarity of size and growth. YPA reported increased growth aspirations and Davidsson

indicated reduced growth aspirations as firms' numbers of employees increase. The

conflicting results of Davidsson and YPA reflect the generally competing hypotheses

regarding growth found in aspiration satisficing, control preference and resource

limitations versus Gibrat's law. These competing views of the relationship between

further explored later in this chapter in the context of growth success, where the

possibility of a business age effect relaæd to size is also introduced.

Overview of ( dis )incentive s for growth

Overall, the desire to retain control and owner-manager satisficing behaviour may act as

significant detenents to growth despite the possible incentives for growth attlibutable to

income or consumption aspirations. As reported in Chapter 11, the behaviour of owner-

managers appears to change substantially as higher levels of consumption are reached.

For example, from Table lI.l4 there is a strong tendency for lower level consumption

achievers to increase investments in assets or labour prior to increasing consumption,

which is consistent with an intention to achieve income growth to fund the consumption
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increase. From Table 11.9 note that 33 per cent of low consumption achievers

(compared to 16 per cent of high consumption achievers) reported real income growth.

Similarly, from Table 1I.12,66 per cent of consumption increasing owner-managers

increased investment in fixed assets and 74 per cent increased employee wages

expenditure. In contrast, only 55 percent of non-increasing consumers increased

invesünent in fixed assets and 46 per cent increased employee wages expenditure. This

suggests that the lower consumption achievers, who ænd to be the lower income

achievers (the correlations are reported in Table 11.10), are more growth orienæd2O.

Owner-mnnagedfirms most likcly to have growth aspirations

From the results of YPA, it is possible to conject which sample firms are most likely to

be growth oriented. From the current samples (see Chapter 9), the available industry

breakdowns suggest proportions of sample firms which may have high growth

aspirations, based on the YPA results, as indicated in Table 16.3.

Using the industry profiles and relying on the relative representativeness of both the YPA

sample and the bank samples, extrapolation of the YPA high growth aspirant profiles to

the bank samples results in similar overall percentages of expected high growth aspirants

of 8.5 per cent of survivors and 8.9 per cent of recovery action firms (compared to 8 per

cent overall for YPA ). Tests for this expectation are reported later in this chaptel after

considering growth capacity and opportunities.

The YPA survey indicated that high growth firms are more likely to be in the commercial,

recreational and personal services industries (at 12 and 17 per cent of these sectors

respectively) and to be incorporated (62per cent of high growth aspirants compared to 54

per cent over all). This seems to contradict the regression results repolted in Chapter 11

Firm age effects were not tested in Chapter 11 because the number of observations needed to
estimate consumption excluded most incorporated firms less than three years okl.

20
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in which the industry control variable IND4es (personal, domestic and commercial

services) had a negative correlation coefficient for consumption changes (significant at

p=0.08).

Table 16.3

Comparison of sample data and Yellow Pages Australia (1995)
to estimate high growth aspirants

YPA (1995) sample Bank samples

fndustry
Overall
sample
prohle
(p.s)

Vo lhaf.are
high growth Survivor Recovery- Survivors RA

aspirants -see Table action -see x x
(p.4) 9.4 Table 9.4 YPAVo YPATo

ManufacturinglNDz) 8

Building/construction (INDò 14

Wbolesale/rerâil (INDI) 34

Transporlstorage (1ND5) 6

Commercial services (IND) 26

Recre¿tion/Personalservices(IND3¡ò 11

Other

7

2

6

5

t2

t7

9

7

37

2

27

t4
6

15

11

33

4

11

24

1

0.63

0.14

2.00

0.1

3.24

2.38

1.05

0.22

1.98

0.2

7.32

4.08

Overall lNTo 87o lffiVo 1007o 8.497o 8.857o

Profile comparisons by
organisational form.'

see see

Table 9.1 Table 9.1

Sole proprietor

Partnership

Company

otber (trustsa)

L4

32

42

t2

16

27

54

3

19

15

62

3

t6
15

48

20

LA07o lffiVo lûVo l00Vo

a In the absence of other infomration, it is assumed that the "other" category used by YPA includes trusts

Tables tI.l2 - I l. 15 describe the cases where firms invested in expenditures associated

with income growth aspirations but were unsuccessful. If, for example, all firms that

invested in increased total expenses and fixed assets were growth aspirants, then 55 per

cent ofsoletraders,4l per cent ofpartnerships, 52 per cent ofcompanies and 61 per cent

of trusts ( 53 per cent over all) of the sample firms would be classified as growth

aspirants compared to the eight to nine per cent identified above. This suggests, but by
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no means confirms, that firms seeking to modestly increase income to satisfy

consumption aspirations do not identify themselves generally as growth aspirants.

Capacity for growth

Capacity for growth can be divided into at least two categories: the owner-manager's

capacity or ability, and availability of other necessary resources including financial

capital.

Owner-manager ability can be interpreted to a large extent as managerial capacity for

growth. For firms that'sell' an owner-manager's skills or knowledge, owner-manager

ability may also define operating capacity. Andersson (1987) described managerial

capacity to cover "the intangible qualities of the entrepreneur" (p.I74). He hypothesised

that managerial capacity is positively influenced by education, training and age of the firm

(p.187) although his tests of owner-managed firms in a developing economy (Cameroon)

were inconclusive (p.222). Other authors who have considered these and similar factors

in relation to growth achievement are discussed later in this chapter.

Resource factors, such as access to capital, have been considered in Renfrew, Sheehan

and Dunlop (1985), Johns, Dunlop and Sheehan (1989) and Beddall (1990) in Australia,

and in V/ilson (1979), Storey et al. (1987),Fazzan, Hubbard and Peterson (1987), and

Norton (1991) among others for other countries. Resources may be substantially

affected by the financing constraints considered in Chapter 15. Resources to be

considered in this section are strictly internal and focus on orù/ner'-manager capacity and

equity capital.

Owner-mnnager capacity

Aside from the above reference to Andersson (1987) and some considered below, there

has been little attention to or recognition of small business owner-managers as limited

a
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resources. It is unavoidable, however, that individual owner-managers of small films

have f,rnite capacity which must be divided between various uses within the firm.

An element of an owner-manager's capacity is the individual's ability to optimise the

allocation of their capacity. An owner-manager's input may embody numerous factors,

including labour (time and intensity), craft skills, and information acquisition and

processing ability. The latær may have the greater effect on capacity. Arrow (I97 4,

p.528) argued that an individual's limited capacity for acquiring and using information is

a fixed factor in information processing that will lead to 'diminishing retums to increases

in other information sources'. Organisational theory has long recognised such limits in

relation to the 'span of control' (following Commons, L934) which lends further

relevance to the previous discussion of owner-managers' control preferences.

Information asymmetry may further affect the utilisation of an owner-manager's capacity.

If employees hold information necessary to the owner-manager, strategic

misrepresentation of that information by employees acting in their own interests is

dysfunctional for the owner-manager2l. Thus, there is an incentive for an owner-

manager to avoid situations that establish such dependence on employee information,

which may result from any delegation of decision making or dependence on an

employee's specialised knowledge. Owner-manager resistance to loss of contlol or

oversight functions, and hence delegation of managerial tasks, restricts opportunity to

reallocate limited personal capacity, and so limits the rate and extent of firm growth by

imposing diseconomies of scale. Even in the absence of resistance to delegation, the

owner-manager will persist as a limiting factor given any tendency to retain autholity22.

See the discussion of agency problems in Chapter 13.

This tendency relates to the Tayloristic management approach.

2t
22
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Radner and Rothschild (1975) modelled the allocation of a manager's effort among a set

of projects for cost reduction, to determine the implications of various behavioural rules

for allocation. However, they sought optimal solutions to recognised problems, rather

than dealing with the question as to whether or not firms seek, find or use optimal

solutions. Winter (1981) used a similar analysis to suggest that a manager's attention is

directed to the project with the poorest performance, as this held the greatest potential for

effective deployment of the manager's attention. However, if an owner-manager's

capacity is exhausted by current projecß or problems, there is no capacity to seek out or

recognise new opportunities for the firm, thus forgoing increased profits (Kirzner,

1979)- This suggests that, amongst other things, an owner-manager faced with survival-

threatening problems may be least able to direct attention to new courses of action, thus

contributing to a perpetuation of previous inappropriate actions. As owner-manäger

capacity can be viewed as another inærnal resource of the firm, a more classical statement

of the problem is that of efficient utilisation of resources.

Given the existence of bounded rationality, managerial diseconomies must eventually

arise if there is no significant change in management's knowledge, and hence no change

in the quantity, quality and type of managerial service in the expanding f,rrm. If a firm is

to continue to be owner-managed and defined by its current ownership, the supply of

management services has a f,rxed upper limit.

McGuire (I976) similarly argued that the crucial factor that causes and limits growth is

'entrepreneurial expertise'. He defined this factor (p.121) as

...the entrepreneur's stock of knowledge about botl¡ the operations of the firm and the present and

future internal and external environments in which it exists at any moment in tirne...

McGuire's concept is a subset of the bounded rationality elements in Chapter 5. McGuire

concluded that the managerial burden and complexity eventually restricts growth.
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Owner-manager capacity or knowledge may change over time. This can be inferred from

the earlier referenced age-growth effect (Jovanovic, 1982; Lippman and Rumelt, 1982;

Nelson and Winter, 1982). This, combined with a consumption hierarchy model,

describes a dcclining rate of increase in owner-mnruger capacity for growth together with

a decrease in incentives for growth if higher order consumption targets require leisure.

Incentives increase if higher order targets are income based. To predict an owner-

managed firm's development under this scenario requires some knowledge of the nature

of the owner-manager's higher order targets and his or her current consumption level and

remaining capacity for effort.

Overall, the broad implications for the growth of owner-managed firms is threefold

There is a theoretical limit to the rate of growth for a f,rrm which is dependent on

the owner-manager's capacity.

The rate of growth will be impaired by internal conditions which consume the

owner-manager's capacity.

There is a limit to the size of owner-managed firms due to the limit of owner-

manager capacity.

a

a

Equity capital

Because savings or retained earnings only arise when after tax income exceeds

consumption and debt servicing requirements firms at or near base consumption levels

are unlikely to be generating significant levels of retained earnings. This impedes

investment in growth strategies if the firm is dependent on internally generated capital.
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As described in Table I2.3, 42 per cent of cases failed to generate any retained ealnings

during a two year period while another 42 per cent managed to have some savings in one

of the two years, leaving 16 per cent that achieved a positive contribution to retained

earnings in each of the two years. As discussed in Chapter 12, the pattern of saving over

the t'wo periods appears to be associated with the level of achieved consumption. Panel C

in Table 11.8 indicates more clearly the association between consumption levels and

retained earnings. The patûern of surplus income relative to income after tax and proxied

debt servicing (changes to bank debt) shows that below-median consumers are more

likely to use increases in income to increase consumption while above-median consumers

are more likely to increase savings.

Opportunities for growth

Opportunities for growth, such as product innovation, market gaps and expansion,

geographic expansion and integration, were studied by Acs and Audretsch (1988),

Kleinknecht (1987, 1989), and Santarelli and Sterlacchini (1990) among others. Owner-

manager ability to obtain and process information concerning growth opportunities is a

limiting factor and likely to be signif,rcant in evaluating individuals' performances. The

ability of owner-managers to provide information to external agencies may also have

some bearing, as considered in the context of lenders in Chapters 14 and 15..

Various aspects of these factors may be largely attitudinal, a particular example is the

owner-manager's control over the firm or the income stream. The extent to which this is

a reaction to direct financial risk or contracting concerns (most particularly agency costs)

remains speculative, but both embody notions of 'risk'.

Gnowrn succESS

Studies of growth success that considered internal or owner-manager characteristics often

focussed on owner manager experience and the size and age of the hrm.
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Experience

Studies that considered previous experience in small businesses have provided mixed

results in respect of growth. Doutriaux and Simyar (1987) and Sandberg and Hofer

(1987) found no relationships between such experience and growth (sales). Stuart and

Abetti (1988) and Chambers, Hart and Denison (1988) reported a positive association,

while Van de Ven, Hudson and Schroeder (1984) and Dunkelberg et al. (1987) reported

negative relationships. No obvious differences in the design of these studies would

explain such diverse results. Overall, the research to daæ does not indicate any particular

association between previous small business experience and achieved growth in an

owner-managed firm. Experience data is not available to test the sampled firms in this

respect.

Size and age

Early discussion of firm growth rates and firm size (for example, Simon and Bonini,

1958) adopted Gibrat's law, which assumes that an individual firm's profit growth rate is

independent of its size. Lucas (1967, 1968) was influential in perpetuating this

assumption. While the findings of some early studies such as Pashigian and Hymer

(1962) also supported this view, evidence generally has been mixed. For small firms,

the evidence tends to reject Gibrat's law. Segal and Spivak (1989) proposed a theoretical

model which indicated that, only for very large firms, Gibrat's law is appropriate. Some

evidence in keeping with this view was offered in Jovanovic (1982)23. The Mansfield

(1962) study of mostly small firms found that smaller firms tended to grow faster than

larger firms2a. Jovanovic (1982) also associated larger and more variable growth l'ates

with smaller firms, and conjectured that they learn their true efficiencies over time, thus

inducing an 'age' effect. Support for this can be found in Lippman and Rumelt (1982),

23 However, the Jovanovic (1982) support for Gibrat's law for large companies was a special case

dependent on debatable assumptions conceming technology and the distribution of ability.
Mansf,teld conjectured that the inverse size-growth relationship might have been induced by slow-
growing ltrms exiting studies by failing. However, Kumar (1985) and Hall (1986) supporred rhe
inverse size-growth result for publicly traded companies, after correcting for failure bias.

24
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who examined the notion that firms learn of their efficiencies from realisations of costs,

and Nelson and Winter (1982), who modelled the search for innovation or opportunities

by firms under bounded rationality2s.

Jovanovic's prediction that growth rates decrease with firm age (with size held constant)

supports Davidsson's notion that 'age' proxies lower growth 'need'. This version of

Jovanovic's model assumed that output is a decreasing convex function of managelial

efficiency26. Although less persuasive, Leonard (1986) argued that the inverse size-

growth relationship arises from the lagged adjustment of firms to their optimal sizes,

further discounting the relevance of Gibrat's law to the complete size distribution of

f,rrms. It is now reasonably well accepted that the growth-size relationship is inverse for

smaller firms (Scherer, 198O), although the Mansheld (1962) concern is often employed

by authors wishing to utilise Gibrat's law.

The expectation that a firm's rate of growth is inversely related to firm age and size is

supported by the empirical literature and accords with the proposed consumption motive.

It can be inferred from the literature that larger and better established hrms are most likely

to provide stable (permanent) income levels that satisfy owner-manager consumption

targets, and that the owner-managers of such firms will be less likely to increase effort in

pursuit of additional income growth.

V/hile effort cannot be observed for the sampled firms, the evidence presented in Chapter

11 indicates that firms generating surplus income and higher consumption levels are less

likely to pursue income increasing investments.

See Chapter 5.

The later Gort and Klepper (1982) finding that industry price typically declines over fime also
seems to support Jovanovic's prediction.

25

26
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CoNcr.usrox

The view that an owner-manager's pursuit of income is consumption driven recognises

time preferences, savings needs and some requirement for a sustainable minimum or

base-target consumption level. However, it may simultaneously impose short-term

objectives that are'survival'driven. Thus the approach recognises both objectives and

constraints.

An owner-manager invests financial capital and effort in a'business' that remains under

his or her direct control. This is a rational2T action if the owner-manager believes it

offers an acceptable assurance of meeting currently held consumption and savings

targets. The 'acceptable assurance' describes the risk28 attitude of the owner-manager.

Currently held consumption and savings targets are a mix of short and long term

consumption targets, which can vary according to the owner-manager's perception of the

stability and permanence of existing levels and the 'base' consumption target. The base

consumption target includes maximum investment of owner-manager effort and the

desired expenditure level for the owner-manager. These levels describe the consumption

target the owner-manager requires to be satisfied from the business if the owner-manager

is to continue investing capital and effort in it. Thus, the base consumption target

describes a survival criteria for the business or firm. Other survival criteria may also

apply, such as those imposed by debt holders.

There are two critical sets of restrictions attributable to an owner-manager. These are

capital availability (wealth), and limits on the owner-manager's effort and ability as a

resource. These factors will limit both the opportunity and capacity for an owner-

27 It is important to note that 'rational' applies only to actions, not objectives. That is, an
individual's objectives exist as t¡uths that canno[ be questioned in terms of rationality.
Rationality applies only to means (actions) by which objectives are pursued. Confusion can
arise when 'objectives' is used to describe some interim target that is rnerely indicative or part of
the larger process by which the true objectives are being pursued.

Risk is used here in a non-technical sense, capturing ambiguity, uncerlainty, and variability.28
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managed firm to identify and undertake new projects or expand existing activities; that is,

they will limit growth. In brief:

Every owner-manager has known limited wealth available for investment.

Every owner-manager has limited capacity, although limits are not observable.

Capacity may be further limited by choice. Capacity affects both an owner-

manager's effort and perception.

The suggestion that these may provide an incentive for the pursuit of short term results is

considered further in Chapter 17. Their implications for growth performance are ¡wofold

"in that they influence both willingness and capacity.

An owner-manager near his or her base consumption level may have greater incentive to

pursue profit growth than owner-managers already satisfying relatively high consumption

targets. However, if internal conditions consume much of the owner-manageL's

capacity, his or her ability to pursue growth strategies may be more limiæd.

Where limits are capital based, the availability of affordable debt may be suffîcienr to void

the limiting condition. Limitations in ability, however, may lead to restrictions on capital;

for example the owner-manager may be less able to attract debt, or a potential lender's

appraisal of the firm may be influenced by the extent to which potential owner-manager

capacity is being used.
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INCENTIVES FOR SHORT TERM RESULTS

INTRoDUcTIoN

This chapter briefly considers circumstances under which owner-managers may choose

actions that result in short-term gains over actions that are expected to yield larger gains

over the longer term. Following suggestions in Chapters 15 and 16, it is demonstrated

that there are possible incentives for owner-managers to pursue short term income while

reducing longer term gains due to their risk aversion or the anticipated greater likelihood

of obtaining finance.

The risk averse response may be triggered by short term debt servicing requirements,

current consumption targets or consumption stability preferences. These may cause the

owner-manager of the small firm to pursue the lower 'risk' choices from the set of

profitable options regardless of expected longer term returns, where risk pertains to the

belief that a target will or will not be achieved.

As noted in earlier chapters, regardless of lenders' expectations of an owner-manager's

ability and the invesûnent proposal, and because the owner-manager retains control of the

firm, some investment choices can be varied after finance has been secured and projects

are underway. The potential for such undermining of the interests of debtholders is

reasonably anticipated by lenders who determine the financing conditions accordingly.

Counæring such potential in the debt contract may be by relatively simple means, such as

setting short ærm (relative to project duration) repayment periods for the debt.

Maintaining an existing consumption level and satisfying debt servicing requirements

may encourage risk aversion in the sense of minimising the variability of profit. As

proposed in Part II, hierarchical consumption targets drive income seeking behaviour'.
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Specifically, lower order targets encourage the investment of effolt and capital

appropriate to satisfactorily assuring achievement of the consumption target. This may

induce a stable income target in keeping with the permanent income hypothesis. This,

and the ambiguity aversion argument raised in Chapter 4 suggest income stabilising

behaviour may extend beyond the lower order consumption range.

Alternatively, an intention to influence lender evaluation of owner-manager ability also

may encourage short term oriented behaviour by owner-managers. By making choices

that yield short-term profits, an owner-manager may expect to improve early perceptions

of ability and hence increase borrowing capacity.

These various incentives for owner-managers to seek short term profits are considered

here in a more formal context.

IT,T.usTn¡,TIoN oF INcENTIvES FoR SIIoRT TERM GAINS

The output of the firm is described by equation 7.10:

Jt+t = (1+ e)o,*,( 1,,,€,*t)

where e is the realisation of stochastic disturbances. An owner-manager's ability

attaching to effort (¿) is initially unknown to observers (who are limited here to

prospective lenders).

Assume the owner-manager has a choice of two actions at time t: A and B. The

outcomes under either action are forecast with equal levels of belief and are stated in real

terms discounted to current time. The affect of choices on earnings differ as follows:
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!,*rlA=Y,*rlB+l

Y,*zlA-Y,*2lB-k

!,*,¡,rzlA = l*n1n>zlB

That is, choice A results in / additional dollars in period I and B results in /¡ additional

dollars in period 2. T}lre choices produce identical realised income in periods after t+2. If

k > I > 0, choice A results in higher realised income in period 1 but less overall so that in

a long term wealth or income maximisation context, it is inferior to B. The following

discussion considers circumstances where such a choice may be preferred by an

inændedly rational owner-manager.

This is done first in the context of survival constraints by reference to the existence of

base consumption t¿rgets and to debt servicing, and then with respect to establishing a

'track record' in order to influence the evaluation of the owner-manager's ability or

prospects by potential issuers oi new debt. The problem is then considered with respect

to consumption or income stability preferences.

Survival constraints

Two necessary but not sufficient conditions for the survival of the firm are satisfaction of

a base consumption target, without which the owner-manager may liquidate the firm,

and satisfaction of debt servicing obligations, without which debt holders may liquidate

the firm.

Minimam c ons umptio n tar I e ts

The owner-manager is risk averse due to the objective of expecting to meet a minimum

level of consumption with some specified level of assurance or belief (equation 7 .14):

If B(,c,*,2,tL)< B"(,c,*F,c,L) ttt"n maximise B = B(,c,*,2,c,L)
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In the absence of convertible wealth or available new debt, the owner-manager requiles

income in [¿r+1) suffîcient to satisfy current base consumption tal'get; that is J,*t2,c!*r.

If the owner-manager sufficiently believes that income under B satisfies this criær'ia then

the owner-manager will not choose A. lf, however, y,*rlk,tl*, at the target belief levell

then the owner-manager will prefer A regardless of circumstances subsequent to r+1

because if ,c,0*, is not satisfied the firm will not survive beyond r+1. Assuming equal

assignments of belief within each option, it is plausible that even if y,*rlA<,c,0*, at the

target belief level, A is preferred because it offers a greater cumulative belief level as to

the satisfaction of base consumption (or the owner-manager believes a greater proportion

of base consumption will be satisfied).

D e bt s e rvi cin g r e quir ements

The analysis in the context of debt servicing parallels that for base consumption. Because

lenders hold the threat of liquidation, survival of the firm is dependent on meeting debt

servicing obligations. Therefore debt servicing requirements are incorporated into the

aversion described by equation 7 .14 to produce equation 7.15.

max B(,urvivar) = 
"[(o,.,,r, 

,e,*rÞ,cl*r*þ.,orrr) | B(,r,*,>,",0.,)> n"(,r,.,=,r,0.,)]

or equation 7.16:

Target belief levels are contemplated in Chapter 7. While no particular approach is nominated,

the belief function formalism of Dempster (1968) and Shafer (1976, 1982) is described in
Appendix 3 for illust¡ative purposes.

min B(rairur"l = n[[o,. ,(r,,e,*r)<.,c1*, *f ,drrr) I B(,r,*,t,r,L)> B"(,r,*,-,r,'.,) 
]
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until the required level of assurance regarding survival or failure is reached. These

indicate that the owner-manager requires some notional level of assurance of satisfying

both base consumption and debt servicing obligations to avoid liquidation of the firm.

If the owner-manager's target level of belief in the survival of the firm (as per equation

7.15 or 7.16) is not satisfied by y,*,lB the owner-manager is induced to chooseA.

The shorter the term of a loan (holding the principal and interest rate constant) the greater

the inducement because a more rapid retirement of principal is required than would arise

with longer term debt, requiring larger debt servicing payments per period. As evidenced

in Chapær 14, institutional lenders may tend to impose relatively short lending terms.

Combined base consumption and debt effects

There is some evidence in the multiple regressions discussed in Chapter 14 that lenders

have less information for younger firms and so may impose tighter loan conditions,

including both higher interest rate premiums and shorter terms. Both the age of the firm

and term of the loan appear as significant variables in explaining interest rate premia in

regression l4.3,the details of which are provided in Appendix 6.

The evidence generated in Chapters 11 and 12 indicates that owner-managers of new or

very young firms typically have the lowest levels of consumption and so are likely to be

nearer the owner-managers' base consumption targets. Most firms were subject to

relatively short term loans. In such cases owner-managers may experience relatively

greater incentives for choosing the short term option, as they seek assurance of satisfying

their base consumption targets and satisfying their debt obligations.

The combined effect of higher interest rates, shorter loan terms and proximity of base

consumption levels present the strongest inducement for the affected firms to pursue the

short term option.
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Influencing prospective lenders

In the case of existing firms seeking new debt, lenders may make decisions based on

knowledge of the owner-manager's ability. If the ownsr-manager's ability is generally

unknown, past and present returns or output can be assumed to be a function of the

owner-manager's ability. Using the earnings history, lenders construct their prior

expectations of the owner-manager's ability.

The situation where the owner-manager is trying to establish a 'track record' to signal

ability (or the quality of the fi.rm's prospects) to a prospective lender assumes information

asymmetry. In particular it is assumed that the prospective lender is uncertain of the

owner-manager's ability and cannot observe the opportunity set of operating choices.

The lender relies on ex post monitoring of chosen actions and outcomes as discussed in

Chapter 13. V/ithin the limits identified in Chapter 14, the prospective lender is assumed

to be risk neutral.

The lender requires some basis for comparing firms'outcomes. Assume that the lender's

knowledge is based on either A or B but not both In the first instance, if it is expected

that the lender knows the individual firm's results for [r,r+1) for a lone application at t+1,

then the owner-manager will perceive A to be superior to B. The owner-manager does

not 'lose' (as a prospective borrower at t+1) with strategy A regardless of whether the

lender evaluates the owner-manager against expectations based on A or B. If the lender's

knowledge or expectations are such that the owner-manager is evaluated at r+l on the

basis of B then the owner-manager's ability is evaluated as superior by reference to 1.. If

the lender's knowledge is such that the owner-manager is evaluated on the basis of A

then the owner-manager does not appear superior but would have appeared inferior (by

reference to the opportunity loss of /) if he or she had chosen B.

If the earnings history includes the results for lt,t+2) then the lender's process of belief

revision may be important. If the initial period's results anchor beliefs in a quasi-
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Bayesian manner such that subsequent variations are attributed at least in part to

stochastic fluctuations then the relative deficiency of fr in the second period may be

attributed at least partly to 'chance', while the relative superiority of / in the first period is

attributed largely to the owner-manager's ability. The extent to which this would

encourage an owner-manager to choose A over B (other factors being equal) would

depend on the importance the owner-manager places on attracting new debt (assuming

both A and B satisfy ,cl*r\. Note, however, that the survival orientation described above

by reference to equation 7.15 will dominaæ.

Consumption stability

An owner-manager's preference for stable consumption (inferred from the permanent

income life-cycle consumption hypothesis in Part II) may also provide an incentive for

shorter term gains that then can be directed to savings. This does not require the

assumption that the belief levels attached to the outcomes of A and B be the same but is

dependent on risk aversion. Although the longer term earnings prospects of a competing

action may be superior the uncertainty the owner-manager attaches to the longer time

period may induce a preference for higher shorter term gains that will provide a savings

buffer and so reduce future threats to consumption levels inherent in an uncertain

earnings stre¿rm.

Il y,*rlÞ,cl*, then l,*r-,cl*, can be saved against the possibility that !*t+,1t+,cl+t+n. If

the possible threat is to base consumption then the incentive may be greater. This

accords with the view presented in Chapter 7 that the permanent income hypothesis

predicts that sl*, > 0 becomes more likely as future income (y,*n -f ,*n-rdo.,*n) l,=, u,, i,

perceived as more unstâble or uncertain.

This scenario is dependent on a more complex understanding of time and risk preferences

than can be developed here. This is therefore a more conjectural scenario that the
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preceding considerations of base consumption and debt servicing obligations and is

included only to indicate how incentives for short term gain orientations may extend to

consumption levels beyond the base target.

CoNcr,usrox

The propositions developed here are intended to be illustrative rather than conclusive.

The main purpose is to demonstrate that the consumption orientation inherent in the

framework developed in Part II may provide incentives for owner-managers to pursue

short term income while reducing longer term gains. The extent to which the incentives

may prevail over other forces influencing owner-manager choices is an empirical question

not addressed here.

The simple illustration presented here shows how an owner-manager's consumption

constraints and survival orientation can increase need for short term income, thus

inducing the owner-manager to make choices that offer higher short term income at the

expense of greater long term gains. This may be augmented by lender behaviour and the

owner-manager who may wish to enhance his or her reputation to improve access to

finance. While this may be labelled suboptimal in a naive profit maximising context, it

not necessarily suboptimal in the context of meeting the owner-manager's consumption

based objectives for the firm.

Whether the hypothesised effects are limiæd to young firms or may apply over extended

time periods is a matter for conjecture. It is possible that owner-managers who are

uncertain as to the consequences of their decisions may perceive greater changes from

the status quo as increasing uncertainty. Such an owner-manager may continue with

previously 'successful' actions and in doing so perpetuate decisions which were short-

term profit oriented although the initial incentives may no longer exist or be sufficient to

induce such behaviour.
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If owner-managers of new or young firms typically are near their base consumption

targets and are subject to relatively costly shorter term loans, they may expelience

relatively greater incentives for choosing the short term option, as they seek assulance of

satisfying their base consumption targets and satisfying their debt obligations. It is likely

that the longer the firm survives, the less such incentives will prevail. If the owner-

manager has been able to establish sufficient savings as a buffer against short term

deficiencies of income relative to consumption targets or debt servicing obligations, then

the need to forego strategies which are superior in the long term to assure immediate

survival is reduced.

As a longer earnings history is established the information deficiency of the lender is

reduced. A prospective lender is betær able to take account of the extent of fluctuations in

earnings and should be less anchored to an evaluation of the owner-manager's ability or

the firm's prospects based on the higher initial short term gains. If the incentive to

choose the action that resulted in the higher short term gains was to enhance perceived

ability then the incentive for the owner-manager to choose such an option is again

reduced with time. Consequently, the incentive for short term results may decline with

the age of the firm.
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This part considered some consequences of the target consumption model and lender

behaviour relevant to the growth performance of owner-managed firms and the possible

incentives for focussing on short term results.

The effects of information asymmetry in debt contracting, which should be considered in

the context of bounded rationality, prompted a model of debt pricing based on

information cues for owner-managed firms as reported in Chapter 14. The evidence from

these tests suggests that, while lenders consider various information items in pricing

debt, they might not heed the implications of relatively low consumption levels with

respect to a borrower's reduced ability or willingness to modify consumption levels if

funds are insuffrcient for debt servicing.

The possible effects of the cost and availability of debt on the growth opportunities, and

therefore performance, of owner-managed firms was considered in Chapter 15 and

internal influences on growth performance were considered in Chapter 16. The reviews

indicated potentially significant limitations on both growth willingness and ability. This

implies that growth is not an appropriate criterion for considering the performance of

owner-managed firms relative to the owner-manager's objectives for the firm. Growth as

a performance indicator relative to the interests of others, such as policy makers, is

unlikely to allow predictions without due consideration of owner-manager objectives and

other limiting conditions.

Chapær 17 considered various elements of preceding chapters to demonstrate how they

may influence the performance of owner-managed firms by providing incentives for sholt

term profit results. In particular, it was demonstrated that the owner-manager's minimum

consumption aspirations, debt servicing obligations and the perceived or actual behaviour'
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of lenders may all provide such an incentive, with possibly the greater affect being for

new or young firms.

Recognition of such influences on firm performance, both in terms of objectives and

ability, may significantly influence how the performance of owner-managed firms is

evaluated, both at the individual fîrm level and in aggregate.

The arguments considered here are placed in a broader context in Chapter 1g, which

reviews the main elements of this thesis and its implications for research concerning the

performance of owner-managed firms.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

INrnooucrroN

This chapter summarises the research and its main features. It examines the limitations of

the research and discusses its implications for how the performance of owner-managed

firms might be categorised and inærpreted by lenders, policy makers and researchers.

The chapter proceeds as follows. First the research objectives and method are

summarised. Next is an overview of the framework and the key elements. The third

section reviews the empirical evidence supporting the framework. The fourth section

reviews the implications of the framework for studying the performance of owner-

managed firms. The fifth section discusses the limitations of the research and

implications for the validity and generality of the findings. The final section addresses

the implications of the results of this research.

RESEARCH oBJEcTIvES AND METIIoD

The main objective of this thesis was to develop a conceptual framework within which to

consider the performance of owner-managed firms relative to the puryoses for which the

owner-manager established the f,um.

In pursuing this objective, essential features of owner-manager economic motivation,

based on the motivations for individuals commonly addressed in contemporary

microeconomic and finance theory, were used to identify specific concepts fundamental

to our understanding of the performance of firms and the decision-making behaviour of

owner-managers. Decision models that help contextualise performance relative to owner-

manager objectives were developed from propositions in the conceptual framework. To a
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lesser extent, lenders, as representatives of parties with whom owner-manager.s contract

and as the only non owner-manager suppliers of financial capital to the firm, were

considered in terms of the impact they may have on owner-manager objectives and the

possible relevance of the framework to lenders.

The essential features of owner-manager motivation (in establishing and maintaining their

firms) were identified on the basis of a wide ranging review of the literature dealing with

the economic motivations of individuals, relationships between decisions and economic

objectives and individual economic decision making. These features were collated as a

conceptual framework, which was then used to propose a simple model of owner-

manager decisions pertaining to their firms. In developing the framework, unnecessar.y

formalism was avoided. The focus was on the conceptual development of the framework

rather than mathematical representations or formal prescriptions dependent on restrictive

assumptions to which individual owner-managers are unlikely to conform.

While the literature review drew on empirical results where available, the limited existing

evidence was augmented wïth empirical tests of propositions inherent in the framework

and model using a sample of small owner-managed Australian firms. Data limitations

meant that the empirical testing of propositions in support of the framework was

necessarily elementary. While some aspects of the framework cannot be unambiguously

tested using such limited empirics, the general support for the framework from the

combined evidence in the existing literature and the tests performed here suggest the

proposals have some merit and justify advocating further investigation of these matters in

future work.

Following the empirical testing, the implications of the framework for investigating the

performance of owner-managed firms were explored. The focus was on three main
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aspects: implications for lenders, performance based on the growth of firms and plofìt

seeking in the context of planning horizons.

MAIN ELEMENTS oF TIIE FRAMEWORK

As described below, the features highlighæd by the review of the literature dealing with

the economic motivations of individuals, relationships between decisions and economic

objectives and individual economic decision making in Part II were the role of

consumption relative to income and effort, and the consequences of satisficing behaviour

when achieving aspirations is uncertain and rationality is bounded.

The framework

The main elements of the framework are:

' an owner-manager's consumption objectives are the primary basis for his ol her

investment decisions;

. objectives Íue pursued on a satisficing basis;

' an individual's consumption aspirations are hierarchical with an effective low"er

bound or base target; and

. individuals seek to act rationally, but their rationality is bounded by physical,

biological and social factors.

Consumption

Consumption behaviour has been fundamental to developments in mainstream economic

and hnancial theory; consumption has been described as the primitive concept in terms of

which all others are defined (Fisher, 1930). Despite the primacy of consumption in

economic theory, it has been largely ignored by the literature concemed with the motives

and deçision criteria applicable to small owner-managod firms.
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The implication from neoclassical theory is that income or profît is sought by individuals

for its benefit in financing consumption expenditure. An assumption of profit

maximisation in the owner-managed hrm context may contradict this. Notionally at least,

it seems that utility and profit maximising assumptions can conflict where profit

maximisation by firms ignores the utility of leisure to the owner-manager or requires the

owner-manager to forgo current consumption preferences. The notion that an owner-

manager's consumption preferences underlie the objectives of an owner-managed firm

means that the desirability of profits is a function of the extent to which personal

consumption and savings objectives are satished. Managerial effort, in turn, is a function

of personal income-leisure preferences (conditioned by ability).

Income and effort

Consumption is financed by income, wealth realisation or debt. Using debt implies

future income or wealth realisations. Future consumption aspirations require permanent

income, wealth or savings. Permanent (or stable) income implies survival of the firm

over some planning horizon which depends, in part, on satisfying external claimants who

can enforce claims through liquidation. Savings objectivès contribute to income târgets.

Where an owner-manager largely derives income by selling time and skills, the proposed

lower consumption bound implies that fluctuations in the individual's income will induce

negatively correlated fluctuations in effort. There are other factors affecting this

sustainable consumption-effort hypothesis. In particular, the following concepts

pertaining to income and consumption behaviour were adapted from the literature :

Owner-managers adjust income-seeking behaviour in accordance with the

perceived stability (permanence) of achieved consumption (income) levels.
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Owner-managers do not increase their consumption expenditure targets unless

continued attainment (permanence) of the current levels or talgets arc perceived to

be relatively assured.

An owner-manager's savings behaviour and investment is influenced by the

proximity or expectation of exceeding the lower bound to consumption.

Unc ertainry and satisfi cíng

Neoclassical risk theory has specifically considered minimum or target returns in a

manner pertinent to satisficing behaviours in respect of lower bounds or targets. It is

widely accepted in both neoclassical and bounded rationality frameworks that a

possibility of losses or below target outcomes is of particular significance in investment

decisions, and that some degree of risk-aversion is dominant in the behaviour of

individuals under uncertainty.

Numerous considerations are possible in comparing perceived outcomes, where'good'

and 'bad' results may be weighted differently. A generalised view concordant with

approaches identified from the diverse liærature is to consider each outcome in relation to

the owner-manager's target. Good outcomes are those expected to satisfy the target

while bad outcomes are those that fall short.

The main implications for owner-managers who have minimum consumption

requirements to be satisfied from their investment of capital and effort in the firm, is that

their responses to risk and ambiguity are dependent on the anticipated or possible

outcomes relative to their set of consumption targets. The evidence from the surveyed

literature indicates that owner-managers are most likely to be both ambiguity averse and

risk averse, with aversion increasing with increased anticipation that their consumption

targets will be satisfied. Where owner-managers become less certain that targets will be
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satisfied, they choose to increase effort (output) and may take greater'risks'in an attempt

to achieve the targets.

Bounded ratíonality

The suggestion that individuals may wish to make decisions in accordance with

subjective expected utility theory is captured in the concept of intended rationality, wherc

a decision maker seeks to act in accordance with concepts of economic rationality but

whose rationality is bounded by physical, biological and social facrors.

The limited information processing ability of individuals induces minimal information

search and simplistic solutions. Progress usually depends on the modification of

previous solutions which requires only a largely local search. This contributes to

satisficing behaviour, whereby search ceases if an acceptable solution is found.

Hierarchical aspirations and incomc

The permanent income - life cycle hypothesis has generated strong evidence that the

extent to which individuals increase consumption expenditure depends on the exteht to

which they believe that an increase in income is 'permanent'; this means that the

relationship between consumption and income in the permanent income - life cycle

hypothesis may be weaker for the riskier income of the self employed. There is evidence

of the existence of lower bounds to consumption where proximity to lower bounds

affects the consumption expenditure - income relation. This has been interpreted to mean

individuals near the lower bound tend to spend all available income on consumption

regardless of the perceived pennanence of changes in income. Individuals will, if able,

try to increase income by investing more effort or capital until some particular

consumption level is satisfied. This implies that there is a preferential ordering of

combinations of leisure, risked capital and consumption with some base consumption

level dominating the ordering.
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The elements in and structure of an individual's hierarchy of consumption aspirations arc

complex and beyond the scope of this thesis. The general theme of economic and

psychological theory based on Maslow's (1954) theory on individuals' hierarchy of

needs suggests individuals hrst require satisfaction of particular short term consumption

needs. There is then some contribution to expected longer term needs for the same

consumption, then concern for higher level consumption needs, reflecting the

individuals'time preferences and planning horizons given bounded rationality. Current

satisfaction is usually ranked higher than future attainment for the same periodic

consumption elements, but short term satisfaction of higher level consumption needs may

be subservient to assuring the future satisfaction of base consumption needs. Thus, an

individual's consumption behaviour may include base and threshold consumption levels

with varying associaæd time preferences. No generalisation of such an ordering of

consumption targets was attempted.

F utur e c onsumptio n tar g e ts

Satisfaction of consumption objectives over time requires commensurate income or

savings. Applying the survival hypothesis and precautionary savings models to the

longer tenn suggests that, under uncertainty, an intently rational individual should prefer

current consumption to be satisfied from current income rather than from previous

savings, as reduced savings (wealth) reduces the expectation of satisfyin$ future

consumption targets. However, this is dependent on the extent to which the individual

discounts the value of future consumption and the certainty of future income.

Consumption and survival of the firm

It was assumed that the inændedly rational owner-manager continues investing effort and

risking financial capital in the firm to obtain the income necessary to support the base

consumption level only if the prospects of attainment are at least equal to those for other

income deriving opportunities. This does not preclude the owner-manager maintaining
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the firm for other reasons. In these circumstances, there is a base target consumption

level which determines the level of return necessary for the owner-manager to invest the

effort and invest or leave intact the capital needed for the firm to survive. Satisfaction of

this base consumption target is a necessary but not sufficient condition for firm sulvival.

The decision models

The inæntly rational owner-manager was modelled as setting a periodic income target that

satisfies a consumption target, savings target and external claims. The owner-manager's

consumption target may be revised for levels above a base objective subject to the owner-

manager's target belief levels for firm survival.

The general model considers the owner-manager's revisions of the sensitivity of the

income function to changes in inputs as a simple linear extrapolation of previous changes.

'When this approach is incorporated into the owner-manager's decision model for inputs,

a generally unique set of solutions can be obtained only if there is no interaction effect

between the inputs, or if only one of the inputs is variable.

Savings may in effect appear to be residual although it is hypothesised that targets are set

to meet future consumption needs and so are intended to be included in aspirations.

Current external claims are contractually specified and so in effect are not currently

determined by the owner-manager, although they may reflect previous decisions. This

necessarily incomplete view of debt was extended in the empirical testing and discussion

of implications for performance, but these extensions were not formally incorporated into

the model.
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EvTpTnTc¡,L EYIDENCE PERTAINING To THE FRAMB\ryoRK

Evidence in the literature surveyed in Part II that supports the consumption-oliented

framework mostly concerned the importance of consumption objectives or targets and

satisficing behaviour in individual decision making, and differences in owner-manager

behaviour (relative to wage and salary earners) regarding the degree of association

between earnings changes and consumption changes, savings propensities and income

seeking activity.

Direct empirical tests were undertaken in Part III. The integration of owner-manager

interests and the identity of the firm was examined in Chapter 10. In essence, there was

strong evidence that the economic identity of the firm is inseparable from the owner-

manager for many purposes.

While numerous hypotheses pertaining to the model could be constructed, those

developed were the more pertinent to providing broad based validation tests. The data

base used for directly testing propositions developed here was not ideal for testing all

important aspects of the framework. Some behavioural propositions would requile

substantial series of detailed and precise data to capture owner-managers' responses and

information processing under varying conditions. No appropriate archival data was

available. Data regarding individual owner-managers' consumption elements or

aspirations was not available.

The available data offered some opportunity to study achieved consumption levels and

relationships with other variables, using estimates of consumption funded by

withdrawals from the firm. Test were conducted with respect to base consumption

targets and the responsiveness of consumption to income and debt. Tests focused on

consumption changes across time periods as well as considering consumption as a

decision variable in a linear model with owner-manager input choices.
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The tests conducted in Chapter I I supported some facets of the proposed role of

consumption in the behaviour of owner-managed firms. In particular, consumption

behaviour appeared consistent with owner-managers attempting to maintain previously

established consumption levels and to move through a consumption hierarchy by

pursuing income increasing strategies. The tendency for consumption increases and

income seeking activity to ease as higher levels were achieved was consistent with the

hypothesised satisficing behaviour. Unsuccessful income seeking activity was associated

with selective use of savings or debt to finance consumption. The use of debt was

mostly associated with the maintenance of low level consumption targets.

IMPLICATIONS FoR STUDYING PERFoRMANCE

Some implications of the framework were examined in Part I. Two particular aspects of

performance were considered. The first addressed individual firm growth, which has

featured frequently in studies of small and owner-managed firms, and the second

considered short term prof,rt seeking behaviour.

These issues were approached from two directions. First, the potential relevance owner-

manager consumption behaviour to lenders was explored and the possible effects of

lender attitudes on the two aspects of performance were considered. Second, the

relevance of the framework to owner-manager attitudes and decisions regarding growth

and planning horizons for profît seeking were considered. These are reviewed below.

I-¿nder behavíour

It was argued in Chapter 13 that contracting between lenders and borr.owers is

substantially affected by the availability of information. Given that decisions made by

owner-managers regarding the operations of their firms are a function of their

consumption objectives then lenders should take account of information pertaining to the
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consumption levels and aspirations of owner-manager borrowers. If lender behaviour

accords with this expectation then owner-manager consumption levels or aspilations

should affect the availability and cost of debt. Failure to take account of consumption

behaviour may induce mispricing by ignoring the varying ability of owner-managers to

adjust consumption to meet debt servicing obligations.

The data included only successful debt applicants, preventing any empirical examination

of issues pertaining to debt availability. The main questions addressed in Chapter 14

were whether lenders differentially price loans on the basis of information cues ol ploxies

relevant to potential default on debt, and whether owner-manager consumption was

included in the information set for loan pricing.

There is no direct evidence of consumption levels affecting the cost of debt. While this

may be due to inappropriate æsting methods or dat¿ limitations, it is plausible that lenders

do not take account of consumption levels in the manner proxied here. It is known that

banks collect fairly detailed consumption data from small business loan applicantsl that

may facilitate more detailed and individual specihc evaluations of consumption levels and

possible trends than can be tested here.

The relationship between consumption and debt may be more complex than can be

detected here. If consumption is influential in the level and structure of debt in an owner-

managed f,rrm, it is unlikely to remain constant before and after the debt restructuring.

V/hile it is likely that lenders have superior information regarding achieved consumption,

it cannot be assumed that they have a reliable information concerning the owner-

manager's consumption intentions. This may induce reliance on general indicators that

The loan application forms of all major Australian banks were collecæd in 1988 and again in
1992. ln each case the banks appeared to collect the same information regarding domestic
expenditure as they typically collect for small personal loans and owner-occupier property loans.

I
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are applied consistently to groups of owner-managed firms. The lender behaviour and

pricing issues raised here all waffant further investigation, but are beyond the intended

scope of this thesis. The purpose in raising them here was to illustrate the potential

relevance of the proposed framework.

A review of available evidence concerning the cost and availability of debt in Chapær 15

raised the prospect that debt rationing will limit a firm's growth ability, and perhaps morc

importantly, hây provide incentives for owner-managed firms to signal their quality by

pursuing short term gains to establish a 'track record'. This effect may be further

encouraged by lending practices which increase periodic debt servicing obligations.

Owner-manag e rs and growth

Chapûer 16 considered growth as a perforrnance criteria, while examining possible

growth limiting conditions that are inherent in owner-managed firms or are consequences

of the consumption satisficing framework. It was argued that concepts of growth, as

employed in the literature, are largely irrelevant to an owner-manager's basic objectives,

and that the owner-manager's attributes naturally limit growth capacity.

There are two critical sets of restrictions attributable to an owner-manager. These are

equity and limits on the owner-manager's effort and ability as a resource. These factors

limit both the opportunity and capacity for an owner-managed firm to identify and

undertake new projects or expand existing activities.

The consumption satisficing framework does not lead to growth objectives other than in

the limiæd sense of advancing through hierarchical aspirations. Owner-managers near or

below base consumption targets may direct their attention to short term income gains

regardless of long term consequences.

a
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Short term gains

The debt and consumption incentives for short term results were illustrated in Chapter. 17.

The simple illustration showed how an owner-manager's consumption constraints and

survival orientation can increase need for short term income, thus inducing the owner-

manager to make choices that offer higher short term income at the expense of greatel

long term gains. This may be augmented by lender behaviour and the owner-manager

who may wish to enhance his or her reputation to improve access to finance. While this

may be labelled suboptimal in a naive profit maximising context, it not necessarily

suboptimal in the context of meeting the owner-manager's consumption based objectives

for the firm.

Lrvrrr¡TloNs oF THE RESEARcH

There are a number of potential limitations of this research which influence how it is

interpreted in the current context and what future work may be appropriate. These arc

separated below into possible limitations of the proposed framework and limitations of

the empirical æsting.

Limitations of the framework

There are several possible limitations associated with the framework. These are

discussed in the context of generalisability, the development approach and completeness

of the framework.

Generalis ability of the framcw ork

The applicability of the framework to different circumstances is intentionally limited by

the definition used for an owner-managed firm and by restricting performance to

economic concepts. These were discussed in Chapter 1. F'irms to which the fì'amewolk

can be applied may be further limited by the restriction that the firm or business was

established primarily to provide income to the owner-manager. It is possible that some
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firms which satisfy the definition of an owner-managed firm were not established with

the provision of income to the owner-manager as the primary motive. The framework is

not appropriate to such firms.

While it was a measurement issue in the empirical testing in Chapters Il,12 and 14, the

applicability of the framework is not necessarily impaired if owner-managers have other

sources of income. Such circumstances may affect an owner-manager's aspirations for

income from the firm and the required levels of assurance of target satisfaction, but the

framework should still be applicable if the owner-manager maintains the firm to provide

income for funding consumption aspirations.

Devel.opmcnt approach

While positive inductive approaches have been used in many motivation and performance

studies of small and owner-managed businesses, they have not led to the development of

any theoretical foundations or framework applicable across the various owner-managed

firms outside of the particular studies' samples. A more deductive approach was chosen

to allow the focus to be on more fundamental concepts rather than mere empiricål

associations. However, this approach also has its limitations. It is possible that rhe

existing theories and assumptions on which the deduced framework is based are

unnecessarily limiting or flawed. This is a larger question than can be addressed here.

The possibly more serious limitation of the adopted approach was the decision to not

fully consider the experimental or psychological literature. As an area of specialised

study it would have taken the scope and scale of this thesis well beyond reasonable

limits. Such practical considerations to not mitigate the potential limitation of the

approach. The research concerning the determinants of human behaviour and individual

decision making are likely to have considerable relevance to the study of choices of
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owner-managers. The extent to which theories of decision making that were nof.

considered here may affect the framework cannot be anticipated with any confidence.

Completeness

Following the above limitation with regard to the possible relevance of the excluded

literafures, confidence in the extent to which all necessary elements have been considered

is similarly limited. By considering only the basic economic incentives for individuals'

financial and labour investment decisions, it is possible that some significant element or

concept has been omitted from the framework. Omission per s¿ is a lesser issue than

whether the omission affects the validity of the concepts or constructs that were included.

It is an important assumption of the adopted approach that criteria by which economic

performance should be evaluated can be adequately described by reference to the

economic objectives of owner-managed firms. It is likely that only considerable testing

for different firms over an extended period will adequately determine the appropriateness

of this assumption.

Limitations of the empirical testing

The limitations of the empirical testing are discussed in the context of threats to the

validity of statistical conclusions, internal validity, construct validity and external validity.

Threats to the validíty of statistical conclusiow

The validity of statistical conclusions is concerned with the statistical evidence that a

presumed cause and effect co-vary. This is a function of the reliability of the measures

and other sources of error, and how they may affect conclusions drawn from the

statistical tests.

Direct testing of the reliability of measures was not possible. As discussed in Chapter'

11, possible noise in the consumption estimates is a particular concern in this regald.
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Given that the threats are themselves largely conjectural, reassurance is drawn primarily

from the results themselves on the basis that the conjectured threat was to inclease the

conservatism of the test and so suppress the hypothesised effects. The extent of any

error in the consumption estimation procedures can be assessed only through further.

testing of the framework against other data bases.

Threats to internnl validity

Inæmal validity refers to whether the infened relationships are causal. The main threat in

this regard is the framework itself. While based on diverse sources of theory and

empirical evidence, the development of the framework, as noted above, has some

limitations. The acceptance of causality for the relationships argued to comprise the

framework is dependent on the acceptance of the model constructs and a priori reasoning.

Threats to construct validiry

Construct validity is concerned with whether operational measures are the most

appropriate mappings of the theoretical constructs. The main threat in this respect lies in

the development of the hypotheses in Chapter 8. The extént to which the hypotheses rely

on assumed associations between framework elements and the test variables utilised

presents some weakness in the ûesting. The principal æst that may be employed here is to

assess the strength of the a priori reasoning and the logical deductivism applied in

hypothesis formulation.

Thre ats to external v alídity

External validity concerns the generalisability of the results or relationships to cases and

circumstances not used in deriving the results. The main threat is that the test sample may

not be representative of the population. It is possible that biases in the source of the data

will bias the test results. A second threat is that the sample was drawn solely fi'om the

period 1980-89 and the causal relationships hypothesised and tested may no longer
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apply. These threats should be substantially mitigated on two bases. The first mitigating

factor is the apparent similarity of the sample profile to that of both the state and national

prohles of small firms across several attributes. ÌVhile not conclusively tested because of

the lack of some attribute data the apparent representativeness is reassuring.

The second mitigating factor is the design of the research itself. Because the hypotheses

were generally derived from propositions that were formulated without reference to the

sample data, but rather by reference to the framework, then the data was not used to infer

relationships. The relationships were deductively formulated and then tested against the

sample data. Consequently the relationships in question were obtained independently of

the data and in this sense no threat to external validity should arise.

In drawing this conclusion, as noted above in the review or the limitations of the

framework, the relationships were hypothesised for a particular class of owner-managers

and the firms and it is not intended that the results of this research be generalised to

individuals or firms that may differ on various key attributes.

rUpuc¡,uoNs oF THE RESEARcH

The framework and decision model provide a simple set of concepts and constructs that

should influence the ways in which various parties consider the performance or

performance criteria for owner-managed firms. The simplicity of the constructs arises

from the small number of elements present in the framework. This makes the framewor-k

relatively easy to comprehend.

The view that an owner-manager's pursuit of income is consumption driven recognises

time preferences, savings needs and some requirement for a sustainable minimum or

base-target consumption level. It may also lead provide short-term objectives that are
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survival driven as highlighted in Chapter 17. Thus the approach recognises borh

objectives and constraints.

Currently held consumption and savings targets are a mix of short and long term

consumption targets, which may vary according to the owner-manager's perception of

the stability and permanence of existing levels and the 'base' consumption target. These

levels describe the consumption target the owner-manager requires to be satisfied from

the business if the owner-manager is to continue investing capital and effort in it. Thus,

the base consumption target describes a survival criteria for the business or firm. Other

survival criteria may also apply, such as those imposed by debt holders.

Implications for business

The framework should be useful to parties dealing with owner-managed fir.ms by

directing their attention to potentially important influences on owner-manager responses

under different ci¡cumstances, based on their likely consumption aspirations and cunent

income position. Likewise, such parties might assess how their dealings with an owner-

managed firm may affect the achievement of the owner-manager's objectives.

For example, the contracting behaviour of lenders has implications for the cost and

availability of capital to owner-managed fîrms. Lender behaviour appears to leflect

information asymmetry and opportunism, and relative business (failure) risk of owner-

managed firms. Information asymmetry may reflect owner-manager behaviour or

diseconomies of scale regarding firms' signalling costs and lenders' monitoring costs.

Failure risk is generally claimed to be disproportionately high for small firms, ancl

variously attributed to size, owner-manager ability and capital availability. Just as

lending decisions should take account of owner-manager objectives and capacity, it

appears that debt financing may modify or provide incentives for particular owner-

manager actions. Institutional lenders appear to use generalised screening devices that
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reduce the ability of owner-managed firms to signal their quality on an ex ante basis.

Perceptions of 'track records' as a financing criærion may provide an incentive fbr

owner-managers to pursue short-term results. Debt servicing requirements and the desire

to maintain a particular consumption level may encourage risk aversion in the sense of

minimising the variability of required profit if anticipated profits will satisfy the owner-

manager's cunent consumption aspiration and debt servicing obligations.

Because only bank debt was specifically examined, the relevance of the framewort to

other parties dealing with owner-managed firms remains more speculative. However, for

parties providing either formal or informal debt financing, the implications may be similar

to those for the institutional lender. The growth effects and owner-manager preferences

may be relevant to those contracting to sell inputs to the owner-managed hrm2.

Policy implications

It continues to be popular in Australia for politicians, 'small business' lobbyists and some

commentators to identify the 'small business' sector as a particularly valuable source of

economic development, often with a focus on employment. The implicit assumption

behind some policies and many public statements appears to be that most small firms

wish to grow (in terms of capital or employees) and are often prevented from doing so

factors that can be influenced by governments and their agencies. The implications of

this research for policies directed at encouraging or enabling f,rrms to pul'sue growth may

be important if, as argued in Part I, most small businesses are owner-managed.

Two particular but related policy implications can be noted. First, the assumption that all

or many owner-managed firms wish to grow signihcantly and will therefore respond to

the supposed growth-facilitating policies appears fallacious in the context of this lesearch.

For example, the interests of suppliers of labour may be affected by expected business growth

and is consequences for continuing employment or advancement.

2
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Individual owner-managers that do wish to grow are likely to face internal limits which,

in the larger scheme of government policy, may soon be reached. Even if owner'-

managers can be persuaded to yield their apparent preference for 'independence' and

'control', their ability to attract equity partners may be substantially limited - although this

conjecture should be addressed empirically.

Second, policies supposedly pertaining to owner-managed firms should take account of

the owner-manager's objectives. The general nature of owner-manager objectives

proposed here indicate that consumption levels and stability are prevailing influences on

firm behaviour, and so policies that purport to provide benefits or incentives to such

firms, but which are developed without reference to such influences, may fail thlough

their perceived irrelevance.

Research implications

This thesis has two main implications for future research. First it provides a frame of

reference for research concerned with the performance of owner-managed firms and

second, it raises many conceptual and empirical issues that require further resealch. -

Frame of reference

As discussed in Chapter 1, few empirical studies of the performance of owner-managed

Itrms have reference to any theoretical framework. Most studies of growth perfolmance,

which typically express size in terms of turnover or employee numbers, have been

conducted without regard to the likelihood idiosyncratic growth oppoftunities or capacity

of owner-managed firms, and have implicitly assumed that such growth is desilable, if

not specifically sought by owner-managers. The disincentives for growth and limis on

growth capacity considered in Part IV indicate the inappropriateness of such an

assumption. The use of employee numbers to measure size appears to have little

relevance to owner-managers' primary objectives. Utilisation of a relevant conceptual
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framework should enable researchers to more appropriately design performance orientecl

studies and in particular to contextualise growth willingness ol-success studies.

Further research

Particular issues regarding the role of consumption in the framework that need to be
empirically addressed include the existence and nature of lower consumption bounds and
the extent to which owner-managers revise inputs (including their effort) in response to
changes in consumption objectives and uncertainty. To better oper.ationalise the
framework, research into how individuals formulate and revise consumption objectives is
desirable.

Further investigation of the mechanics of interactions between owner-managed fir.ms ancl

others' in the context of or affects on owner-manager objectives, may significa'tly
contribute to our understanding of behaviour of owner-managed firms and tactor.s
influencing their performance. The proposed framework may assist such research by
identifying the relevance of owner-manager consumption aspirations in analyses of
contracting behaviour and by similarly contextualising performance criteria.
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Traditionally, there are four basic legal forms available in Australia for structuring firms:

. soletrader

r partnership

¡ Company

¡ trust

The relative popularity of these forms has changed over time, partly due to commercial and

management needs, but largely in response to income tax planning. The latter particularly

encouraged the promotion and use of various trust structures in the 1970's and 1980's.

Legal specifications for the various forms have changed little over time, although very

recent developments in Australia (see Shailer, 1990) may have significant implications for

future choices of organisational form by owner-managers.

Soletraders

An individual operating without any intervening commercial,legal or taxation structure is

known as a soletrader. Typically, the only general administrative demands on soletraders

are licensing requirements and registration of business names where appropriaæ.

Partnerships

Historically, partnership legislation in Australia has not allowed impediments to the joint

and several liability concepts that apply to partners. Several Australian states have

introduced legislation for limited liability partnerships. However, this is so rccent and so

far sufficiently unpopular that it can be ignored here. Administrative demands on owner-

managers using partnership structures are similar to soletraders, with the addition of

occasional pressure from the Australian Taxation Office, institutional lenders or paftners for

formal partnership agreements. Except for gazetted exceptions for certain professions,

partnerships in Australia have been prevented (by companies legislation) from having more

than 20 members.
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Companies

Australian company legislation traditionally has permitted the following corporate forms:

. an unlimiæd company

o a company limited by shares, encompassing

. a public company

. 
:o'ooïffJ,o.nu"r, 

being

. nofi_exempt

. acompany limited by guarantee

. acompany limited by shares and guarantee

. a no liability company

Of these, only the propríetary company is generally used for owner-managed firms. For

completeness, all are described briefly below.

Unlimit e d liabiliry company

Members of an unlimited liabitity company are liable fully for debts of the company. While

this may seem to be a form of registered partnership, a corporate veil still exists and confers

the legal rights of other forms of companies. Such companies are unlikely to be used for

ventures with significant risk . A benefit of unlimited liability to a proprietary company is

it can avoid appointing an auditor. This a rarely used form.

Company limited by shares

Shareholders in a limited liability company can be required to contribute to satisfy the

company's debts up to the amount.remaining unpaid on the issue price of their

shareholding. Therefore, if shares are 'fully paid', it is immaterial to shareholdels (at law)

whether or not a company can satisfy its obligations. It is this facility that supposedly

makes such companies so attractive for structuring businesses.

A company limited by shares may be either apublic or proprieta? (i.e. private) company.

It is the latter which is most likely to be of relevance to owner-managed firms. Propdetaty

companies cannot inviæ public subscription of funds, cannot have fewer than two or more
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than fifty members and must restrict the right to transfer its shares (such as 'only with the

permission of directors')1.

Private or proprietary companies occur in two forms: exempt and non-exempt.

Differences between these forms mainly relate to accounting and audit requirements. Non-

exempt proprietary companies are subject to similar disclosure and audit requirements as

public companies. The more popular2 exempt proprietary companies need not appoint

auditors. If they do, they need not include financial statements in their statutory annual

return.

Incentives for owner-managed firms to incorporate have varied over time. Changing

administrative burdens, taxation benefits and burdens, reporting requirements and business

sophistication have all had varying interactive effects. Some recent changes in this regard

were discussed briefly in Shailer (1990).

Company limite d by g uørante e

There are no shares in guarantee companies. Members'liability is limited to an amount

specified in the memorandum of association. This form effectively prevents the transfer of

interests in the company between individuals because guarantors, unlike shareholders, do

not hold separable interests. A company limited by guarantee must be a public company.

Members rarely have a residual claim on the company. It is a popular structure for clubs

and societies which determine membership by fee or subscription.

No liability company

No liability companies must be public and can be used only by mining companies

Members cannot be sued for unpaid calls, but may elect to surrender their shares.

See sections 114 and 116 of the Corporations Act 1989.

Based on NSW Corporate Affairs Commission data from the 1980's, exempt proprietaries typically

account for approximately eighty per cent of local companies.

2
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Trusts

Trusts may be express, implied or constructive. Only express trusts are generally rclevant

to owner-managed firms. These are mainly discretionary and unit trusts. A discretionary

trust allows the trustee to choose beneficiaries from a specified set of individuals. These

were popula¡ in the 1970's and 80's for tax planning. While administratively complex,

they allowed some discretionary tax advantages which were substantially eloded in the

1980's. Nonetheless, their flexibility for varying the distribution of income or capital still

provides advantages in organising commercial affairs. Unit trusts divide 'ownership'into

equal units that have many of the properties of shares. Combining unit and discretionaly

trusts was common to obtain the benefits of a discretionary trust while preserving equal

interests between the 'partners'; trust units were hetd by trustees of discretionary trusts. It

was also common to use a family company as the trustee. This was mainly because a

trustee is encumbered by various duties and liabilities. For example, a trustee who

commits a breach of trust by failing to properly discharge his or her relevant duties is

answerable to the beneficiaries for any resultant loss. More importantly, a trustee can be

liable for debts of the trust.
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Regret theoryl

Assume that, for any given individual, there is a choiceless utiliry function C(.), unique

up to an increasing linear transformation, which assigns a real-valued utility index to

every conceivable consequence2. An individual experiences a particular consequence as

the result of their choice between actions A1 and A2 under uncertainty. A, is chosen and

then thejth state occurs. The individual experiences the consequence x.ç. It is then

known that, had A, been chosen instead, the individual would have experienced x.2¡

Loomes and Sugden argued that the psychological experience of pleasure associated with

having the consequence x.r¡'in these circumstances will depend on the nature of both x.,;

and x.2¡. If x.2¡ is a more desirable consequence than x.y, the individual may experience

regret, reducing the pleasure derived from x.1¡. Conversely, if x.qwas the more

desirable consequence, the individual may experience rejoicing.

Loomes and Sugden incorporated these concepts of regret and rejoicing into their theoly

using a modified utility function. Suppose that an individual chooses action A¡ in

preference to actionA¡ and that thejth state of the world occurs. The actual consequence

is x.¡while, had the individual chosen differently, r.¿¡ would have occurred. Writing

C(x.,¡) âs c¡, Loomes and Sugden said that the individual experiences the modified utility

ml = M(c;¡,cry). ThefunctionM(.) assignsareal-valuedindextoeveryorderedpairof

choiceless utility indices. The difference between mfr and c¡¡ mã! be interpreted as an

increment or decrement of utility conesponding with the sensations of rejoicing or regret.

If c¡¡ -c¿¡then ú,=r,,. If whatoccursisexactlyaspleasurableaswhatmighthave

occurred, there is neither regret nor rejoicing. Loomes and Sugden then assumed

õm!,f 6c, <0 and õm[f õcn>0; that is, other things being equal, modified utility

increases with choiceless utility. Loomes and Sugden theorised that the individual

chooses between actions so as to maximise the mathematical expectation of modified

This explanation of regret theory is largely attributed to Loomes and Sugden (1982).

'Choiceless' utility is that derived from an imposed consequence. In contrast to the Von
Neumann-Morgenstern concept of utility, this concept of utility is defined independently of
choice. Loomes and Sugden argued this is utilitarian in the classical sense.

I
2
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utility. They dehned the expected modffied utility Ef of action A¡ evaluated with respect

to action Ao,by n! =ip,m{. Faced with a choice between A, and Ao, the indiviclual 's
j=t

preferential ranking of A¡ and A* depends on the value of E! relative to E'n.

The expectations element in this model combines gains and losses which, as noted in

Chapter 4, is an implausible treatment for an owner-manager contemplating satisfaction

of consumption preferences. The relevance of regret theory in the cuûent context is that

it endorsed the notion that an owner-manager judges the value of an outcome by rcference

to a target. However, in regret theory the 'target' is defined ex post and so is not useful

for modelling decision making. The model could be adapæd to ex ante target setting by

modifying Ao to be the target outcome, but this would remain an evaluative rather than a

decision-making model because it relies on the comparison of an actual outcome to a

hypothetical outcome.

Prospect theory

Kahneman and Tversky (1979) proposed a relatively complex subjectively weighted

utility model that has much in common with bounded rationality approaches. This

'prospect' theory replaces the probabilities in expected utility theory with decision

weights that reflect the impact of the outcome on the desirability of the outcome. The

value function in prospect theory does not measure attitudes towards risk, but rather it

measures the subjective value of outcomes relative to some reference point that may vary

with different presentations of a problem. This is consistent with reported context effects

in insurance preferences (for example, Slovic et aI., 1977). Unlike the traditional

interpretation of expected utility theory, prospect theory emphasises changes in wealth,

rather than final wealth positions.

Choices, or prospects, in expected utility theory can be written os )r(ou)zr, where u(.)

is the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function over outcorrro, a¡¡is the outcome in the

jth staæ for action-choice i, and z, is the probability of occurrence of state j.
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Prospect theory3 replaces z, with weights w which depend on ftj: *, = r(n,), I*, . t.

The precise form of the resulting index depends on whether any prospect confronting the

individual consists of either 'gains' or 'losses', and whether, for a prospect that does not

promise losses, the outcomes are non-positive or strictly positive. The utility index E(Lf

is replaced by V(.), with the u(.) constituent of E(() defined as v(.).

The v(.), utility of outcomes, or what Kahneman and Tversky called the value function,

was described initially as deriving from outcomes that are known to be obtainable under

certainty. However, during their exposition of v(.) Kahneman and Tversky (1979,

p.278). stated that:

(The) hypothesis regarding the shape of the value function was based on responses [of subjects
in their laboratory experimentsl to gains and losses in a riskless context. rùy'e propose that the
value function which is derived from risky choices shares the same cha¡acteristics...

Kahneman and Tversky concluded that, in the positive domain, the certainty effect

contributes to a risk-averse preference for a sure gain over a larger gain that is merely

probable. In the negative domain, the same effect leads to a risk seeking preference fol a

loss that is merely probable over a smaller loss that is certain. This psychological

principle also favours risk aversion for gains and risk seeking in the domain of losses.

Both the prospect and regret theories rely on the use of probability distributions, and

merge gains and losses through 'averaging' processes. While prospect theory appears to

be the more versatile paradigm, Ford (1987, p.129) suggested it may be less acceptable

to intuition than regret theory.

Neither directly allows for satisficing in respect of targets, but they move away from the

notion that risk or uncertainty is only incorporated in decisions by reference to the

momenß of compleæ probability distributions.

Shoemaker (1982) stated that the Kahneman and Tversþ (1979) speciflrcation of prospect theory

is identical to the choice-index posited in Edwards (1955). Ford (1987, p.126) suggested that,

pedagogically, this may not be so. The point is int¡oduced here for interest only, in tlìe context

of the relative timing of the development of various approaches.

3
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Potential surprise theory

Shackle (1952, 1961) was another to specifically reject moments of probability

distributions as a measure of uncertainty. Shackle argued this is due to the non-setiability

(uniqueness) of decisions, and to probability being a distributable variable. This latter

point refers to a paradox whereby the introduction of a previously unconsidered

hypothesis requires a revision of assigned probabilities; however, individuals do not

always alær their beliefs concerning the other recognised hypotheses.

Shackle replaced probability with non-distributable degrees of 'potential suqprise'. This

has a lower limit of zero for all individuals, but an upper limit which may vary between

individuals. The decision maker assigns degrees of potential surprise (y) to the series of

outcomes for a particular action, separated for gains and losses. Shackle argued that

some gain and loss expectations will assume ascendancy in the mind of the decision-

maker, who will maximise an ascendancy stimulus, represented by a Q-function, which

simplifies expectations. The expectational elements are reduced into one for gains and

one for losses, both of which generally consist of an outcome and an associated potential-

surprise. These pairs are 'standardised' for potential-surprise, such that pairs of

monetary outcomes are compared across alærnative choices. The standardised values are

ranked according to a 'gambler indifference-map', which appears to have much in

common with a utility map.

The potential-surprise function y(.) can have any form. The ascendancy function Q(.)

(which describes the trade-off of rival outcomes in the individual's decision processes)

may vary for gains and losses, depending on attitudes to risk of loss. To differentiate,

Shackle introduced ry for the loss ascendancy function. This approach was adopted by

Ford (1983), whose model has many commonalities to Shackle's, in a more sophisticated

development. The potential-surprise propositions were persuasively challenged, as

described by Dorfman (1955, p.315):

Caler also questions Shackle's attin¡de towa¡d the relationships between ... 'degree of surprise'
and 'degree of belief . The problem is that while both of these concepts are intuitively appealing
substitutes for mathematical probability, they a¡e almost indefinable; reasoning ba-sed on the one

contradicts reasoning based on the other ...
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Shackle's propositions regarding his degrees of surprise appear somewhat paradoxical,

whereby an individual can experience both a low degree of belief about a pal'ticular

outcome and a low degree of surprise when it occurs. The principle contributions of

potential surprise theory in the current context a¡e the explicit separation of potential gains

and losses and the apparent inclusion of ambiguity in the treatment of expectations.

Perspective theory

A similar schema to the 'potential-surprise' model is presented as 'perspective theory'in

Ford (1987), which in many respects is merely a refinement of Shackle's propositions.

However, Ford's proposed degree of belief and degree of credibility concepts appear to

circumvent Shackle's ambiguities. Ford offered his theory as a 'rationalisation of the

empirical evidence that has vitiated Expected Utility Theory'. The basis of Ford's

perspective theory were presented as four postulates:

1. As with Shackle's model, the gain and loss elements of a prospect are segregated.

2. The segregated gain and loss outcomes are encapsulated separately in a number or

index, which Ford called an ascendancy index. The index is, in effect, the

maximum (real) number that the individual assigns to the ascendancy function;

this measures the attractiveness to an individual of the gain aspects of any

prospect, and the maximum unattractiveness of its loss aspects. The two

ascendancy functions have as their arguments a monetary outcome and an

associated "probability of occurrence". Like Shackle, Ford labelled the

ascendancy function for gains as 0(.) and for losses as V(.) to allow for potential

differences between the functions.

The choice of action is accomplished by an acúon choice-index which Ford called

a Perspective Index (P/ ). This index trades off the individually perceived 'best'

on the gain side and the 'worst' on the loss side for a prospect. This seems to be

utility indicator which is the value of the function P/ = P(Q*,y*) where the

asterisks denote a weighing up of the highest values of 0(.) and ty(.), giving it

much in common with orthodox choice theory under cer-tainty.

Ford hypothesised that an individual evaluates a P/ for each available prospect

that depends on the highest and a lowest value of whichever ascendancy function

is appropriate. For a risky prospect which promises only gains, the index is

transformed thus: PI is the maximum of P(S*,Q-in). Hence Q,,,in replaces V*.
thus, all prospects can be modihed to consist of all gains or all losses,

3

4
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Ford's Q is defined over gains and the uncertainty variable. If the latter is probability p,

then he argued that it should be the probability that the associaæd monetary gain (at least)

will be attained. Ford developed a degree of belief, denoted 0, which was bounded by

zero and 6. ttre upper limit 0 indicaæd an individual's perception of certainty.

Ford demonstrated his model with a one-period labour choice problem that seems

particularly appropriate to the owner-managed firm (pp.80-a). This is reconstructed here

to highlight the relevance. Assume that an owner-manager must decide how much labour

or effort (e) to invest in the firm where the return (w) is stochastic with an unknown

distribution, but the individual anticipates that it will lie in the range ab. Income will be

w¿, with eachwe possessing a different O-function of 0(w) scaled up by e. The lowest

and highest values of Q will be associated with the highest value of ¿. In this case there

are no possibilities of losses. The individual seeks to maximise 0 = þ(e,we,O*").

The ascendancy of any choice of e depends on ¿ itself, the anticipated income it will

produce and the degree of credibility attached to the occuffence of that income. The fact

that increasing e wilt produce higher values of Q throu gh we and 0 will be countered by

the negative effect on Q of the*righer e. Ford argued that there may be a Simon-like

aspiration level of Q below which the individual will not invest labour, preferring leisure.

In terms of an owner-managed firm, the owner-manager would choose to liquidate the

firm. An increase in the return prospects will not necessarily lead to an increase in e.
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The belief functions identified in the owner-manager's decision making will not be

confined to any particular formalism. The decision literature currently presents numerous

competing formalisms that a¡e alternatives to the subjecúve probability approach used in

most economics and finance developments. The approach adopted in prospect theory

(see Chapter 6) and related models, rank order probabilities (Kmietowicz and Pearman,

1981), and 'Baconian' probabilities (Cohen, 1979) a¡e all axiomatic alternatives. The

choice of axioms is largely ungrounded at this stage, in that tradeoffs and choices cannot

be assessed at this point in the relevant research. The following introduction to the belief

function formalism is provided largely for illustrative purposes. It is based on

mathemaúcal probability, but provides a sufficiently indirect use to demonstrate the extent

to which decision models may be distanced from the subjective expected utility approach.

Belief functions, as developed by Dempster (1968) and Shafer (I976, 1982) relate to

decision-making where the decision maker is unable to reach a definite conclusion using

the available information. The belief function formalism is a generalisation of the

Bayesian formalism. Based on antecedent work by Hooper and Bernoulli in the

seventeenth century (see Shafer I976), the Dempster-Shafer belief-function formalism is

differentiated from probability theory by the assignment of uncertainties to a set 0 of n

mutually exclusive and exhaustive states.

Probability theory requires the assignment of measures of uncertainty to each individual

element as a probability of occuffence, P, which then sum to unity; that is:

IP(.,) =1, z,e 0
i=l

The belief-function formalism assigns uncertainty measures, b, to the individual elements

of 0 and all other proper subsets of 0, including 0, i.e. m c 0. Note that:

a
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Luf^> = r, b{Ø} = 0
mço

To illustrate, consider the two state set where (,c,*r>,cl*r,,c,*t1,cl*t). The owner-

manager has weak confidence in the target consumption being satisfied, so assigns (say)

0.4. He or she has a very weak belief in the likelihood of target consumption not being

satisfied, say 0.1. The individual does not consider there to be sufficient grounds for

assigning any of the remaining 0.5 measure of belief to either outcome. This

combination can be expressed as:

b(,c,*r2,cl*,)= o.¿

b(,c,*r1,cl*,)= o.t

b(,c,*r2,cl*r,, c,*,<, cf,, ) = 0. 5

The belief/r nction, B(m) rcpresents the total beltef ín m. B (m) > b(m) because:

B(m) =}øfr>
zçm

Consider this in tems of an owner-manager's belief in the output function O(1, e) where

the only observations are historic y, and the owner-manager wishes to determine the

belief that ¡*, =O(l,,,e,*r)>ylt. Based on historical evidence, 10 per cent of (/, ¿)

imply Ot , 20 per cent imply 02, and 1 5 per cent 03 . Thirty per cent suggest either Ol or

02, and the remaining 25 per cent cannot be interpreted. The belief that the appropriate

function is either Or or 02 is b(OL) + b(O2) 
\b(Ot, 

02) = 60. Assuming Or to O3 arc

the only perceived production relations, ttren )f(O')=0.75, which is less than unity.
i=l

If only ot(Iu,e,*r) satisfiesy[,, then B(1,*, > y;,)+ B(1,*, < yå,) =0.75. It is always

plausible that B(z) + B(-z) < 1 (where -z denotes 'not z'), whereas P(e) + P(-¿) = l.

Thus, belief functions allow the representation of ignorance. This function is stlictly
Bayesian if all non-zero b-values exist only for single elements of 0 (Shafer, 1976). The
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complementarity of probabilities, whereby P(z) = I - P(-z) is 'replicated' in the belief-

function formalism by the plausibility function Pl(.), where Pl(z) = I - B(-z) whele -z is

the negation of e. That is, the plausibility of an event occurring is the extent to which we

do not believe in it not occurring.

The means by which beliefs can be revised has some relevance in the context of the

revision process in equations (7.3) to (7.6). Assume the owner-manager has formed a

view of the income generating function, such that she or he weakly believes it to be

O'(t). No other type of function has been considered.

Let us say the current beliefs ^" lU,-r(o;) = 0.2, 6,-r(- or") = 0, b,-t(Oi ,- o; ) = o. s].

The owner-manager then receives a signal (!,11,-r,,-rr,), ,ur, ttrat strongly enforces belief

in O".

Let us say that the beliefs formed from the signal independent of earlier beliefs are

weighted * lA,@;)=0.7, ø,? o;)=0, b,(o;,- oÐ= 0.3]. The sets of beliefs are

affirmative of O" in that none are supportive of its negation, - O".

Dempster's rule for combining these beliefs can be expressed as:

b(m) - x"\[b,(2,)b,(r,) | z, n z, = m", m + Øf

where b(m) is the resultant b-value for the subset m of 0, b, and b, are the b-values for

the independent signals, and Kis the (re)normalisation constant given as:

K = t- I[¿,(.,) br(rr) | z, a z, - m, m = Ø]

The second term in K represents the conflict between the two signals. When such

conflict is absolute (K=0), the signals cannot be combined.
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Because lU,-r(of ) = 0.2, b,-r(- oi) = 0, b,-t(oi ,- oi) = 0.8] and

lr;,(oÐ = 0.7,b,(- o;) = o,b,(o;,- o;\ = 0.3] the combined b - values are

b,lo" =(0.2 x 0.?) + (0.2 x 0.3) + (0.8 x 0.2)] = s.76

b,(- o')=o

b.(o'.- o"\=0.24' 
l-nQ

where no normalisation is necessary as the signals were not conflicting.

If instead the owner-manager received a conflicting signal, with b, replaced by b,' such

that løi(OÐ=0,å,'(- O;)=0.2,ø,(o;,-OÐ=0.7], then the conflicting value is

(0.2x0.3)=9.96

The normalising constant is K - 1 - b,-r.(O")d;(- O") =1 - 0.06 = 0.94

Therefore, U,(O')X4 = (0.2x 0.7) + 0.94 = 0.149

ø,(- O')X-' = (0.8 x 0.3) + 0.94 = 0.255

b,(O",- O'\Ku = (0.8 x 0.7) + 0.94= 0.596¡\ . I \

1.000

With [4(O")= 0.149, B,(- O')=0.255, B,(O',- O')=0.596], the total plausibility

of O" is t- f,(- O")=0.745, while the plausibility of - O" is I- B,(- O")=0.851.

The main attraction of the belief function formalism may be its ability to accommodate

ignorance and ambiguity. However, despiæ it attraction, no particular formalism for'

dealing with information will be adopted in the models in this thesis.
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Appnnolx 4: ClsB-wrsE FREeUENCTES oF coNSUMprroN
ESTIMATES BY FINANCIAL YEAR

Case

ID
Year ended 30 June

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Ca-se

Totrl
10020
10030
1003 l
10040
10041
too42
10043
10050
1005 1

10052
10060
10061
10070
10071
10080
10090
r0l 30
10150
1015 I
toL52
10160
10170
10200
10201
L0220
10230
L0240
10250
10260
10270
10320
103 30
1033 1

10340
10360
10370
t037 I
10381
10390
10430
10431
10440
10460
10470
10490
10500
10501
10502
10503
10530
1053 I
10540
10550
10560
10580

I
I

5

2
I
1

3

2
I

1

1

2
I
2

-t

I
4
2
I
1

2
I
1

I
3

2
I
5

3
6
2
1

1
n

2
3

I
2
I
I
I
J
3

3

4
1

1

4

5
5

5

4
4
2
1

I
I

1

1

I
I
1

1 1

I
I
I

I

I
1

I
1

I

1

1

1

I
I

1

I

1 I

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I
I
I
I

1

I
I

I

I
I

1

1

I
1

1

I
1

I

I
I
I
I
1

1

1

I
I
1

1

I
I

I
1

I
1

1

1

I

I
I

1

1
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ID 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 Toøl
10590
10600
106 l0
10630
10660
10670
10690
10700
10710
10730
10760
20010
20020
20030
20040
20050
20060
20070
20080
20090
20100
2OLLO
20L20
20130
20L40
201 80
20181
20190
20200
20201
202L0
2O2LL
20220
20230
20240
20260
20270
2027t
20280
20290
20300
20320
20321
20330
20350
20370
20400
20420
20430
20440
20470
20480
20490
20500
205 l0
20530
20531
20550
20560
20561
20570
205 80
20590
20600

I
I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
1

1

I
1

I
I
I
1

1

I
I
I
1

1

1

1

1

I
I
1

1

I
I
I
I
I
1

1

1

1

1

I
tI

I

I

1

1

1

I
1

I
1

1

L

I
I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I
I

I
1

1

1

I
I
1

1

1

I
1

1

I
1

1I
I I

1

1

I
I

1

I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I
1

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
1

I

I
I
I
1

I
I
I

1

I
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ID 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 Tonl
300 l0
30020
30030
30040
30060
30070
30080
301 10
30130
301 40
301 50
301 70
30200
302 t0
30220
30240
30270
30280
3028 I
30290
30300
30340
30360
30380
30390
30430
30440
30450
30460
30470
30480
30501
305 10
30520
30530
30540
30570
30580
30600
306 10
30630
30640
30642
30650
306ó0
30670
30680
30690
3069 I
30692
30700
307 10
30730
39150
39220
39440

I
I
I
I

2
2
I
2
I
I

2
I
2
1

2
I
3

1

3

3
2
I
3
2
I
1

1

2
I
1

2
2
2
2
t
I
I
3

2
2
I
1

I
3

I
I
I
I
3

2
I
I
2
2
2
I
4
I
3

1

1

1

1

1

1

I
I

I

1 I I
I

4
I

I
I

1

1

I

I
I
1

1

1

1

t

1

I

I
I
1

1

1

I

I
I

I I

1

Year
Total

Vo

I
3

I
3

t2
3.2

29

7.7
59

15.6
89 90 96
23.6 23.9 25.5

377
100

Note: Case IDs greater tban 3ü)ü) indicate recovery-action firms.
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Correlation Coefficients
rÉ
¡ú
lllz
Þ
¡l
X
!+

o
o
F
Ftt
Fi

Ê
oz
ô
o
Itt-t
ã
-o
I
tltz
Ê
ct)

()È¡
9J
cr2 u);\ À:
õ- 'ltãEÞ.=
F- O.

l<

ã¡
ãäocr 3Ft at)9,Ê9.õ
9Êu2=Jg, 0.

Þ
C¡o
ts.5

=c)tDOãEU) F;
-c)Þ, ã'6,3
1t v2Ër
:.È
=5o¿
5;J
ß)

ãEÈt v,

5;i

E¡.

Þ

õ-(/)

PREMIUM
PREMIUM I.OOOO

rNc -.1020
BS -.133s
ACCT -.0753
coNSUM} -.1616
coNSUMr -.ll5l
C0NSUMX -.0090
coNSUMOM -.1550
AGE -.1353
AGELOG ..0468
INCORP -.1478
SOLETRAD .2326+*
PSHIP ..0256
TRUST -.1652
PARTOM ..0967

oM -.1407
TERM -.3054**
PN ..M92
PNAGEI -.05,10

PNAGE2 -.0579
PNAGE3 -.O101
IND| -.0738
IND2 -.0734
IND3 .M27
IND| -.0ó10
IND| .l4ø.ï
s.4¿¿'s -.23ffi
GP -.129r
SALESLOG ..16É.5

GPLæ -.2288
LOAN -.0836
LOANLOG -.2738**

CONSUMX CONSUMOM
-.0090 -.1550
.0027 .1753
.0506 .13s8
-.0359 .1t97
_.7455** .9460**
.4961** .1809
1.0000 -.7432+*
-.7432** 1.0000
-.02t9 .2862*
-.w22 .2033
.0M6 .0368
-.0329 .0029
-.0227 -.043r
-.2538 .2229
-.0384 -.021t
-.0280 -.0687
-.2221 .4122**
.4080* -.2381
-.0295 .M&
-.0396 .0751
-.0909 .0729
-.2200 .4271**
. -.0041
.2388 -.18s0
.0423 -.1029
.0000 -.2515
.4267* .1930
.3868 .07&
.1898 .2202
.2162 .0803
.0771 -.0146
-.1598 .1755

INC
-.r020
1.0000
.7437**
.2324**
.t939
.2475
.0027
.1753
.2439**
.4359**
.3061**

-.0948
-.2557**
.1863*
.1135
.t397
.0986
.0719
--2036*
-.1188
-.M79
.0812
.0500

-.2072*
.1935*
.u93
.0608
.t290
.1969
3027*
.1066
.1968*

BS
-.r335
.1437**

1.0000
.2539**
.t5t2
.3023
.0506
.1358
.2010*
.3853**
.1811*

-.1105
-.1079
.M34
.1762
.lggg*
.0525
.1305

-.1837*
-.M6
-.05M
.0146
.0602

-.1311

.t571

.0159
-.0606
.0181
.0887
.1824
.1116
.1841*

ACCT
-.0753
.2324**
.2539**

1.0000
.0695

-.0581
-.0359
.1197

-.1591
-.w0
.2580**

-.0101
-.2712**
-.0278
.0106
.0076
.1441
.M27
.t427
.0539
.0123
.0106

-.0u9
-.tgû*
.2580**
.1144

-.1322
-.1331
-.w7
-.0552
-.0666
.0362

CONSUMO
-.1616
.1939
.1512
.0695

1.0000
.2089

-.7455**
.9460*+
.3480**
.u37
.1561

-.0748
-.il63
.3518**
.1720
.1138
.3076*

-.1306
-.0220
-.0124
-.0278
.3578**
.0r81

-.t026
-.t431
-.2199
.2û7
.1403
.26r'3
.17t3
.0031
.1803

CONSUM]
-.1r51
.2475
.3023

-.0s81
.2089

1.0000
.4961**
.1809
.3093*
.274
.0630

-.03r4
-.M87
.0864
.0527
.0551

-.1862
.2817

-.2129
-.1756
-.2018
.2022

-.1231
-.0131
-.t214
.2088
.0458
.1796
.0949

-.0815
-.1373

AGE
-.r353
.2439**
.2010*

-.159r
.3480**
.3093*

-.0209
.2862*

1.0000
.7870**
.1742

-.0884
-.1179
.2419**
.2005*
.1897*

-.0311
.1989

-.2780**
-.3075**
-.2917**
-.1277
.1777*

-.0080
.0837
.0955
.6M2**
.4267**
.46É/9**
.4765**
.2358**
-2022*

AGELOG
-.0468
.4359**
.3853**

-.u40
.2437
.2744

-.m.22
.2033
.7870**

1.0000
.1741

-.M29
-.r383
.t703
.t2M
.t234

-.0680
.1984

-.4717**
-.3660**
-.2677+*
-.0336
.1395

-.1200
.1302
.0764
.3773**
.2U2*
-3475*+
-3534*+
.1182
.0670

o"
.Þ
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Correlation Coefficients

PREMIUM
INC
BS
ACCT
CONSUMO
CONSUMI
CONSUMX
CONSUMOM
AGE
AGELOG
INCORP
SOLETRAD
PSHIP
TRUST
PARTOM
OM
TERM
PN
PNAGEI
PNAGE2
PNAGE3
INDI
IND2
INDs
IND4
INDs
SA¿ES
GP
SALESLOG
GPLOG
LOAN
LOANLOG

INCORP
-.t478
.3061**
.l8l I *
.2580**
.1561
.0630
.w6
.0368
.t742
.t741

1.0000
--4678**
-.7091**
.4233**
.13r5
.1801*
.0557
.2053
.0651

-.0948
-.1524
.1638
.t476

-.1303
-.0486
-.0212
.3580**
.3271+*
.3936**
.4491+*
.1535
.2953**

SOLETRAD
.2326**

-.æ48
-.1 105
-.0101
-.0748
-.0314
-.0329
.m29

-.08M
-.M29
-.4678+*
1.0000
-.2915**
-.1980*
-.3807**
-.36?ß**
-.0811
.0380
.0174
.0569
.M34

-.2491+*
-.0691

.0r73

.2499**

.2273*
-.2062
-.1509
-.2493*
-.2323
-.0927
-.2577**

PSHIP
-.0256
-.2557**
-.t079
-.2712+*
-.1163
-.0487
-.02n
-.0431
-.t179
-.1383
-.7091**
-.2915**
1.0000
-.3001**
.1615
.0938
.0045

-.2618*
-.0843
.0572
.1303
.0215

-.1M7
.1272

-.1459
-.1584
-.u!96*
-.2597*
-.2552+
-.3381**
-.w22
-.1031

TRUST
-.1652
.1863*
.0434

-.0278
.3518**
.0864

-.2538
.2229
.ulg*+
.1703
.4233**

-.1980*
-.3001**
1.0000
.2082+
.2991**
.1191
.1632
.0104

-.0727
-.0741
.079r
.2088*

-.1398
.0104

-.0p/23

.t772

.0797

.0096

.0577

.0002

.1788*

PARTOM
-.0967
.1135
.1762
.0106
.1720
.0527

-.0384
-.0211
.2005*
.t2u
.1315

-.3807**
.1615
.2082*

r.0000
.9423**

-.0380
.1528

-.1996*
-.t431
-.1816*
-.1625
.1626
.1816*

-.1318

.0106

.r830

.tt62

.w28

.1932

.1249

.1149

OM
-.1407
.1397
.1988*
.0076
.1138
.055r

-.0280
-.0687
.1897*
.1234
.1801*

-.3620**
.0938
.2991**
.9423**

1.0000
-.0553
.2126

-.1859*
-.1543
-.1941*
-.1812*
.1304
.1763

-.0378
-.0138
.0898
.0573
.0239
.1205
.1191
.1298

T
-.3054**
.0986
.0525
.t441
.3076*

-.1862
-.2221
-4122**

-.0311
-.0680
.0557

-.0811
.0045
.1191

-.0380
-.0553
1.0000
-.1589
.w72
.il89
.1972*
.0375

-.0575
-.0585

.M95
-.1064
.0905

-.0167
.0346

-.0007
.1557
.5066+*

PN
-.0692
.07t9
.r305
.0627

-.1306
.2817
.4090+

-.2381
.1989
.1984
.2053
.0380

-.2618*
.1632
.1528
.2126

-.1589
1.0000
-.4375**
-.ffi4**
-.75ß**
--2584*
-.1237
.0303
.1040
.2879**
.1402
.2032
.0931
.1812
.1065

-.0060

PNAGEI
-.0540
-.2036*
-.1837*
.1427

-.0220
-.2129
-.0295
.046/-

-.2790**
-.4717**
.0651
.0174

-.0843
.0104

-.1886*
-.1859*
.0972

-.4375++
1.0000
.7335**
.6057**
.0952

-.0491
-.0066
.0024

-.1021
-.1179
-.0978
-.1014
-.13&
-.0059
.1100

PNAGE2
-.0579
-.1 188
-.M66
.0539

-.0124
-.1756
-.0396
.0751

-.3075**
-.3660**
-.0948
.0569
.0572

-.0727
-.1431
-.1543
.1 189
-.ffi4**
.7335**

1.0000
.8259*+
.1705
.0787

-.0678
-.05,f0
-.t392
-.2199
-.1961
-.2365
-.2338
-.0352
.0543

PNAGE3
-.0401
-.M79
-.054ø-
.0123

-.0278
-.20r8
-.0909
.0729

-.2917+*
-.2677+t
-.1524
.0/'34
.r303

-.o741
-.1816*
-.1941*
-1972*

-.7546**
.6057**
.8259**

1.00m
.7752
.0478

-.0149
-.09r0
-.1ó86
-.26t3*
-.2298
--2545*
-.2814*
-.0385
.1012

trà()
'rù,,
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Correlation Coefficients

PREMIUM
INC
BS
ACCT
CONSUMO
CONSUMT
CONSUMX
CONSUMOM
AGE
AGELOG
INCORP
SOLETRAD
PSHIP
TRUST
PARTOM
OM
TERM
PN
PNAGEI
PNAGE2
PNAGE3
INDI
IND2
IND3
IND4
INDs
SA¿ES
GP
SALESLOG
GPLOG
LOAN
LOANLOG

IND5
.tM8
.M93
.0r59
.1144

-.2199
-.1214
.0000

-.2515
.0955
.07&

:.0212
.2273*

-.1584
-.m23
.0106

-.0r38
-.t06/.
.2879*+

-.1021
-.1392
-.1686
-.3169++
-.0515
-.2053*
-.102r
r.0000
-.0091
.1333

-.0141
.0919
.2323+x
-r3r7

DSERV
-.0640
.1935*
.157t
.2580**

-.t431
-.013r
.M23

-.1029
.0837
.1302

-.0486
.2499**

-.1459
.0104

-.1318
-.0378
.0495
.1040
.0024

-.0540
-.0910
-.3021*t
-.ot9l
-.t957*
1.0000
-.102t
-.2537*
-.tß6
-.3259*+
-.1833
-.0310
-.0689

RETAIL
-.0738
.0812
.0146
.0106
.3578**
.2022

-.22ffi
.4271+*

-.1277
-.0336
.1638

-.2491**
.0215
.0791

-.1625
-.1812*
.037s

-.2584*
.0952
.1705
.1752

1.0000
-.t525
-.6072**
-.3021**
-.3169**
.2455
.0795
.1800
.0431

-.0583
.1190

WSALE
-.0734
.0500
.0602

-.0249
.0181

-.0041
.1777+
.r395
.1476

-.0691
-.10/-7
.2088*
.1626
.1304

-.0575
-.1237
-.M91
.0787
.0478

-.1525
1.0000
-.w87
-.u91
-.0515
-.0222
.0086
.0417
.0808

-.0328
-.0459

TOUR
.M27

-.2072*
-.1311
-.19&*
-.1026
-.1231
.2388

-.1850
-.0080
-.1200
-.1303
.0r73
.1272

-.1398
.1816*
.1763

-.0585
.0303

-.0066
-.0ó78
-.0149
-.ffi72*+
-.0987

1.0000
-.1957*
-.2053*
-.0629
-.0705
.0530
.0086

-.0677
-.1091

SALESO
-.2360
.0608

-.0606
-.1322
.2607
.2088
.4267*
.1930
.6U2**
.3773**
.3580**

-.2M2
-.2496*
.1772
.r830
.0898
.0905
.1402

-.t179
-.2199
-.26t3*
.2455

-.0222
-.0629
-.2537*
-.0091

1.0000
.8272**
.8276*+
.8006**
.3468**
.4313**

GP
-.1291
.1290
.018r

-.1331
.1403
.0458
.3868
.076/.
.4267**
.2U2*
.32711*

-.1509
-.2597*
.0797
.1162
.0573

-.0167
.2032

-.0978
-.1961
-.2298
.0795
.0086

-.0705
-.1466
.1333
-8272*+

1.0000
.6573**
.7781**
.5435**
.4248**

SALESLOG
-.1665
.1969
.0887

-.0647
.2663
.1796
.1898
.2202
.4669**
.3475*1
.3936**

-.2493*
-.2552*
.0096
.0928
.0239
.0346
.0931

-.1014
-.2365
--2545*
.1800
.Mt7
.0530

-.3259**
-.0141

.8276**

.6573**
1.0000
.8974**
.2699*
.3&0*+

GPLOG
-.2288
.3027*
.1824

-.0552
.t713
.0949
.2162
.0803
.4765**
.3534**
.4ø91**

-.2323
-.3381**
.0577
.1932
.r205

-.0007
.t812

-.13&
-.2338
-.2814*
.0431
.0808
.0086

-.1833
.09r9
.8006**
.7781**
.8974**

1.0000
.3630**
.4106**

LOAN
-.0836
.1066
.1116

-.0666
.0031

-.0815
.0771

-.014ó
.2358**
.1182
.1535

-.w27
-.0922
.0m2
.1249
.l l9l
.1557
.r065

-.0059
-.0352
-.0385
-.0s83
-.0328
-.M77
-.0310
.2323**
.3468**
.5435**
.2698*
.3630**

1.0000
.5516**

LOANLOG
-.2739**
.1968*
.1841*
.0362
.1803

-.1373
-.1598
.1755
.2022*
.0670
.2E53**

-.2577++
-.r031
.1788*
.1149
.7298
.5066*r

-.ü)60
.1100
.0543
.10t2
.1190

-.0459
-.1091
-.0689
-.0317

-4313+*
.4249++
.J$!g**
.4106**
.5516**

1.0000
?
;'

cÊtl',
o\

* - Significant <.05** - Significant <.01 (2-tåiled)
" . " is printed if a coefltcient cannot be computed



AppnNnlx 6: MUITTpLE REGRESSIONS FoR DEBT PRICING MoDEL

This appendix reports the multiple regressions used for testing the debt pricing model
developed and investigated in Chapær 14.

MULTIPLE REGRESSIoN 14.1
All variables and all cases considered.
Mean substituted for missing data
Method: Stepwise

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
StandardEÍor

.36979

.13674

.12248

.01337

Analvsis ofVariance DF Sum of Squares Mean Square
Regression 2
Residual 721
F = 9.58354 Sisnif F = .0001

.00343

.02t62
.00171
.00018

Variables in the Eouation
Variable B SEB Beta T Sie T
TERM -9.84297E-0/. 2.8920E-04 -.288428 -3.4M
S0LETRAD .008084 .003275 .2W198 2.469
(Ça!!tatt) .023560 .002576 9.145

.0009

.0150

.0000

Variables not in the Equation
Variable Beø In PaÍial Min Toler T Sie T
INC
BS
ACCT
CONSUMO
CONSUMOM
CONSUM]
CONSUMX
AGE
AGELOG
INCORP
TRUST
PSHIP
REALPART
OM
PN
PNAGEl
PNAGE2
PNAGE3
SALESO
GP
SALESLOG
GPLOG
INDs
IND4
INDI
IND2
IND3
LOAN
LOANLOG

-.054662
-.096623
-.032324
-.038202
-.024863

-.126907
-.053748
-.M3346
-.094097
.ø00s0
.089497

-.093938
-.097747
-.029935
-.036276
.008010

-.113632
-.069251
-.072094
-.1224t7
.070802

-.109041
-.011553
-.076231
.022270

-.01997r
-.105948

-.0s8321
-.103259
-.034ø;27
-.040305
-.025818

.982694

.982107

.972880

.956529

.924705

-.&0
-1.t37
-.377
-.442
-.283

-1.503
-.632
-.452

-1.087
.452

1.032
-1.033
-1.148

-.351
-.423
.092

-1.336
-.815
-.841

-t.439
.812

-r.250
-.132
-.898
.262

-.232
-r.047

.5234

.2517

.7066

.6594

.7',|',|7

-.135953
-.057578
-.Mt226
-.098717
.M1226
.093748

-.093857
-.tuzu
-.032056
-.038615
.008436

-.L21060
-.074t66
-.076580
-.13026t
.073905

-.113374
-.0t2Mt
-.081686
.023926

-.02t162
-.u)5137

.985r38

.988056

.t78724

.950105

.908655
946675
.858725
.976018
.983689
.978122
.95303s
.976936
.983754
.968t32
.970988
.940558
.929361
.932790
.987967
.990158
.969313
.696079

.t354

.5287

.6521

.2793

.6521

.3044

.3038

.2533
;1260
.6728
.9265
.1841
.4r69
.4018
.1527
.4185
.2137
.895 3

.3711
;7936
.8170
.2972
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Appendix 6

Residuals Statistics
Min Max Mean Std Dev N

*PRED -.0060*RESID -.0266*ZPRED -4.4399*ZRESID -1.9891
Durbin-Watson Test =1.7 4571

.0287

.0389
2.t280
2.9070

.0175

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0053124

.0t33t24
1,0000124
.9918124

124
t24
t24
r24

Outliers - Standardized Re sidual
Case # *ZRESID

43 2.9M98
81 2.83336
8 2.79360

4 2.20164
Lt4 2.00187
t4 -1.98910

120 1.97194
t2 197194
52 -1.95918
05 t.928241

Histogram - Ståndardized Residual
NExpN (*=1Cases, : = Normal Curve)

**
*

:k;:k>k

**

Out
3.00
2.6'l
) ?4.

2.00
r.6'7
1, 33
1. 00

.6'7

0 .10
2 .79
1 .48
1 1.11
4 2.26
2 4.15
4 6.80
I 10.00

11 13. 17
18 15.53
14 1.6.47
17 15.53
t5 13. L7
17 10.00
7 6.80
1 4.15
2 2.26
0 1.11
0 .48
0 .19
0 .10

***************: **
**************
***************: *
************: **
*********: *******
******:

*.

.33

.00
-.33
-.6'l

-1. 00
-1.33
-7. 61
-2.00

-2.6'7
-3. 00

Out

I

I

I

I

+
I

I

I

I

+
I

I

I

I

+
I

I

b
s
e
r
v
e
d

I

I

I

I

7s+
I

I

I

Is+
I

I

I

I

25+
I

I

It.
+**

Nonnal Probability (P-P) Plot Ståndardized Residual
1.0

**)t*

*
**

*

)\ 75 1.0
Expected
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Appendix 6

MuIrrprE REGRESSION 14.2
TERM suppressed, all cases considered.
Mean substituted for missing data
Method:Sæpwise

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
StandtrdErrcr

.32107

.10308

.08826

.01363

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Regression 2
Residual l2l
F -- 6.95340 Sisnif F = .0014

.00258

.02247
.00129
.00019

Yariables in the Equation
Va¡iable TB SEB Beüa Sig T
LOANLOG
SOLETRAD
(Constant)

-.007367
.0n,6707
.050383

.002866

.m.34/,3

.013437

-.22906t
.r73557

-2.571
t.948
3.149

.0114

.0538

.0003

Variables not in the Equation
Variable Beta In Pafial Min Toler T Sis T
INC
BS
ACCT
CONSUMO
CONSUMOM
CONSUM]
CONSUMX
AGE
AGELOG
INCORP
TRUST
PSHIP
REALPART
OM
PN
PNAGEI
PNAGE2
PNAGE3
SALESO
GP
SALESLOG
GPLOG
INDs
IND4
INDI
IND2
IND3
LOAN

-.M2167
-.07s038
-.065383
-.065065
-.069917

-.043605
-.077708
-.068993
-.068073
-.073138

.903570

.909057

.93240

.918410

.916267

-.478
-.854
-.758
-.747
-.803

.6334

.3949

.4502

.4563

.4234

.3845

.8120

.9869

.2844

.9869

.3591

.5503

.s093

.7109

.5208

.7756

.4831

.9373

.8265

.5243

.2433

.14r0

.9688

.4034

.8645

.4r43

-.076861
-.020678
-.00t637
-.095255
.001512
.082221

-.055511
-.057157
-.032329
-.055818
-.024882
-.0Ø65
.007210

-.019884
-.058284
.103552

-.131081
-.003s04
-.072614
.014871
.084825

-.079423
-.02t761
-.001499
-.w7687
.ml499
.0837M

-.0s4595
-.060320
-.033891
-.058692
-.026070
-.0ó4086
.007190

-.020055
-.058r97
.t06436

-.134056
-.003577
-.076323
.015608
.074566

.901131

.930980

.752105

.909724

.831302

.877618

.823810

.932586

.92M67

.928519

.920918

.842413

.840&9

.87M07

.853990

.88551r

.879948

.885174

.927012

.9226t8

.652639

-.873
-.238
-.016

-1.075
.016
.921

-.599
-.662
-.37t
-.û4
-.286
-.703
.079

-.220
-.639
t.t73
-t.482
-.039
-.839
.t7t
.819

Residuals Statistics
Min Max Mean Std Dev N

*PRED .M3O*RESID -.0271
*ZPRED -3.1550*ZRESID -1.9856
Durbin-V/atson Test =1.'l 4872

.0283

.0435
2.3736
3.1940

.0175

.0000

.0000

.m00

.(n46r24

.0135124
1.0000124

.9978124

t24
t24
124
t24
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Outliers - Standardized Residual

Case # *ZRESID

43
8

81
t2
4
t4

105
tt4
52

108

3.t9399
2.87914
2.6U74
2.20É,88
2.19788

-1.98564
1.93596
1.86842
-1.w370
-1.74275

Hisogram - Standârdized Residual

(* = 1 Cases : = Normal Curve)

33 ***rr*
00 *********: *

************
,r***********

.1.0 Out *
,19 3, 00 

'k.48 2.6'l *
1.11 2.33 z*
2.26 2. 00 *:
4. 15 1.61 *

NExp

6.80 1.
0.00 L.

N
1

1

1
)
2
1
tr

11
!2
I2
I7
15
1,9

15
Ê

3
2
0
0
0

***************: *

rkìt**********. ******
*********. *****
***** .

Normal hobability (P-P) Plot - Standardized Residual

1.0

**

*-*
**

***

,r
**

**

*

3. 17 .6'7
5.53 .33
6.47 . 00
5. 53 -.33
3.I't -.6'7
0.00 -1.00
6.80 -1.33
4. 15 -1.6?
2.26 -2.00
t.r1 -2.33
.4e -2.67
.19 -3.00
.10 Out

L

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

I

+
I

I

I

I

+
I

I

I

I

+
I

I

o
b
S

r

d

I

I

I

I
7s+

I

I

I

Is+
I

I

I

I

25+
I

I| .**
| ***

*
*
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Appendix 6

MULTIPLE REGRESSION 14.3
Excludes all partnership cases
Mean substituted for missing data
Method: Stepwise

Multiple R .50719
R Square .25724
Adjusted R Square .22056
StandardEÍor .01310

Analvsis ofVariance DF Sum of Squares Mean Square
Regression 4 .00481 .00120
Residual 81 .01389 .00017
F =7.01327 Sienif F = .0001

Variables in the Eouation
Variahle B .SE B Beta T Sis T
TERM
BS
AGE
INCORP
(Constant)

-.001173
-.005013

-7.07023E-05
-.006307
.036632

3.273t8-U
.m/2932

3.7t73F-05
.003438
.003931

.3455û

.t69932

.188484

.180693

-3.585
-t.7t0
-t.902
-1.834
9.318

.0006

.0912

.0607

.0703

.0000

Variables not in the Eouation
Variable Beta In PaÍial Min Toler T Sis T
INC
ACCT
CONSUMO
CONSUMOM
CONSUM]
CONSUMX
AGELOG
SOLETRAD
TRUST
OM
PN
PNAGEl
PNAGE2
PNAGE3
SALESO
GP
SALESLOG
GPLOG
INDs
IND4
INDl
IND2
INDs
LOAN
LOANLOG

.172055

.008308

.0t3129

.0r6333

.128352

.008824

.014286

.017û3

.413348

.837957

.8ó1816

.860285

1.158
.079
.r28
.t57

.181

-.604
-.982
.360

-.839
-1.120
-1.183

-.427
-.t14
-.188
-.350
1.354
-.846
-.102
-.489
-.107
.527

-.937

.2505

.9373

.8986

.8753

.029177
1.000000
-.063539
-.108418
.036837

-.086277
-.114087
-.123905
-.u8476
-.011677
-.019943
-.036862
.133508

-.087175
-.010407
-.u8t97
-.0r0471
.053669
-.lt27tt

.020192
1.000000
-.06736
-.109151
.u0179

-.093435
-.tat99
-.t3tt64
-.M7ffi
-.012716
-.021007
-.039061
.149666

-.w4t23
-.011384
-.054573
-.011993
.058868

-.104195

.355734

.000000

.834930

.752840

.852068

.853653

.846051

.832343

.698012

.839375

.810376

.825323

.908934

.865141

.851345

.905796
923077
.874890
.634760

.8571

.5476

.3290

.7200

.4038

.2663

.2402

.6707

.9097

.8514

.7275

.1796

.4003

.9191

.6263

.9148

.5993

.3516

Residuals Statistics:
Selected Min Max Mean Std Dev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

-.0068
-.0279

-3.2547
-2.13t7

.0330

.0384
2.0320
2.933s

.007586

.012886
1.000086
.976286

.0177

.0000

.0000

.0000

86
86
86
86

Unselected Min Max Me¿n Std Dev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

.0067
-.0384

-1.4576
-2.935t

.0334

.0209
2.0913
r.5943

.0238
-.0069
.8068

-.5239

.006238

.014538

.822338
1.r05238

38
38
38
38

Multiple R for Unselected Cases =-.00070; Selected Cases = .50719
Durbin-Vy'atson Test For Unselected Cases =1.57199 Selecæd Cases =1.88224
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Outliers - Standardized Residual - Selected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

81

8
43
52
4

115
tt4
105
103

19

2.93345
2.89637
2.65265

-2.13166
1.84142

-1.83954
1.77082
1.659&

-1.5&72
-1

Outliers - Standardized Residual - Unselected Cases
Case # *ZRESID

t4 -2.93506
100 -2.45107
110 -2.27753
122 -1.96765
101 t.59434
& -1.51951
99 -1.51863
11 -1.5r4t2
95 -1.45336
109 -r.40&9

Histogram - Ståndardized Residual
- Selecæd Cases

Histogram - Standardized Residual
- Unselected Cases

N
0
)
1

0
1

z
)
4

72
9

1,2

13
10
10

4

1
)
0
0

0

0

Exp N
.0'7
.13
.34
.1'7

r ct

2.88
4.'72
6.94
9. L3

IO.'7'7
11.38
1,O.7'7
9.13
6.94
4.12
I OO

r.57
.'77
.34
.13
.0'7

(* = 1 cases. .: = Normal Curve)
Out

3.00 **
2.6'7 *
a ))
t ññ*
I. 6'7 ,t*.
1. 33 tr**
1 ñô 'k***
. 67 ********: ***
.33 ********* .

. 00 **********: *
-. 33 **********: **
-. 67 *rr******: *

-1. 00 ******: ***
-1.33 ****.
-I.6'7 ),

-2.00 *:
-2.33
_) â1

-3.00
Out

NExp N
0 .03
0 .06
0 .15
0 .34
0 .69
r 1.27
2 2.08
2 3.06
3 4.04
1, 4.'Ì6
6 5.03
3 4. 16
4 4.O4
4 3.06
5 2.O8
3 I.2'7
1 .69
2 .34
0 .15
1 .06
0 .03

(X = 1 Cases
Out

3. 00
2.61
a 1a

2.00
r.61 :

1.33 X:
1.00 xx.

â1 VVv

.33 X

. 00 XXXX: X

-.33 XXX

-.67 XXX:

-1.00 XX:X
-1 ?? V.VVV

-1. 67 : XX

-2.33 XX

-2.6'.7
-3.00 x

Out

= Normal Curve )
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Normal Probability (P-P) Plot - Selected Cases -Standardized Residual
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MULTIPLE REGRESSIoN 14.4
Excludes all partnership cases and suppresses TERM
Mean substituted for missing data
Method: Stepwise

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusæd R Square
StandardEfior

.45051

.20296

.17380

.01348

An¿lys¡s of V¿riønc¿ DF Sum of Squares Mean Square
Regression 3 .00380 .00127
Residual 82 .01491 .00018
F =6.96003 Sienif F = .0003

Variables in the Equation
Va¡iable B SE B Bera T Sie T
LOANLOG
BS
INDs
(Consønt)

-.010224
-.005680
.007805
.0671t4

.003107

.w2935

.004366

.0t4M2

-.327852
-.192s23
.176756

-3.291
-1.935
1.788
4.&7

0015
0564
0775
0000

Variables not ln the Eouation
Variable Beta In Min T
rNC .082167 .060255 .428619 .543 .5884
ACCT -.034970 -.038415 .945845 -.346 .7302
coNSUMo -.038676 -.M2098 .94322 -.379 .7055
CoNSUMOM -.031315 -.033916 .9349t8 -.305 .7608
CONSUMT
CONSUMX
AGE -.147477 -.15705r .903884 -1.431 .1562
AGELOG -.131939 -.138861 .8ó9554 -t.262 .2106
INCORP -.lw67t -.112408 .837316 -1.018 .3tr7
SoLETRAD .109671 .112408 .837316 1.018 .3rt7
TRUST -.144898 -.159658 .950765 -t.4s6 .1494
oM -.753&2 -.159911 .863415 -1.458 .1487pN .0236t0 .024439 .854003 .220 .8264
PNAGET .072471 .013424 .923526 .tzt .9Mr

- PNAGE2 -2.4138-06 -.000003 .951558 .000 1.0000
PNAGE3 -.043005 -.045819 .9M748 -.413 .6808
SALESo -.072683 -.075208 .836817 -.679 .4992
GP .013444 .013837 .836732 .125 .9012
SALESLOG -.027611 -.0292t6 .879&0 -.263 .7932
GPLOG -.0321s1 -.033071 .843355 -.298 .7666
IND4 -.068610 -.074128 .930403 -.669 .5054
IND| .055525 .056091 .813362 .506 .6145
IND2 -.086554 -.W6253 .973518 -.870 .3867
rND3 .034389 .036904 .9r',1875 .332 .7405
LOAN .119583 .103205 .593669 .934 .3532

Residuals Statistics
Selected Min Max Mean Std Dev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

.0035
-.0315

-2.1279
-2.3379

.0371

.0409
2.9025
3.0345

.0t77

.0000

.0000

.0000

.006786

.013286
1.000086

.982286

86
86
86
86

Unselected Min Max Me¿n Std Dev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

.0103
-.0328

-1.1058
-2.4328

.0285

.0271
1.6135
2.009s

.0186
-.0017
.t320

-.1240

.005238

.014738

.783638
t.092438

38
38
38
38

Multiple R for Unselected Cases =-.13438; Selected Cases = .45051
Du¡bin-Watson Test For Unselected Cases =2.02421; Selecæd Cases =1.91232
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Outliers - Standardized Residunl - Selected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

43
81

8
52

tt4
M

115
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57

3.03446
2.74140
2.50716

-2.33792
2.0093s
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1

-1
-1
I

-1

78108

Outliers - Standardized Residual - Unselected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

t4
100
t2
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48
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99

-2.43279
-2.1299t
2.00948
-1.743W
1.52805

-1.44012
t.4tt7t
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1.29978

-1.27190

Hisogram - Ståndardized Residual
- Selecæd Cases
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- Unselected Cases
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Appendix 6

Normal Probability (P-P) Plot - Selecæd Cases -Standardized Residual
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Appendix 6

MULTIPLE REGRESSIoN 14.5
Applied to parmership cases only
Mean substituted for missing data
The following variables are constants or have missing correlations: V/SALE
Method: Stepwise

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
StandtrdEnor

.28253

.07982

.05426

.01272

Annlysis ofVariance DF Sum of Squa¡es Mean Square

Regression I
Residual 36
F =3.12282 Sisnif F = .0857

.0005r

.00583
.00051
.00016

Variables in the Equation
Variable B SEB Beta T Sie T
AGELOG
(Consønt)

.005140

.011418
.m29W
.003732

.282526 1.767
3.060

.0857

.0042

Variables not in the Equation
Variable Beø In Partial Min Toler T Sis T
INC
BS
ACCT
CONSUMO
CONSUMOM
CONSUMl
CONSUMX
AGE
REALPART
OM
TERM
PN
PNAGE]
PNAGE7
PNAGE3
SALESO
GP
SALESLOG
GPI.OG
INDs
IND4
INDI
IND3
LOAN
LOANLOG

-.053725
.0t5672

-.186/.7t
.0t7487
.Mt237

.89&94

.790069

.998581

.987873

.984032

-.053029
.014522

-.194253
.018119
.M2&4

-.314
.086

-t.t72
.107
.253

.7553

.9320

.2493

.9152

.8021

-.205253
.217652
.217652

-.154805
-.226109
-.144820
-.134510
-.016914
.001640
.162903
.067466

-.054401
-.2370r0
.081161
.025083

-.023373
-.030976
-.005898

-.1299æ
.226501
.226501

-.t61332
-.235697
-.143770
-.1394û
-,017614
.001708
.169180
.070296

-.055672
-.243&8
.082869
.025567
-.04ßl
-.032283
-.006123

.368565

.9965t4

.996514

.999414

.999871

.906881

.9891ss

.997857

.998882

.992/155

.999016

.963674

.97.444

.959318

.956017

.983242

.999483

.991'778

-.77 5
1.376
1.376
-.967

-r.435
-.859
-.833
-.104
.010'

1.016
.4r7

-.330
-1.486

.492

.151
-.t43
-.191
-.036

.4,/'35

.r776

.r776

.3401

.1602

.3959

.4104

.9776

.9920

.3168

.6793

.7435

.1462

.6258

.8806

.8871

.8496

.97t3

Residuals Statistics:
Selected Min Max Mean StdDev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

.0113
-.0221

-1.5071
-1.7408

.0223

.0276
L.M1O
2.1681

.0169

.0000

.0000

.0000

.003738

.012538
1.000038

.986438

38
38
38
38

Unselected Min Max Mean Std Dev N
*PRED .0114 .0230 .0180 .003486 86*RESTD -.027t .0411 -.0003 .015886 86*zpRED -1.48ó9 1.6534 .2854 .927086 86*zRESrD -2.1339 3.2295 -.0208 1.245486 86

Multiple R for Unselected Cases =-.18919; Selected Cases = .28253
Durbin-Watson Test For Unselected Cases =1.91756; Selecæd Cases =2.12945
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Outliers - Standardized Residual - Selected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

120
t2
t4

100
63
,ß
75
80

tt2
25

2.16812
2.01503

-1.74080
-1.59ó48
t.4û74

-1.42251
r.38677

-1.35690
1.2&21
-t.149&

Outliers - StandardizedResidwl - Unselected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

105
81
43

t14
8

4
108
113

53
47

3.2295r
3.074&
3.05769
2.94707
2.91881
2.70262

-2.13386
1.87551
1.85260
t.8222t

Histogram - Standardized Residual
- Selected Cases

Histogram - Ståndardized Residual
- Unselected Cases
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p
Normal Probability (P-P) Plot - Selected Cases -Standårdized Residual
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Appendix 6

MULTIPLE REGRESSION 14.6
Applied to partnenhip cases only
Mean substituted for missing data
Method: Forced Enter

Multiple R .2'167
R Square .07655
Adjusæd R Square -.00/194
Standãd Eßor .01311

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Regression 3 .00048 .00016
Residual 34 .00585 .00017

Variables in the Equation
Va¡iable B SEB Beta T Sie T
TERM
AGE
BS
(Consønt)

.199865

.t35451

.169880

-1.186
.818

1.003
3.687

.2439

.4793

.3230

.0008

4.9t7t28-M 5.8333E-M
5.059938-05 6.1889E-05
.00448ó .0M473
.018916 .005130

Residuals Statistics:
Selected Min Max Mean Std Dev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

.0085
-.0231

-2.3137
-t.7&7

.02M

.0288
2.t3t5
2.2001

.0169

.0000

.0000

.0000

.003638

.012638
1.000038
.9s8638

38
38
38
38

Unselected Min Max Mean Srd Dev
*PRED -.0005 .0288 .0180 .004686 86*RESTD -.0238 .0408 -.0003 .015586 86*ZPRED -4.8032 3.2890 .2892 t.262986 ' 86*zRESrD -1.8163 3.1136 -.0195 1.180486 86

Multiple R for Unselected Cases = .00980; Selected Ca.ses = .27667
Drnbin-Watson Test For Unselected Cases =1.8214; Selected Cases =2.08565

Outliers - Standardized Residual - Selected Cases

N

Case # *ZRESID

120
t2
t4

100
r01
4{t

104
63
73
75

2.20008
2.tztw
-1.7&6
-t.43313
1.35420

-1.29801
t.t2t90
1.10906

-1.10678
1.09688

Outliers - Standardízed Residual - Unselected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

43
tt4
105
8l
I

M
1r3

85
108
53

3.1136/.
2.86226
2.8U94
2.72767
2.66065
2.5t373
1.84351

-r.81ó25
-1.80230
r.796tt
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Appendix 6

Histogram - Standardized Residual
- Selecæd Cases

Histogram - Standardized Residual
- Unselected Cases
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Appcutlix 6

MULTIPLE REGRESSION I4.7
Mean substituted for missing data
Selecting only Cases for whichBT EQ2
Method: Forced Enter

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
StandtrdEror

.2ffi9

.06796
-.01428
.01317

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Regression 3

Residual 34
F = .82ó38 Sisnif F = .4885

.00ûr3

.00590
.00014
.00017

Variables in the Equation
Variable TB SEB Beø Sie T
LOANLOG
INDs
BS
(Constant)

-.001062
-.017878
.005182
.020168

.006391

.01363ó

.004703

.028612

-.029034
-.2217t5
.r96233

-.166
-1.311

r.to2
.705

.8690

.1986

.2783

.4857

Residuals Statistics
Selected Min Max Mean Srd tÞv N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

.0025
-.02t1

-4.2268
-1.6005

.0207

.0299
t.tuz
2.2t30

.0169

.0000

.0000

.0000

.003438

.012638
1.000038

.958638

38
38
38
38

Unselected Min Max Mean Std Dev N
*PRED
*RESID
*ZPRED
*ZRESID

-.0027
-.0301

-5.7519
-2.2824

.0214 .0156 .006686 86

.0547 .0021 .017786 86
t.3261 -.3858 1.939386 86
4.15U .1599 1.345186 86

Multiple R for Unselected Cases =-.25598; Selected Cases = .2û69
Durbin-Wason Test For Unselected Cases =1.75375; Selected Cases =1.94684

Outliers - Standnrdized Residual - Selected Cases

Case # *ZRESID

t2
120
t4
u

100
't3

95
63
75

110

2.27303
2.18961
-1.ûu7
t.49694
-r.39821
-1.16588
-t.11362
1.10093
1.09110

-1.01695

Outliers - Standardiz.ed Residunl - Unselected
Case # *ZRESID

105
8

53
43

tt4
81
4

7
56

108

4.15036
3.986ó8
3.35054
3.23231
2.78320
2.76301
2.75893
2.292s2
2.29139

-2.28242
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tlistogram - Standardized Residual
- Selected Cases
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